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1 Systems Integration
1.1 Introduction (RMJ)
SCOUT, the Space Construction and Orbital Utility Transport, is a closed-cabin
atmospheric system for extravehicular operations. The concept includes two SCOUT
pods, a docking fixture that will allow for replenishment of consumables between
missions, and an Extended Mission Pallet that will allow a SCOUT pod to go on
extended missions. It is a proposed element of NASA’s Orbital Aggregation and Space
Infrastructure System (OASIS) program. The SCOUT system is designed to operate with
OASIS’s proposed Gateway Station at the Earth-Moon L1 point. The Gateway Station’s
main objectives are large telescope assemble, moon missions, and science missions. The
SCOUT systems purpose is to provide extensive dexterous operations in the vicinity of
the Gateway Station.
NASA’s OASIS program is intended to develop robust and cost effective
concepts in support of future space commercialization and exploration missions. It will
do this through the concept of reusable in-space transportation architecture composed of
modular fuel depots, chemical/solar electric stages and crew transportation elements.
The elements of OASIS’s infrastructure include the Lunar Gateway, International Space
Station (ISS), Crew Transfer Vehicle (CTV), Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) and
Chemical Transfer Vehicle. Through OASIS, NASA plans to maximize the modularity,
reusability and commonality of the OASIS elements across many missions, enterprises
and organizations.
The proposed Gateway Station at the L1 point between the Earth and Moon is the
next major goal in space exploration and for the OASIS program. Gateway station will
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be required to support four crewmembers and three simultaneously docked vehicles,
including a Crew Transfer Vehicle, a Lunar Lander, and a Logistics Module. The
stations focal points for the future are two telescope construction missions and two lunar
surface excursions per year. Science missions and experiments will also be a part of the
stations projects. The Gateway Station will have a design lifetime of fifteen years and
will re-supply once every six months and once every two years. Every six months food,
clothing and medical supplies will be replenished. Every two years station keeping
propellant, ECLSS consumables, tools and experiments will be restocked.
The proposed Gateway Station in the OASIS program will also be required to
provide Extravehicular Activity (EVA) capabilities for nominal operations. The EVA is
currently planned to be performed by astronauts in space suits and a concept called
Robonaut, whose design is not yet complete. The SCOUT system is designed to
incorporate best of EVA and robotics, and provide new capabilities from the synthesis of
the two.

1.2 Systems Integration Requirements
The Systems Integration team of the SCOUT project was given eleven level one
requirements. The team created three level two requirements from the specified level one
requirements.

1.2.1 Level One Requirements
The Systems Integration level one requirements begin with the constraint that the
SCOUT system shall be designed to operate from the L1 Gateway system. Next, the
system shall be designed to be readily modifiable for operations on International Space
Station. Also, systems design shall consist of the SCOUT vehicle, and a docking and
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recharge facility to be attached to the hosting station and all systems design shall be
conducted in accordance with NASA Standard JSC-28354, Human-Rating Requirements.
All system technologies shall be at a minimum NASA technology readiness level (TRL)
of 3 on Jan. 1, 2005, and shall be capable of reaching a TRL of 6 by the technology cutoff date of Jan.1, 2008 and all components for SCOUT system installation and operation
shall be designed for launch on US launch vehicles currently planned to be operational in
2005. Another requirement is that the SCOUT system shall be designed to accommodate
servicing access to all components at the host station and all items planned for nominal
replacement cycles shall be reachable in shirt-sleeve conditions. In addition, all SCOUT
systems shall be capable of contingency operations without internal pressurization and
the system shall provide for single- interface replenishment at the docking port. Finally,
the system shall provide for a single-person checkout and refurbishment between each
use. Total time for this activity is not to exceed one hour and all safety-critical systems
shall be two- fault tolerant. Sufficient sensors shall be incorporated to allow positive
diagnosis of all credible failures.

1.2.2 Level Two Requirements
The level two requirements were deduced from the level one requirements above.
The first being that the SCOUT system have appropriate docking capabilities. Also, the
SCOUT system sha ll be able to reach the Earth-Moon L1 point. Finally, the system shall
be able to withstand the environment at the L1 point and at low Earth orbit (LEO).

1.3 EVA System Comparison (MBB)
The current plan for the Gateway Station is for an astronaut to do EVA with
Robonaut, a robot currently under development at NASA Johnson Space Center. These
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three systems were compared in order to show that SCOUT meets and exceeds the
capabilities of the other two systems. Table 1.1 shows the areas in which the systems
were evaluated.

Max Sortie
Duration
Max Sortie
Distance
On Site Human
Intel
Teleoperation
Control
Human/Robotics
Interaction
Autonomous
Control
Single Person Op
Capabilities
2-Hand Operation
Radiation
Protection
Life Support

Bailout Systems

EMU
w/
MMU
7hr

Robonaut

SCOUT

8hr

11hr

120m

25m

1000m

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No
3g/cm2

Yes
N/A

Yes
4g/cm2

7hr +
0.5hr
reserve
No

N/A

11hr + 2r
reserve

N/A

SHEEP/
SAFER

Table 1.1: EVA System Comparison

1.3.1 Space Suits
When using space suits, astronauts must pre-breathe for two hours and twenty
minutes in a 14.7psi environment; they must also be attached be either a tether or a foot
restraint at all times. There is also significant radiation exposure, fatigue, and limited
micrometeoroid protection. The radiation shielding is 3gm/cm2 . Astronauts also have
very limited mobility within the space suits as one can see in Table 1.1. There are only
enough supplies for a nominal mission of five to seven hours, limiting the duration of
each excursion.
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The space suits are small and easily stored, at 0.905m3 . The mass of a single suit,
according to the Lunar L1 Gateway & SEP Design Briefing, is 159kg. The mass of the
vehicle support, EVA translation aids, and tools is 375kg. A Lunar L1 Gateway airlock
has a mass of 433kg. Therefore, the total mass needed for a single person to do external
work is 967kg.
The use of space suits has several advantages. The astronauts have task flexibility
and dexterous one or two-handed manipulation at the work site. They also have highresolution visual interpretation of the task site. Because the decision-maker and effector
are at the work

Figure 1.1: Astronaut in space suit

site, human cognitive and interpretive capabilities are possible onsite. This crewmember
at the task site is capable of implementing real- time alternative and unique approaches to
a problem.
Along with the many advantages, there are limitations. They include sensory degradation
and limited crewmember mobility and dexterity, force application, and endurance. A
major problem with space suits is the hazards to the crewmember while they are in space.
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1.3.2 Robonaut
Robonaut is a robot currently in development at Johnson Space Center in
Houston, Texas. It is 1.9m tall and has a mass of 182kg. Like astronauts, Robonaut
needs to be attached at all times to a robotic arm, a vehicle or space station, or a work
site. It is designed to look similar to a human and can perform similar tasks using the
same tools that astronauts use. Robonaut’s two arms are designed to be equivalent to
human strength, scale, reach, and dexterity and it can lift a 21lb object on earth. Each
hand has 14 degrees of freedom and has a fingertip strength of five pounds. Robonaut
has cameras in place of eyes for stereovision and it can be controlled through
teleoperation, shared control, and full autonomy. It is unsure when Robonaut will be
ready for flight.

Figure 1.2: Top half of Robonaut (http://robonaut.jsc.nasa.gov)

1.3.3 SCOUT System
1.3.3.1 SCOUT Pod
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SCOUT will eliminate the need for pre-breathing and will reduce the exertion on
the astronaut, thereby reducing the fatigue of the astronaut as well. There will be room
inside the vehicle for storing supplies and for the astronaut to move around while still
having a mass of around 2000kg. Along with providing necessary micrometeoroid and
radiation protection, SCOUT will be able to go on long-term excursions for multiple
days. SCOUT will be able to travel up to 1000m to and from the work site each day. It
will also make it possible for the crewmember to use both the robotic and human arms
together when performing tasks such as the maintenance and repairs of the Gateway
station and itself.
1.3.3.2 SCOUT’s Docking Module (LKP)

Figure 1.3: Docking Module

Along with the SCOUT vehicle, the system includes a docking module which will
attach to the Gateway Station. This module has three IBDM docking ports. Two of the
ports will accommodate SCOUT vehicles while the third port will attach to an inflatable
airlock on the Gateway Station. The docking module will also allow for shirt-sleeve
ingress/egress conditions as stated in the requirements document.
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The module will provide storage of consumables needed for six months while at
the Earth-Moon L1 point. Such consumables include propellant and its tanks, glove/arm
replacement supplies, Metal Oxide (Metox) regeneration supplies, and spare batteries.
The propellant will be stored on the outside of the docking module. Since the propellants
are exposed to the environment, shielding will be placed over the tanks providing thermal
and micrometeoroid protection. Solar arrays will allow the docking module to be selfsufficient for power purposes.
A list of compone nts of the docking module is illustrated in Table 1.2. The total
mass of the module including consumables is 4,420kg. The major mass constraint for the
docking module is the nitrogen storage having a mass of 2,420kg.
Mass[kg]

Power [W]

Structure

360

N/A

Solar Arrays

20

-3270

Spare Battery

155

N/A

METOX Regenerator

50

1000

N2 Storage

2420

N/A

Hydrazine Storage

620

N/A

150

N/A

IBDM (3)

645

TBD

Total

4420

Self Sufficient

Glove and Arms
replacements

Table 1.2: Docking Module Components
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1.3.3.3 eXtended Mission Pallet
N2 (Gas) Tanks

VGS

[Conceptual Design]
N2 H4 Tanks
Figure 1.4: XMP (Configuration for Lunar Operations Support)

The extended mission pallet (XMP), illustrated in Figure 1.4, is the third and final
component of the SCOUT system. This will support off- site extended sorties. For an
extended mission, SCOUT will be towed to the worksite by a tow- vehicle. The XMP
will attach the tow-vehicle to SCOUT. It will remain attached to the tow-vehicle while
SCOUT performs daily worksite operations.
The XMP allows for shirt-sleeve ingress/egress conditions. Shirt-sleeve
conditions allow the astronaut to move between the tow- vehicle and SCOUT. This is a
beneficial aspect of the XMP because does not require the astronaut to be confined in
SCOUT for long translations to the worksite. Instead, the astronaut can travel to the
worksite in the tow-vehicle and move to SCOUT when she gets there.
The XMP is similar to the docking module in function, providing off- site
refueling and recharging. Consumables stored on the XMP for Lunar operations will
include propellant tanks stored on the outside of the module, as shown in Figure 1.4, and
batteries and power distribution units (PDUs) stored inside. Also on the outside of the
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module, there will be a video guidance sensor (VGS) used for autonomously docking.
The total mass of the XMP for Lunar operations is 995kg and is shown in table 1.3.
Item

Quantity

Mass (kg)

Structure

1

100

IBDM

2

430

N/A

91

2

196

N/A

30

N2H4 Tanks

2

3.5

Batteries

2

116

PDU

2

20

VGS

1

8

Total

-

995

N2
N2 Tanks
N2H4

Table 1.3: XMP (Lunar Operations Pallet)

An advantage of the XMP is that it can be tailored to specific extended missions.
Possible extended missions include Lunar orbit operations, Geostationary satellite
servicing, and International Space Station (ISS) servicing. Another advantage of the
XMP is that it is equipped with two IBDM docking ports, making it capable of docking
to any OASIS vehicle.

1.4 Overall Vehicle Design (JRC)
1.4.1 Student Conceptual Designs
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Figure 1.5

The overall vehicle design process began by asking everyone in the class to
submit a personal drawing in order to get a feel for what the class wanted SCOUT to look
like. As can be seen from Figure 1.4, there was a large amount of disparity in the
submissions. Nonetheless, this was a helpful procedure because it allowed for Systems
Integration to get a gauge on what the class was thinking.

1.4.2 Preliminary Design
Since a useful vehicle concept did not arise from inviting the class to produce
drawings, a preliminary design needed to be created. In order to complete this task, a set
of design parameters was established to base this design around. They were:
1. Incorporate 2 working robot arms and 1 grapple arm
2. Place human arms and robot arms on the same side of the vehicle to allow for direct
human-robot interaction
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Figure 1.6. Preliminary Design

3. Design so that the working face of the vehicle can fit into a 1.919m x .84m window
4. Intersect a 1.15m x 2m tall cylinder with the working face
5. Birth with an IBDM docking mechanism
Figure 1.6 is the preliminary design based around the above parameters. Because of
the assumption that the astronaut would need to fit into such a small working area (the
size of an EVA space suit), and there was the desire for the human and robot arms to be
able to work with each other, parameters 1 through 3 put a restriction on the vehicle that
led to the requirement that the astronaut would kneel while working with the human
arms. This area is designated “kneeling area” in the figure. Because of parameters 1 and
5, the docking ring needed to be situated on the rear of the spacecraft so that the grapple
arm (which is placed on the bottom) could be used to birth. The rest of the vehicle (i.e.
the standing area and the storage space) was designed based on pure assumption and
guesswork.
As can be seen from Figure 1.6, the preliminary vehicle was a very poor design.
It lacked detail and was based mainly on assumptions that were primarily guessed. This
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was due in large part to a lack of information and results from trade studies from other
groups. Even so, just as the “artistic concepts” drawn by individuals in Figure 1.5, the
preliminary design laid a good foundation for future, more detailed designs.

1.4.3 Final Design
1.4.3.1 Exterior Design
The exterior features of the final design can be seen in Figure 1.7. Some of the
major design constraints for the exterior of the vehicle included the interaction of the
robotic task arms with the human arms, the incorporation of large propellant tanks, the
attachment of an RMS grapple fixture to a load-bearing wall, a hinged back panel for
access to the batteries, and the placement of the escape system and the grapple arm on the
underside of the spacecraft.
The exterior design was based significantly off of the internal pressure hull shape.
Per the request of Crew Systems, the interior pressure volume was kept at around
2.9m3 —this volume was based off a cylindrical vessel. The Loads, Structures, and
Mechanisms group requested that they have flat surfaces on which to attach major loads.
Therefore, Structures and Systems Integration came to the consensus that at 0.75m side
length, 2m tall hexagonal pressure hull was to be used.
One of the critical requirements of the SCOUT was to have the ability for the
robotic and human arms to be able to work together. The human hard upper torso (HUT)
and AX-5 human arms were placed on the front flat plate of the hexagonal pressure hull.
Through mockups, the Mission Planning team determined that the best place for the two
dexterous manipulators was in the horizontal center of the two adjacent flat panels (with
respect to the front face) and .13m
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Figure 1.7. Exterior Design and Components

below the human arms. This requirement placed the robot arms .67m from the top of the
spacecraft.
The rear of SCOUT was probably the most difficult aspect of the design. In order
to incorporate two large nitrogen propellant tanks, along with the RMS grapple fixture,
the back side could not be a flat surface. With numbers given from propulsion, the
minimum diameter of the tanks (so that the height would be less than 2m) was found to
be 0.36m. It was desired to keep the basic surfaces of the spacecraft flat; therefore the
exterior side surfaces were extended straight back of the intersection of the two side
pressure volume plates. Fitting a 0.36m diameter tank into the space between the outer
side panels and the rear interior plates required the length of the side panels to be 0.87m.
The RMS grapple fixture needed to be placed on a load bearing structure. The back and
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side exterior panels were not designed to withstand loads, so the RMS fixture was placed
on the rear internal pressure hull face. But, per RMS documents stating that
1.5
0

[All Dimensions in meters]

2.00

.75
.7
r = .33

1.85
Side View

.34

Bottom View

.82

Rear View

Figure 1.8. Dimensions of SCOUT

the operating envelope of the RMS jaw was 50o off vertical around the entire part, it was
determined that the fixture needed to stand off the spacecraft 0.13m so that the jaw would
not impact the corner of the nitrogen tanks—a thin shell of aluminum was used to stand
off the RMS and allowed for the RMS to bolt to it. The two rear exterior panels covering
the backside of the tanks were 0.34m in width. Attached on the left and right edges of the
right and left back panels, respectively, were sections with a width of 0.22m that
intersected the rear two edges of the back interior plate. Again, this had to be done to
allow for the correct clearance of the RMS arm. The batteries and power distribution
units were placed far enough above the RMS so that the rear exterior face did not impact
on the RMS zone as well—the rear panel extended 1.3m from the top (0.7m from the
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bottom). The rear panel needed to be hinged for maintenance on the batteries and power
distribution units. Handrails were placed along the outside of the vehicle to the hinged
panel to allow for the astronaut to be able to safely maintain the batteries. All major
dimensions are shown in Figure 1.8
The placements of the grapple arm and escape system were done so that the two
components did not interfere with each other. The escape system needed to be placed on
the bottom of the spacecraft so that hatch accompanying the system would be able to be
placed inside the pressure volume with not obstructions. This required the grapple arm to
be moved forward so that in its transition from stowed to operational mode it did not
interact with the escape system. The rest of the components shown in Figure 1.7, with
the exception of the thrusters which will be explained later, were placed per requests
from other groups.
Figure 1.9 shows the remainder of the external components with the outer panels
removed. The atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen were placed flush against the pressure
hull wall so that the air-system control box could be placed directly opposite it on the
interior. The hyrdrazine and nitrogen pressurant tanks were sized accordingly to fit into
their respective places.
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Nitrogen Pressurant

Power Distribution Units

Transponding Modem

Nitrogen
Propellant

Hydrazine
Propellant

Li-Ion
Batteries
Diplexer

IFOG

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Figure 1.9. Exterior Design with Outer Panels removed

1.4.3.2 Interior Design
The major design constraints on the interior of the spacecraft were the IBDM
internal hatch opening, the minimum interior work and rotation volume, and the
operation at 8.3psi. Per Crew Systems, nothing of substantial depth could be placed on
the upper 0.8m of the interior walls because it would obstruct the IBDM hatch opening.
Nothing was placed on the back wall because the astronaut would have foot restraints
there when using the robotic task arms. The air-system had to be placed directly opposite
the gaseous oxygen and nitrogen tanks. The two touch-screen monitors were placed oneon-top of the other so that the astronaut would only have to look in one direction to view
both monitors; they were placed on the rear left wall to avoid vibration problems caused
by the task arms. The computer chassis was placed in such a manner so that the internal
cards could be accessed for maintenance purposes. All components were placed as far to
the sides as possible in order to adhere to the Crew Systems request for the minimum
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interior work and rotation volumes not to be impinged; these explicit volumes will be
explained in the Crew Systems section. Figure 1.10 shows the interior layout.
Touch Screen Monitors
Storage
Box

Power
Bus Bar
Keyboard

Pressure
Control
Smoke
Detector

Camera
Computers

Hand
Controller

CO2/Air
System

Waste
Collection
System
Right Side

Fire Extinguisher

Hand
Controller

Escape
Hatch
Left Side

Figure 1.10. Interior Design and Components

1.5 Total Mass and Mass Distribution (JRC)
Our initial total mass of vehicle was targeted as 1500kg per SCOUT. Ideally we
would have liked to see the total vehicle mass to finally weigh in at less then this amount.
The initial total vehicle mass was then distributed over the four main vehicle systems that
required a mass budget. These four systems are Structures, Crew Systems, PowerPropulsion-Thermal, and Avionics. Structures was allotted 375kg, and P-P-T, 775kg.
Avionics was allowed 200kg, leaving 150kg for Crew Systems. However, it became
apparent very early on that we were not going to meet this budget. Structures, in
particular, used double their allotted mass; this was because the IBDM and all three robot
arms were included in their budget. In order to obtain positive mass margins, a new
target mass of 2000kg for one SCOUT was created. This time, the allotment became
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850kg for structures, 275kg for Crew Systems, 675kg for P-P-T, and Avionics remained
the same at 200kg. The final mass and power numbers are shown in Table 1.4.
Initial
Allotment
(kg)

Final
Allotment
(kg)

Actual
Mass (kg)

Power (W)

Loads,
Structures, &
Mechanisms

375

850

796

240

Crew
Systems

150

275

235

296

Avionics

200

200

190

294

Power,
Propulsion, &
Thermal

775

675

633

85

1500

2000

1854

915*

System

Totals

*Nominal Power is shown. Peak Power is 2900 W.
Table 1.4. SCOUT Mass Breakdown

1.6 Components Check List
As a way for Systems Integration to ensure that all components are accounted for
and addressed on an overall system scale a Component Table was created that lists each
internal and external components, along with their corresponding space, weight, and
power requirements. This table allowed Systems Integration to continually monitor the
amount of mass each system was using. It will be shown in Appendix A.

1.7 Center of Gravity of Moments of Inertia
The center of gravity and moments of inertia of SCOUT were calculated using
both MATLAB and the IDEAS model file. IDEAS was able to provide us (by clicking
on each part) the center of gravity and moments of each component relative to our
coordinate system—standing in the center of the pressure hull, at the midpoint of the
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bottom plate, x points forward, y to the left, and z is up. With the propellant tanks fully
loaded, and the robot arms in their stowed position, the center of gravity was [x y z ] = [0.23 -0.016 0.97]—all units in meters. With the propellant tanks completely empty,
the c.g. shifted to [-.21 -.017 .97]—a minimal change. This is the reason the thrusters, as
shown in Figure 1.7, were all positioned 22cm from the intersection of the two interior
side panels so that the c.g. would be pierced with the reaction control system in operation.
If the astronaut is in the positio n where he is using the human arms, the c.g. shifts up to
an x-distance of -0.17m. However, this is still not that large of a change. The region of
all potential c.g. locations roughly resembles the size of a baseball. Figure 1.11 shows
range of locatio ns of the c.g. while the propellant tanks are emptying—the arrows point
to the red sphere. It does account for the astronaut’s location.

Figure 1.11. Range of locations of the center of gravity.

The Moments of Inertia were also calculated using IDEAS and MATLAB in the
same manner. With the propellant tanks fully loaded, and the robot arms in their stowed
position, the moments of inertia were [Ixx Iyy Izz] = [1520 1650 1000]—all units in kgm2 .
These numbers add in a margin associated with the fact that only about 90% of the total
vehicle mass was present in the model file; things like wiring and piping were not
modeled, but their mass would add to the moments of inertia. With numbers provided by
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Crew Systems and Propulsion on air and propellant usage, respectively, the moments of
inertia were calculated versus time. This is represented in Figure 1.12. The final
moments end up being [1480 1620 970]. Again, these numbers are only reflective of
the vehicle by itself; the astronauts mass and various locations were not taken into
account here—future time and work should be done in this area for both the moments and
center of gravity due to the astronaut’s position

Figure 1.12. Change in Moments of Inertia versus time

The principal moments of inertia were also calculated, but again, only at the
initial condition of a fully fueled, unmanned craft. Future work should be done here, as
well, to determine the principal moments and rotation matrix due to changing astronaut
position and propellant consumption. Table 1.5 shows the initial inertia tensor followed
by the principal moments and the corresponding rotation matrix.
1520

-260

-300

-260

1650

-160

-300

-160

1000

790
0
0

0
1520
0

0
0
1850

0.448
0.612
-0.652
0.294
0.588
0.754
0.845
-0.529
0.083
Table 1.5. Initial Inertia Tensor, Principal Moments, and Rotation Matrix
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1.8 Program Development Schedule (JTC)
The program development schedule for SCOUT was based on historical program
development schedules of space systems and then modified to reflect recent
improvements in technology that should improve the efficiency of all future engineering
development schedules. The successfulness of this schedule is of course highly
dependent upon several intangibles. For this schedule to be adhered to proper funding
must be secured and management of this project must be handled in a competent manner.
Any mismanagement of the project will adversely affect the program development
schedule as will the lack of funding, resources, or workforce.
The schedule as shown in Table 1.6 is not dependent on any specified starting or
ending date; rather it proposes an eight-year development schedule that is applicable to
any start date. This eight-year schedule begins with the earliest stages of development
and ends with the deployment of the SCOUT system to the L1 Gateway Station as is
currently proposed by this report.
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Table 1.6 Program Development Schedule

The program development schedule occurs in a series of steps, each of which are
concluded with a review or evaluation process. These reviews and evaluations are used
as means to insure that the project remains on course. Each step to this program
development schedule has been described in greater detail to limit any confusion.

1.8.1 Advanced Studies and the Mission Concept Review
An advanced study is the earliest stage in any design project. There are several
goals of advanced studies. Gathering resources relevant to the subject matter can help
with the evaluation of the concept as a practical or an impractical venture. An important
part of this step includes identifying who the sponsors, the space mission operators, the
end users, the customers, and the developers are. An analysis of the goals of the concept
as well as a trade study comparing the potential benefits and drawbacks of the concept
should be completed. Alternative concepts can also be discussed at this time. This stage
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concludes with a Mission Concept Review where all of the findings of these studies are
presented. The project may be terminated or continued based upon this presentation.

1.8.2 Preliminary Analysis and Mission Definition Review
This stage represents the initial study phase. The end users, the customers, and
the space mission operators are brought together at this stage to facilitate a coordination
of needs, wants, and resources. The space mission that the concept is expected to
complete is now given a broad definition to better focus the continuing research of all
parties. All of the systems that will be required for the successful completion of the
defined mission are now identified along with several approaches as to how the mission
should be accomplished. Alternative concepts are also further explored at this time to
insure the most practical concept is being pursued. While this is occurring the sponsors
are expected to complete some long-range planning, an overall program structure, and
addresses budgetary estimates and availability. The Mission Definition Review is held at
the end of this step, which will determine if the program will receive funding and proceed
to the definition phase.

1.8.3 Definition and Preliminary Design Review
The definition of a project is when the first design concepts are introduced. Once an
overall design can be agreed upon a systems level design process begins. Each required
system is evaluated and researched for possible solutions. Several design aspects are
finalized and some design options are eliminated. This process is concluded with a
Preliminary Design Review that insures that everyone involved is on the same page and
facilitates discussion of any outstanding issues that have not been addressed or agreed
upon.
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1.8.4 Design and Critical Design Review
This stage of the process represents the formal design phase. Outstanding issues
are addressed, solutions to problems submitted, and final design aspects are chosen. A
complete definition of the system components should be completed with the highest level
of attention to detail permitted. Test hardware and software should be developed to
demonstrate the validity of the design concept. This stage finishes with a Critical Design
Review where all information known about the various systems are presented and how
each system or component is integrated together is outlined. Concept design should be
90% completed with no outstanding issues that would require a design change.

1.8.5 Development and Ready for Launch
Development consists of the construction of all ground- and space-based
hardware necessary for launch and operations. This stage includes a rigorous testing
process designed to identify any faults with the system design. The design is still open to
adaptation should any testing of hardware result in a need for a design modification. This
stage requires to greatest amount of resources and funding to complete. The largest
workforce used throughout the project will occur at this time as well. At the end of this
stage the SCOUT concept will have become a system of several vehicles. These vehicles
will undergo a systems level checkout and analysis prior launch to ISS.

1.8.6 Evaluation at ISS and Evaluation Review
The SCOUT system will be deployed to the ISS to undergo a series of tests.
These tests will be designed to evaluate the ability of SCOUT to complete various tasks
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in the environment of micro-gravity. These tasks are ones that SCOUT will be required
to perform at the L1 Gateway Station. SCOUT will also be evaluated for future use at the
ISS or for other undefined future applications. Emergency scenarios will also be
simulated to evaluate the emergencies procedures in place and insure crew safety
guidelines have been properly meet before deployment to the L1 Gateway Station. A
review of SCOUT system capabilities and emergency procedures will be completed at the
conclusion of this testing period. At this time final recommendations will be made and if
the SCOUT system is deemed ready, deployment to the L1 Gateway Station will occur.
If it is determined that the SCOUT system needs to undergo several changes then
deployment to the L1 Gateway Station will not occur and the required changes will be
made.

1.9 System Failure Diagrams (JTC)
A series of three system failure diagrams were developed for the SCOUT concept
vehicle. These were created as a fault tree analysis for future use in the development and
testing of the SCOUT concept vehicle. They will be especially useful for the planning of
emergency procedure protocol and the preparation of rescue scenario testing.

1.9.1 Power System Failure
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1.9.2 Avionics System Failure

1.9.3 Thermal System Failure
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1.10 Costing (MBB)
The cost was determined from mass-based heuristic formulas at the vehicle level for each
component of the SCOUT system. The nonrecurring cost of SCOUT is $1180 million.
The first unit production is $87 million. The second unit production is $70 million. The
nonrecurring cost of the docking module is $260 million. The first unit production cost
of the docking module is $71 million. The nonrecurring cost of the extended mission
pallet is $142 million and the first unit production cost is $35 million. These costs come
to a total cost for the SCOUT system, not including launch on the shuttle, of $1.85
billion.
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2 Mission Planning and Analysis
2.1 Launch Scenarios (CLB)
Several different launch scenarios were analyzed for the purpose of initially moving the
SCOUT system to its operational location at the L1 Gateway station. For all of these scenarios,
the SCOUT system consists of two SCOUT vehicles and a single docking module. Scenarios
were analyzed for fit with existing NASA Gateway plans, dimensional or mass restrictions
placed on the SCOUT system, launch costs, and additional rendezvous, docking, or assembly
complexity.
Scenario 1 was designed to “piggyback” on to the existing Gateway station launch. This
launch was designed to utilize an “Exploration class” Delta IV-Heavy launch vehicle, and carry
the Gateway station itself to LEO. There, it would be inflated, checked out, and attached to the
OASIS Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) stage for the transit to L1. For this plan, the SCOUT
system was to be attached to Gateway for its launch on the Delta IV, eliminating the need for
additional launches or orbital assembly of any kind.
This scenario was ruled out due to lack of information on the “Exploration class” Delta
IV-Heavy. Few references to this launch vehicle exist, and several contain contradictory
information, such as LEO payload mass and payload shroud dimensions. For early-stage
analysis, scaled-up versions of existing Delta IV-Heavy hardware were assumed, to allow some
analysis of necessary SCOUT system dimensions. However, since these assumptio ns could not
be confirmed and are critical to several aspects of the design of SCOUT, this scenario was
abandoned.
Scenario 2 was analyzed as a launch aboard the space shuttle. A shuttle launch was
already planned, to assemble and check-out the Gateway station in LEO before launching it to

L1 aboard an SEP. The SCOUT system was to be originally launched in Shuttle’s payload bay.
Nothing in the Gateway plans specified a payload for the shuttle for this flight, so SCOUT was
assumed to have full use of the cargo bay. It should be stressed that the SCOUT system does not
require the use of the entire cargo bay, only part of it. SCOUT was then to be assembled to the
Gateway station and SEP for the six- month transit to L1.
This scenario is already scheduled in NASA’s plan, and there are no additional launch
costs or rendezvous complexities. The added assembly required to attach the SCOUT system to
the Gateway station in LEO will be achieved by a traditional EVA. However, since this scenario
was first cons idered, the total mass of the SCOUT system has increased to the point where a
single SEP can no longer carry the Gateway station and SCOUT systems together, making this
scenario infeasible.
Scenario 3 was designed as a solo launch to LEO for the SCOUT sys tem. Initial
calculations showed that a Delta III or similar rocket would be required to launch SCOUT to
LEO. SCOUT would then need to rendezvous with Gateway, the SEP, and shuttle for assembly
(by EVA), checkout, and launch on the SEP’s spiral trajectory to L1.
This scenario was never considered ideal, as it incurs both additional launch costs of
about $85 million for the Delta III vehicle, plus additional rendezvous and assembly complexity
to attach SCOUT to Gateway for the trip to L1. Therefore, this scenario would be used if
SCOUT could not go up on the shuttle assembly flight, perhaps because of some shuttle payload
taking up most of or the entire cargo bay.
Again, the increasing mass of the SCOUT system has effectively eliminated this scenario
as a viable option. The critical problem with all three of the above scenarios is that a single SEP
cannot transfer the combined mass of Gateway station and the SCOUT system to L1.

Scenario 4 was also analyzed, and developed as a contingency launch scenario. This
contingency plan involves launching SCOUT directly from earth to L1, and assembling it there
at Gateway. A large launch vehicle, most likely a Delta IV-Heavy, would be required to provide
enough ∆V to push SCOUT to L1. The Delta IV-Heavy would put SCOUT into a Trans-L1
Injection orbit, then separate and perform a Contamination and Collision Avoidance Maneuver
(CCAM) before end-of- life.
In addition to the extra launch costs of more than $100 million, SCOUT would also need
some TBD small rocket booster to provide mid-course correction, if necessary, and rendezvous
and docking ∆V when approaching the L1 Gateway. This small booster is required because of
the limited operating time of a Delta IV-Heavy. The Delta IV-Heavy’s maximum mission length
of 7 hours is insufficient to supply power and propulsion for rendezvous maneuvers. The
additional small booster would be used to slow SCOUT for docking at Gateway, and to bring the
system in range for assembly by traditional EVA.
As the SCOUT system’s mass and size grew, this scenario was eventually eliminated.
No single U.S. launch vehicle planned to be available by 2005 can provide enough thrust to put
the current SCOUT system on a Trans- L1 Injection orbit. The Delta IV “Exploration class”
could probably provide the required thrust, but this vehicle had already been eliminated from
consideration due to lack of reliable information.
Scenario 5 had to be created when all four of the above options were eliminated. This
fifth option is a modification of Scenario 2 and is the current design selection for the SCOUT
program. SCOUT launches on the space shuttle as in Scenario 2, but this is not the Gateway
checkout flight already scheduled in NASA’s plans. Once in LEO, the shuttle crew will use
shuttle’s RMS to attach SCOUT to its own SEP. It must be stressed that Gateway station will be

taken to L1 by a different SEP. OASIS calls for seven SEP stages in total, ferrying large cargos
back and forth between LEO and L1. SCOUT would have to use one of the other six for its L1
transfer. An upshot of this scenario is that it allows the SCOUT system to be launched fully
fueled and supplied for its first mission. All previous scenarios would have required a supply
flight before SCOUT operations could begin.
SCOUT would be scheduled to arrive at L1 aboard its SEP at about the same time as the
first crew aboard their CTV/HPM/CTM stack. The SEP and/or CTM would be used to bring the
SCOUT system within range of Gateway’s RMS. The crew would then use the RMS to grab
SCOUT and attach it to Gateway’s EVA airlock. SCOUT operations could then begin
immediately.
This scenario does incur the added cost of a shuttle launch that is not scheduled in the
OASIS plans. This is expected bring the cost of the scenario to about $500M. Also, an SEP
must be “rented” for the transfer to L1. It is unknown how much additional cost this will incur.
Virtually no restrictions are placed on the mass or dimensions of the SCOUT system, except that
it must fit within the shuttle payload bay and have a total mass of less than 30 metric tons. The
current launch mass for SCOUT is around 10 metric tons.
In conclusion, the space shuttle will be used to bring the initial complement of two
SCOUT vehicles and the docking module to LEO for assembly, checkout, and launch to L1
aboard an SEP. Launch aboard Gateway’s “Exploration class” Delta IV was ruled out due to
lack of information about this launch vehicle. Solo launches aboard a smaller launch vehicle was
only to be considered if the shuttle could not be used for some reason, say a cargo conflict, and
has now been eliminated due to the mass of the SCOUT system. Lastly, a direct-to-L1 scenario,

which was only to be considered as a last resort due to the need for extra rendezvous and
assembly at L1, is now all but impossible with planned launch vehicles available.

2.2 SCOUT Vehicle Replacement

(see also: Reliability Appendix B)

The need to replace an incapacitated SCOUT vehicle became apparent when reliability
calculations showed that a single operational vehicle was insufficient to provide the necessary
safety for the pilot. The replacement plan calls for the incapacitated SCOUT to be returned to
ISS in LEO by an available CTM/SEP/HPM stack. Major repairs could be conducted there for
eventual return to Gateway. The possibilities of returning the SCOUT vehicle back to earth
aboard the shuttle are TBD.
It should be stressed that SCOUT vehicles at Gateway will have some level of
maintenance and/or repairs able to be carried out at L1. These minor repairs could be conducted
either in the interior pressure hull of SCOUT, or by another SCOUT or traditional EVA for
external repairs. Replacement parts for important or short- lived systems would be provided in
regular resupply missions. Only damage beyond Gateway’s repair capability would necessitate
return to LEO.

2.2.1 Resupply (CLB and KMH)
SCOUT will “piggyback” its resupply missions aboard the planned Gateway resupply
schedules. Two separate schedules exist that SCOUT will utilize: a six- month schedule will be
used to supply propellant, air, water, food (if additional food is necessary for SCOUT
operations), and critical replacement parts; and a two-year schedule will be used for other noncritical or long-term replacement parts (for example, micrometeoroid protection panels and
battery packs).

These SCOUT resupply missions will use planned OASIS infrastructure to be ferried
back and forth from LEO to L1, most notably the Hybrid Propellant Module (HPM), Chemical
Transfer Module (CTM), and Crew Transfer Vehicle (CTV). The HPM is a combination fuel
depot and drop tank. It is capable of providing chemical propellant (liquid oxygen and liquid
hydrogen) for time critical transfers. The HPM also provides electrical propellant (liquid xenon)
for pre-positioning or return of Gateway elements for refueling and reuse. Currently scheduled
to re-supply Gateway every six months, the HPM would carry propellant to also re-supply
SCOUT. If SCOUT requires repair beyond the capabilities at Gateway, the HPM could carry
SCOUT back to LEO for repairs. The CTM is an autonomous orbital maneuvering vehicle to be
used for Gateway proximity operations. It is used for ferrying payloads short distances, refueling
and servicing. The CTM is capable of storing and transferring approximately 3000 kg of
cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen. It will be used in a similar manner as the HPM to re-supply
SCOUT. The CTV is designed to transfer crew to and from LEO to L1, along with human
consumables. The CTV transports crew along with the HPM and CTM in a stack configuration
every six months and will be used alo ng with the HPM and CTM to re-supply SCOUT.

2.3 Mission Profile (JMR)
2.3.1 Launch Overview
Project SCOUT consists of two identical pods that will launch inside the shuttle cargo
bay from Kennedy Space Station, Florida. Its launch will take place near the time of launch of
the Gateway Station and two Solar Electric Propulsion Vehicle (SEP), each on a Delta IV-H
rocket.

2.3.2 Travel to L1
The first SEP will take Gateway to L1 on a 180 day autonomous spiral and the second
SEP will meet Gateway with the SCOUT system. Once the station is stable with SCOUT at L1,
the first crew of four will travel to ISS on a shuttle and utilize the OASIS vehicles for travel to
L1. (NASA, 2002)

2.3.3 Crew Transportation
Crew transport is accomplished through use of The Orbital Aggregation & Space
Infrastructure System (OASIS) vehicles. Similar to OASIS, SCOUT reduces mission cost by
featuring a high level of reusability and inexpensive refueling methods. At ISS the crew will
meet the OASIS transportation infrastructure including the Crew Transfer Vehicle (CTV),
Hybrid Propellant Module (HPM), and Chemical Transfer Module (CTM). The three vehicles
form a stack that will travel to L1 in a 4 – 6 day time period. The Crew Transfer vehicle will
remain with the crew and serve as an emergency return vehicle to ISS. CTV is capable of
traveling from LEO to L1 and back and also to ISS and any other crewed infrastructure. The
HPM travels back to ISS on its leftover fuel in order to shuttle another CTM to L1 that is filled
with fuel. The CTM is an autonomous orbital maneuvering vehicle capable of payload ferrying,
refueling, and servicing. Each crew of four will remain at Gateway for a six month mission and
will be replaced when the next CTV/HPM/CTM stack arrives with a new crew and supplies.
The old crew will return in their CTV and bring back any shelf life sensitive items, such as
medicine and food, to ISS. (NASA, 2002). Both pods will remain at the Gateway Station until
replacements are needed and all small repairs will be done on Gateway or at ISS.
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Figure 2.1: Trajectory to L1

2.4 Mission Timeline
2.4.1 Nominal Timeline
The mission, defined as a six month time period, will begin with a four to six day travel
from ISS to L1 via CTV/HPM/CTM stack. All SCOUT missions will be carried out at a distance
no greater than 1000m from Gateway Station. The nominal mission timeline assumes a total of
15 sorties (tasks carried out by person within SCOUT pod) by each SCOUT pod, totaling 240
working hours and 330 hours total within pod (including breaks and one hour travel and
translation to and from worksite) per SCOUT pod.
The nominal tasks to be completed are listed within the report and include service,
checkout and assembly of a 25m telescope. Tasks will NOT require work from both pods but the
pods will perform tasks within 660m from each other for safety. A ?V of 0.556m/s enables one
SCOUT pod to reach the other, 660m away, in twenty minutes. If it is more feasible to keep a
pod docked at Gateway while the other pod is at the worksite, SCOUT will require a ?V of
0.833m/s to reach the worksite 1000m away in twenty minutes. All current calculations and
analysis for SCOUT are based on the nominal mission timeline. End of life of vehicles is 600
sorties or 20 years.

2.4.2 Aggressive Timeline
The aggressive mission is intended to showcase the capabilities of SCOUT and its
superiority to a current EVA. The nominal mission requirements for worksite distance and pod
proximity to one another, also apply to the aggressive mission timeline. The aggressive mission
differs in total number of sorties. There are 30 sorties totaling 480 working hours and 660 hours
within pod per mission. The aggressive mission shows a 100% increase in use of SCOUT.
A projected complication with the aggressive mission is glove change-out. Gloves would
be changed out more frequently increasing cost. But, the excess cost is minute compared to the
amount of work that will be accomplished on the more rigorous schedule. End of life of vehicles
is 600 sorties or 10 years.

Nominal Month
* * * *

* * * *
* * * *
Aggressive Month 1

Figure 2.2: Mission Timelines

2.4.3 Extended Mission Timeline

* * * *

*

*

Contingent with the OASIS schedule, Beyond Earth Orbit (BEO) missions will have
enough power to fly trajectories with abort capabilities and provide enough power and critical
consumables for crew survival at 99.99%. (NASA, 2002) Earth – Moon L1 is a "gateway"
between the Earth and moon and the Earth and Mars. The interplanetary system is easy to access
via L1. It will be a great benefit to have SCOUT travel to the lunar orbit and service and repair
satellites and spacecraft around the moon. Crew systems specialists have studied the radiation
around the lunar atmosphere and decided a lunar mission is possible with the current SCOUT
configuration.
One SCOUT pod will travel berthed to a CTV/HPM/CTM stack to the lunar orbit. The
delta velocity for this orbit transfer is calculated in section 2.6.2.1. The mission will consist of a
23 hour travel to lunar orbit, 8 two hour work periods, 8.5 hours of breaks (including a six hour
break in the middle of the mission for battery recharge, refuel and consumables replenishment),
and a 23 hour return to Gateway. SCOUT will perform tasks on satellites and vehicles in lunar
orbit. In order to carry out the extended mission, an eXtended Mission Pallet (XMP) was
designed to create an interface between SCOUT and the CTV. The XMP allows SCOUT to be
refueled and refurbished on an extended mission and permits the crew to enter the CTV for
breaks and travel.

2.5 Example Workday
2.5.1 Comparison: SCOUT and Sample ISS Operation
An ISS comparison study helped visualize how SCOUT would use robot arms and
human arms simultaneously. The 47 minute long video showed the removal of the S-Band

antenna from its launch position on the forward face of the F-1 truss structure on ISS by EVA.
The ISS task proceeded as follows (SCOUT benefits are in bold lettering):
Two ISS communications people are controlling the robotic arm and a Shuttle Atlantis
internal coordinator is also communicating with the astronauts. There are two astronauts
working on the EVA operation. SCOUT would complete the following tasks with one astronaut,
compared with the five needed here.
00:00:00
David Wolf and Piers Sellers work as a team on EVA operation. SCOUT astronauts do
not need to work closely on a site; two pods will be within 1000m for rescue operation
capabilities.
Wolf is attached to Articulating Portable Foot Restraint (APFR) on the end of the
latching end effecter of the ISS robotic arm. The arm of the elbow is close to the starboard door;
Wolf must tell communications to stop movement of arm until they have a better camera view.
Wolf waits for arm to clear door and to be moved into position. SCOUT operators will have full
control of positioning grapple arm and robotic arms through different modes of operation,
making it easier and faster to adjust position.
00:05:12
Meanwhile, Sellers, the free- floating astronaut, is working with the pistol grip tool to
unlatch the launch hold down bolts for the radiator beam assembly. He uses one arm to hold
onto the structure and the other arm uses the tool. SCOUT can hold on to the structure with
robotic arm and use human gloved arms to unlatch the bolts. He has to release 18 bolts. Sellers
needs to keep pulling himself closer to the site, each time he releases a bolt the force causes him
to move away from the worksite. RCS propulsion systems on SCOUT will resist any force with

an equal and opposite force to reduce any distance SCOUT may propel from the worksite. He
constantly communicates to operations the number of the bolt he is working on and how many
rotations it has made. On SCOUT, all tasks and procedures will be located on monitors within
the unit making it unnecessary to tell communications every turn of a bolt.
00:08:20
Wolf is too close to the site needs to move back, communication moves him, now he is
too far and needs to move closer. The astrona ut will have control of SCOUT positioning,
making it easier to work in a smaller worksite envelope.
Tool, tether, and visor checks are done quickly because there is only so much allotted
time to perform EVA. On SCOUT, an astronaut has two fifteen minute breaks and one thirty
minute break where he/she can relax, check equipment, etc.
Sellers continues to work at his site; Wolf needs to repeat himself twice on his last
request to communications because they can’t understand him. SCOUT astronauts will no t have
to wait for communications to carry out tasks or move to new site.
00:11:12
Sellers attaches himself to site with rigidizing tether – still needs to keep his upper body
close to the site using his hand. SCOUT will use robot arms or grapple arm to coordinate
position with worksite. The camera keeps going in and out due to bad reception. Cameras on
arms and on hull will be more stable and present a better picture.
00:13:20
Wolf is still doing preliminary work for removal of the S-band antenna. Sellers
summarizes to communications all of the bolts he removed and how many revolutions the other
bolts went through.

00:29:50
Sellers is waiting for Wolf so he can help with the crew equipment translation and cart
and move the antenna with his extra pair of hands. With SCOUT, a second astronaut is not
needed because the robot arms act as an extra pair of hands.
00:32:18
Sellers is currently waiting on an okay to go to a higher torque setting for his tool. All
tool settings will be controlled within the SCOUT pod and can be easily adjusted.
00:37:18
Wolf is waiting for Sellers so that they can manually “manhandle” the antenna and move
into position. Waiting periods are reduced with SCOUT for same reasons as previously stated.
Sellers needs to get into a steady position so that in case the antenna floats off too easy he can
easily get to it. SCOUT easily stabilizes by attaching to worksite with robot arms or grapple
arm.
00:43:21
Wolf removes assembly and is waiting for Sellers to get close enough to help him
reposition it. SCOUT robot arms can hold an assembly for an extended period of time while
human arms prepare the site.
00:47:04 (ISS Video)
*Note: A stopwatch was used to judge time increments. Time estimations are on the
lower end and do not account for any time delays or loss of video. During some video segments,
NASA headquarters was shown without a picture of the EVA.

This example task is shown to give some insight into how SCOUT will revolutionize
current EVA procedures. Later in the report, actual SCOUT tasks will be broken down to show
the benefits of human and robot arms used simultaneously.

2.6 Delta Velocity
2.6.1 Nominal and Aggressive Missions
The mission delta velocities consist of the ?V to the worksite (1000m away from the
Gateway Station), the ?V for RCS, and ?V for translation.
2.6.1.1 Delta V: Travel to Worksite
SCOUT is assumed to reach the worksite in 30 minutes = 1800 seconds. Because the site
is 1000m away the calculation proceeds as follows:

t 0 = 0sec
t 3 ≤ 1800sec
( x1 − x 0) = ( x 3 − x 2) = 0m
F = ma
∆ v = ∆ x / ∆t
Equation 2-1
∆v1 = 1000m /1800s
∆v 2 = 1000m /1800 s
∆vtotal = 2*(1000 m /1800 s)
∆vtotal = 1.1m / s
A ?V of 1.1m/s is required for SCOUT to accelerate, coast at a constant velocity and then
decelerate (and return back in the same way) as shown below.

Figure 2.3: Description of ?V Calculation: this picture represents a positive acceleration from x0 to x1, to reach a
constant velocity. At x2 SCOUT must decelerate in order to slow down to get to the worksite with a slower, more
controlled velocity.

2.6.1.2 Delta V: Translation at Worksite
A maximum time of movement equal to 30 seconds is assumed because more time
would not significantly enhance SCOUT capability over a current EVA. The maximum distance
of 2.2m is assumed because that is the maximum ORU length.

t 0 = 0sec
t 3 ≤ 17.5sec
( x1 − x0) = ( x 3 − x 2) = 0m
F = ma
∆v = ∆x / ∆t
Equation 2-2
∆v1 = 2.2 m /17.5s
∆v 2 = 2.2m /17.5s
∆vtotal = 2*(2.2m /17.5s)
∆vtotal = 0.25m / s
The numbers found show that the delta V for translation at the worksite is small 0.15m/s.
A ?V of 0.25m/s would equate to a 17.5 second travel time between 2.2m distance at worksite.
This ?V enables SCOUT to move more quickly between different parts of the worksite
enhancing the amount of work accomplished in the time period. Assuming it takes 17.5 seconds
to translate 2.2m at worksite and SCOUT works on a task for five minutes within a two hour
work period, the worst case scenario, leaves SCOUT translating back and forth 20 times. This
gives a total ?V of 5.0m/s within two hours. For SCOUT operations on structures greater than
2.2m the time estimation for translation will increase.
For a telescope mission translation of 12m, travel time will be assumed as two minutes,
giving a delta v of 0.2m/s for roundtrip translation.

2.6.2 Delta V: Extended Duration Missions

The SCOUT Extended Mission Payload kit (XMP) is required for all extended duration
missions. The kit will hold extra propellant, a metox filter and consumables (food, water, etc.)
A 6 hour break, after eleven hours in pod (eight hours work and breaks) is required to recharge
batteries, refuel and replenish consumables. To reduce the risk of radiation exposure, astronauts
will be limited to the number of extended missions they can perform.

2.6.2.1 Delta V: L1 to Lunar Orbit

v1moon = r 1* ω
vapogee = µ moon / r 1 * (2* r 2)/( r1 + r2 )
∆ v1 = v1moon − vapogee
∆v 2 = µ moon / r 2 *[ (2* r1)/(r1 + r 2 ) − 1]

Equation 2-3

∆vtotal = ∆ v1 + ∆v 2
∆vtotal = 706.73m / s
A minimum ? v of 706.73m/s is required for SCOUT to travel from L1 to the lunar orbit.
An extended mission to do work on lunar satellites and the lunar lander will require a 23 hour
travel each way. One SCOUT pod will travel to the lunar orbit berthed to the CTV/HPM/CTM
stack. The XMP will accompany the SCOUT and CTV stack to the lunar orbit and act as a
safety return vehicle.
2.6.2.2 Delta V: L1 to GEO
v1L1 = r 1 *ω
vapogee = µ earth / r 1* (2* r 2) / (r1 + r2 )
∆ v1 = v1L1 − vapogee
vperigee = µ earth / r GEO * (2* r1)/(r 1 + r GEO ) Equation 2-4
∆v 2 = vperigee − µ earth / r GEO
∆vtotal = ∆ v1 + ∆v 2
∆vtotal = 1016.40m / s

A minimum ? v of 1016.40m/s is required for SCOUT to travel from L1 to geosynchronous orbit.
An extended mission to do work on satellites and other vehicles in GEO will require a 58 hour
travel each way. One SCOUT pod will travel to GEO berthed to the CTV/HPM/CTM stack.
The XMP will accompany the SCOUT and CTV stack to GEO and act as a safety return vehicle.

2.7 Astronaut Training
Training for Project SCOUT will involve the usual shuttle operations training as well as
task specific training prior to each missio n. Astronauts must be trained as “Pilot Astronauts”
able to command the mission and as “Mission Specialist Astronauts” to monitor consumables
onboard Gateway and SCOUT. Each person will be expected to pilot SCOUT and the success of
the mission is dependent on every member of the crew. Base training will follow the Johnson
Space Center Missions Operation Directorate including classroom lectures, shuttle and Gateway
mock-ups, single system trainers (SST) (including computer simulation), neutral buoyancy using
full-scale SCOUT mock-up, KC-135 piloting, Astronauts will complete this base training and
then proceed to system training and phase-related training. Once the final phase of training,
“stand-alone training” and “flight-specific integrated and joint integrated” is completed the
astronaut may begin SCOUT mission (Exploration).

2.8 Test Mission
In order for the SCOUT mission to take place it must undergo a successful test program
consisting of three units; engineering development, test and qualification and flight testing.
A special neutral buoyancy facility (NBF) model will be designed for SCOUT 0g testing
and for astronaut training. The NBF model will be designed and built in parallel with the design
of SCOUT. Based on task information from an interview with Wendy Frank, familiar with
robotic manipulators, the neutral buoyancy test will simulate SCOUT working with truss

segments, ORUs, and module attachment. Also, mockups of flexible materials will be used in
the tank to test smaller tasks. The ISS specific tasks, received from task specialist, Kirstin
Hollingsworth, will be completed in the NBF prior to SCOUT test mission at ISS. These tasks
are specified as the test mission and will test:
–

Robotic Dexterous Manipulators – tool and end effector change-out, installation
of large item (truss structure)

–

Robotic Dexterous Manipulator and Human Arm Interaction – installation of a
UHF Antenna or task involving small components, orbital replacement unit
change out

–

Self Maintenance and pod interaction - refueling operation

The following table summarizes the other testing methods to use as part of the test and
certification unit for the SCOUT mission.
Test
Robotic Dexterous
Manipulators (RDM)
Human Arms + RDM
Docking
Astronaut Training
Arm Changeout
Self-Maintenance

Neutral
Buoyancy

Docking Computer
Simulator Simulation

X
X
X
X
X
X
Table 2-1: SCOUT Test Facilities

ISS

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Once certified for flight, SCOUT will travel to LEO and ISS via Space Shuttle with crew.
The airlock used at ISS will be slightly different than the one used at Gateway. The pod will still
use an IBDM for its attachment to the airlock, but the other end will use the ISS APAS to attach
to ISS. SCOUT will spend a test mission up to six months at ISS before returning to Earth to be
refurbished and sent to L1 with the other SCOUT pod.

2.9 SCOUT Servicing Scenarios
The SCOUT servicing schedule is based on the nominal mission timeline and will be
adjusted for aggressive and extended missions. Each SCOUT pod will perform minor repairs
and part replacements on the other. Anything not self- serviceable will take place at Gateway or
ISS. Components that cannot be replaced or repaired at Gateway or ISS will require SCOUT to
return to earth.

1 Sortie

5 Sorties

7-8 Sorties or
3 Months

30 Sorties or
1 year

O2/N2 refilled
through hose
interface

Glove Change-out

Arm replacement

Battery Change-out

Charcoal Filter
replacement

Fire Extinguisher
Pressure Check

Metox regeneration
Waste Containment
System emptied
Food replenishment
Battery Recharge

Table 2-2 SCOUT Servicing

2.10 Task Requirements (KMH)

Level one requirements state that SCOUT is to meet or exceed the EVA capabilities as
demonstrated in International Space Station (ISS) and Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
operations. Based on these requirements, SCOUT will have the capability to assemble, service
and repair a 25 meter infrared (IR) space telescope. In addition, SCOUT will provide
maintenance to vehicles within the OASIS infrastructure, including the Lunar Lander, CTV,
CTM, HPM, SEP and the Gateway Station. SCOUT will supply service and repair operations as
needed to keep the vehicles in good working condition. Additionally, SCOUT will be able to
service other SCOUT pods, including providing routine maintenance and any additional
servicing or repairs.

2.10.1 Task Categories
To further breakdown the tasks that SCOUT will be performing, several HST and ISS
missions have been identified as reference missions to determine what kind of tasks are
performed during EVA. For HST, servicing missions 3A and 3B were referenced. These
missions mainly involve manipulating, installing and removing Orbital Replacement Units
(ORUs), along with handling flexible and fragile materials. The earlier ISS assembly missions,
Shuttle Flights 3A, 4A and 5A, were also examined. These missions involve the installation of
large truss segments and modules. In addition to the installation of these large structures,
flexible and fragile materials, such as antennas and insulating blankets, are also manipulated
during EVA. After examining the various tasks that are completed during these missions, the
SCOUT task set was broken down into five major categories: Orbital Replacement Units, Truss
Segments, Modules, Flexible Materials, and Fragile Materials.

2.10.1.1 Orbital Replacement Units

There are many tasks involved with the manipulation, installation and removal of ORUs.
Some of these tasks include: release and fasten keyway slot bolts and electrical connector drives,
mate and demate connectors, install and remove ground straps and handholds, remove and install
fuse plugs, install and retract thermal covers. SCOUT will handle ORUs through interaction
between the robot and human arms. Larger tasks, such as the release and fastening of bolts, and
the removal and replacement of an ORU from its receptacle, will be completed by the robot
arms. Smaller, more intricate tasks, such as the mating and demating of connectors, the
installation and removal of fuse plugs, along with the handling of flexible and fragile materials
will be completed by the human arms.

2.10.1.2 Truss Segments

SCOUT will also install large truss segments, similar to those found on ISS. The
maximum dimensions of an ISS truss segment are 13.7m x 4.6m x 1.8m, with a maximum mass
of 14,000kg. The tasks involved in completing these missions involve releasing and tightening
clamshell fasteners, releasing launch restraint bolts, installing circuit breakers, and removing
thermal covers. Most of the tasks involved with installing truss structures will be completed by
the robot arms, because they are large in magnitude. However, some of the tasks which involve
smaller components, such as installing a circuit breaker, and the handling of fragile and flexible
materials will be completed by the human arms.

2.10.1.3 Modules

Another group of items SCOUT will be interacting with are modules, such as the various
laboratory modules currently used on ISS. These modules are cylindrically shaped, with

maximum dimensions of 8.5m long and 4.3m in diameter, and a maximum mass of 6,000kg.
Some of the tasks involved with installing modules include connecting and disconnecting
electrical, data and cooling lines, latching the module to its permanent location, and ins talling
thermal covers. Most of these tasks are intricate as they involve the connection of life support
systems to the modules, such as connecting and disconnecting electrical, data and cooling lines,
and are therefore completed by the human arms. However, some of the larger tasks, such as
latching the module in place will be completed by the robot arms.

2.10.1.4 Flexible Materials

As SCOUT handles ORUs, truss segments and modules, it will encounter flexible
materials. Several items SCOUT will come across are made up of flexible materials, such as
outer blankets, multi- layer insulation and thermal covers. Some of the tasks involved with these
items include unpacking and unrolling insulating blankets, securing edges with Velcro straps,
installing vent hole plugs, and connecting ground caps to J-Bolts. The handling of flexible
materials and the tasks involved with them will be completed using the human arms, because the
robot arms are not capable of handling these materials without causing damage.

2.10.1.5 Fragile Materials

While installing ORUs, truss segments, and modules, SCOUT will also encounter various
fragile materials, such as solar arrays, antennas, sun shields, mirrors and reflectors. A few of the
tasks involved with manipulating these items include bolting antennas in location, deploying
antenna booms, releasing and engaging latches and deploying solar arrays. These tasks will be

completed with the human arms, because the robot arms are not capable of handling fragile
materials and risk causing damage to the items.

2.11 Human Tools
To aid the crewmember in completing the human arm tasks, SCOUT will have human
tools on board. One of the tools used on SCOUT is the Pistol Grip Tool. This tool is capable of
interfacing with many types of mechanisms and fasteners. It has separate manual ratchet and
motorized torque modes. In the manual mode, it is capable of torques ranging from 2.0 to 38.0ftlbs and in the motorized mode, torques range from 0.7 to 25.0ft- lbs. A Torq-Set will also be
used on SCOUT. These tools are capable of securing, removing and capturing fasteners. The
Torq-Set has a manual load limit of 16lbs, and 5lbs using the Pistol Grip Tool. The capabilities
of these tools are similar to those found on the robot arm end effectors (which will be described
in more detail later), but in some instances the human arm would complete such tasks.

A few of the tasks unique to the human arms include mating and demating connectors,
and handling multi- layer insulation blankets. Various connector tools, such as the High Torque
and SMA Coax, will be used on SCOUT to mate and demate connectors. The High Torque
Connector Tool is capable of mating and demating circular electrical connectors. The SMA
Coax Tool is capable of removing and installing S-Band Access Transmitter coaxial connectors.
A Multi-Layer Insulation Blanket Tool will also be used on SCOUT. This tool is utilized to
assist in the handling of MLI Blankets and can be used to push back MLI Blankets that interfere
with instrument installation or removal or apply a strip of tape to a ripped or torn blanket. This is
by no means a complete list of the tools which will be utilized on SCOUT, but is simply a

highlight of some of the tools which would be more frequently used (Swales Aerospace Crew
Aids and Tools).

2.11.1 Mini-Workstation
The human tools will be tethered to a mini- workstation located on the chest of SCOUT.
This mini- workstation is similar to the ones that are currently used on EVA spacesuits. It is
located in a position where the tools can easily be reached by the human arms and the
crewmember is able to quickly change tools they are working with as needed during a sortie.
Additional tools can be sent up with a specific part, or stored in the docking module or in
supplementary tool boxes. If a tool is required that is not found on SCOUT or a supplemental
tool box, a tool change out can easily be completed by EVA or another SCOUT pod during a
glove change out.

2.12 Dexterous Task Arms (WEF)
The dexterous task arms are defined as the dexterous manipulators that will interact with
the worksite and provide task support for the human arms during the work periods. They are 8DOF arms with the following degrees: shoulder roll, should pitch, elbow roll, elbow pitch, wrist
roll, wrist pitch, wrist yaw, and tool drive roll.

2.12.1 Type of Arms
The first trade study that was completed was the decision of what type of dexterous arms
and end effectors might be suited for the task operations that are required of SCOUT. The trade
study compared the Ranger Telerobotic Shuttle Experiment (RTSX) dexterous manipulators, the
Robonaut human- like arms, and the Canadian Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator (SPDM).

13 categories were used to compare the three types of arms. Current status addressed the design
and development phase of the arms. Dimensions and degrees of freedom listed the hard numbers
for each of the arms. Purpose of use/tasks described why the arms were designed. Operation,
computer architecture, and visualization discussed specifics of the peripheral components of the
arms. The manipulators, arm interaction, thermal specification, and work envelope categories
addressed the ability of the arms. And, special considerations and cost detailed any operation
that sets the arms apart from others and the price tag that accompanies the arms. The summary
of the trade study can be found in Appendix C.
It was determined from the comparison that the RTSX dexterous manipulators would
most likely be the best choice of arm and end effector for the required tasks. The Ranger arms
provide for a greater reach and range of motion than the Robonaut arms even though they have
fewer degrees of freedom. It was assumed that reach would be an important factor for task
operations. The Ranger arms also provides the ability to change out the tool on the end of the
arm as needed depending upon the task that needs to be completed. The SPDM has only one
type of interface and because of this, is limited to the types of objects that it can handle. The
technology readiness level will have an impact on the final design of the task arms.
With the technology readiness level set a few years in the future, it is assumed that the
weight of the arms will be able to be cut down from the current design of 77kg (Space Systems
Lab, 2000) to at least 50kg. This number is an estimate of the capabilities of engineers to find
lighter products and better design techniques to meet the goals required of the dexterous
manipulators.

The final design of the task arms was determined by the tasks and what was required of
the interfaces that the task arms would encounter during a sortie. This was a first cut at the
design and a chance to be introduced to the technology that is currently in development.

2.12.2 Position of Arms
Another trade study completed involved the positioning of the dexterous task arms.
Using the maximum box- like ORU size and a pair of cardboard robotic arms, a decision flow
down resulted, which determined the best placement of the dexterous task arms on the pod.
The first decision to be made was to determine whether the robotic arms should be
located on the top of the pod, on the middle, or on the bottom. On top resulted in the range of
motion of the arms with respect to the top side of the ORU increased, but work without
readjustment is limited for the bottom portion of the ORU. This placement would require
continual maneuvers to reach the lower half of ORU. In the middle produced arms that were
able to reach the top and bottom of the ORU with reasonable ease. It does not require much
repositioning to reach the front face, top, sides, and bottom of the ORU. On the bottom resulted
in a similar problem as in the top location except the reach is limited at the top of the ORU. This
requires maneuvers to reach the upper half of ORU. Placing the arms in the middle was chosen
to be the best option.
From there, the second decision became the level at which to place the arms. The options
were just above the human arms, at the level of the human arms, and just below the human arms.
Just above the human arms limits the peripheral vision of the astronaut inside when grasping
forward, although grasping items from above is simpler. At the human arms results in a greater
chance of conflict during operation due to the two sets of arms being on the same plane of
operation. This positioning does not affect the peripheral vision unless the dexterous task arms

are straight up. Just below the human arms does not affect peripheral vision unless the dexterous
task arms are straight up. Grasping items from below is simpler. Placing the dexterous task
arms just below the human arms was chosen to be the best option.
From there, the third decision became where on the sides of the pod the arms should be
positioned. The options were in front on the chest, on the sides near the front, and on the sides
near the back. In front on the chest limits the reach-around ability of the arms should an ORU be
1.6m wide. There is a loss of range of motion at shoulders and trouble getting in close to a
worksite. On the sides near the front gives a wider positioning of the dexterous task arms
resulting in the sides of the ORU being more accessible. In addition, getting in close to worksite
is more easily accomplished and the full range of motion of the dexterous task arms is possible.
On the sides near the back results in the full range of motion being capable. Unfortunately, a
loss of operative length occurs due to the arms being located towards the back of the pod.
Placing the arms on the sides near the front was chosen to be the best option. A summary of this
trade study can be found in Appendix D.

2.12.3 Length of Arms
The current length of the task arms was determined by using mockups of the Ranger
dexterous arms and the largest ORU. It was found through experimentation that the Ranger arms
were too short for grasping something so large. So, a longer pair of arms were built and then
altered as the group felt necessary to create a workable length. From this mockup session, the
arms were created to be 1.53m in length from the shoulder attachment point to the center point of
the wrist.

2.12.4 Worksite Interaction

SCOUT will encounter many different types of objects that it will need to grasp, rotate,
and translate throughout the course of a task. Standardization of these interfaces will result in
the ability to be prepared for all that the dexterous task arms will encounter.
2.12.4.1 ORU Grasping Interfaces
The International Space Station Robotic Systems Integration Standards document (JSC37996) provides an extensive list of the types of grasping interfaces that appear during EVA. In
addition to the types of interfaces, the maximum ORU size and moment of inertia, the maximum
loads including force, torque, and bending moment, and the guidelines for use are included.
Drawings of each interface are also included which give an idea of the size of the interface. The
four grasping interfaces that are included in this document are listed in table 2-3.
Interface

Guidelines

H-Fixture

Used to manipulate box-type ORUs less than 1320lb and
700lb- ft2 moment of inertia. The H-Fixture allows for
integration of the grasp area with an attachment mechanism
actuator Can also be used for worksite stabilization
Used to manipulate box-type ORUs less than 500lb and 73 lbft2 moment of inertia. It is also used to manipulate irregular
shaped objects that provide sufficient area for the interface.
The Micro Fixture allows for integration of the grasp area
with an attachment mechanism actuator.
Used to manipulate irregularly shaped ORUs that do not have
enough area for a full profile Micro Fixture or H-Fixture.
Used to manipulate ORUs of less than 320lb and 73 lb- ft2
moment of inertia. The Mic ro-Conical Fitting, in conjunction
with the Micro-Conical Fitting Tool, can be used for ORUs
that cannot provide sufficient clearance for an H-Fixture or
Micro Fixture. The Micro-Conical Fitting allows for
integration of an attachment mechanism actuator.

Micro Fixtures

Parallel Jaw Interface
Micro-Conical Fitting

Table 2-3: Grasping Interfaces

With the idea that standardization will exist, it is assumed that the dexterous task arms
will encounter interfaces that are included within this document. No object launched after
SCOUT is in service will have anything other than those listed interfaces. In the case where an

older object needs to be serviced, there will be a different set of tools for the non-standard
interfaces that may be found on the serviceable object.
2.12.4.2 Telescope Parts
The servicing of a 25m infrared telescope will prove to be more complicated than
working with other objects due to the fragile components that will make up the telescopes. The
task arms will need to have the ability to work with truss segments, fragile materials, and lenses
that cannot be contaminated.
2.12.4.3 Vehicle Maintenance
For the maintenance of another SCOUT pod, the CTV, HPM, CTM, SEP, and Gateway,
it is assumed that the portions of each vehicle that can be serviced will contain ORUs similar to
ISS and HST.

2.12.5 Interaction with Human Arms
A benefit of SCOUT over current EVA is that the human and robotic arms have the
capability to work with each other on tasks. The degree of interaction depends upon what task is
being completed, but a general idea of the amount of interaction can be inferred from the types of
tasks each arm might complete. A general list of these tasks is shown in table 2-4.
Table 2-4

Task Arm Operations

Human Arm Operations

1. Non-thrusting maneuvering

1. Fragile materials

2. Gripping and maneuvering

2. Electrical and cooling connectors, lines, etc.

3. Maneuvering of ORUs

3. Soft materials

4. Removal and insertion of bolts

From this general list, it shows that the task arms would complete 57% of the tasks and
the human arms 43%. However, this list does not include tasks that the astronaut might complete
such as bolt turning and gripping and maneuvering that are listed under the task arm operations
list. It is estimated that at least 50% of a task will involve intimate task and human arm
interactio n.
An example breakdown of a task is the HST Electronics Control Unit (ECU)
(http://rtsx.umd.edu). There are eight components of the replacement of an ECU. The first step
in the release of the keyway slot bolts. This operation can be done by the robotic arms. The
grasping of the tether loop can also be completed by the robotic arms. From there the release of
an electrical connector drive can be done by the human arms. With these three steps complete,
the next two steps could be completed by either the robotic arms or the human arms. The
removal of the ORU can be done by the robotic arm that is gripping the unit by the tether loop,
or, by releasing the tether loop, the human arms can pull out the ORU. To replace the ORU, the
robotic arm can grip the tether loop and replace the unit, or the astronaut can grip the new unit
and replace it. From there the electrical connector drive can be fastened by the human arms, the
tether loop released by the robotic arm, and the keyway bolts fastened by the robotic arms. This
task requires 100% of intimate interaction due to the constant alternation between the robotic and
human arms.
Some tasks will require mostly task arm operations and some mostly human arm
operations. An example of a task that is mainly human operations is the repair of a solar array
found on the docking module. This type of material is very fragile and using the task arms
would most likely result in the solar array getting damaged.

2.12.6 Control

Control of the task arms will come from three different systems: hand controllers, glove
sensors, and voice activation. Each system will have general guidelines for use depending upon
the task at hand.
The hand controllers will be used when operations required only that of the task arms.
Using them as such allows the astronaut to remove their hands from the gloves that they spend
most of the time in. The hand controllers will each have 3-DOF with a translational controller
giving x, y, and z control and a rotational hand controller having pitch, yaw, and roll.
The glove sensors will provide a master/slave option for tasks that require human and
task arm movement within a short period. This type of control will have two states: master
(human arms) and slave (task arms). With voice activation, the astronaut can switch between
these two modes depending upon what is required at the time.
The voice activation system will be used in any situation, whether it be task arm only
operations or operations that involve both the human and task arms. It will provide both coarse
and fine movement, and will have specific sequences already programmed in to the computer for
large movements such as tool replacement.
The astronaut will need to be trained on all three systems and will have to understand the
benefits and limitations of each.

2.12.7 End Effectors
The task arms will use a set of end effectors as determined by the task operations of that
day. Each end effector has an interchangeable mechanism that allows for the ability of one
interface for all the task arm tools. Three example end effectors are a Bare Bolt Drive (BBD), a
Parallel Jaw Mechanism (PJM), and a Microconical End Effector (MEE) (http://rtsx.umd.edu).

The BBD provides the ability to approach a bolt in a hand on manner. A long drive shaft
gives the ability for the operator to reach into small spaced and get to a bolt that is not directly on
the surface of a piece of hardware. The MEE is used for grasping micro fixtures and
microconical interfaces that are found on ORUs of less than 600kg.
The PJM is a special end effector in that it can be adapted for use on many tasks simply
be changing the removable fingers that make up the grasping interface negative. As more
hardware arrives for servicing at the Earth-Moon L1 libration, SCOUT needs to be able to
complete what is needed and move on to the next telescope or truss structure. While it is
possible to require that parts that can be serviced fall under a particular list of items and
interfaces, there will be satellites, for example, that were sent up prior to the implementation of
standards that need to be serviced. In this case, a set of PJM fingers can be created and sent up
before the arrival of the satellite. With the task complete, the fingers can be stowed away and a
more common set of fingers reinstalled.
An example set of fingers is the Hand-over-Hand (HOH) fingers used for non-thrusting
maneuvers without the grapple arm. These fingers are a conceptual design that would have
several negatives of a list of parts to allow the arm to grip many different items. A HOH PJM
would be required on each arm to use this non-thrusting maneuver for savings of the reaction
control system propellant.
To store the end effectors on SCOUT, there are 10 tool posts located on the front of the
pod. There are four tool posts on each task arm panel, and two additional posts located on the
front underside of SCOUT. The reason for these two additional tool post is to allow the arms to
have the capability to switch end effectors between each other. In the case of contingency
operations where one end effector has broken, provided that there is another of the same end

effector, SCOUT can use the one operating end effector on both arms by placing it in one of the
universal tool posts where the other task arm can pick it up and use it. This allows the astronaut
to continue working without having to end the sortie immediately.

2.12.8 Final Design Criteria
For SCOUT to meet current EVA capabilities it must be able to produce at least the same
forces and torques.
At the Weightless Environment Training Facility, it was found that “a suited subject, in
foot restraints only, was able to apply a straight-ahead push force of 200N for 3 seconds…”
(NSTS07700). Using this as the maximum force required for the insertion and extraction of
ORUs, the maximum force ability of the task arms was calculated. From there the arm was
assumed to be in the worst case pose shown in Figure 2-4(a). The torque required of the wrist,
elbow, and shoulder to each produce this force was determined. Then, using only the shoulder
torque of 340N- m, the arm was placed in the best case scenario, Figure 2-4(b), and the maximum
force that the task arm could create was found to be 2616N.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-4 (a) Worst and (b) Best Case Scenario

Three EVA tools were examined to determine the current maximum torque capabilities:
the Multisetting Torque Limiter (MTL), the Pistol Grip Tool (PGT), and the Power Ratchet Tool
(PRT). The MTL has a series of torque ranges with mid points ranging from 2.0ft- lb to 51.5N- m

with a maximum torque of 43.4ft-lb (JSC-20466). The PGT tools has several different settings
including a motorized mode, a manual mode, and a motorized mode that includes the MTL
attached to the PGT. The maximum torque is created using the PGT and MTL which is 43.4ftlb. In addition to a range of torque values, an astronaut has the ability to chose the number of
revolutions from 0.01 up to 999 turns (Swales). The PRT has motorized operational torque at
values lower than the combined PGT and MTL while The task arms will have a minimum
torque capability of 43.4ft- lb in addition to the ability to chose a torque range and number of
turns.

2.13 Dexterous Grapple Arm
The dexterous grapple arm is defined as the dexterous manipulator whose primary
function is to grapple to the worksite and maneuver the pod during task operations. A grapple
arm was chosen for the stiffness and maneuvering potential.

2.13.1 Overall Design of Arm
There are a few constraints the limit the design of the grapple arm. A laser rangefinder is
located on the elbow as per avionics requirements. This position was chosen over an integrated
version found in the end effector due to the fact that each end effector would have to contain this
component. The grapple arm must be able to withstand the forces, moments, and torsion created
by the task arms in their maximum capability state. This is either a 200N force perpendicular to
the task arm or a 2616N force when the task are is folded. The final constraint is that the
material of the grapple arm must be able to withstand the corrosive nature and plume
temperature produced by the hydrazine thrusters located 0.85m away from the center point of the
grapple arm shoulder. It was determined, from the equations below, that the deflection caused
by the thrusters very small and not the major concern pertaining to plume impingement.

P = 6N
L = 0.85m
A = π *[(0.065m)2-(0.06425m)2 ] Equation 2-5
N
E Al = 7.1x1010 2
m
PL
δ =
= 2.36x10-7m
AE
The current length of the arm, 2.89m, is derived from doubling the lengths between the
wrist and elbow, and elbow and shoulder of the task arm. Using this as a base length, more
examination into the natural frequency, the torques required of the joints to maneuver SCOUT,
and the forces reacted into the grapple, for example, will be required to better develop the
grapple arm.

2.13.2 Worksite Interaction
The grapple arm will have two different types of end effectors to choose from. The first
is a PJM having a similar design to the task arm HOH PJM. It will allow the grapple arm to
grasp onto several different items without requiring the worksite to have one specific grasping
interface wherever it will be serviced. The second end effector uses the foot restraint interfaces
as an additional grasping interface, if they are found on the worksite.

2.14 SCOUT System Configuration (SKM)
To determine the optimal system configuration for SCOUT, eight configurations were
studied and evaluated on the basis of the probability of crew survival in addition to logistical
concerns. Each system configuration involves at least one pod vehicle and may contain bailout
devices for contingency operations and must allow for both nominal and emergency operation.
The system configuration was chosen through an iterative process, where attributes of each
configuration were evaluated. Once the system configuration was chosen, more in-depth

reliability analysis and contingency operations were developed for the chosen configuration (see
Section 2.18).

2.14.1 Overview and System Requirements
The optimal system configuration for SCOUT was selected based on system
requirements defined by the program requirements and relevant NASA documents. In order to
properly identify the requirements for the SCOUT system configuration, some terms must be
defined. A sortie is the trip made by the pod vehicle to the worksite; approximately 1000m from
the Gateway station to perform mission tasks. The maximum duration of a sortie is 13 hours,
which includes travel time, breaks, reserves, and 8 hours of scheduled labor. A mission is
defined as a particular assembly or servicing project composed of specific tasks that are
accomplished over several sorties. The nominal mission duration per 6-month period is 15
sorties, but each pod vehicle is designed to support a more aggressive schedule of 30 sorties in a
6-month period. The length of the program is defined as 600 sorties amounting to 10 to 20 years
determined by sortie scheduling and demand. The lifetime of the Gateway station is expected to
be 10 years and by choosing the program duration to be 600 sorties leads the SCOUT project to
also last 10 years based on the aggressive schedule. One the nominal schedule, the pods will last
through the end of life of the Gateway station. The crew survival criteria set out by Requirement
I4 and the JSC-28354 Human-Rating Requirements document requires that the “cumulative
probability of safe crew return over the life of the program exceeds 0.99” (1998). To meet this
requirement, the probability for crew survival per sortie must be approximately 0.99999, which
will be accomplished primarily through pod vehicle(s) and crew escape systems. Abort and
rescue procedures will be studied after the system configuration has been chosen. In order to
ensure that the crew survival criteria is met, an assortment of system configurations were

examined to determine reliability requirements for the pod vehicle and escape systems that
would be used in the event of a pod failure. A pod failure is defined according to the NASASTD-3000 Man-Systems Integration Standards document as “any system failure that affects the
health/safety/survival of the crew” (1995). These types of failures include but are not limited to
failures of propulsion, power, or life support systems as well as potential life-threatening
micrometeoroid impacts or solar particle events. There are different levels of crew
endangerment depending on the type of failure. Based on the variety of potential life threatening
failures, the system configuration must be optimized in order to meet crew survival
requirements. In choosing a SCOUT system configuration, a worst-case scenario pod failure
requiring the crewmember to exit the pod was used to determine the preliminary reliabilities of
the system configurations studied. The reliability of a worst-case scenario pod failure that
requires bailout was set to 0.99 based on realistic and practicality concerns (see Appendix B).
Finally, the last consideration for choosing a system configuration was logistics. This includes
launch, cost, mass, volume, docking, coordination, and other scenario specific considerations for
the SCOUT system.
The eight configurations considered for the system configuration of SCOUT were: 1) one
pod, 2) two pods, 3) one pod with a bailout system, 4) one pod with a propulsion-equipped
bailout system (PEBS), 5) two pods each equipped with bailout systems, 6) two pods with
PEBSs, 7) one pod with a bailout system and one pod with a PEBS, and 8) three pods with
bailout systems. The bailout system provides essential life support for 3 hours including
reserves, allows for limited mobility and visibility, and protects the human from the elements of
space allowing the human to exit the pod and enter the Gateway station via an airlock. The
PEBS is similar to the bailout system, but also includes a propulsion system independent from

the pod vehicle that would allow for the human translate through space without the pod vehicle
in the event of an emergency.
2.14.1.1 Configuration 1: One Pod
The first system configuration considered was a single pod, but the inability for this
configuration to meet the crew survival criteria and the inadequate capability for an emergency
exit from the pod made this option unfeasible. In order for this system configuration to meet the
crew survival criteria, the pod reliability must be 0.99999, but as discussed earlier, the reasonable
reliability of the pod in the event of a worst-case scenario failure was determined to be 0.99 (see
Appendix B). Therefore this configuration does not meet reliability requirements. Another
factor that played a role in the dismissal of this configuration was that the human has no means
of safe exit from the pod in an emergency or if the pod is unable to dock or berth with the
Gateway station. Since this configuration had an unrealistic pod reliability requirement, in order
to lower the required pod reliability the addition of a second pod was considered next.
2.14.1.2 Configuration 2: Two Pods
The second configuration consisted of two pods, but was ruled out because of its inability
to meet the crew survival criteria and lack of an emergency exit system on the pod. The two
pods used for this system configuration were assumed to be identical; therefore the reliability
requirement for each pod was the same. Having the pods operate in series does not lower the
required pod reliability from that of configuration 1, however if the pods must rely on each other
for contingency operations, the program reliability meets the crew survival criteria if the
reliability of each pod is 0.99591 (see Appendix B).

Several pod relationships were considered to explore possible contingency procedures
and to identify possible logistical concerns that should be taken into account in following system
configuration iterations. The following assumptions were used in the consideration of different
pod scenarios. First, if a pod is docked to the Gateway station, it will not fail while docked.
Second, during a sortie, a pod at the Gateway station will be prepared to perform a rescue
mission in the event that a pod at the worksite fails in a manner that would require the assistance
of a second pod. Lastly, there is a crewmember at the Gateway station in communication with a
pod at the worksite and will perform a pod rescue mission if necessary. Completely automated
pod operation was not taken into account because it was not a deciding factor for this
configuration. Pod automation will be considered for the chosen configuration for contingency
operations (see Section 2.14).
The first pod relationship considered was nominally having one pod at the worksite and
one at the Gateway station with a station crewmember on ready alert in the case of an emergency
at the worksite. This option was less desirable because it would require that a station
crewmember be focused on supporting the pod at the worksite for a contingency operation,
predicted to occur only a few times during the life of the pod, instead of accomplishing other
tasks aboard the Gateway station. Two concerns for this method of rescue are that a
crewmember on the Gateway station must be in communication with the pod at the worksite for
a contingency operation designed to occur less than six times over the entire program and
secondly, the pod must be able to translate from the Gateway station to the worksite and back
before the life support for the endangered pod crewmember fails. The duration of the life
support available to the pod crewmember varies depending on the failure. The pod is designed
to incorporate one hour of emergency life support, but if the human must abandon the pod, the

life support will be dependent on the escape system used. Since this configuration does not
include an escape system, the failed pod crewmember must rely on the other pod for rescue.
With one hour of emergency life support available to the human after pod failure, this gives the
rescue pod a maximum of one hour to reach the failed pod, attach to the pod, and return the pod
to the Gateway station. Assuming it takes approximately the same amount of time for each
major task, this gives an estimated 20 minutes travel time from Gateway to the pod and equally
20 minutes back to Gateway, plus 20 minutes for the attachment phase and docking procedures.
Once the pod has reached the failed pod at the worksite, the rescuing pod can attach to the failed
pod via a tether, a grapple point, or one of the dexterous manipulators. The rescuing pod can tow
the failed pod back to the Gateway station. Having twice the mass for the return trip to the
Gateway station may slow the translation speed of the rescuing pod, which will need to be
accounted for in the contingency plans. Once at the station, the failed pod must dock or berth to
the docking module to allow the pod crewmember to exit the pod. Since a bailout system is not
included in this scenario, the pod must be able to dock directly to the station or the other pod to
allow for safe egress of the endangered crewmember. In conclusion, this option could be
feasible if: the pod failure allows for communication to Gateway, the other pod at Gateway is
powered up and ready to leave the Gateway station on short notice, the travel time between the
Gateway station and the worksite is less than 20 minutes each way for the rescuing pod, the
rescuing pod does not fail during the rescue mission, and the docking/berthing mechanisms on
the failed pod are still functioning properly. Due to the demands on the Gateway station and the
SCOUT system, other options were considered to eliminate some of these logistical
requirements.

The second pod relationship considered was having both pods at the worksite during each
sortie. The option of having one pod completing tasks while one pod sat idle or having both
pods completing tasks was considered. Taking into account the idle time spent in a pod for a
contingency operation calculated to occur at most six times over the program lifetime, it was
deemed unnecessary to have a pod idle at the worksite; therefore both pods will be involved in
tasks at the worksite. Having two pods at the worksite introduces flexibility in the system
allowing the pods to work together or complete tasks separately, but may give rise to
coordination issues if the pods are near or working with each other. Safe guards can be
incorporated in the guidance systems on board the pods to accommodate for such concerns. In
considering this case it was assumed that each pod will be in communication with the other pod
and that the pods will be no more than 100m apart. Having two pods at the worksite is similar to
the “buddy system” work ethic currently used for extra-vehicular activities (EVAs). In the event
that one pod fails, the other pod can tow the failed pod back to the Gateway station. This
assumes that the other pod can easily drop what it is doing and start the contingency operation.
The scenario where both pods fail during the same sortie falls within the allowed loss of crew
probability if the reliability of each pod is at least 0.99591 (see Appendix B).
This configuration has many contingency operation capabilities, but this configuration
has unachievable pod reliability requirements (based on the pre-determined 0.99 pod reliability)
in order to the meet the crew survival criteria without a bailout system. The addition of a bailout
system will be considered in subsequent system configurations to open up a larger range of
possible contingency operations to respond to pod emergencies.
2.14.1.3 Configuration 3: One Pod with Bailout System

The next configuration considered was a pod equipped with a bailout system, but upon
reliability examination this configuration also has unrealistic pod reliability requirements. The
inclusion of a bailout system allows for the pod crewmember to exit the pod in the event of an
emergency. Contingency operations requiring immediate egress from the pod are available to
the pod crewmember. A single pod with bailout system was first considered in an attempt to
minimize system components to find the simplest system that realistically meets the crew
survival requirements.
The two cases consid ered for the analysis of this configuration were a pod failure at the
worksite and a pod failure at the Gateway station. In the first case, if the pod fails at the
worksite, the pod crewmember can escape from the pod using the bailout system, but without a
propulsion system independent of the pod, the crewmember will be stranded at the worksite. In
some cases, the pod might still be capable of providing the necessary propulsion to return the
human to the Gateway station. In the second case, a pod failure near the Gateway station would
provide a better chance of pod crewmember survival. The human could use the bailout system to
exit the pod and move towards an airlock on the Gateway station. In this case the bailout system
must incorporate mobility and visibility to allow the human to perform a self-rescue operation to
enter the Gateway station. An EVA by a Gateway crewmember to bring the human back into the
station was not considered for a contingency procedure because of life support time
considerations and demands on the Gateway crew. The bailout system is designed to incorporate
one hour of life support with a two-hour reserve for extreme circumstances. In the event that the
pod crewmember exits the failed pod in the bailout system and cannot enter from the Gateway
station without assistance, the human in the bailout system would have to wait for a crewmember
at the Gateway station to suit- up, pre-breathe, and exit the station to rescue the pod crewmember

and re-enter the airlock to re-pressurize. This is not an ideal situation, so the contingency plans
will not rely on this method of rescue. Instead the bailout system must incorporate the necessary
mobility and visibility to allow the human to perform a self-rescue operation near the Gateway
station.
In conclusion, this configuration only supports pod failure at Gateway, so the
implementation of an independent propulsion system into the system configuration would
accommodate a larger range of pod failures away from the Gateway station. The reliability
requirement for the bailout system is 0.99832 assuming the pod is 0.99 reliable, which is
unrealistic (see Appendix B). However the inclusion of a bailout system in the system
configuration is important to prepare for a large range of possible pod failures. Benefits of a
bailout system are that it can be designed to fold up and tuck away somewhere in the pod
requiring minimal volume, yet providing an escape system in the case of an emergency. One
must keep in mind that this is a contingency procedure and that the majority of the design for
SCOUT should focus on the primary pod vehicle.
2.14.1.4 Configuration 4: One Pod with PEBS
The fourth system configuration considered was a pod with a propulsion-equipped
bailout system (PEBS), which includes a propulsion system independent from the pod vehicle.
Although this system allows for more flexibility for contingency procedures, but this
configuration fails to meet the crew survival criteria. An assumption made concerning the PEBS
was that the propulsion system would fail before the bailout system fails.
The scenarios considered were pod failure at the worksite and at the Gateway station.
The idea for the PEBS is that it incorporates a basic propulsion system capable of translating
1000m in less tha n an hour in addition to a bailout system part virtually identical to the bailout

system described in the previous configuration (see Section 2.14.1.4). This would provide the
pod crewmember with one hour of primary life support and two hours of reserve life support in
the event of another emergency. So if the pod fails at the worksite, the pod crewmember can exit
the pod using the PEBS and propel back to the Gateway station. Concerns about leaving the
failed pod at the worksite are that the pod might pose a risk to on-going projects at the worksite
and it would be difficult to repair the pod away from the Gateway station. Ideally the pod would
be returned to the Gateway station for repairs and to minimize the threat that the failed pod could
damage projects at the worksite. In the event that the pod fails near the Gateway station, the pod
crewmember can exit the pod using the PEBS and enter Gateway via an airlock.
In conclusion, this system provides the necessary independent propulsion system, but
does not meet the crew survival requirement. The pod is required to be 0.99591 reliable if the
reliabilities of both the pod and the PEBS are the same, but if the pod is 0.99 reliable, the PEBS
is required to be over 0.999 reliable, which is unrealistic for the PEBS (see Appendix B). Major
concerns still remaining for this system configuration are PEBS design, cost, volume, and mass
requirements in addition to location and storage considerations on the pod. Instead of relying
solely on a propulsion system supplied by the PEBS, the addition of another pod was considered
for a dependency based modification of Configuration 3.
2.14.1.5 Configuration 5: Two Pods with Bailout Systems
The fifth configuration considered was two pods each with bailout systems, but after
analysis this option did not adequately meet the crew survival requirements. This configuration
extended configuration 2 with the addition of bailout systems. The assumptions used for this
system analysis were that if the pod is docked to the Gateway station, the pod will not fail and
that during a sortie if only one pod is at the worksite, the pod at the Gateway station will be

prepared to perform a rescue mission in the event of pod failure at the worksite, and that the pods
and bailout systems are identical respectively. Two Gateway crewmembers (half of the nominal
Gateway crew) are required for this system configuration to man the pods. If one pod remains
docked to Gateway during a sortie, the crewmember must remain in communication with the
worksite pod to perform a rescue mission to the worksite in an emergency. It should also be
noted that having an escape system on only one vehicle was not considered because if the pod
without the escape system failed in such a way that the pod crewmember must exit the pod, the
crewmember would be left with no means to safely exit the pod.
The first scenario considered was having one pod at the worksite and one docked at the
Gateway station during a sortie. A concern about this scenario is that the pod at the Gateway
station may be unable to reach the failed pod in time to save the human. If the pod at the
worksite fails, the human has one hour of emergency life support, which allows the rescue pod a
maximum of one hour to reach the failed pod, attach to the pod or pod crewmember using the
bailout system, and return to the Gateway station. Again assuming that each major task of the
rescue procedure requires approximately the same amount of time, this gives an estimated 20
minutes of travel time between the Gateway station and the worksite each way plus 20 minutes
for the attachment phase and docking operations. In the case such that the pod failure does not
require the pod crewmember to exit the pod, the rescuing pod can attach to the failed pod via a
tether, grapple point, or dexterous manipulator. The rescuing pod can tow the failed pod back to
the Gateway station where it can either dock/berth or the pod crewmember can exit the pod using
the bailout system and enter the Gateway station via an airlock. If the pod crewmember must
exit the pod at the worksite using the bailout system, the rescuing pod could attach to a grapple
point located on the bailout system or the pod crewmember can be secured to the rescuing pod

via a tether. The rescuing pod would have to return the human to the Gateway station before the
life support on the bailout system runs out. Benefits for returning the pod to the Gateway station
are that the failed pod is brought away from the worksite where it may become a threat to the
projects located at the worksite and also the pod could possibly be repaired at Gateway via
another pod, the dexterous arm on Gateway, or an EVA by a Gateway crewmember. On the
other hand, the benefits of leaving the failed pod at the worksite are that the pod would be kept
away from the Gateway station where it could pose a threat to the station and crew. Whether or
not to bring the failed pod back to the Gateway station will have to be evaluated on a case-bycase basis depending on the type and severity of the pod failure. Of course, the human is the
primary concern, but if possible it is desirable that the rescuing pod also bring the failed pod
back to the Gateway station. Ideally, the pod would be brought back to the Gateway station
where it can be either repaired or stowed to minimize safety concerns.
If the pod docked at the Gateway station cannot meet the rescue requirements to travel
from the Gateway station to the worksite and back before the emergency life support runs out,
then having both pods at the worksite during a sortie is required to meet the crew survival
criteria. Again, like with configuration 2 it is recommended that both pods be involved with
tasks at the worksite. This is the most cost-effective operation for two pods at the worksite,
which are dependent on each other for contingency procedures. If one of the pods at the
worksite fails, the other pod can bring the human safely back to the Gateway station. In the type
of failure where it is safe for the human to remain in the pod, the failed pod can be towed back to
the Gateway station via a grapple point, tether, or dexterous manipulator. If the pod
crewmember must abandon the pod via the bailout system, the rescuing pod can bring the pod
crewmember back to the Gateway station and possibly the pod. If the pod cannot be brought

back initially, it should be brought back after the pod crewmember is safe. By having the pod
crewmember remain in the pod if possible, the length of time afforded by the life support system
can be maximized. The emergency life support system on the pod is designed to last
approximately one hour, but if the human remains inside the pod for up to one hour after the
failure before exiting the pod in the bailout system, an additional hour of life support (plus two
hours of reserves) will be provided to the human via the bailout system, allowing four hours of
life support in the event of a worst-case failure scenario. The maximum life support possible
would be 4 hours, but in designing the contingency procedures, the minimum life support
available is used, so the human must be brought back to the Gateway station within an hour of
the pod failure or exit into the bailout system.
In the reliability analysis, it was determined that an independent propulsion system is
required to provide reliability relief to the pod reliability requirements. The addition of bailout
systems to the two-pod configuration allows for more rescue scenario capabilities to
accommodate a larger range of possible pod failures. The addition of propulsion systems to the
bailout systems for this scenario will allow for more flexibility in the pod reliability requirements
as well as more capabilities for contingency operations.
2.14.1.6 Configuration 6: Two Pods with PEBSs
Two pods with propulsion-equipped bailout devices (PEBSs) is the chosen system
configuration for SCOUT because this configuration allows for the most flexibility for pod and
PEBS reliability requirements and accommodates a large range of possible pod failures.
Assumptions made are the that the propulsion system will fail before the BD will fail, so in the
event that the propulsion system fails, the human will still be protected from space and can still
be rescued with the aid of the other pod. If the pod is assumed to be 0.99 reliable, the propulsion

and bailout systems are required to only have a reliability of 0.95909, which is reasonably
achievable (see Appendix B). These values are reasonable considering that the PEBS is for
emergency situations only and should not require the majority of the design process.
Contingency procedures for this configuration are similar to those discussed for
configuration 5, but the inclusion of a PEBS allows for more flexibility for rescue strategies. If
one pod remains docked at the Gateway station, again there is a concern that the travel time
between the station and the worksite and back would require longer than the allotted emergency
life support, but with the addition of the PEBS, the human could return to the station without the
other pod. If both the pod and the bailout propulsion systems fail, then the second pod would be
required to return the human to the Gateway station. If a pod fails near the Gateway station, the
PEBS could be easily used to bring the human to an airlock at the station. For a pod failure at
the worksite, the PEBS must be able to propel the human across 1000m to return the human to
the Gateway station before the one hour of life support runs out. The bailout system will
incorporate an additional 2 hours of reserve life support, but again, this cannot be relied upon in
the contingency plans.
Having two pods nominally at the worksite is the best operation strategy to maximize
rescue scenarios available to an endangered human in a failed pod. To deal with coordination
issues, it is suggested that one pod departs for the worksite approximately 30 minutes before the
second pod leaves Gateway. This way the chances of the pods colliding during the travel to the
worksite are minimized. Also, this allows the first pod to attach at the worksite and stay out of
the way of the second pod when it arrives. Additionally, the second pod will be ready in case
something happens to the first pod and the human needs to be rescued, this also works in case
something goes wrong with the second pod because it is still near Gateway so the human can exit

the pod using the PEBS and enter Gateway. Various rescue scenarios will be discussed in
further detail in the SCOUT Contingency Operations segment. Ideally it is recommended that
the pod be brought back to the Gateway station so it can be repaired or stored to minimize threats
posed by the uncontrolled pod at the worksite or undocked near the station.
This system configuration for SCOUT allows for crew survival from more emergency
scenarios than previously considered configurations, while also providing reliability relief to
system components. As long as both bailout systems function properly and at least one
propulsion system is working, the SCOUT crew will survive (see Appendix B). An additional
requirement of this system is that a docking module must be designed to nominally dock two
pods at one docking port on the Gateway station. Two additional configurations were considered
to attempt to minimize design and component requirements.
2.14.1.7 Configuration 7: One Pod with Bailout System and One Pod with PEBS
Configuration 7 considers having a bailout propulsion system on only one of the pods and
the other with only a bailout system, which can be used for both pods. This was an attempt to
minimize mass by requiring only one independent propulsion device. This configuration would
require the buddy system in order to “share” the bailout propulsion. A reliability analysis of the
system is explained in Appendix B. The required reliability to meet the crew survival criteria is
0.99764 for each escape component.
2.14.1.8 Configuration 8: Three Pods with Bailout Systems
In this configuration, three pods with bailout systems were considered. It was thought
that since we will probably need at least two pods, it would not be much more effort to build
another instead of designing a special bailout system. This system does not provide much

reliability relief, since each bailout system must have a reliability of 0.99954 assuming the pod
reliability is 0.99 (see Appendix B).

2.14.2 Summary and Conclusions
The chosen system configuration for SCOUT is two pods with PEBSs because it offered
the most reliability relief for the escape components and allowed for a large number of rescue
scenarios. A summary of the reliability requirements to meet the crew survival criteria is shown
in Table 2-VV1. As seen in this table, the reliability requirement for the escape components
(bailout propulsion and life support systems) in configuratio n was the lowest, yet still meets the
crew survival criteria. A lower escape component reliability requirement would allow for a more
feasible design because the bailout system must be specially outfitted for SCOUT.
System Configuration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

One pod
Two pods
One pod with bailout system
One pod with PEBS
Two pods with bailout systems
Two pods with PEBS
Two pods: one with bailout system &
one with PEBS
Three pods with bailout systems

Pod
Reliability
0.99999
0.99591
0.99
0.99
0.99795
0.99

Escape Component
Reliability
--0.99832
0.99916
0.99795
0.95909*

0.99764

0.99764

0.99

0.99954

Table 2-5: Required Reliabilities for SCOUT System Configurations
* This reliability is revised in section 2.18.2, where more in-depth reliability calculations were made.

The propulsion-equipped bailout system and bailout systems discussed in this analysis
are generic systems, which are designed to accent SCOUT and will be explained in the Life
Support and Human Factors section.

2.15 SCOUT Contingency Operations

After the system configuration was chosen, the contingency operations for the SCOUT
system were examined. First, an overview of the attributes of the system configuration is
discussed, then more reliability analysis of the system, SCOUT pod operation modes, mission
plans for contingency scenarios, and concludes with a summary of the SCOUT contingency
operations.

2.15.1 Overview and System Configuration Attributes
The SCOUT system configuration chosen consists of two pod vehicles each outfitted
with a propulsion-equipped bailout system (PEBS). Both pods will be identical and will
nominally dock to the Gateway station via a docking module. The docking module will contain
items necessary to support each pod for the nominal operation of 15 sorties per pod over each
six-month period. Requiring that the pod vehicles operate as pair, both venturing to the worksite
each sortie is the preferred operation, but single pod operations may be acceptable, if it is
decided that the increased pod crewmember is acceptable. Reliability analysis for both scenarios
is discussed in further detail in the next section. The assumption will be that two pods will
nominally perform sorties together similarly to the current NASA work ethic of performing
space walks in pairs, but if the risks involved in operating one at a time are acceptable, then
single pod operation may occur. It is foreseen that single pod operation will occur for short
nearby missions, where having two pods would be excessive.
Each pod vehicle will be identical and will have a reliability of 99% per sortie. With this
reliability, only 1% of operations with of the pod may encounter a failure that forces the
crewmember to bailout of the pod vehicle. If the pod vehicle must be abandoned, the
crewmember ma y rely on the PEBS or the other pod for safe return to the Gateway station. The
PEBS is composed to two major systems, life support and propulsion. The life support system

provides the crewmember with one hour of life support with two hours of reserves for
emergency procedures.

2.15.2 In-depth Reliability Analysis of SCOUT System Configuration
Having two pods each with a PEBS leads to 64 scenarios allowing each component to fail
independently. This results in 49 modes of operation that would allow for safe crew return to
Gateway and 15 cases where crew survival is not possible (see Appendix B). One thing that is
not accounted for in this analysis is the dependence of each system. For example, if the pod
works, it would not be known if the escape system would function properly. In every case where
the pod is functioning properly, whether the escape system was functioning or not was ignored,
but still considered as a possible scenario.
Pod reliability is 0.99 for crew-critical systems. Every system is designed to be two- fault
tolerant. This allows for the capability of the system to withstand two failures before losing the
crew. Assuming each escape component has the same reliability, in examining the 64 possible
scenarios, the reliability of these systems must be 0.97943, which is higher than the previous
calculation (see Appendix B). This is a more reasonable reliability requirement, which accounts
for the possible failure modes of the total system.

2.15.3 Nominal Pod Operational Relationship Scenarios
Several pod relationships were considered to explore possible contingency procedures
and to identify possible logistical concerns that should be taken into account in following system
configuration iterations. The following assumptions were used in the consideration of different
pod scenarios. First, if a pod is docked to the Gateway station, it will not fail while docked.
Second, during a sortie, a pod at the Gateway station will be prepared to perform a rescue
mission in the event that a pod at the worksite fails in a manner that would require the assistance

of a second pod. Lastly, there is a crewmember at the Gateway station in communication with a
pod at the worksite and will perform a pod rescue mission if necessary.
2.15.3.1 Double Pod Operation Mode (“Buddy System”)
The double pod relationship considered was having both pods at the worksite during each
sortie, which is the preferred mode of operation because it meets the crew survival criteria. The
option of having one pod completing tasks while one pod sat idle or having both pods
completing tasks was considered. Taking into account the idle time spent in a pod for a
contingency operation calculated to occur at most six times over the program lifetime, it was
deemed unnecessary to have a pod idle at the worksite; therefore both pods will be involved in
tasks at the worksite. Having two pods at the worksite introduces flexibility in the system
allowing the pods to work together or complete tasks separately, but may give rise to
coordination issues if the pods are near or working with each other. Safe guards can be
incorporated in the guidance systems on board the pods to accommodate for such concerns. In
considering this case it was assumed that each pod will be in communication with the other pod
and that the pods will be no more than 660m apart. Having two pods at the worksite is similar to
the “buddy system” work ethic currently used for extra-vehicular activities (EVAs). In the event
that one pod fails, the other pod can tow the failed pod back to the Gateway station. This
assumes that the other pod can easily drop what it is doing and start the contingency operation.
2.15.3.2 Single Pod Mode Operation
The single pod relationship considered was nominally having one pod at the worksite and
one at the Gateway station with a station crewmember on ready alert in the case of an emergency
at the worksite. This option was less desirable because it would require that a station
crewmember be focused on supporting the pod at the worksite for a contingency operation,

predicted to occur only a few times during the life of the pod, instead of accomplishing other
tasks aboard the Gateway station. Two concerns for this method of rescue are that a
crewmember on the Gateway station must be in communication with the pod at the worksite for
a contingency operation designed to occur less than six times over the entire program and
secondly, the pod must be able to translate from the Gateway station to the worksite and back
before the life support for the endangered pod crewmember fails. The duration of the life
support available to the pod crewmember varies depending on the failure. The pod is designed
to incorporate one hour of emergency life support, but if the human must abandon the pod, the
life support will be dependent on the escape system used. Since this configuration does not
include an escape system, the failed pod crewmember must rely on the other pod for rescue.
With one hour of emergency life support available to the human after pod failure, this gives the
rescue pod a maximum of one hour to reach the failed pod, attach to the pod, and return the pod
to the Gateway station. Assuming it takes approximately the same amount of time for each
major task, this gives an estimated 20 minutes travel time from Gateway to the pod and equally
20 minutes back to Gateway, plus 20 minutes for the attachment phase and docking procedures.
Once the pod has reached the failed pod at the worksite, the rescuing pod can attach to the failed
pod via a tether, a grapple point, or one of the dexterous manipulators. The rescuing pod can tow
the failed pod back to the Gateway station. Having twice the mass for the return trip to the
Gateway station may slow the translation speed of the rescuing pod, which will need to be
accounted for in the contingency plans. Once at the station, the failed pod must dock or berth to
the docking module to allow the pod crewmember to exit the pod. Since a bailout system is not
included in this scenario, the pod must be able to dock directly to the station or the other pod to
allow for safe egress of the endangered crewmember. In conclusion, this option could be

feasible if: the pod failure allows for communication to Gateway, the other pod at Gateway is
powered up and ready to leave the Gateway station on short notice, the travel time between the
Gateway station and the worksite is less than 20 minutes each way for the rescuing pod, the
rescuing pod does not fail during the rescue mission, and the docking/berthing mechanisms on
the failed pod are still functioning properly. Also having one pod remain at Gateway eliminates
the use of its bailout propulsion system in the event that it would be needed. This reduces the
system reliability to 0.99 per single pod operated sortie (see Appendix B). Due to the demands
on the Gateway station and the SCOUT system, this is not a desirable operational mode.
Another option for the single pod mode of operation would be to have the single pod
working near the Gateway on a mission such as Gateway maintenance. It would be unnecessary
to have both pods working on such nearby activities. This is a more risky mode of operation
because the crew survival criterion is not met in this case (see Appendix B). However, this
operation mode should not be ruled out completely, but a trade-off analysis should be made prior
to the sortie to determine if the single operation is worth the risk.
Further complicating the single-pod operation mode is the possibility that a pod has failed
and must undergo repairs and cannot perform sorties. If sorties must still be performed during
this time, the possibility of having a single pod operation could be considered. The system
reliability in this case would be much lower than the crew survival criteria, so for the purposes of
this project, the single-pod operation mode does not meet the level 1 requirement for crew
survival. Therefore, the double- mode pod operation should be followed.
As a final note, extended missions are currently planned for a single SCOUT pod to
travel to lunar orbit. The Crew Transfer Vehicle (CTV) would tow the SCOUT pod to lunar
orbit, which is part of the OASIS project. In this case the CTV could serve as the emergency

back up to the SCOUT system. It is assumed that the CTV has a reasonably high reliability and
also has provisions for contingency operations meeting the crew survival criteria. Also traveling
on extended missions would most likely incur more risk than nominal activities, which also must
be taken into consideration.

2.15.4 Mission Plan: Contingency Procedures
It is difficult to predict every type of failure, but guidelines for responses must be defined
in order to prepare to deal with a variety of failures in the SCOUT system. This section
examines some of the anticipated failures and contingency responses. There are two basic types
of failures, ones that are crew critical and ones that are not.
2.15.4.1 Crew-Critical Failures that Require Bailout from Pod Vehicle
In the case of a crew-critical failure, the pod crewmember would be forced to bailout of
the pod vehicle and rely on alternate means to return to the Gateway station. The crewmember
may rely on the bailout propulsion system included with the bailout system. The crewmember
may also rely on the second pod for propulsion. This can be accomplished a multitude of ways,
for instance the pod can “grab” the bailed-out crewmember tow him or her to safety. A third
option would be to rely on the bailout propulsion system of the second pod. This assumes that
the second pod has failed, so its crewmember must also bailout and it is thought that the two
crewmembers can “share” the bailout propulsion system. This should be sufficient enough to
return both crewmembers to the Gateway station.
All reliability analysis assumed that this would be the determining case for the pod
reliability. It was determined that a reasonable reliability for the pod vehicle was 99% (see
Appendix B), which implies that there is a 1% chance of a crew-critical pod failure per sortie.
While the odds are low, this is destined to occur during the life of the SCOUT program.

2.15.4.2 Non-Crew-Critical Failures that Require Aborting the Sortie
These types of failures are those that do not endanger the crew, but disrupt the operations
of the sortie causing an abort of the sortie. The pod would “pack up” and return to the Gateway
station, where any damage can be assessed and repaired. At the first sign of a failure, the pod
should return in order to ensure the safety of the crewmember, since the system is only designed
to be two-fault tolerant, two failures could lead to loss of crew. This should be avoided in all
cases. If for example the propulsion system fails, the pod must rely on the second pod to tow it
back to the Gateway station. In all cases where the failure is not life threatening to the extent
that the crewmember must bailout, the pod vehicle should be returned to the Gateway station to
minimize hazards at the worksite.

2.15.5 Summary and Conclusions
Some of the anticipated primary pod failures are listed in Table 2-VV2 with the
appropriate response followed by a secondary failure and the response to that failure. It is
presumed that for the majority of failures the SCOUT vehicle may encounter, will be single
failures and the crewmember will safely return. Tertiary responses were not considered because
of the two- fault tolerant requirement, therefore it is not expected that the crewmember will
survive three failures of the SCOUT system.

Secondary Failure Response

Bailout

Abort

n/c

--

n/c

n/c

Solar Particle
Event
Injured/Sick
Crew

Abort

n/c

n/c

--

n/c

Abort

n/c

n/c

n/c

--

Pod 2
Rescue
Pod 2
Rescue
Bailout
Bailout
Bailout

Pod 2
Abort
Pod 2
Abort
n/a
n/a
n/a

Pod 2
Abort
Pod 2
Abort
n/a
n/a
n/a

Pod 2
Abort
Pod 2
Abort
n/a
n/a
n/a

Propulsion
Power

Pod 2
Rescue
Pod 2
Rescue
Pod 2
Rescue
Pod 2
Rescue

Life Support

Robot Arm(s)

Pod 2
Rescue
Pod 2
Rescue
Pod 2
Rescue
Pod 2
Rescue

Propulsion

n/c

Life Support

n/c

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

n/a

n/a

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

n/a

n/a

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

n/a

n/a

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

n/a

n/a

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

n/a

n/a

Bailout

Bailout

Bailout

n/a

n/a

n/a
-n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

Pod 2 Rescue
Pod 2 Rescue
Pod 2 Rescue

X
X
X

Pod 2
-Bailout Bailout
Abort
Pod 2
Bailout
-Bailout
Abort
n/a
n/a
n/a
-n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Explosion/Fire
Docking
Collision
Micrometeoroid Bailout
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Impact
Bailout
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Life Support
Notes: n/c = no change in response to secondary failure
n/a = not applicable failure

Collision

n/c

Micrometeoroid
Impact

Injured/Sick
Crew

--

Docking

Solar Particle
Event

Abort

Failures

Explosion/Fire

Robot Arm(s)

Avionics

Power

Primary
Response
Propulsion

Primary Pod
Failure

Avionics

Pod Failures

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

--

n/a

Pod 2 Rescue

X

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

--

Pod 2 Rescue

X

Table 2-6: SCOUT Contingency Responses to Primary and Secondary Failures

3 Life Support and Human Factors
Design Requirements (see Final Requirements Document, Appendix K)
L1: All crew interfaces shall accommodate 95 th percentile American males to 5th percentile
Japanese females
L2: All crew interfaces shall adhere to NASA-STD-3000, Man-Systems Integration Standards
L2.1: System shall be two fault tolerant and redundant
L2.2: Air maintenance system shall be in place
L2.3: SCOUT shall adhere to all requirements for crew safety
L2.4: SCOUT must incorporate a comfortable cabin layout and suit interface for all sizes
of people
L2.5: External lighting shall provide sufficient illuminance levels within the astronaut’s
reach envelope for EVA satellite servicing with the use of complex tools and for
visual tasks with small, low constraint objects
L2.6: Internal lighting shall be of variable intensity to provide illuminance levels
appropriate for each task performed by the crew
L2.7: Crew systems shall be maintained at a nominal temperature of 294 K
L3: The SCOUT vehicle shall provide nominal capabilities for eating, drinking, and waste
elimination
L3.1: SCOUT shall provide 8 ounces of drinking water per hour
L3.2: Must be sufficient sustenance on SCOUT for a standard sortie length
L3.3: Waste elimination system shall be designed so that its used does not require
deviation from the normal diet provided on Gateway
L4: System shall provide necessary support for extravehicular operations on a daily basis
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L4.1: SCOUT must be periodically resupplied with consumables
L4.2: SCOUT must provide waste removal capabilities
L4.3: SCOUT must undergo routine system maintenance
L5: Life support systems shall provide sufficient consumables to support the user for the
maximum reference mission duration plus two hours reserve
L5.1: SCOUT must provide sufficient O2 consumables for 13 hours of operation
L5.2: Must have sufficient CO2 scrubbing capabilities with backup
L5.3: SCOUT will provide TCC consumables through use of activated charcoal bed and
particulate filter
L5.4: Power system shall provide for two- hour nominal operation reserve for all safetycritical systems
L6: Radiation dosages shall, under all conditions, conform in all respects to the current NASA
standards for astronaut radiation limits
L6.1: Astronaut radiation dosage must not exceed 3% increase in lifetime excess fatal
cancer
L6.2: Radiation shield must be designed to keep radiation levels As Low As Reasonable
Achievable (ALARA)
L7: System shall provide for emergency alternative access and EVA "bailout" options
L7.1: Second hatch must be attached to SCOUT for alternate egress
L7.2: Bailout system must be capable of transferring astronaut away from SCOUT
quickly in case of emergency
L8: System shall be capable of safely initiating operations with zero pre-breathe time
L8.1: System shall accommodate variable pressure levels between station and worksite
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L9: If the system accommodates variable pressure levels, it must support in-situ denitrogenation
during nominal operations
M1: All nominal ingress/egress shall be accomplished in shirt-sleeved conditions
M1.1: SCOUT shall be designed for a shirt-sleeve environment during entire
length of
sortie
M1.1.1: Internal ambient temperature of pressure hull shall be maintained
nominally at 294 +/- 3 K
M1.2: Astronaut must be able to go from station to SCOUT with zero pre-breathe time
M3: The SCOUT system shall provide the capability for the operator to interact with the work
site using her/his own hands
M3.1: Space suit arms and glove must be used for human interaction with worksite
M3.2: Range of motion of arms/gloves assembly must be adequate for task completion
X1: System shall be designed to accommodate supplemental kits to enable extended missions
X1.1: XMP shall provide extended mission recharge/ resupply capabilities for SCOUT
X1.1.1: XMP shall be designed per M2.3 extended reference mission
X1.1.1.3: Recharge/ resupply shall be capable of meeting minimal
replenishment requirements in less than 5 hours
X1.1.3: XMP shall be transported by a tow- vehicle to the worksite
X1.1.3.1: XMP shall be capable of transmitting necessary power and
consumables from tow-vehicle to SCOUT during duration of
transport
X1.1.3.2: XMP shall maintain a shirt-sleeve atmosphere in order to allow
passage between SCOUT and tow-vehicle
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X1.2: XMP shall be capable of equipping provisions for cargo transport in addition to
transport of SCOUT
X1.3: System is designed to last 20.5 hours with an absolute max of 41 hours (utilizing
all of backup O2 tanks)
X1.4: SCOUT shall provide 8 ounces of water for each hour of extended mission
X1.5: Depending on mission length SCOUT may require additional waste storage

3.1 Work Envelope (AML)
The work envelope of SCOUT is a major obstacle in the design of the vehicle. SCOUT
has been designed in such a way that the vehicle attempts to mimic the maximum functionality
of a crewmember in a standard STS EMU spacesuit.

3.1.1 Vehicle Constraints
3.1.1.1 Vehicle Size
The purpose of SCOUT is to develop a vehicle that can take the place of current EVA
soft/hard body spacesuits. The goal is to design SCOUT to be capable of performing the same
wide range of EVA tasks as those performed by an astronaut in a standard STS EMU spacesuit.
However, the size of SCOUT becomes a concern with respect to orientation and size constraints
imposed by the work site. One main problem that could be foreseen is that a crewmember would
want to orient SCOUT into a work site that could normally be reached in a standard STS EMU
spacesuit, but could not be reached with SCOUT due to its size and shape. Therefore, one
vehicle constraint that has been developed is that the relative front of SCOUT, the location of the
main work envelope, must not be larger than a 95% male STS EMU suit. The dimensions for the
STS EMU were gathered from the NASA-STD-3000 document, Figure 3.1. From these
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dimensions a vehicle design constraint of 191.9 cm (75.5 in) in height by 84.8 cm (33.4 in) in
width was developed. The constraint means that the front dimensio ns of SCOUT will be no
larger than a 95% percentile STS EMU spacesuit.

Size range
5th Percentile Female

95th Percentile Male

171.5 cm (67.5 in)

191.9 cm (75.5 in)

B - Maximum breadth at elbows
(arms relaxed)

--

84.8 cm (33.4 in)

C - Maximum breadth at elbows
(arms at side)

--

66.0 cm (26.0 in)

66.0 cm (26.0 in)

68.6 cm (27.0 in)

A - Height

D - Maximum depth with
PLSS/SOP

Figure 3.1: Dimensions for STS EMU (NASA STD-3000)

3.1.1.2 Vehicle Body
In keeping with the goal to design the front of SCOUT to be similar in size, shape, and
range of motion of an STS EMU suit, the front of SCOUT was developed such that it mimics the
contour of a 95% percentile male torso. The design of the front of SCOUT is based off of current
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hard-body suits and mimics only the front upper half of the torso. The design team looked at the
designs of the NASA Johnson MARK III and the NASA AMES AX-5 hard suits. The team
decided on the design of the AX-5 because of the fact that the AX-5 does not incorporate any
soft body components, like the Johnson MARK III. The design team decided that the important
characteristics for the contoured hull were a large spherical helmet and shoulder mobility. The
integration of the large spherical helmet would allow a larger field of view than currently capable
with a STS EMU spacesuit, while the integration of shoulder mobility would provide a larger
work envelope.
The major obstacle to overcome in the design of providing hand-on ability with SCOUT
was to accommodate the variety of crew, 5% Japanese female to 95% American male. One
benefit of SCOUT is that the design is not constricted by the height of the crewmember.
However, the size and shape of the upper torso of each crewmember is a particular concern,
especially in regards to the sho ulder size and location as well as arm length and sizing. One
solution being considered to address both of these concerns is the development of an oversized
“Universal Shoulder Joint” that could accommodate the varying range of users. Specifics into the
design and characteristics of the “Universal Shoulder Joint” will be discussed later. The final
design of the upper torso can be seen in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Upper Torso Design

3.1.2 Human worksite Interaction
In order to maximize the ability of the crewmember to interact with the work site, the
possible work envelope of SCOUT must be as close as possible to the dimensions in Figure 3.1.
The dimensions shown in Figure 3.3 represent the optimal work envelope during EVA for the
extreme crewmember size, 5% - 95%. In order to accommodate varying crewmember height,
the suit arms of SCOUT will be fixed, but SCOUT will incorporate an adjustable foot restraint
located in the cabin to accommodate the varying height of users.
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Figure 3.3: Optimal Work Envelope (NASA STD-3000)

3.1.3 SCOUT Suit Arms Range of Motion
Maximizing the range of motion of the suit arms of SCOUT is a major concern. However
due to the design of a contoured body- formed hull design for SCOUT, the range of motion of the
suit arms of SCOUT mimics that of hard-body suits currently being developed by NASA AMES.
This all sums up to the crewmember having maximum range of motion through the incorporation
of shoulder mobility.

3.1.4 SCOUT Hands-On Line of Sight
Ideally the lines of sight of the crewmember should be similar to those of a crewmember
in a standard STS EMU suit. The standard crewmember field of view can be seen in Figure 3.4.
The incorporation of a semi-spherical view window, similar to those of hard-body suits, will
allow the lines of sight to mimic, and possibly exceed, that of a crewmember in a standard STS
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EMU spacesuit. Ideally, the hemispherical design will be capable of the following fields of view
(Figure 3.4). Note that the fixed helmet allows for a greater superior field of view than a normal
STS EMU spacesuit. These line of sight estimations were gathered from the mock-ups of the
contoured hull that were developed (See section 3.6).

Superior

110o

Inferior

70o

Temporal

90o

Superior Temporal

100o

Inferior Temporal

85o

Figure 3.4: Standard Crew Member Field of View-Left (NASA STD-3000), SCOUT Field of View-Right

3.1.5 SCOUT Suit Arms
3.1.5.1 Suit Arm Type
SCOUT will incorporate hard-body suit arms, similar to the design of the NASA AMES
AX-5 hard body suit. This hard body arm design utilizes hard arms segments along with hard
joints that incorporate bearings to connect the segments together. The AX-5
minimizes/eliminates the use of soft components in the arms and therein reduces the amount of
wear and tear seen in the arms. This consequently leads to hard component arms having a longer
operation life than arms that incorporate soft components. The arms would be designed to an
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operating pressure of 8.3 psi and an operational life of about 3 months. Due to the fact that
currently no technology is being researched into developing suit arms that vary in length to
accommodate varying crewmember size, each arm will have to be tailored made to an individual
user. Due to this restraint glove and arm change-out is required and will be discussed in section
3.1.5.6.
3.1.5.2 Universal Shoulder Joint
Each “Universal Shoulder Joint” (USJ) will be located 5.8 inches off the center of the
torso. The USJ will then be displaced 20 degrees off the perpendicular of the central axis. This
angle was chosen because the angle between the Chest berth and Biacromial berth on a 95%
male/ 5% female is ~20 degrees. This will be the orientation angle of the shoulder attach point
for the arm (See Figure 3.8).
Biacromial breadth
Shoulder Berth

Chest Berth

Shoulder Berth
Chest Berth
Biacromial breadth

5% Female
17.6 [in]
11.7 [in]
12.8 [in]

95% Male
20.9 [in]
14.4 [in]
17.9 [in]

Figure 3.5: Biomechanics for Universal Shoulder design

The USJ will consist of two rotary seals, one placed within the other. The joint will
consist of a main circle with an inner off-axis circular pass through. See Figure 3.6 below. The
concept of the USJ is that as each crewmember places their arm into the suit arms of SCOUT,
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the two effective circles will reoriented themselves in order to accommodate the user’s change in
dimension. For a 5% female the inner circle will be all the way to the front of the outer rotary
seal, while the circle would then move towards the back towards the back of the rotary seal to
accommodate a 95% male (Figure 3.7). The inner pass through circle was chosen such that it
would accommodate the upper arm dimensions of a 95% male.
Rotary seal to
Rotary Seal to
Arm. Dia – 5in

body. Dia- 12 in

Arm Pass
through

Crescent moon

Figure 3.6: Universal Shoulder Joint (USJ)

FRONT

FRONT

Figure 3.7: USJ position for 5% females (left) and 95% males (right).
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Figure 3.8: USJ location on the contoured body of SCOUT

3.1.5.3 Glove Type
The exact design of the gloves has yet to be determined. The desire is to develop an EVA
glove that is similar in construction to that of a standard STS EMU glove, but capable of
operating at 8.3 psi. Today’s soft component gloves have an operating pressure of 4.3 psi, but
some have been tested at 5.5psi with promising results. The down side to hard component gloves
is that they do not provide the tactile feedback and dexterity that is achieved with soft component
gloves. However, current soft component gloves do not have the high operating pressure and
long operational life required by the SCOUT vehicle. Therefore, the exact design of the gloves
on SCOUT’s suit arms has yet to be developed, but it is believed that with further research and
development, a compatible glove can be developed. If by the technology readiness date a
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compatible glove has not been developed, hard component gloves, like those of the NASA
AMES AX-5, will be utilized.
3.1.5.4 Glove Sizing
In order to provide the best fit along with maximum dexterity, the gloves will be custom
sized to the specific crewmember. Designing individually tailored gloves follows along with
current NASA practices for the sizing of EVA gloves. However this causes a problem; ha ving
individually tailored gloves means that either SCOUT will have to be tailored to a specific user
or the gloves will require change out between users. The latter is a much more realistic option
and therefore gloves change-out is part of the SCOUT suit arm design. Gloves change-out will
be discussed later in section 3.1.5.6. In the event that research has been completed into gloves
that accommodate varying sizes of users, these types of gloves would be the desired design for
the gloves used on SCOUT. However, to our knowledge, research in the area of adjustable suit
gloves is not being pursued at this time.
3.1.5.5 Arm Sizing (Upper arm to wrist)
Similar to the gloves, the arms will be custom sized to the specific crewmember.
However due to the fact that the arms will have to connect to the USJ, as previously discussed,
the arms will have to be sized accordingly. What this means is the following: SCOUT cannot
simply use a standard arm sized for a 5% Japanese female. The arms will have to be designed
such that the upper arm segment of the suit can connect to the USJ, i.e. a 5% Japanese female
upper arm will have to connect to a 95% American male shoulder. Like with the gloves, because
the arms are custom sized, this means that the arms will have to be changed out between users.
Arm change-out is discussed in section 3.1.5.7. Like with suit gloves, In the event that research
has been completed into arms that accommodate varying sizes of users, these types of arms
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would be the desired design for the gloves used on SCOUT. However, to our knowledge,
research in the area of adjustable suit arms is not currently being pursued.
3.1.5.6 Glove Change-out
The current standard STS EMU gloves have an operational life of about 36 hrs. After
about 36 hrs of use the gloves are completely stripped down and re-built. Consequently, the same
operational life has been applied to the SCOUT suit gloves because of the limited data available
on the operational life of spacesuit gloves. Therefore, based on this requirement and expected
mission use, the SCOUT suit gloves will have to be changed-out after about every five (5)
sorties. This five sortie change-out requirement coincides with the current plans for external
maintenance for SCOUT. This means that one of the tasks that must be completed during
external maintenance is glove change-out. However, if the operational life of spacesuit gloves
improves by the technology readiness date then the gloves will require change-out less
frequently. This long change-out period may be able to be increased to three months, in which
case the suit gloves and suit arms could be changed out as one complete set.
3.1.5.7 Arm Change-out
The hard-body arms of the NASA AMES AX-5 do not have the same wear and tear
problems as those encountered with soft component gloves. Therefore, it is foreseen that the
hard-body arms do not need to be replaced as often as the SCOUT suit gloves. It is expected that
the hard-body arms, along with the USJ, would be replaced after about every 3 months of use.
Restricting arm change-out to every 3 months also restricts SCOUT to a single operator for that
period of time. If it is desired to have a different operator, before the three- month period is over,
then the arms must be changed out.
3.1.5.8 SCOUT Arms/Gloves Change-out Procedure
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For either change-out scenario, glove or arm, a plate will seal the entire arm of SCOUT.
The plate will attach to the inside of the rotary seal of the USJ. Before the plate is removed, the
arms will have to be in place. Design of this plate has not been completed because it is currently
beyond the level of design of SCOUT. The arms and gloves are currently required to be
changed-out by an EVA astronaut during scheduled external maintenance of SCOUT. The
robotic arms of SCOUT could conceivably do this change-out, however the way and mechanism
to complete this task has yet to be designed.
3.1.5.9 SCOUT Suit Arm Restraints
For obvious reasons SCOUT must employ some form of restraint system for the suit arms
when they are not in use. However, due to the current level of vehicle design this problem as yet
to be addressed. One possible solution to this problem could be securing the suit arms in some
form of storage or constraint device. SCOUT's robotic arms could perceivably place the suit
arms into this device.

3.2 SCOUT Internal Layout (AML)
3.2.1 Cabin Sizing
Final cabin sizing is yet to be determined. However, after several design iterations the
total volume of the cabin is placed at about 2.8m3 . This value is based off the single day volume
found when examining the minimal habitable volume chart for the duration of one day, located
in the NASA-STD-3000 document. It has been suggested that the internal cabin of SCOUT
could be reduced in size and volume. However, in order for this to occur a more detailed life-size
mock-up must be constructed. It has been found that basing the design of the cabin solely on the
use of CAD models is an inadequate method due to the small size of the vehicle.
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3.2.2 Cabin Requirements
Currently, only two main volume requirements exist. The first one is the minimum
habitable volume for a 95% male; this is approximately 72 cm x 71 cm x 172cm (28 in x 28 in x
68in—See Figure 3.9). The other volume is a sphere with radius of 122 cm (48 in), which
corresponds to the minimum volume required to execute a controlled tumble (See Figure 3.10).
Both of these values were gathered from the manned integration standard found in the NASASTD-3000 document. These two volumes were overlapped in the cabin and then all the internal
components were placed in the cabin so that they would not intersect with these volumes.

Figure 3.9: Minimum habitable volume
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Figure 3.10: Tumble restraint

3.2.3 Cabin Constraints
The main cabin constraints are line of sight constraints, both during robotic arm control
and flight control, physical body constraints and body orientation constraints. Currently the cabin
is being designed around the dimensions of a 95% American male crewmember. The initial
design of the interior cabin can be seen below in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Interior cabin design

3.2.3.1 IBDM Hatch
Due to the off-axis orientation of the pressure vessel and the IBDM, the hatch of the
IBDM must open towards the back of the spacecraft. This means that only non-essential systems
used during the mission may exist along the back wall of the cabin. The current design of the
IBDM calls for a 0.8 m diameter hatch. It is the hope that SCOUT will be able to utilize a
smaller diameter hatch because of the fact that SCOUT does not need to accommodate large
object ingress/egress. Even though the hope is to possibly use a 0.6m hatch or less, SCOUT has
been designed around an IBDM that incorporates a 0.8 m diameter hatch.
3.2.3.2 Emergency Bailout Hatch
The emergency bailout hatch must also open into the cabin, as required by the NASASTD-3000 document. The hatch measures approximately 0.51m (20 in) in diameter. Because of
the fact that the IBDM hatch opens towards the back of the cabin, the emergency bailout hatch
will do the same in order to maximize the use of space within the cabin. Having the hatch open
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towards the back will prevent the hatch from imposing on the access to key systems. Another
reason for the location of the emergency system to be located towards the back of the cabin is
due to the location of the emergency system on the external surface of SCOUT (See section
3.4.1).
3.2.3.3 Internal systems
See Section 3.2.7

3.2.4 Crew Constraints-Internal
All the required internal crew constraints have yet to be addressed at this point, except for
crew constraints during SCOUT suit arms use. Currently, the only crew constraint deemed
necessary is that of foot restraints that would be utilized during work site interaction. These
constraints will exist in the form of adjustable plates with Velcro loops, which can be
positioned and adjusted according to crewmember size. One footplate will be located at the front
of the cabin, under the contoured torso. This foot restraint is required for when the crewmember
is using the arms of SCOUT in a hands-on mode. This foot restraint will allow for adjustments in
height to accommodate the varying sizes of crewmembers; this will be done so that all the
crewmembers will have their shoulders level with the suit arms. The other foot restraint is
required for when the crewmember reorients himself to conduct work with the hand controllers.
From the orientation of the crewmember in this position it has been determined that a foot
restraint is required on the back wall towards the floor of the cabin.
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3.5.1 Crew Constraints-External
Currently standard EVA handrails and tether loop attach point will be the only form of
external crew constraints. Attach points for Personal Foot Restraints are being considered, but
their location and definite use has not been finalized.
3.5.1.1 Cre w Constraints Location-External
EVA handrails will be positioned over the exterior of SCOUT in order to provide the
crewmember with the capability to translate across the vehicle in the event of maintenance or
emergency. The following EVA handrails position have been developed (See Figure 3.12):
1. A handrail will be located on each side of the helmet, primarily to assist the crew
with glove and arm change-out.
2.

A handrail will be located on each of the back side panels of SCOUT in order to
assist the crewmember will maintenance to the robotic arms, as well as translation
across the vehicle.

3. Two handrails will be located on the back of SCOUT in order to assist the
crewmember with maintenance to the vehicle, primarily battery change-out.
4. One final handrail will be located on the bottom of SCOUT in order to assist the
crewmember in the event of an emergency. This handrail will primarily be used as
a translation aid for the crewmember when they would be using the SHEEP
escape system.
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Figure 3.12. External Crew Restraints Location

Maintenance and glove change out for SCOUT will be done via extravehicular activity.
Standard EVA tethers as shown in Figure 3.13 in combination with the handholds shown in
Figure 3.12 will be used as restraints. The crewmember would carry two tethers for redundancy.
The total length of the tether ranges from approximately 92 cm to 160 cm.

Technical Information
Part number

10151-20040-05
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Weight

0.42 kg (0.93 lb)

Material

Normex webbing strap, aluminum hooks

Webbing breaking
strength

635 kb (1400 lb)

Load limit before
extension

34 kb (75 lb)

Operational load limit

265 kb (585 lb)

Quantity flown

Two for each EMU
Figure 3.13: EVA Tether and Dimensions

3.2.5 Cabin Dimension
The internal cabin layout of SCOUT is based around a hexagon pressure hull that is
comprised of 0.75m sides. The height of the internal cabin will be 2 m. This computes to a total
internal cabin volume of 2.8 m3. These current dimensions represent the volume of the pressure
hull without any internal components such as display, controls, storage, etc.

3.2.6 Line of Sight
In order to maximize the human-robot control capabilities of SCOUT the following line
of sight guidelines have been developed:
•

The crewmember must be able to see the entire work envelope (eye s-on) while working
in a hands-on mode.

•

The crewmember must be able to see the entire work envelope (eyes-on) while working
in a robotic arm control mode.

•

The crewmember must be able to see a significant portion of the robotic arms (eyes-on or
camera) while working in a robotic arm control mode.
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Similar to a standard EVA suit, the main line of sight of SCOUT will be through the
helmet of the front torso extrusion. This helmet allows the user to meet, and in some cases
exceed, the line of sight requirement set by the NASA-STD-3000 interface control document
(See Figure 3.4). The lines of sight were determined through the use of the mock- ups that were
developed (see Section 3.6). Other line of site considerations placed the crewmember a foot or
two back from the front torso and allowed the crewmember to view the worksite through two
windows. Even with the addition of windows, this crewmember configuration does not exceed,
or even meet the current line of site characteristics of a Standard STS EMU spacesuit. However,
in order for the crewmember to be able to see the entirety of the robotic arms, windows were
placed on the two front side panels of SCOUT and will be located above the shoulder of the
robotic arms.

3.2.7 Internal Cabin Components
3.2.7.1 Internal Layout
3.2.7.1.1 Front panels of cabin
The front of the cabin in SCOUT will provide the crewmember access to the contoured
hull. From here the crewmember will be able to interact with the worksite as described in
previous sections. The two 3-DOF hand controllers will also be located towards the front of the
cabin. This location for the hand controllers allows for the crewmember to retain the same line of
sight characteristics as those acquired when the crewmember has their hands in the spacesuit
gloves. For addition external viewing, one window will be located on each of the front side
panels. The windows do not provide addition line of sight characteristics, but simply provide an
addition method for external viewing. Finally due to volume constraints in the cabin as well as
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available space, the Waste Contamination System (see section 3.13) will also be located on one
of the front side panels. A solid model of the internal components of the cabin, located on the
front wall, can be found in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Internal Cabin Layout out (Front view)

3.2.7.1.2 Back panels of cabin
A majority of the internal cabin components will be located on the back portion of the
cabin. The main features of the back portion of the cabin are the command and control
workstation, the escape hatch, the air system (see section 3.6), and two additional storage bins.
The command and control workstation consists of the two 15 in flat panels displays, the
keyboard, and the computer systems of SCOUT. This workstation will be used to monitor and
interact with the overall systems of SCOUT. The air system contains the pressure control panel,
the particulate filters, fans, the humidity and thermal control systems, and the metal oxide C02
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scrubbers. The escape hatch is located on the back floor of the cabin. The hatch for the escape
pod is required to open in towards the back of the cabin due to volume constraints. A solid model
of the internal components of the cabin, located on the back wall, can be found in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Internal Cabin Layout out (Back view)

3.2.7.1.3 Interior Layout constraints
The final design consideration for the internal cabin was the placement of the internal
components compared to the placement of their external counterparts. For instance, the air
system was placed on the opposite side of the pressure hull compared to the O2 and N2 tanks.
Likewise, the computers were placed on the opposite side of the pressure hull compared to the
data bus. This was all done so that the number of beaks to the pressure hull would be minimal
and SCOUT would incorporate the minimal amount of wiring and plumbing. The relation
between the O2 and N2 tanks to the air system can be seen in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Internal Cabin Layout out (Side view)

3.2.7.2 Robot Arm Control
Robotic arms control will be comprised of three modes of commands: master-slave,
voice, and hand controller. Master slave control will occur when the crewmember’s arms are in
the space suit arms of SCOUT. Mater-Slave command will operate by the crewmember moving
their arms and the corresponding robotic arm mimicking the movement. Voice command can be
use at any point and any crewmember orientation. Additional Information concerning robotic
arm control can be found in Section 2.12. Robotic arm control through the use of handcontrollers will require the crewmember to reorient themselves into the robotic arm / flight
control work position (See Section 3.2.8.2). However, once the crewmember has reoriented
themselves into this position, the hand controller themselves will be relocated to a position
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within the upper torso of SCOUT. This will allow the crewmember to use the hand controller
while at the same time looking out the helmet (see Figure 3.18).
3.2.7.3 Flight Control
Current design planning calls for the same hand controllers used for robotic arms control
to be used for and flight control as well. As for the position of the crewmember, the crewmember
has the option of being in the slanted Robotic arm / Flight control work position or in another
currently undetermined position.
3.2.7.4 Internal Displays
The internal display of SCOUT will consist of two main systems: reconfigurable
computer displays and regular analog and digital dials, switches, gauges, etc. The computer
displays will be located a follows: One on each front side panel and the third located on the back
port side of the cabin. Specifics of the reconfigurable displays can be found in the Avionics
section. The remaining analog and digital display will be scattered around the interna l face of the
cabin, according to the approximate location of its corresponding system.

3.2.8 Astronaut Positioning
3.2.8.1 Hands -on work position
The hands–on work position consists of the crewmember using their hands to primarily
interact with the worksite. In this orientation the crewmember can control the robotic arms via
the Master/Slave and voice command. In order to accomplish this the crewmember will have to
be in the following position:
1. Crewmember has their arms located in the suit arms of SCOUT
2. Crewmember has their head within the helmet of SCOUT
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3. Crewmember is restrained via their feet by a foot restraints located on the
front bottom floor of SCOUT
4. Crewmember may be required to restrain themselves to in interior of the
contoured hull in order to provided addition restraints.

(Still under

consideration)
A solid model of a crewmember in the hands-on mode can be seen in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17: Hands-on work position

3.2.8.2 Robotic arm / Flight control work position
The robotic arm or flight control work position consists of the crewmember using the
robotic arms to primarily interact with the worksite. In this orientation the crewmember will
control the robotic arms via the two 3-DOF hand controllers and voice command. In order to
accomplish this the crewmember will have to be in the following position:
1. Crewmember has accessibility to the two 3-DOF hand controllers
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2. Crewmember has their head within the helmet of SCOUT (Similar to the handson orientation)
3. Crewmember is restrained via their feet by a foot restraints located on the bottom
rear wall of SCOUT
4. The crewmember will be angle across the length of the cabin
Solid models of the crewmember in the Robotic arm / Flight control orientation can be
found in Figure 3.18 and 3.19.

Figure 3.18: Robotic arm / Flight control work position
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Figure 3.19: Robotic arm / Flight control work position (Side View)

3.2.8.4 Escape position
The escape position is actually a series of positions the crewmember must perform in
order to escape from the vehicle. In order to escape from the vehicle the crewmember must make
a series of controlled tumbles. These tumbles must be performed because of the fact that all the
dials and gauges for the escape systems are located next to the escape hatch, as required by the
NASA-STD-3000. Therefore because the crewmember must re-orient himself in order to read
and interact with these interfaces, the crewmember is required to make a controlled tumble. The
final position requirement is that the crewmember egress SCOUT, and ingress into SHEEP (See
section 3.4.1.1), feet first. This requirement in based on the design of the escape system. Because
the escape system is a human- like shape, the crewmember must enter feet first if their head was
to be at the hatch leading back into SCOUT. Once again the crewmember would have to have
their head in close proximity to the hatch of SHEEP in order to interact with the hatch’s
interface, as required by NASA-STD-3000.
In the case of an emergency the following procedure has been developed. The
crewmember will:
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•

Make a controlled tumble from their current orientation so that their head is
oriented towards the escape hatch

•

Deploy the SHEEP system

•

Equalize pressure and open the escape hatch

•

Make another controlled tumble and egress from SCOUT feet first

•

Close emergency hatch from within SHEEP

•

Seal the SHEEP system

•

Detach SHEEP from SCOUT

•

Activate propulsion system (if applicable)

A solid model of the crewmember in one of the positions of the escape orientation can be
found in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Escape position

3.3 SCOUT Docking/Berthing Systems (AML)
3.3.1 SCOUT Docking and Berthing mechanism(s)
Currently all elements of the gateway systems utilize the International Berthing and
Docking Mechanism (IBDM-See Figure 3.21) for all docking and berthing procedures. However,
the design of this system is incomplete and data on the system is limited. This is because of the
cancellation of the X-38 program. The X-38 was to utilize the IBDM for docking between the
vehicle and the ISS. The basis of the design is similar to that of the Androgynous Peripheral
Docking System (APDS) currently used on the Space Shuttle Orbiters, but the IBDM is
significantly smaller. The main design behind the docking systems is as follows:
The androgynous peripheral docking system (APDS), is designed to achieve the capture,
dynamic attenuation, alignment, and hard docking of spacecraft through the use of essentially
identical docking mechanisms attached to each vehicle. The primary components of each
docking mechanism are a structural base ring housing 12 pairs of structural hooks (1 active, 1
passive per pair), an extendable guide ring with 3 petals, a motor driven capture latch within
each guide petal, 3ball screw/nut mechanism pairs connected via a common linkage, 3
electromagnetic brakes (dampers), and 5 fixer mechanisms (that allow for only z-axis
movement of the guide ring). The docking mechanism on the rendezvousing spacecraft
(orbiter) is intended to be active, while the corresponding mechanism on the target spacecraft
(Mir) is typically passive. [Orbiter Systems Documentation]

The IBDM was chosen because it provides commonality among the different elements of
the gateway system. Another benefit of the IBDM is that it provides a zero- volume seal between
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the two docking vehicles. This zero-volume seal minimizes the amount of atmosphere lost due to
docking / berthing. However, the main problem with the IBDM is that it is quite large compared
to the rest of SCOUT. The major impact this has on the design of SCOUT is in the design of the
internal cabin. The IBDM utilizes an as stated 0.8 m pass through in which crew can ingress and
egress from the vehicle. Due to the nature of the design, that hatch must open into the interior
cabin of SCOUT, this would mean that interior of SCOUT must be sufficiently large enough to
accommodate the large hatch. However, a modified design of the IBDM may lead to a solution
to this problem. The possible new design calls for the current design of the IBDM, but with a
smaller hatch. This would allow for the commonality of docking to be maintained, while
reducing the size restriction imposed by the hatch of the IBDM on the internal cabin.
From the limited data available, it has been assumed that the IBDM allows for
consumable transfer between vehicles. If this is in fact the case, SCOUT plans to transfer all of
its consumables across the IBDM. In the event that the data is wrong or that the consumable
transfer capabilities of the IBDM fail, SCOUT will have the ability to transfer consumables via
hoses and hard wires that would be run through the IBDM hatch and between SCOUT and the
Docking Module.

Figure 3.21. International Berthing and Docking Mechanism (Oasis, 2002)
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3.3.2 SCOUT Docking Module
The IBDM allows SCOUT to dock to any element of the OASIS program therein
eliminating the need for a unique docking system to connect SCOUT to the L1 gateway.
However, it has been concluded that in order to operate SCOUT at the L1 gateway and meet
current mission requirements, two SCOUT vehicles will have to be integrated into the OASIS
project. The need of two SCOUT vehicles poses a problem with docking to the L1 Gateway.
From the current design of the L1 Gateway, there is only one open docking port available.
Therefore, in order to support the required two SCOUT vehicles a docking module is required
(See Figure 3.22).
The design of the docking module is one that is simple and robust. The current planning
of the docking module consists of a cylindrical module, similar to a module of the ISS. Located
on the ends of the module will be two IBDM systems. It is at these two locations that the two
SCOUT vehicles will dock. Another IBDM will be located in the center of the cylindrical
module. This IBDM will allow the docking module to attach to the L1 gateway via the open
docking port located on the bottom of the station.
The module will hold replacement parts for both SCOUT vehicles, along with another
other systems required to support the vehicles The diameter of the docking module is 3m with an
overall length of 3m. The length of the module has to be such that the module, along with the
two attached SCOUTs, does not affect or infringe upon the other vehicles docked to the L1
gateway station, i.e. the Crew Transfer Vehicle (CTV) and the Lunar Lander (LL).
Unfortunately, a final length of the module is yet to be determined mainly because the current
dimensions of the CTV, LL and SCOUT are unknown.
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Figure 3.22. Docking Module

3.4 Emergency Operations
3.4.1 Emergency Bailout
3.4.1.1 SHEEP Design Characteristics (AML)
Currently the design of an emergency escape pod is based around the concept of an
externally expandable hybrid spacesuit pod, to be known as the SCOUT Hybrid Expandable
Emergency Pod (SHEEP).
The escape system would combine the advantages of an escape pod with the advantages
of a spacesuit. SHEEP would be a single-piece expandable pod similar to the Rib Stiffened
Expandable Escape System (RSEES) proposed by Rockwell in the 1960’s. The skin would be
similar to the personal rescue sphere used on the Space Shuttle Orbiter, consisting of three
layers: urethane inner enclosure, Kevlar middle layer, and a white outer thermal protective cover.
SHEEP would exist on the bottom of SCOUT. In an emergency, the crewmember would expand
SHEEP and then egress from SCOUT. This would be done feet first. Once in SHEEP, the
crewmember would seal himself in and then detach from SCOUT.
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SHEEP would be about the size and shape of a spacesuit, giving it the ability to pass
through an airlock. However, SHEEP would actually be a crude human- like figure. SHEEP
would have no legs, just one extrusion in which to incase the lower 2/3 of a human body. SHEEP
would have two arms, but would not have the mobility of a standard space suit. Finally, there
would simply be one view port in SHEEP, giving the crewmember a limited view. A conceptual
sketch of SHEEP can be found in Figure 3.23.
Another advantage of the SHEEP system is that in the event that the docking system on
SCOUT or Gateway fails and the crewmember must egress, another SCOUT does not have to
come to the rescue. It is conceivable, and the intent of the design, for SHEEP to allow the
crewmember to egress from SCOUT and proceed hand-over- hand to an airlock located on
Gateway.
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Figure 3.23: Artists’ conception of SHEEP design

3.4.1.2 SHEEP Ingress Procedures (AML)
Access to SHEEP will be through a 20 in diameter hatch located in the cabin on the
relative bottom of SCOUT behind the crewmember. In order to activate the emergency bailout
system, the crewmember must activate the SHEEP system. This will cause the protective casing
of SHEEP to break off. Once the casing has released, atmosphere will be pumped into the
expandable structure, thus expanding the escape system into space. Once SHEEP has fully
expanded, the crewmember can open the escape hatch. The crewmember would then unzip the
expanded structure and ingress feet first. Once the crewmember is inside SHEEP, the
crewmember closes the expandable structure thus sealing themselves into SHEEP. The
crewmember would then pull the release cord located in the pod, which would detach SHEEP
from SCOUT.
3.4.1.3 SHEEP Propulsion System (KAC)
Currently, the incorporation of a propulsion system with the SHEEP escape system has
been determined to be a requirement. However, it has been determined that the propulsion
system for SHEEP must be a separate system. This is because the design of SHEEP system
allows SHEEP to have the capability to pass though a standard airlock. Consequently, it is the
desire of the design team to prevent any propulsion systems and or propellants from entering into
any pressure vessel. Therefore, this requires that SHEEP and its propulsion system to be separate
systems.
The propulsion system for SHEEP, as currently designed, consists of a waist- level
maneuvering unit similar to the SAFER unit. The unit is securely attached to the back of the suit
with aluminum latches. While SHEEP is not deployed, the maneuvering unit is flush with the
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exterior of SCOUT; as SHEEP deploys, the unit is propelled outward with the rest of SHEEP,
staying at a waist-level position. Once the astronaut is inside SHEEP, he can pop the control unit
to the front of SHEEP, and use it to maneuver himself back to Gateway or another structure. The
maneuvering unit can be detached from SHEEP to avoid bringing propellant into a pressure
vessel, and can be refilled with propellant from Gateway’s supplies. The unit contains 13
minutes of nitrogen as a propellant, providing 6 degree of freedom maneuverability with an
initial ?V of 3.05 m/s. The entire unit masses 39 kg.
3.4.1.4 SHEEP Life Support System (KAC)
When entering SHEEP, the astronaut will grab the emergency oxygen supply and mask
that will be located within SCOUT near the SHEEP hatch. This will be the sole air supply on
SHEEP, and will hold enough oxygen to keep the astronaut alive until rescued by another
SCOUT or a mission from Gateway, roughly 3 hrs.
3.4.1.5 SHEEP Communications (KAC)
The minimal communications system consists only of a small emergency beacon that
broadcasts a constant signal on the common radio band of SCOUT and Gateway. The signal is
battery-powered and begins broadcasting automatically when SHEEP is deployed.

3.5 Mock-Ups (AML)
Mock-ups of SCOUT were developed along with life-sized models in order to speed up
the design process and test the validity of the design. Examples of these models can be seen in
Figures 3.24 through 3.30.
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Figure 3.24: IBDM Mock-Up

Figure 3.25: Hard Contoured Torso Mock-up
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Figure 3.26: Internal Pressure Volume and Hard Torso Mock-up

Figure 3.27: Internal Cabin Mock-up (Side panel)
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Figure 3.28: External view of SCOUT (Front)

Figure 3.29: Human / Robotic arms interaction and line of sight capabilities
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Figure 3.30: IBDM hatch sizing and location

From building and integrating the mock-ups the following lessons were learned
concerning the development of SCOUT.
•

Both the IBDM hatch and Escape hatch must open towards the back of the cabin.

•

Therefore, any and all critical systems may not be located on the back wall.

•

Foot Restraints for use with the hand controllers could be placed on floor or back
wall of cabin.

•

Crewmember must have their head within the helmet of the torso if they wish to
view either the worksite or robotic arms with their own eyes.

•

Windows are therefore not required for eyes-on sight requirements. However,
windows are the only way to view behind the field of view of the helmet.

•

Robotic arms are capable of contact with human arms.

•

Contoured hull is the preferred deign to provide the crew with interaction to the
worksite.
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3.6 Air Replenishment and Revitalization System (KAC)
The Air Replenishment and Revitalization System (ARRS) on SCOUT maintains a
constant atmospheric pressure and composition during nominal operation and provides a
pressure transition between the hosting station and work site. Additionally, the ARRS scrubs the
air clear of trace contaminants, including carbon dioxide. This allows the crewmember to
operate at all times within a comfortable shirtsleeve environment, and precludes the need for a
pre-breathe period prior to EVA. An overview of the ARRS is shown in Figure 3.31.

Air
Tanks

Pressure
Control
Panel
(PCP)

Cabin

Air
Revitalization
Assembly
(ARA)

Overboard
Vent
Figure 3.31. ARRS.

3.6.1 Pressure and Partial Pressure Control
3.6.1.1 Oxygen and Nitrogen Supply (KAC)
SCOUT operates at a pressure of 8.3 psi, with an oxygen partial pressure of 3.6 psi and
nitrogen partial pressure of 4.7 psi. The air is provided via two 3000-psi aluminum tanks,
containing .6363 kg N2 and .7272 kg O2 . A secondary oxygen tank is also provided, and in the
case of the primary oxygen tank malfunctioning or running out of oxygen, control is
automatically switched to the secondary tank. This provides a nominal maximum of 20.5 hours
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worth of oxygen, with an additional 20.5 hours available in the secondary tank if necessary.
Together, all three full tanks mass 13.25 kg.
3.6.1.2 Pressure Control Panel (KAC)
The partial pressures are maintained via a Pressure Control Panel (PCP) similar to that in
use on the International Space Statio n (ISS) (Weiland 1998). The PCP consists of a firmware
controller, a cabin pressure sensor, O2 and N2 line pressure sensors and isolation valves, a
discharge diffuser, flow restrictors, and hose interfaces for tank refilling. Additionally, the PCP
incorporates a single focus mass spectrometer, which determines the partial pressures of oxygen,
nitrogen, hydrogen, methane, and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The PCP is about 15 kg.
If the partial pressure of oxygen is found to be less than 3.3, or more than 3.9 psi, the
PCP alters the relative flow rates of oxygen and nitrogen into the atmosphere. The nominal
oxygen flow rate is .6 gm/min. The nitrogen valve is expected to be closed at all times except
when restoring equilibrium partial pressures. If the total pressure in the cabin is found to be less
than 8.1 psi, the airflow rates will increase until the pressure returns to normal. If the primary
oxygen tank fails, the PCP automatically switches control to the secondary oxygen tank. If the
nitrogen tank fails, the PCP will continue to provide oxygen for a total pressure of 8.3 psi,
ignoring ppN2 requirements. A diagram of the Pressure Control Panel is shown in Figure 3.32.
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Figure 3.32. PCP. (Adapted from Weiland, 1998)

3.6.1.3 Pressure Transition (KAC)
While SCOUT is docked to the Gateway station, it exists at a pressure of 9 psi, with
oxygen and nitrogen partial pressures of 3.6 and 5.4 psi, respectively. This is the Gateway
operational partial pressure; crew are permitted to move between SCOUT and Gateway with no
airlock interface. The ARRS is not operational during this time; SCOUT shares resources with
Gateway. When the door closes, SCOUT must automatically fall to 8.3 psi. This is
accomplished by means of a vent/relief valve (VRV) similar to that in use on ISS (Figure 3.33).
The crewmember inside scout can set the PCP to one of two modes: “docked” and
“working”. While in docked mode, the VRV will not open. While working, the VRV opens and
releases air until the PCP reads a pressure of not higher than 8.4 psi. The VRV also opens and
vents air to keep the pressure beneath 8.4 psi during operation, in case the PCP over pressurizes
the cabin while attempting to normalize partial pressures.
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Figure 3.33. ISS VRV. (Weiland, 1998)

During translation back to Gateway, SCOUT must repressurize to Gateway standard
atmosphere. To accomplish this, the PCP is set to “docked”, and the partial pressures of nitrogen
and oxygen increase until 9 psi is reached. After docking with the station, a valve built into the
door is opened, allowing any pressure differential between SCOUT and Gateway to resolve
before fully opening the door.
3.6.1.4 Medical Concerns (KAC)
To determine whether a given atmospheric constituent/pressure differential is harmful to
a human, an “R-value” is calculated. R is equal to the partial pressure of nitrogen in the prebreathed air (here, Gateway) to the total pressure of the EVA air (SCOUT). An R-value less
than 1.2 is considered good, and an R-value less than 1.4 is considered acceptable. At higher Rvalues, the astronaut is at risk for decompression sickness, and a period of pre-breathe must be
performed. (Woolford, 1995)
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For the Gateway-SCOUT transition, R = .65. This is well within the limits set by NASA,
and as such poses no medical difficulties to the crew for zero-pre-breathe operation. Figure 3.34
provides a graph describing acceptable R-values and their applicability to Gateway and ISS.
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Figure 3.34. R Value for Various Nitrogen Partial Pressures of Stations Docking SCOUT
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3.6.1.5 Launch Venting (KAC)
During launch, prevention of over- and underpressur ization is critical. SCOUT will
nominally be at ambient pressure (14.7psi) for launch. A set of two pneumatic valves will be
located in the hole for the VRV. These valves will ensure that the pressure outside SCOUT does
not rise above the pressure inside, and that the pressure inside SCOUT does not fall below
14.5psi. The pneumatic valves will be replaced on orbit with the VRV. SCOUT’s first
assignment upon reaching orbit will be a test run attached to the International Space Station,
where it will remain at 14.7psi while docked.
3.6.1.6 SHEEP Deployment (JCH)
In the event that the crew member must deploy SHEEP and bailout from SCOUT, the
cabin pressure will temporarily drop due to the additional volume of SHEEP. The PCP will react
to keep the vehicle at 8.3 psi, but it is assumed that the pressure drop caused by SHEEP
deployment is instantaneous and there will be a slight delay before the PCP can restore nominal
pressure. The internal volume of the cabin is given as 2.8 m3 and the volume of SHEEP is
assumed to be the minimum habitable volume, 0.88 m3 . This corresponds to an increase in cabin
volume by 31.4%. Due to this increase, the total cabin pressure, partial pressure of N2 , and
partial pressure of O2 will drop to 6.3 psi, 3.6 psi, and 2.7 psi, respectively. The partial pressure
of N2 during nominal SCOUT operations is 4.7 psi, therefore the R-value for the deployment of
SHEEP is 0.75. This is well below the limit of 1.4, so the crew member is not at risk of
decompression sickness.
3.6.1.7 Accidental Depressurization (KAC)
In the event of accidental depressurization, the PCP will attempt to keep the vehicle at 8.3
psi by entirely opening the oxygen and nitrogen tanks. The crewmember will need to begin
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breathing from a small emergency oxygen tank and mask, and must deploy and utilize the
emergency escape mechanism as soon as possible.

3.6.2 Air Revitalization Assembly (KAC)
The Air Revitalization Assembly (ARA) consists of carbon dioxide scrubbing, trace
contaminant and particulate removal, and temperature and humidity control. A schematic of the
ARA is shown in Figure 3.35. The entire ARA masses 28 kg and requires 270 W of constant
power.
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Figure 3.35. ARA.

3.6.2.1 Contaminant and Particulate Filter
Air is drawn into the ARA by means of a small fan. Just beyond the fan, the air passes
over an activated charcoal bed and through a particulate filter. The nonregenerable activated
charcoal bed is impregnated with phosphoric acid and removes ammonia, methane, watersoluble contaminants, and aromatics from the atmosphere. The filter, located just downstream of
the charcoal bed, removes particulate matter from the air. The charcoal bed must be replaced
approximately every three months (or when the mass spectrometer in the PCP reports that there
are too many trace contaminants in the air, whichever comes first). When the charcoal bed is
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removed and replaced, the filter is also removed and cleaned by blowing air through it in the
opposite direction, removing the particulate matter into Gateway’s waste disposal system.
3.6.2.2 Carbon Dioxide Removal
Carbon dioxide control is provided by means of a regenerable metal oxide canister
(metox). The metox canister provides enough carbon dioxide scrubbing for one sortie
(approximately 13 hours). In case the first metox canister does not last as long as expected or
otherwise malfunctions, it can be manually replaced by the astronaut with a second canister
carried on board SCOUT. The canisters are each 15 kg.
Desorption occurs while heating the bed as it is exposed to vacuum. This is
accomplished by a regeneration system on the docking module. The regeneration system can
hold up to 2 canisters at a time and takes 10 hours to complete the cycle, with an additional four
hours of cooling to reduce the canister to “safe touch” temperature. The regenerator is 50 kg and
requires 1 kW of power while regenerating. Figure 3.36 is a photograph of the metox system in
use on the ISS.

Figure 3.36. Metox system. Left, regenerator; right, canister. (Hamilton Sundstrand International)
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3.6.2.3 Temperature and Humidity Control
After passing through the filters and metox canister, air is drawn through a plate- fin
condensing heat exchanger (CHX). The CHX removes humidity from the air by decreasing the
air below its dew point and then separating the condensed water from the air. A stream of water,
which passes through the CHX from SCOUT’s wastewater tank, cools the air. Moisture
condenses above the water stream, and is then drawn off through holes in a “slurper” and
shunted to the wastewater tank. A conceptual drawing of a CHX is shown in Figure 3.37
(Eckart, 1996).
Air is drawn out of the ARA and reintroduced into the atmosphere by means of another
fan located at the exit of the CHX.

Figure 3.37. CHX. (Eckart, 1996)
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3.6.3 Overboard Vent (KAC)
The ARRS requires only one overboard vents, for the VRV. This vent has a springloaded disk that allows gas to vent around its 360° perimeter. This is similar to the overboard
vent used on the ISS, which is shown in Figure 3.38. When the VRV is relieving overpressure in
the cabin, that air flows through a channel and exits through the vent.

Figure 3.38. ISS Overboard Vent. (Weiland, 1998)

3.6.4 Maintenance (KAC)
3.6.4.1 Air Supply Replenishment
The oxygen and nitrogen tanks are located outside of SCOUT’s pressure hull; the sole
interface while pressurized is through the PCP. To refill the tanks, air is pumped through a
flexible hose from the cryogenic supplies on board Gateway, through the PCP, and into the
tanks. The pump lowers the pressure and sublimates the air from its liquid cryogenic state to the
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compressed vapor used on SCOUT. It is expected that all air tanks will be refilled between
SCOUT sorties.
3.6.4.2 Activated Charcoal Bed
The activated charcoal beds are changed every three months during SCOUT’s regular
maintenance, or as necessary if the incidence of trace contaminants becomes too high. Access is
provided through a slot in the ARA. At the same time, the particulate filter is removed and
cleaned, and particles are deposited in Gateway’s waste removal system. The particulate filter
should be changed every 5 years or as necessary if deterioration is noted during cleaning.
3.6.4.3 Metox Regeneration
The metal oxide canister must be regenerated after each sortie. The canister is removed
from the ARA and placed in the regenerator, which is located in the docking module.
Regeneration takes 10 hours and an additional four to cool the system. The regenerator requires
1 kW and access to vacuum while regenerating, and can take up to 2 canisters at a time. The
system has an expected lifetime of about 60 cycles, or two years of nominal Gateway operations.

3.6.5 Backup Systems (KAC)
3.6.5.1 Oxygen Supply
SCOUT incorporates a back-up oxygen tank the same size as the primary tank (.7272 kg
or 20.5 hours worth of oxygen). Should the primary tank malfunction or run out of gas, the PCP
automatically switches its control to the secondary tank. The crewmember will be informed by a
warning light from the PCP that 1) the oxygen tank is running low or 2) the ppO2 in the air has
been lower than 3.3 psi for more than 3 minutes.
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In the event of a major air system malfunction, fire, leak, contamination, or other major
catastrophe, the crewmember has access to a small, supplemental pure oxygen tank and mask.
The tank holds enough pure oxygen for 15 minutes. The crewmember should immediately don
the mask and deploy and enter the escape system.
3.6.5.2 Air Revitalization
If the PCP reports that the ppCO2 in the air is too high, the crewmember can replace the
metox canister with a backup. Each canister provides 13 hours worth of scrubbing and is then
regenerated.

3.6.6 Allowable Puncture Size (KAC)
In the case of any puncture or leak in SCOUT’s pressure hull, the pressure control panel
will continue to keep the partial pressures at optimal and the total pressure at 8.3 psi by releasing
oxygen and nitrogen into the cabin at an accelerated rate. If a micrometeoroid 2 mm in diameter
were to puncture SCOUT at the end of a nominal sortie (11 hours), the craft would be entirely
out of air after one hour. This was deemed the minimum allowable time for SCOUT to remain
in operation with a puncture. The nominal time for SCOUT to translate back to Gateway station
is 30 minutes, so should the puncture occur at the worksite, the astronaut would have plenty to
time to return to Gateway. For punctures larger than 2 mm in diameter, air will be vented at a
higher rate, and bailout will be required in lieu of returning to Gateway.
The allowable puncture size was determined from the following hole diameter to flow
rate relation:
dM
πd 4
=
m( P12 − P01 )
dt
256ηlk B T
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dM is 1.06 kg, the total amount of oxygen remaining at the end of a sortie; dt is 60 minutes, the
desired time to total decompression; d is the hole diameter; η is the dynamic viscosity of the gas
(estimated as 1.8 x 10-5 Pa-sec); l is the length of the hole, which is the total hull width of .013
m; k B is Boltzmann’s constant; T is the temperature inside SCOUT (294° K); m is the mass of
one gas molecule (estimated as 4.78 x 10-26 kg); P1 is the pressure inside SCOUT (57200 Pa =
8.3 psi); and P0 is the pressure outside, which here is zero.

3.6.7 Failure Analysis (KAC)
In the case of failure of any ARRS component, SCOUT is directed to stop work
immediately and return to Gateway for checkout and repairs. If noticed and responded to within
a few minutes, no failure of the ARRS should result in crew bailout of SCOUT, with the
exception of accidental decompression or the VRV failing to close properly. The reliability of
the VRV is estimated at 99.9%. In the event of decompression, the crewmember should
immediately don the oxygen mask and deploy the bailout module.
Two components – oxygen supply and carbon dioxide scrubbing – incorporate backup
systems. These backup systems will take over should the primary system fail; however, SCOUT
should still halt work and return to Gateway as soon as possible for evaluation.
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3.6.8 Total Mass/Power/Dimensions Required (KAC)
Mass (kg) Volume (m3) Dimensions (m) Power (W)
On each SCOUT
Tanks

13.25

0.0138

each of 3 tanks:
.1111 diameter, .4714 height

PCP
ARA

15
24

0.002
0.04

.1*.1*.2
.5*.4*.2

metox
CHX
filters
fans etc

15
5
2
2

Spare metox
15
Valves, Piping, and Other
14
Incidentals
Totals
81.25

0.01
0.02
0.0003
0.01

100
40

0.01

.25*.4*.1
.1*.5*.4
.1*.1*.03
.25*.4*.1
.25*.4*.1
0

-

-

30

0.0934

-

170

0.1655

.45x.4826x .762 1000

0
0
0
40

On docking module
Metox regenerator

50

0.01
Spare metox canister
15
.15*.4*.1
65
0.1755
Totals
Table 3.1: Mass, Volume, and Power Consumption of ARRS

0
1000

3.6.9 Extended Missions (KAC)
SCOUT’s air system is readily extensible to extended missions. Using both the primary
and secondary oxygen tanks, the crewmember will have enough oxygen to last 41 hours. If a
longer mission is desired, the tanks can be removed via an EVA and replaced with larger or
higher-pressure tanks to last for any given amount of time. Installation of higher-pressure tanks
will require a reprogramming of the PCP’s firmware. Additionally, for missions lasting longer
than a nominal sortie, more metox canisters will need to be accessible on SCOUT throughout the
mission.
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3.6.10 Operation on ISS (KAC)
SCOUT is currently planning to undergo a test run attached to the International Space
Station (ISS). It is also possible that a SCOUT may be attached to the ISS indefinitely for
construction in low earth orbit (LEO). Utilization with ISS will require a few minor alterations
to the ARRS, but should pose no major difficulties.
3.6.10.1 Pressure Transition
The International Space Station operates at 14.7 psi, considerably higher than Gateway.
Docking with ISS will require an alteration in the “docked” mode of the PCP, which when set,
will bring the internal pressure of SCOUT to 14.7 psi with O2 and N2 partial pressures of 3.09
and 11.61 psi, respectively. This alteration will merely entail a temporary reprogramming of the
PCP’s firmware.
3.6.10.2 Medical Concerns
The R-value of SCOUT attached to ISS is 1.4. This is a rather high value, but acceptable
to NASA (Woolford, 1995). However, such a high R- value does pose a non-negligible risk of
decompression sickness for a small percentage of astronauts. If the crewmember notes any
symptoms of dysbarism while in SCOUT (pain in joints, respiratory distress, skin lesions, or
heart arrhythmia), he should begin breathing pure oxygen through the emergency mask and tank
and return to the ISS immediately for treatment.
3.6.10.3 Air Supply Replenishment
The ISS does not use cryogenic air supplies. Therefore, oxygen and nitrogen tank
replenishment will be easier on ISS than on Gateway. A pump and hose will still connect ISS
tanks to SCOUT tanks through the PCP, but no depressurization and sublimation of cryogenics
to vapor will be required.
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3.7 Radiation (ABL)
Radiatio n is a major concern for SCOUT. At the earth- moon L1 point, the radiation
levels are much higher than they are at low earth orbit. The primary concern for SCOUT is the
effects of long-term exposure to general background radiation on the astronaut. This section will
address the radiation levels the astronaut will be exposed to on a typical six- month mission and
present recommendations to protect the astronaut while working on the SCOUT vehicle.

3.7.1 Radiation Types at L1
There are two major types of radiation found at L1. The first is Galactic Cosmic
Radiation (GCR). This is the general background radiation produced by the universe. GCR is
made up of about 85% protons, 14% alpha particles, and about 1% nuclides. The energies of
these particles range anywhere from 0 to over 10 GeV (giga-electron volts). Because of their
high energies, GCR is difficult to shield against (Holbert 2002). However, GCR has relatively
low flux levels (Johnson et al. 1993).
Solar Particle Events (SPEs) are made up of about 90% protons with energies ranging
from about 10 MeV to 1 GeV. Though they have lower energy levels than GCRs, they can have
up to four times the flux levels. The magnitude of SPEs reaches a maximum approximately
every 11 years. During this time, events occur more frequently and typically last about one to
two days (Holbert 2002). Because SPEs emit their radiation in a concentrated period of time,
they can be fatal to an astronaut working on SCOUT. For this reason, it is recommended that the
astronaut return to the Gateway station as soon as warning of a SPE is given. It is assumed that
Gateway will have a “storm shelter” to provide protection to astronauts during these events. A
storm shelter would consist of shielding of approximately with 20 g/cm2 or more of water
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equivalent material (Johnson et al. 1993). The effects of solar events take about one or two days
to reach the earth-moon system. Currently, SPE prediction is in its infancy, but presently SPE
uses sun monitoring satellites such as SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory), ACE
(Advanced Composition Explorer), and the STEREO (Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory)
system, planned for launch in 2004 (Lucentini 2000). Using advanced modeling techniques,
scientists have been able to predict SPEs up to six hours in advance of their arrival at earth and
these techniques are constantly being refined (Bridges 2000).

3.7.2 Radiation Exposure Limits
Since the major concern for SCOUT is long-term radiation exposure, limits must be set
as to how much radiation an astronaut can safely absorb before their health is compromised.
Exposure Interval

Depth (Blood

Eye

Skin

forming organs)

(0.3 cm)

(0.01cm)

(5 cm)
30 days

25 REM

100 REM

150 REM

Annual

50 REM

200 REM

300 REM

Career

100-400 REM

400 REM

600 REM

REM (Roentgen equivalent man) - The biological equivalent dose is the absorbed dose adjusted for biological
effectiveness of the particular type of radiation. It is the product of the absorbed dose and quality factor.

Table 3.2: Organ Specific Exposure Limits (adapted from Johnson et al. 1993)

Gender

Age
25

35

45

59

55

Male

150 REM

250 REM

325 REM

400 REM

Female

100 REM

175 REM

250 REM

300 REM

Table 3.3: Current Career Exposure Limits by Age and Gender (adapted from Johnson et al. 1993)

The 30-day and annual limits are set to prevent short-term physiological effects of
radiation exposure. The career limits are set to ensure no more than a 3% increase risk of
lifetime cancer mortality. For mission planning, the number of most concern for SCOUT is the
annual limit to blood forming organs (BFOs) of 50 REM/year. To determine the amount of
shielding necessary to protect the astronaut, the exposure limits need to be broken down into
allowable REMs per hour. Assuming the worst case scenario of radia tion exposure to the BFOs
of an astronaut in SCOUT over a year, a number for allowable REM per hour can be determined.
50 allowable REM
= 0.14 REM / day
365 days
0.14 REM / day
≈ 0.007 REM / hour
24 hours / day

These numbers are based on the astronaut being only on SCOUT for the mission
duration. Unfortunately radiation levels and shielding plans are not available for the Gateway
station at this time. Using this value for estimated allowable REM/hour a more accurate value
can be calculated for radiation received by the astronaut on SCOUT for 22 sorties with a typical
mission length of 13 hours.
6 months × 15 days / 6 months × 13 hours / day = 195 total hours on SCOUT
Total Radiation Exposure = 0.007 REM / hour × 195 hours ≈ 1.4allowable REM

With appropriate shielding, an astronaut working on SCOUT can expect to receive a maximum
of 1.4 REM during a typical six month mission.
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3.7.3 Radiation Shielding
Based on data from STS-89 which tested various radiation shielding materials and
determined equivalent radiation exposure, aluminum shielding with a density of 2700 kg/m3 at 4
g/cm2 will be used. From the STS-89 data, with 4g/cm2 aluminum, an astronaut can expect to
experience a 0.6% increase in excess fatal cancer over 62 days. By setting up a ratio, the
increase in excess fatal cancer can be predicted for SCOUT missions.
62 days exp osure
15 days exp osure
=
0.6% increase in fatal excess cancer ? increase in fatal excess cancer

From this ratio, it was determined that an astronaut on SCOUT will experience approximately a
0.2% increase in excess fatal cancer over a 15 day period. This number is far less than the career
limit of 3% excess fatal cancer and allows for additional radiation exposure on Gateway, as well
as added radiation exposure on additional spaceflights (i.e. Space Shuttle flights, multiple
Gateway missions). Gateway’s radiation protection measures have yet to be designed.
Assuming Gateway has equivalent or greater radiation shielding and using the same ratio
equation as above, we can determine the amount of radiation an astronaut will receive over the 6
month mission. Using Gateway radiation shielding equal to that of SCOUT’s radiation shielding
of 4gm/cm2 :
62 days exp osure
180 days exp osure
=
0.6% increase in fatal excess cancer ? increase in fatal excess cancer

This yields a 1.74% increase in excess fatal cancer, less than the career limit of 3%. If
Gateway’s shielding is designed to be greater than that of SCOUT’s then the percentage of
excess fatal cancer will be decreased, allowing for the astronaut to perform more missions in low
earth orbit or on Gateway.

3.7.4 Additional Measure to Minimize Radiation Exposure
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NASA requires that detailed flight crew exposure records be kept, and that planned
exposures must be kept As Low Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) (Johnson et al. 1993). Based
on these requirements, it is recommended that on SCOUT, the astronaut must keep a portable
dosimeter on them at all times. Also, the radiation levels on Gateway must also be monitored.
The information from both of these sources can then be combined to ensure that the astronaut’s
exposure is being kept as low as possible. It is also recommended that the astronaut not work on
SCOUT every single day of the six- month mission duration. Currently the astronaut is only
schedule to work on SCOUT a maximum of 15 days over the six month mission, which meets
this requirement. The final recommendation is that the astronaut must return to Gateway’s storm
shelter as soon as a SPE warning is issued.

3.8 Fire Sensing, Suppression, and Recovery (ABL)
3.8.1 Fire Sensing
In the case of fire, a detection system must be in place to alert the astronaut. For
SCOUT, a photoelectric smoke detector, similar to the ones used on the International Space
Station, will be used. The detector is based on the scattering of a laser beam by smoke particles.
One photodiode within the smoke detector measures the unscattered laser beam, while another
photodiode measures the scattered laser beam. The voltages are read by the photodiodes and a
class 1 (emergency) alarm is activated after a certain difference in voltages is read (Whitaker
2001).
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Figure 3.39. Photoelectric Smoke Detector (adapted from Whitaker 2001)

The alarm is placed in the opening of an air vent so that the air flows through it (Whitaker
2001). It is capable of detecting smoke particles as small as 0.3 µm in diameter. It has a mass of
1.5 kg and uses 1.48 W of power (Friedman 2000). In addition to a smoke detector, the astronaut
can use their visual and nasal clues to detect the presence of a fire in the cabin of SCOUT.

3.8.2 Fire Suppression
A Nitrogen gas portable fire extinguisher (PFE) has been selected for fire suppression.
Because of the small volume of SCOUT as compared to other spacecraft where fire suppression
measures are necessary (such as a space shuttle crew compartment or an ISS module), traditional
fire suppression agents such as halon or carbon dioxide are unfeasible due to toxicity in small
volumes. Nitrogen as a fire extinguishing agent in space is a relatively new idea, but will have
many of the same capabilities as a carbon dioxide extinguisher. These capabilities include a BC
rating for fighting liquid flammable and electrical fires, and producing no additional damage to
electronics while fighting these fires. In addition it is an inert gas and non-toxic. It works by
diluting the O2 concentration in the immediate local area of the fire to levels at least below 50%
and as close to 0% O2 concentration as possible. In the area of O2 dilution, a nitrogen PFE will
not be as efficient as a CO2 PFE, thus it will require a greater volume of agent to distinguish a
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fire (Friedman 1999). The portable fire extinguisher will contain 2.7 kg of N2 gas at 5.8 MPa. It
has a range of up to 2.5 m and will completely discharge in approximately 45 seconds. Its mass
is approximately 3.7 kg.

Figure 40: Nitrogen Portable Fire Extinguisher with Open and Closed Volume Nozzles (Whitaker 2001)

In the case of a fire, the astronaut must first shut down airflow into the cabin to prevent
further spread of the fire by air currents. When the fire extinguisher is dispensed in SCOUT, it
will cause a cabin pressure increase. The overboard vent of the air maintenance system will be
able to maintain the cabin pressure at 8.3 psi. Using the ideal gas law PV=mRT for total
atmospheric pressure before and after the extinguisher is dispensed, it was determined that the
maximum pressure one could expect to see within SCOUT would be about 20 psi consisting of
82% N2 and 18% O2 . In reality, this pressure would most likely never be achieved because the
overboard venting system would kick in soon after a pressure greater than 8.3 psi is sensed. In
addition the PCP system will immediately begin to restore the percentages of N2 and O2 as soon
as airflow is restored.
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To protect the astronaut from the harmful effects of inhaling smoke of the extinguishing
agent, it is recommended that the astronaut put on a portable breathing apparatus (PBA) as soon
as possible during a fire event. The portable breathing apparatus consists of a mask, hose, and
oxygen bottle.

Figure 3.41. International Space Station Portable Breathing Apparatus Mask and Hose (adapted from Whitaker
2001)

Figure 3.41 shows the PBA mask and hose. For SCOUT, an oxygen bottle based on a
fireman’s oxygen bottle will be used providing up to 3 hours of oxygen, giving the astronaut
enough time to either return to Gateway or wait for another SCOUT vehicle to come rescue
them.
The fire extinguisher can be used in two ways. It can be vented into the cabin space
using the open-air nozzle if the fire occurs in the cabin. It can also be vented into panels using
the closed volume nozzle and a fire suppression port. These ports are approximately 1 inch in
diameter and allow for the extinguishing agent to be dispensed behind panels where a fire might
occur.
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Figure 3.42. Fire Suppression Port (Whitaker 2001)

To prevent fire reignition, the astronaut must keep dispensing the extinguisher even after the fire
appears to be out.

3.8.3 Post Fire Recovery
After a fire, SCOUT must return to the Gateway station immediately. If it is unable to
return due to fire damage, an emergency bailout or rescue must be performed. Once SCOUT
returns to Gateway, the vehicle must be “cleaned” to remove gaseous contaminants. These
recovery systems will be stored on Gateway. They consist of a micropurification unit to remove
19 different gaseous contaminants, a harmful impurities filter to remove gaseous trace impurities
(particles of 0.5 to 300mm), and a trace contaminant control subsystem to remove remaining
gaseous contaminants. In addition, charcoal air filters scrub the environment, and a CO2 removal
kit will be used to remove carbon dioxide (Whitaker 2001). Any physical damage to the vehicle
must be assessed and the vehicle may have to be replaced if the damage is too great for repair on
Gateway.

3.9 Health Monitoring and First Aid (ABL)
3.9.1 Health Monitoring
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Per EVA requirements, the astronaut must be monitored for radiation exposure, and heart
rate. In addition SCOUT’s air system must monitor O2 consumption, total cabin pressure,
partial pressure of N2 and O2, and the CO2 pressure. Radiation exposure it monitored by the
personal passive dosimeter. For monitoring of heart rate, the astronaut must wear a simple
bioinstrumentation system consisting of three chest electrodes. These electrodes send data
through wires to a hip pack that the astronaut wears on them. This data can then be transmitted
wirelessly to SCOUT’s systems for real- time transmission to Gateway or Earth (NASA STD3000).

3.9.2 First Aid
SCOUT will have a first aid kid containing all items required by the NASA STD-3000
document. The complete list is as follows:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Airway
o Oral airway (Min. of 4)
o Tracheal tube w/atylet (Min. of 2)
o Larynogoscope (1)
o Pertrach Kit (1)
o Comox resuscitator (1)
o Ambu Bag
Antiseptics
o Alcohol wipes
Bandages
o Ace Bandage
o Band-Aids
o Kling
Sponges
o Telfa pads (4 x 4s)
Wound pack
Burns
o Silvadene cream (silver sulfadiazine)
Decongestants
o Afrin nasal spray (1 bottle)
Diagnostic Equipment
o Blood Pressure cuff
o Stethoscope
Eye Treatment
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•
•
•

o Tearisol eye drops (artificial tears)
Motion Sickness
o Phenergan, oral
o Scop/Dex
Pain Medications
o Ascriptin (aspirin)
o Tylenol (acetaminophen w/codeine)
Miscellaneous
o Scissors
o Tweezers
o Tape (generic adhesive - medical)
o Steri-Strip skin closure
o Penlight
The majority of these items can be administered by the astronaut on themselves or used

by another astronaut on an incapacitated astronaut in a rescue situation. The kit will be stored in
one of SCOUT’s storage lockers.

3.10 Caution and Warning Systems (ABL)
A caution and warning system (C/W) is necessary to warn the astronaut of
conditions that may adversely affect SCOUT operations. There are three types of alarms:
emergency (class 1), C/W (class 2), and alert (class 3). The emergency (class 1) alarm is used to
signal the presence of fire or smoke, a rapid change in cabin pressure, or the presence of toxic
atmospheric conditions. The C/W (class 2) alarm is used to signal the loss of a total system, the
loss of a Function category hardware or function, an accumulation of failures that jeopardize a
category hardware function, a critical category failure, or the surpassing of a predefined
redline/safety limit. The alert (class 3) alarm warns of conditions of a less time critical nature,
but could lead to failures or out of limit conditions if attention is not paid soon. It also alerts the
astronaut to the loss of redundant equipment (NASA STD-3000).
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There are corresponding visual and aural cues for each class of alarm. The Caution and
Warning system will interface with all systems on SCOUT such as life support, propulsion, and
power systems.

3.10.1 Aural Alerts
In the case of emergency conditions such as cabin depressurization or fire, a siren will
sound to astronaut. The siren operates at a frequency varied from 666 to 1,470 hertz and returns
at a five-second-per-cycle rate. The C/W alarm is activated by out-of- limit hardware and
software conditions. The alarm alternates from 375 hertz and 1,000 hertz at 2.5 hertz. The
systems management alert (SM) tone is activated by software out-of- limit conditions. The alert
is a steady tone of 512 hertz for a predefined duration (NSTS Shuttle Re ference Manual 1988).

3.10.2 Visual Alerts
The visual alerts consist of a red light for an emergency situation, yellow lights on panels
for C/W, and blue alert lights for SM. In addition to these alerts, there will also be parameter
status lights to indicate the current status of certain systems. Cabin monitors will display fault
messages and status messages (NSTS Shuttle Reference Manual 1988).

3.11 Food Intake/Nutrition (AE)
The meals on SCOUT will be taken from the gateway food supply for the individual
astronaut aboard. Typical NASA food is available in rehydratable, thermostabilized,
intermediate moisture, and natural form. Figure 3.43 shows the different forms of food available
in the shuttle.
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Figure 3.43. Space Food

3.11.1 Food Consumption
The food taken aboard SCOUT (and gateway station in general) will be predetermined on
Earth according to the astronaut’s palatability. A NASA astronaut will typically intake 23003000 calories, 150 g of protein, 350 g of carbohydrates, and about 85 g of fat (lipids) each day
(three meals). Note that this diet requires the astronaut to consume more protein and less fat than
typical on Earth.

3.11.2 Water intake
Water will be supplied by the gateway station in rehydratable drink containers, as shown
in Figure 3.44. The drink container and straw are made of polyethylene and the straw may be
clamped when not in use. 105 Oz of water will be taken aboard SCOUT in accordance with
NASA-STD-3000, requiring 8 Oz/hr of water for EVAs over 3 hrs.
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Figure 3.44. Drink Containers

3.12 Water System (AE)
Figure 3.45 shows a schematic of the water system aboard SCOUT.

Pump

Waste
Water Tank)

WCS

Pump

Humidity
Control
Figure 3.45. Water System Schematic

The waste water tank is filled with water from the waste collection system as well as the
humidity control system (CHX). Upon docking, water from the waste water tank will be
pumped and channeled to gateway station’s vapor phase catalytic ammonia removal system
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(VPCAR) where it will be filtered and readied for reuse. The two pumps operate at 60 W and
can pump 2 gallons/min.

3.13 Waste Collection System (JCH)
The current design of the SCOUT Waste Collection System (WCS) is a scaled-down
version of the WCS used on the Space Shuttle. This design was chosen as it does not require
deviation from the nominal diet the crew receives on Gateway station, which would be necessary
for the use of a simpler system such as the Apollo Fecal Bag. A sketch of the SCOUT WCS is
given in Figure 3.45. A fan draws cabin air at 850 L/min through the unit, providing the means
by which the waste is collected. Solid waste is collected in a container lined with a removable
elastic net. The air/waste inlet of the commode includes a slide valve which is closed when the
WCS is not in use (or if only the urinal is being used). Airflow through the solid waste storage
container aids in collecting solid waste on the elastic liner and also dries the feces, carrying
moisture downstream to the fan separator. The urinal consists of a flexible hose and a
changeable collection funnel. The urinal can be attached to the seat on the commode and
positioned to accommodate each crew member. Urine/air collected by the urinal is transferred
directly to the fan separator. The fan separator draws the liquid/air mixture in from the urinal
and commode and centrifugally separates out any moisture. Liquid is collected at the sides of
the separator chamber and transferred to the waste water tank. A check valve is placed between
the fan separator and waste water outlet port to prevent the fan from flooding. After the moisture
is removed, the air passes through an odor and bacteria filter and muffler before it is returned to
the cabin. Currently, the WCS has an estimated mass of 10kg. The fan separator draws about
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1W of power from SCOUT’s batteries. The WCS unit also contains storage for replacement
liners, sanitary wipes, replacement filter cartridges, and a bin for wet trash collection.

Urinal

Seat

Flexible
Hose

Slide valve

Solid waste
storage

Removable liner
Fan separator

Check valve
Odor/bacteria
filter

To waste water tank

Muffler and
air return

Figure 3.46. WCS Sketch

3.14 Lighting (JCH)
3.14.1 Interior
The required cabin illumination on SCOUT is determined by the specific task being
carried out by the crew member. A list of tasks and minimum illumination is given in Table 3.4.
To accommodate this range of lighting needs, the cabin will be lit by a variable- intensity LED
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lamp. The power used by this lamp is currently estimated at 2W. For additional task lighting, a
small flexible LED light will also be available.

Hatches/Handles/Ladders
Waste Management
Workstation Controls
First Aid
Dining
Food Preparation
Reading/Recreation

108 LUX
164 LUX
215 LUX
269 LUX
269 LUX
323 LUX
323 LUX

Table 3.4: Minimum Required Illuminance by Task

3.14.2 Exterior
External lighting requirements are also dependent on task and the type of objects and
tools being used. A table of illumination requirements is given in Table 3.5. It is also required
that external light sources are not placed within 60º of the center of the crew member’s field-ofview to reduce glare and that external light sources are controllable from the cabin interior. The
proposed method of external lighting consists of four LED array lamps mounted on the front face
of SCOUT. A conceptual design of these lamps can be seen in Figure 3.47. Each lamp has a 45º
total viewing angle and will require approximately 2.5W from SCOUT’s batteries. The lamps
will be placed two on each side of the helmet with the groups 0.65m apart. One lamp on each
side will be aimed up at 22.5º and the other will be aimed down at 22.5º. All lamps will be
angled in towards the work envelope at 30º. The proposed lamp placement is seen in Figure
3.48. The lamps will be sized to provide approximately 300 LUX each in the work envelope,
giving a total of about 600 LUX in the region where the beams intersect. Lighting levels will be
lower beyond the work envelope, but still sufficient for flight and worksite maneuvers. A
diagram of worksite illumination is given in Figure 3.49.
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Figure 3.47. External LED
array lamps

Figure 3.48. Placement of External LED lamps

Figure 3.49. Diagram of External Worksite Illumination Area
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4 Loads, Structures and Mechanisms
4.1 Structural Overview (JAR)
The Loads, Structures and Mechanisms (LSM) group had several Level-1
requirements that served as the design constraints. The first requirement (S1) stated that
all systems must provide a non-negative margin of safety for the worst-case loading
condition, taking into account the following factors of safety, see Table 4.1. The second
requirement (S2) stated that the structural systems must provide non-negative margins of
safety for all launch vehicle induced loads. With the two Level-1 requirements, the LSM
group imposed two Level-2 requirements on their design. The first of these is that all
load-bearing structural elements shall have a minimum useable thickness of 1.5mm
(0.060in) for ease of manufacturing and handling purposes. The second Level-2
requirement pertained to the Micrometeoroid (MM) and Orbital Debris (OD) design. It
set that SCOUT must adhere to standard NASA payload specifications; specifically, the
MM/OD design must provide a Probability of No Penetration greater than 0.9999AY,
where A is the surface area and Y is the exposure time in years. With these four
designing requirements, the structural design was conducted. Design loads were
calculated by taking each component’s worst-case loading configuration and multiplying
it by the appropriate factor of safety. After this, the margin of safety (MOS) was
determined through Equation 4.1 to ensure it was non-negative.

Table 4.1. Factors of Safety (Requirement S1)

Type of Structure
Secondary
Primary

Factor of Safety
1.5
2.0

1

Pressurized Tanks
Pressure Lines

MS =

3.0
4.0

s allowable
−1
s applied × FOS

(4.1)

The overall structural design of SCOUT consisted of two parts: a hexagonal
pressure hull and an exterior frame. The internal pressure hull was designed to be
hexagonal for easier placement of interior features. Furthermore, the hexagonal design
allowed the task arms to be positioned towards the front of the vehicle, thus making it
easier to use the dexterous manipulators at the worksite. The front of the hexagon was
also equipped with the load-bearing contoured hull. The panels that constructed the
pressure hull were aluminum 6061-T6. The front three panels of SCOUT included a
second external layer that provided micrometeoroid and orbital debris (MM/OD)
protection and an extra thickness to adhere to radiation requirements set forth by the Life
Support and Human Factors group. The remaining three panels were smaller aluminum
6061-T6 panels that were optimized for the worst case loading configuration and did not
include the MM/OD and radiation protection features. Lastly, aluminum 2024-T6
stringers were used at the corners of the hexagonal shape and throughout the rear frame
to distribute loads to surrounding panels. See Figure 4.1 for a wire-frame view of the
structure.
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Hexagonal
Pressure Hull

Exterior Frame

Figure 4.1: Structural Overview

The exterior frame is similar in construction to the interior pressure hull. It
consists of identical pressure hull stringers and similar MM/OD protected load-bearing
panels. The external frame is important because it protects propulsion tanks, life support
tanks, and power systems from micrometeoroids and orbital debris. This portion also
served as a mounting surface for the external avionics and propulsion systems, and the
rear panels included three radiators for the thermal control needs. The rear, center
radiator panel was further specially designed to include a hinge so that batteries and
power distribution units could be easily serviced on EVA with another SCOUT pod or
traditional astronaut EVA. Figure 4.2 shows this feature along with the main SCOUT
mechanisms.
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International Berthing and
Docking Mechanism (IBDM)
Robotic Task Arms
Robotic Grapple Arm

Hinged Rear Panel
Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
Grapple Fixture

Figure 4.2: Main SCOUT Mechanisms

SCOUT incorporated several major mechanisms in its design. Beginning with the
top, SCOUT used the International Berthing and Docking Mechanism (IBDM) to attach
to the Docking Module at Gateway Station and ISS. Next, the two dexterous
manipulators used for tasks were placed on either side of the front of SCOUT near the
middle of the panel. The grapple arm dexterous manipulator was attached on the bottom
plate of SCOUT slightly in front of the hexagonal hull’s center. The remote manipulator
system (RMS) grapple fixture was positioned toward the rear, bottom of SCOUT so that
SCOUT could be easily moved by an RMS arm.
The total mass breakdown of the Loads, Structures and Mechanisms group is
presented in Table 4.2. As shown, the LSM mass budget is near 800 kg, over 40% the
overall vehicle mass. This is attributed to the 390 kg that comes from the IBDM and
dexterous manipulators. While this mass is unlikely to decrease, nearly 120 kg can be cut
from the overall mass with advancements in radiation protection.
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Structure
Structural Panels
MM/OD Protection
Extra Radiation Protection
Exterior Frame
IBDM
Task Arms (2)
Grapple Arm
Tool Posts (10)
End Effectors (8)
RMS Grapple Fixture
Total

Mass (kg)
201
23.7
118
15
215
100
75
10
18.3
20
795

Power Required (W)
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
160
80
N/A
N/A
N/A
240

Table 4.2. Loads, Structures and Mechanisms Mass

4.2 Structural Analysis (JAR)
The Loads, Structures and Mechanisms group implemented a systematic process
to ensure SCOUT will meet the non- negative margin of safety requirement. The process
consisted of first identification of all the loading configurations that SCOUT will
experience in its lifetime. Then, each load was documented and quantified. The
quantification of some loads was not easily obtained, and in these occurrences, a
conservative, educated estimate was used. After quantification, the loads were multiplied
by the appropriate factors of safety and modeled on the current SCOUT configuration.
Finally, hand calculations were conducted to determine the required material dimensions
to produce non-negative margins of safety. This procedure was used for all structural
panels and the dexterous manipulators.

4.3 Loading Configurations (JAR, ERR)
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To determine the designing loads for the structural panel, four loading
configurations were considered. The first configuration was a launch inside the space
shuttle orbiter. The second configuration consisted of translating from Gateway Station or
ISS to a worksite. The third configuration analyzed the operational loads. And the final
configuration looked at docking loads. Although there is another configuration where
SCOUT transfers from LEO to Gateway, this loading scenario was assumed to be benign
compared to launch. Also, the means to mount to the SEP are unknown, thus this
configuration was not analyzed. Thus, these four configurations were considered to
determine the primary and secondary structures and their designing scenario.

4.3.1 Launch Configuration (JAR)
The launch loading configuration was based off of a space shuttle launch. (See
Section 4.# for a detailed description of the launch vehicle integration.) The launch loads
were modeled as point loads that were attached at the appropriate panel. Every
component greater than 2 kg was taken into account in this loading configuration. The
loads were quantified by taking the component’s mass and multiplying it by the factor of
safety (FOS) equal to two because all struc tural panels were considered primary
structures. Then this new mass was multiplied by the shuttle launch accelerations (5.8g in
x-direction, 4.85g in y-direction, 4.85g in z-direction) (Akin, 2002(structures lecture)).
Refer to Figure 4.3 for the orientation of these accelerations.
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Figure 4.3: Launch Accelerations and Orientation

During launch SCOUT will also feel loads due to pressurization. Initially on the
launch pad, SCOUT will be pressurized to the ambient atmosphere (101.3 kPa, 14.7 psi).
Since there is no pressure differential, there will be no associated loads. However, during
the launch the interior pressure hull will remain pressurized, resulting in a 101.3 kPa
pressure differential in orbit. Therefore, this pressure differential was used for the design.
Thermal loading was also a concern during launch. But due to use of the thermal
system during launch, SCOUT will remain at a nominal 294K temperature. If the entire
SCOUT will be at 294K, then thermal loading will not be accounted for. However, in the
more likely occurrence that only part of SCOUT is at this temperature, the structures that
are exposed to two different temperatures will need to be analyzed more closely.
Furthermore, the temperature changes in the cargo bay from Earth to LEO will need to be
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modeled. Unfortunately, this level of detail was not taken into account at this period in
the design. Launch acoustic and random launch vibration induced loads were also not
analyzed because of time constraints. In the future a more in depth launch configuration
analysis should be done since this configuration proved to be the designing case for most
of the structural panels.

4.3.2 Worksite Transfer Configuration (JAR)
The worksite transfer configuration consisted of two loading types: pressurization
and propulsion. The pressurization loads were attributed to the pressure differential
between the inside of SCOUT and space. Initially, at the Gateway Station, the internal
pressure of SCOUT was 62 kPa (9psi), and at ISS, the internal pressure was 101.3 kPa
(14.7psi). Then while SCOUT transfers to the worksite, the pressure decreases to 57kPa
(8.3psi) so that the astronaut is able to operate the AX-5 suit arms. Because the ISS
departure pressure is the largest, it was the designing pressurization load. The thruster
loads were on the order of 1-10N, as determined by Power, Propulsion and Thermal. This
loading configuration was over an order of magnitude less than the loading configuration
forces, and was thus not analyzed.
Thermal loads were again not taken into account become of time constraints,
neither were human perturbation loads. The human perturbation loads were on the order
of 450N, but this is still much less than the loads experienced in the launch configuration,
further justifying why this configuration was not examined.
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4.3.3 Operational Configuration (JAR, ESS helped with the grapple arm
loads)
The worksite transfer configuration consisted of five loading types. These were
the pressurization loads, task arm loads, grapple arm loads, human arm loads, and remote
manipulator loads. Each of these load types are discussed further in the subsequent
paragraphs.
SCOUT will experience a pressure differential of 57 kPa (8.3 psi) while operating
at the worksite. This differential is caused by the internal pressure being held constant at
57 kPa to work with the AX-5 suit arms. Since these suit arms are unable to operate at
another pressure, this is the pressurization load that was used for this configuration.
The task arm design loads were calculated by Mission Planning and Analysis.
They were determined by taking a 200N force at the worst-case pose where the arm was
extended completely out. Then the shoulder torque required to produce this force was
calculated. Next, at the best case pose, where the arm is stowed (and the moment arm is
the smallest) this same torque could produce a 2616N force and 374N-m bending
moment. The tool drive torque of 52.2N- m was also taken into account as a torsion
moment.
The grapple arm design loads were based on the worst case positions of the
grapple in relation to the task arms. Three such positions were considered for analysis.
The first position produced the maximum shear stress that the grapple arm would
encounter. This position occurs when the grapple arm is extended completely forward
and the task arms are extended upward, exerting 200N each towards the left or right
(Figure 4.4). The result is a 400N shear force and an 1170N- m torque through all the
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grapple arm joints. The next position had the same orientation of the arms, but this time
the task arms are pushing together forward with 200N each. This resulted in a 400N
tension force and an 1168N- m bending moment throughout the grapple arm joints (Figure
4.5). The final position analyzed was when the grapple arm was extended down and the
arms remained up and pushing to the side 200N each. The result was a 400N shear force
and a varying bending moment due to the moment arm changing along the grapple
(Figure 4.6). Table 4.3 shows the linear relationship. The last two positions were used to
determine if normal stress would be the designing loading condition for the grapple arm.
The two conditions were used because the second position added a 400N tension force
that was not present in the third configuration and this addition could have been the
designing load in the grapple arm’s shoulder joint.

Force
Reaction

Figure 4.4: Grapple Position for Maximum Shear Stress
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Force
Reaction

Figure 4.5: Grapple Position for Maximum Normal Stress I

Force
Reaction

Figure 4.6: Grapple Position for Maximum Normal Stress II
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Length From
Shoulder Mount
(m)
Bending Moment
(N-m)

Shoulder
Mount

Shoulder
Joint

Elbow
Joint

Wrist Joint

Grapple

0.0

0.17

1.53

2.89

3.23

1168

1236

1780

2324

2460

Table 4.3: Bending Moment Variation through Grapple Arm

The loads produced by the astronaut using the AX-5 suit arms were estimated
from NASA documentation. According to NASA-STD-3000, the maximum force a 95th
percentile male could exert at the upper arm in a standard EVA suit was 1138N. Thus,
this force was modeled as the force exerted at the shoulder of the contoured hull. Other
human loads, such as foot restraints and impulse loading, were not included in the
analysis.
Lastly, the remo te manipulator system (RMS) loads were found to be 890N, 20º
off perpendicular to grapple shaft (“Payload Deployment”). This is the load that is
produced when the RMS arm is removing SCOUT from the shuttle cargo bay.

4.3.4 Docking Configuration (JAR)
The docking loads were broken into four types. The first is pressurization, second
is propulsion, third is docking, and fourth is RMS. The pressurization load is due to the
62kPa (9psi) pressure differential between the SCOUT interior and space when docking
at Gateway. The pressure load increases to 101.3kPa (14.7psi) when docking to ISS,
therefore this load was used. The propulsion loads were again on the order of 1-10N. And
the docking load was estimated from literature based on the androgynous peripheral
attach system (APAS), which is the current system used on ISS and essentially a larger
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version of an IBDM. According to the documentation, the maximum docking velocity is
0.06m/s (0.2ft/s) (“STS-71 Press Kit”). Estimating that SCOUT weighs 1850kg and it
takes 1 second to come to a complete stop, the force exerted on the IBDM would be
111N, which is less than the IBDM weight on Earth. Also, IBDM dampers would likely
lower the force even farther. Forces from the RMS were also used and modeled the same
as per the operational configuration. All together, this configuration was still much
gentler than the previous operational and launch configuration, so thorough analysis was
not conducted into this configuration.

4.3.5 Conclusions (JAR)
After quantifying the four loading configurations, it was determined that only the
shuttle launch and worksite operational configurations would be analyzed because they
produced loads that were much greater the docking and translation configuration. Thus,
the remaining structural analysis will be based only on the launch and operating models
discussed above.

4.4 Structural Panels (ERR, JAR)
Hand calculations were used to determine the structural panel thicknesses
required to provide non-negative margins of safety for the worst case loading
configurations. The launch and operational loading configurations explained above were
used for the analysis and the worst case for each structure was used as the designing case.
Also, MM/OD and radiation protection were taken into account for these calculations.
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All the panels were made from aluminum 6061-T6 and were considered primary
structure, therefore having a FOS of two.
For the pressure loading, the six hexagonal plates and the top and bottom of the
pressure hull were modeled as cylinders. The hoop stress equation, Equation 4.2, was
used to determine the minimum thickness for a 1atm pressure load. The radius of the
cylinder was estimated to be 0.68m as it was the average radius of the hexagonal hull.
Also, the maximum yield stress was 275MPa for aluminum 6061-T6, and the factor of
safety used was 2.
σ =

P*r
t

(4.2)

For axial loads, Equation 4.3, was used (Roark 464). The equation modeled the
structural plates as a rectangular plate with all edges fixed and an applied, uniform load
over a small concentric circle in the center of the plate. The radius r0 used in Equation 4.3
varied for each plate and was estimated by the sum of the size of applied loads on a given
plate. The axial launch loads proved to be the designing case in all cases except for the
contoured hull, which was designed by the operational loads.
σb =

3W
2b
[(1 + v ) ln(
+ B1)]
2
2π × t
π × ro '

(4.3)

where
r0 ' = 1.6r02 + t 2 − 0.675t = small concentric circle radius

W = load with factor of safety included
B1 = a constant based on a/b chart
t = plate thickness
a = plate height
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b = plate width
Shear loads were determined by Equation 4.4 shown below. This equation is
considered to be the worst case loading condition for a rectangular plate under shear
loading. The area, A, was used to find the minimum thickness required to support the
shear loading for the launch and operating cases by dividing the area by the plate’s width.
It was determined that the shear loads were never the designing loads. See Table 4.4, for
detail list of all the panels loading MOS.
τ = 1.5(V / A)

(4.4)

Table 4.4: Structural Plate Table
MOS

NOTES

1

#
top panel

Name

Mass (kg)
13.7

Design Load (MPa)
136

Yield Stress (MPa)
275

0.057

based on axial launch loading

2

front panel

11.3

124

275

0.042

based on operational loading

3

front panel, extra rad

48.6

124

275

27.1

based on extra radation protection

4

left front panel

23.5

131

275

0.048

based on axial launch loading

5

left front panel, extra rad

36.5

131

275

5.44

based on extra radation protection

6

left back pressure panel

21.9

135

275

0.019

based on axial launch loading

7

right front panel

26.3

132

275

0.047

based on axial launch loading

8

right front panel, extra rad

33.6

132

275

4.14

based on extra radation protection

9

right back pressure

21.9

135

275

0.019

based on axial launch loading

10

back panel

19.4

N/A

275

N/A

not a load bearing panel

11

bottom panel

26.5

125

275

0.034

based on axial launch loading

12

right back panel

11.3

106

275

0.443

based on axial launch loading

13

back pressure panel

13.8

135

275

0.019

based on axial launch loading

14

left back panel

11.3

101

275

0.52

based on axial launch loading

4.5 Radiation Protection (ERR and JAR)
4.5.1 Radiation Shield Requirement
The extra radiation panels on the front, left and right structural panels were added
so that SCOUT would adhere to the radiation protection parameter set forth by the Life
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Support and Human Factors group. This parameter was estimated to be 4g/cm2 of
shielding between the astronaut and deep space.

4.5.2 Radiation Shield Design
To achieve this value of protection, the front three panels were analyzed to
determine their current level of protection. This was possible by taking the mass of the
plate and dividing it by the density of aluminum, the height and the width of the plate, see
Equation 4.5. Then the additional amount of protection, i.e. plate thickness, was
determined so that the plate would total 4g/cm2 . The front panel needed 3.23g/cm2 more
radiation protection, the left panel needed 2.42g/cm2 , and the right panel needed 2.23
additional g/cm2 . The left and right panels differed in their extra protection amounts
because the right panel was already thicker due to higher launch axial loads on that panel.
This radiation protection increased the mass of these panels substantially. As shown in
the table of loads, the combined additional radiation protection weighted almost 120kg.
Also, these panels increased the margins of safety for these panels noticeably. The other
structural panels in SCOUT did not need extra material because the components along
these panels provided enough mass and surface area to effectively satisfy the radiation
requirement.
t=

m
ρwh

(4.5)
where
t = thickness
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m = structural plate mass
ρ = material density
w = structural plate width
h = structural plate height

With future innovations in radiation protection, SCOUT pod mass could decrease
because the three front panels may be outfitted with a lighter-weight material that would
meet the radiation standards. Also, for missions that may require more stringent radiation
requirements, SCOUT could have panels added to safety critical regions that need further
protection.

4.6 Frame Design (ESS)
4.6.1 Stringers (ESS)
When SCOUT was first designed, the Loads, Structures, and Mechanisms group
decided that stringers and ribs would most likely be designed as part of the primary
structure to take the largest loads that are going to be exerted on the vehicle. To satisfy
the Level 1 requirement, the stringers and ribs were designed with a factor of safety of
two. Although aluminum 2014- T6, steel A36, and titanium were considered for the
construction of the stringers, aluminum was chosen. Of the different types of aluminum,
2014-T6 was chosen since it has a higher yield stress and modulus of elasticity than the
others.
For the basic vehicle- level estimation of the stringers, the maximum axial design
load was the total mass of the vehicle at 14 times the acceleration due to gravity.
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Although many other conditions were considered, this was chosen as the worst-case
scenario. This trade study estimated the stringer’s total effective cross-sectional area per
unit length to be 0.1 cm2 for Aluminum. Appendix I shows a summary of the trade study
as a table of cross-sectional areas vs. material and number of stringers.
Although the stringers were designed to take the axial launch loads, (as they were
positioned parallel to the launch axis of the shuttle) they were also designed to take
bending and shear loads that would be caused by launch, operation, and docking
scenarios. In order to maximize the effectiveness of the stringers to take these loads, the
stringer cross-sectional area was manipulated using the flexure and shear formulas.
Analyzing the flexure and shear formulas showed that to minimize the maximum stress
on the stringers, the best design requires maximizing the area moment of inertia of the
stringer cross-section about the axis perpendicular to the load and minimizing the
quantity ∫ ydA . Although increasing the cross-sectional thickness perpendicular to the
neutral axis benefits the design to minimize the shear stress, the thickness was instead
designed as a dimension through the area moment of inertia and used as a linearly
proportional variable when minimizing ∫ ydA . The derivations between the flexure and
shear formulas showed that the most effective stringer cross-section would be a curved
“X” shape with a thin parabolic curve symmetric about the neutral axis, a sketch of which
is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Prescribed Cross-Section for Stringer Design.

4.6.2 Rib Design (ESS)
At the beginning of SCOUT’s design process, the main purpose of ribs in the
design was to restrain stringers from buckling. Using the previous designs of the
stringers, the required number of ribs was calculated for the different designs and for
different numbers of stringers. However, as SCOUT evolved and the stinger placement
and use changed from being the main load carrying structure to the frame in the back and
attachments between the load carrying thick plates, ribs became less important in the
design.

4.6.3 Stringers & Ribs in Frame (ESS)
Although the stringers and ribs were designed through vehicle- level estimation to
effectively take large loads, it was discovered that they did not provide for a load path
from other structures to the stringers. As the design of SCOUT progressed, the main load
bearing structure became the thick plates of the pressure hull and a frame of stringers that
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were added to the back to attach tanks, batteries and other systems. Stringers were also
placed between plates as attachment points. The design derived for the stringer-SCOUT
was applied to the frame for a strong and efficient design. Appropriate rib placement
would benefit the frame structure with further study to help attach SCOUT components
to the primary structure.

4.7 Launch Vehicle Integration (ESS)
In choosing to fly the SCOUT in the space shuttle, the LSM team had to decide
how to integrate SCOUT into the space shuttle payload bay. After comparing many
different pallets and considering a new pallet design for SCOUT, it was decided that the
Spacelab Logistics Pallet would be used to integrate SCOUT to the space shuttle. Of the
different attachment settings, a five point attachment was chosen where SCOUT would
be attached with two sill fittings at one end, two sill fittings at the opposite end, and 1
keel fitting at the bottom of SCOUT in the back. The RMS grapple fixture was
integrated into SCOUT on the bottom backside of the vehicle. Therefore, according to
NASA requirements specified on the use of the RMS grapple fixture, the back face of
SCOUT was required to face up on the space shuttle payload bay. When deciding how to
orient SCOUT on the Spacelab logistics pallet, the long axis of scout was decided to be
aligned with the long axis of the space shuttle. Aligning SCOUT any other way would
require a change in design that would result in reevaluating the inertial launch loads and
their sources. Also, trial and error showed that only one SCOUT would fit in a Spacelab
pallet. Since the space shuttle is capable of carrying 5 Spacelab logistics pallets, it is
capable of carrying two SCOUTs, the docking module, and an extended mission pallet
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(XMP) in one flight. The docking module and the XMP would also be attached to
Spacelab pallets in a similar way, with 5-point attachments. Figure 4.8 below shows a
sketch of the 5-point attachment.

Figure 4.8: Attachment Points on SCOUT and Spacelab Logistics Pallet

4.8 Dexterous Manipulators (ESS)
The Mission Planning and Analysis group provided all the dimensions of the
dexterous manipulators (task arms and grapple arm) except for the thickness. The arms
were modeled as hollow thin walled tubes for the purposes of structural analysis. Using
the given dimensions, the worst-case operating loads, and aluminum 6061-T6 as the
material of choice, the minimum required thickness to provide non-negative margins of
safety were calculated. The worst case loading had the possibility of being either the
maximum normal stress case or the maximum shear stress case. The following equations
were used to calculate the minimum required thickness for each maximum normal and
shear stress cases respectively:
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σ yield
FOS

−

4M × r
F
−
=0
4
2
π (r − (r − t) ) π (r − (r − t)2 )
4

(4.6)
τ twist
2T × r
−
=0
4
FOS π ( r − ( r − t ) 4 )
(4.7)
These results showed that in every maximum loading case, the minimum
thickness required was less than the minimum usable thickness imposed by the LSM
Level-2 requirement. Therefore, the minimum usable thickness of 1.5mm (0.060in) was
used instead of the actual minimum required thickness as the thickness for the dexterous
manipulators segments. Using the minimum usable thickness gave large Margins of
Safety (MOS) for each of the loading cases. The critical MOS was derived from the
maximum normal stress case whereas the shear stresses due to the maximum loadings
were relatively small. The design Margins of Safety were 2.7 for the task arms and 0.14
for the grapple arm.
The deflection due to bending was also calculated in order to calculate the natural
frequencies of each section of the dexterous manipulators. The following equations
provided a piecewise continuous deflection as a function of distance away from the
shoulder of the robotic arms:
El

d 2ν
= M (x )
dx 2

(4.8)
φ=

2T × L
πG ( r 4 − ( r − t ) 4 )

(4.9)
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Equation 4.8 provided deflection due to the worst-case bending load while
Equation 4.9 provided the twist angle due to the worst-case torsional load. Using the
maximum deflection of each section of the dexterous manipulators, an effective stiffness
was calculated using Hook’s Law. The natural frequencies were then calculated using
the mass of each section and its corresponding effective bending and torsional stiffness.
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 shows the results from the structural analysis done on the task and
grapple arms.

Table 4.5: Bending Load Structural Analysis of Dexterous Manipulators

Arm Section
Maximum Normal Stress
Thickness Required
Margin of Safety
Effective Stiffness
Natural Frequency

Task Arm
Section-1
37.1MPa
0.39mm
2.7
1.64MPa
13.4kHz

Task Arm
Section-2
30.1MPa
0.32mm
3.6
0.82MPa
9.45kHz

Grapple Arm
Section-1
92.6MPa
1.0mm
0.49
0.21MPa
0.11kHz

Grapple Arm
Section-2
120.8MPa
1.3mm
0.14
0.10MPa
0.08kHz

Table 4.6: Torsional Load Structural Analysis of Dexterous Manipulators

Arm Section
Maximum Shear Stress
Thickness Required
Margin of Safety
Effective Stiffness
Natural Frequency

Task Arm
Section-1
1.36MPa
0.03mm
50.6
.48MPa
7.2kHz

Task Arm
Section-2
1.36MPa
0.03mm
50.6
.80MPa
9.3kHz

Grapple Arm
Section-1
30.7MPa
0.645mm
1.3
6.0MPa
18.1kHz

4.9 Micrometeoroid and Orbital Debris Protection (YY)
4.9.1 Overview
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Grapple Arm
Section-2
30.7MPa
0.645mm
1.3
1.1MPa
24.3kHz

Micrometeoroid and orbital debris (MM/OD) protection was used to minimize the
risk of impacts that can damage spacecraft systems. The goal of the protection design was
to attain an acceptable failure probability over the mission duration.
Meteoroids are solid particles in space that are of natural origin, whereas orbital
debris, also often referred as space debris, are man-made objects that no longer serve a
useful purpose. For the use of SCOUT at the Earth-Moon L1 Gateway Station, the
population of orbital debris was negligible since the major populations of space debris are
within the altitude range of 350 to 2,000 km. However, SCOUT was also intended for use
at ISS (at a nominal 400 km altitude orbit), and thus the orbital debris impacts were taken
into account.
For the purpose of environmental modeling, a micrometeoroid was defined as a
particle that has a mass in the range of 10-18 to 1.0 grams (NASA PD-EC-1107). With
currently available technology, a meteoroid protection shielding up to the order of 1 cm
in particle diameter, or 1 gram in mass, was attainable.
There are basically two types of approaches to design MM/OD protection. One is
to provide protective shielding around the spacecraft surface. This is a passive protection
technique and the MM/OD protection for SCOUT followed this approach. Active
protection is the other type of approach. Collision warning and avoidance systems, and
the laser jet method are examples of active protection techniques that can possibly be
applied to an individual spacecraft (Kuznetsov et al.). These techniques were, however,
not yet practical.
The most efficient way to protect a structure from particle impacts is the use of
one or more thin shielding layers in front of the structural wall. Figure 4.9 schematically
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shows one of the protection shield configurations, called a “dual- wall system. ” The dualwall system was suggested by Fred Whipple in the 1960s and has been used for many
spacecraft applications (Orbiting Debris 1990). In a dual- wall system, the impacting
particle breaks up into small fragments through the impact with the outer bumper wall.
As a result of that impact, the inner wall, or back-up wall, is subjected only to those much
smaller and slower particle impacts. The dual-wall system was the adopted technique
used for SCOUT.

Figure 4.9: Dual-Wall System

4.9.2 Design Requirements
4.9.2.1 Minimum PNP
Since SCOUT is going to be transferred to ISS by the space shuttle, the MM/OD
protection for SCOUT was designed toward the design requirement for the space shuttle
payload. The requirement was defined in NASA SSP-52005B as the minimum
Probability of No Penetration (PNP) per mission and the equation to define the minimum
PNP for a particular mission is as shown below.
PNPmin = 0.9999 A⋅Y
(4.10)
where
PNPmin = minimum PNP per mission required
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A

= exposed surface area (m2 )

Y

= exposed time (year)

The minimum PNP was a top- level requirement for the MM/OD protection
design. The more design oriented parameters—critical mass and ballistic limit—were
derived from the minimum PNP through evaluating the micrometeoroid and orbital
debris environments at the mission orbit.

4.9.2.2 Allowable Particle Flux
Fallowable = −

ln (PNPmin )
A ⋅Y

( PNPmin < 1 )

(4.11)
where
Fallowable = allowable particle hits that penetrate through shielding (particles/m2 year)

Fallowable was the penetrating particle flux allowed for the MM/OD protection
design to satisfy the minimum PNP requirement (Williamsen 2001). The minimum PNP,
the exposed area of spacecraft, and the mission duration determined the allowable
particle flux for the spacecraft. Minimum PNP and allowable particle flux were the
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design parameters that indicated the degree of protection that should be used for a
spacecraft and its planned mission. Thus, they were independent of the meteoroid and
orbital debris environments.

4.9.2.3 Critical Mass and Ballistic
Limit
Critical mass was the key design parameter for the MM/OD protection and it
characterizes the shielding effectiveness, that is, how strong the shield was. Meteoroids
with masses greater than the critical mass are expected to penetrate the shield. The
ballistic limit was just an equivalent parameter to critical mass and it was given as
particle size instead of particle mass. Ballistic limit could be determined from given
critical mass, and vise versa, by assuming a perfect spherical particle shape and using the
average particle density value.
To determine the required critical mass/ballistic limit in order to satisfy the
minimum PNP requirement, the micrometeoroid and orbital debris environments must be
evaluated and these evaluated environments should be described as a flux- mass model.
With the flux- mass model obtained and the allowable particle flux value derived from the
minimum PNP, the critical mass could be found.
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4.9.3 Design Flow
The overview of the MM/OD protection design for SCOUT is shown in Figure
4.10 as a flow diagram. The design processes were divided into three phases: pre-design,
design, and evaluation. As described in the previous section, the required critical mass
value was calculated in the pre-design phase and the MM/OD protectio n shield that is
going to be designed was acquired in the design phase. Since the shield thickness may not
be the same for the entire spacecraft surface, it was necessary to evaluate the shield
effectiveness of the designed protection shielding to verify that it satisfied the minimum
PNP requirement for the spacecraft.

Figure 4.10: MM/OD Protection Design Flow Diagram

4.9.4 Pre-Design Summary
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4.9.4.1 Minimum PNP Requirement for SCOUT
For the SCOUT spacecraft, its exposed surface area that should be covered by
MM/OD protection shield was 12.8 m2 , and the mission duration was 10 years. Using
Equation 4.10, the minimum PNP required for the SCOUT spacecraft was calculated as:
PNPmin = 0.9999(12.8 )(10) = 0.987

4.9.4.2 Particle Flux

The allowable particle flux was, then, determined by using Equation 4.11.
Fallowable = −

ln (0.987)
= 1.02 × 10 −4 particles/ m 2 -year
(12.8)(10)

4.9.4.3 MM/OD Environments
One of the critical elements in the MM/OD protection design was to evaluate the
MM/OD environments at the mission orbit as accurately as possible. This was important
since the shielding design depended fully on the estimated environment. The MM/OD
environments were modeled separately because of their different properties and
characteristics. This was attributed to the meteoroid environment encompassing only
particles of natural origin and the orbital debris environment consisting of man-made
objects.
The model used to evaluate the micrometeoroid environment for SCOUT
missions was the Grün interplanetary flux model, Equation 4.12. The Grün model
provided the meteoroid flux at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun as a function of
meteoroid mass. (Hayashida et al. 2000)
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(

F1AU ( M ) = 2200 M 0.306 + 15

)

−4 .38

(
(M + 10

+ 1.3 × 10 −9 M + 1011 M 2 + 10 27 M 4
+ 1.3 × 10 −16

6

M2

)

)

− 0 .36

−0 .85

(4.12)
where
F1AU

=

average cumulative meteoroid flux of mass M or greater at 1 AU
from the Sun (particles/m2 -yr)

M

=

meteoroid mass (grams)

There were two phenomena that influenced the actual meteoroid flux. These
phenomena were the gravitational and body shielding effects of the Earth and the Moon.
To correct for the Earth and Moon’s gravitational and shielding effects at a given distance
from the Earth, the total meteoroid flux determined by Equation 4.12 was multiplied by
the gravitational focusing factor and the body shielding factor for the Earth and the Moon
as shown in the Equation 4.13.
F ( M ) = ζ E ζ M GE GM × F1 AU ( M )
(4.13)
where
F

=

corrected average cumulative meteoroid flux at a given orbit

?E

=

body shielding factor due to the Earth

?M

=

body shielding factor due to the Moon

GE

=

gravitational focusing factor due to the Earth

GM

=

gravitational focusing factor due to the Moon

altitude
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These correction factors can be estimated as follows.
?=

1 + cos ?
R+h
, G = 1 + sin ?, sin ?=
2
R+H

(4.14)
where
R = radius of a planetary body
h = atmosphere height above the Earth (zero for Moon)
H = altitude from the surface of the planetary body

The evaluation of the orbital debris environment at the ISS orbit was
accomplished by using NASA’s Orbital Debris Engineering Model 2000 (ORDEM2000).
ORDEM2000 is a software package available to the public and may be downloaded from
the Johnson Space Center website.

Using MATLAB, several program codes were written based on the Grün model to
evaluate the meteoroid environment for the Earth-Moon L1 and also for the ISS orbit.
The results obtained from the program are shown in Figure 4.11. The orbital debris
environment evaluated with ORDEM2000 was provided as orbital debris flux, which is a
function of particle size. For a given particle size, the equivalent particle mass was
determined by assuming a perfect spherical shape and using the average density of 2.8
gm/cm3 . The orbital debris flux- mass relation at the ISS orbit is also shown in Figure
4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Micrometeoroid and Orbital Debris Flux-Mass Environments

The average impact velocity for micrometeoroids was assumed to be 15.km/sec at
the Earth-Moon L1 and 19 km/sec at the ISS orbit. ORDEM2000 provided the orbital
debris impact velocity for a given particle size. The average value for the ISS orbit was
estimated as 7 km/sec. The average mass density values for MM/OD are shown in Table
4.7.

Table 4.7: Micrometeoroid and Orbital Debris Average Mass Density (NASA SSP-30425)

Micrometeoroid
Orbital Debris

Average Density
(gm/cm3 )
2.0
1.0
0.5
2.8
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Particle Mass
(gm)
M < 10-6
-6
10 < M < 0.01
0.01 < M
Any

4.9.4.4 Critical Mass/Ballistic Limit
From the evaluated MM/OD flux- mass model as shown in Figure 4.10, the critical
mass required for the MM/OD protection on SCOUT was found with Fallowable = 10-4 . The
determined critical mass and corresponding ballistic limit for the missions at the EarthMoon L1 and the ISS are tabulated in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Critical Mass and Ballistic Limit Requirements

Mission
Earth-Moon L1
ISS

Mcr (gm)
0.0043
0.082

Dcr (cm)
0.19
0.38

4.9.5 Design Summary
4.9.5.1 Particle/Wall Interaction Model
The design parameters for the MM/OD protection shield, such as the thickness of
each wall and the spacing between the two walls, were determined with the New CourPalais penetration equation, Equation 4.15 (Hayashida et al. 2000).
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where
d

=

particle diameter (cm)

tb

=

bumper thickness (cm)

tw

=

back-up wall thickness (cm)

?p

=

particle density (gm/cm3 )

?b

=

bumper density (gm/cm3 )

?

=

impact angle measured from surface normal (deg)

V

=

impact velocity (km/sec)

Vn

=

normal component of V = Vcos? (km/sec)

S

=

spacing between bumper and back- up wall (cm)

s

=

back-up wall yield stress (ksi)
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4.9.5.2 Material Choice
The average impact velocity for orbital debris at the ISS orbit was about 7 km/sec
and that for micrometeoroid exceeded 15 km/sec. Therefore, the New Cour-Palais
equation for Vn = 7 km/sec was used.
Although any material may be used for the MM/OD protection, material options
were limited to only aluminum alloys in the early design phase. This is because of
limitations in the particle/wall interaction model. The New Cour-Palais equation was
derived from test results that were conducted mostly on aluminum targets, and it was
expected that the model would not predict well for other materials.
Equation 4.15 implied that the smaller the material density for the bumper and the
back-up wall, the more effective the shielding. Also, the back-up wall material should
have large yield strength. Aluminum 6061-T6 was selected since it has a relatively small
density compared to others and reasonably high yield strength.

4.9.5.3 Bumper Wall Thickness
The New Cour-Palais also explained that the bumper wall thickness did not
enhance the shield effectiveness when the impact velocity exceeded 7 km/sec. This was
why the bumper thickness was designed to be very small.

4.9.5.4 Spacing
Increasing the spacing between the walls would enhance the shield effectiveness.
However, especially for the front panels, the large spacing would affect the work envelop
of the human arms and also the field of view of the crew. The spacing for each section of
panel was designed considering these concerns.
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4.9.5.5 Back-Up Wall Thickness
With a given ballistic limit, bumper thickness, and spacing, the New Cour-Palais
equation was solved for the minimum required thickness for the back-up wall. The
designed MM/OD protection shielding configurations are summarized in Table 4.9. The
back-up wall thickness values shown in Table 4.9 are total thicknesses including extra
radiation protection.
Table 4.9: Micrometeoroid and Orbital Debris Shielding Configurations

(Material: Aluminum 6061-T6)
Bumper
Back-up Wall
Spacing
Thickness
Thickness
(cm)
(cm)
(cm)
0.06
1.48
1.0
0.06
1.48
1.0
0.06
1.48
1.0
0.06
0.24
7.1
0.06
0.24
7.1
0.06
0.24
7.1
0.06
0.53
1.5

Panel
Front
Left Front
Right Front
Back
Right Back
Left Back
Bottom

Exposed
Surface Area
(m2 )
1.5
1.5
1.5
3.0
1.6
1.6
2.0

4.9.6 Evaluation Summary
To determine whether the designed shielding provided enough protection on the
spacecraft, it was evaluated in terms of PNP per mission.
4.9.6.1 Particle Flux
Since each panel had different configurations, the panel critical mass varied and
consequently each panel had different penetrating particle flux estimates. Particle flux
was found from the MM/OD flux- mass model obtained in the pre-design phase. Table
4.10 shows the particle flux for each panel for different missions.
Table 4.10: Particle Flux for Each Panel

Panel

Particle flux (particles/m2 -year)
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Front
Left Front
Right Front
Back
Right Back
Left Back
Bottom

ISS
1.025×10-5
1.025×10-5
1.025×10-5
1.877×10-3
1.877×10-3
1.877×10-3
1.732×10-4

Earth-Moon L1
6.54×10-14
6.54×10-14
6.54×10-14
6.16×10-13
6.16×10-13
6.16×10-13
5.92×10-13

4.9.6.2 PNP estimate
PNP per mission for the designed MM/OD protection was estimated by using the
following equation.
PNP = e

−Y

∑i ( Fi Ai )

(4.16)
The PNP for the mission at ISS was calculated to be 0.992. For the mission at the
Earth-Moon L1, it became greater than 0.999. Therefore, it was verified that the designed
MM/OD protection satisfied the minimum PNP requirement of 0.987 for both missions.

4.9.6.3 Shielding Mass
Using the material density of aluminum 6061-T6, the total mass for the bumper
wall was calculate as 20.7 kg. The total MM/OD protection mass, which included
radiation protection, was 269 kg.
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5 Avionics
As shown in Figure 5.1, the central components of the system are the Flight and
Data Control Computers (FDCC). They are responsible for processing all input from
sensors and controlling the vehicle to perform all mission duties, while keeping the pilot
and vehicle safe.
Attitude Sensors

Communication/
Video System

Life Support Sensors

Firewire Data Bus

Power Distribution

Propulsion System
Astronaut Interface

Thermal Control

CompactPCI Bus

Robotic Control

Solid State
Recorder

Computer

FDCC

Display

Legend:

FDCC - Flight & Data Control Computer
- Primary Avionics Components
- Critical Crew Survival Systems
- Flight Control Systems
- Mission Systems

Figure 5.1. Avionics System Block Diagram

5.1. Sensors (WMM)
Sensors on-board SCOUT are responsible for providing information to the
FDCCs, relayed through the data management system. These sensors provide
information on vehicle attitude, or orientation, and position, as well as “housekeeping”
data, which measure the overall vehicle status.
1

5.1.1. Attitude (WMM)
Vehicle attitude is a critical measurement for SCOUT proximity operations, as
well as alignment for translational propulsion burns. The FDCC system require a
continually updated estimate of the attitude and rates to ensure that the vehicle remains
stable and does not have any undesired contact with other objects. The nominal distance
traveled from the L1 Gateway station to the worksite determines the requirements for
position attitude accuracy.
5.1.1.1. Sensor Requirements (WMM)
A4: Sufficient sensors shall be incorporated to allow positive diagnosis of all credible
failures in safety-critical systems.
A4.1: Position sensors shall be able to locate the Gateway station and SCOUT
worksite from within a radius of 2000m.
A4.1.1: Position sensors shall have a minimum detection range of 1m or closer.
A4.1.2: For any range from a target, position sensors shall have an accuracy of
5% of that distance or better.
A4.2: Spacecraft attitude shall be accurate to 0.05 degrees (3 arcmin).
Rationale: For translation from Gateway to worksite, SCOUT should be placed
within a one meter diameter circle without correction, to minimize fuel usage.
sin-1(1m/1000m) = 0.057 deg
A4.3: Spacecraft rate knowledge should be accurate to 0.1deg/sec (6 arcmin/sec).
5.1.1.2. Sensor Trade Studies (WMM)
Different types of attitude and rate sensors were considered in a trade study for
SCOUT. Star trackers, sun sensors, earth sensors and magnetometers are the primary
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position sensors used on current spacecraft for attitude determination. Although
magnetometers would be useful while located in LEO near ISS, the magnetic field at L1
is negligible, so they were immediately removed from consideration. Earth sensors were
avoided because of the change in relative size of the Earth from LEO to L1. Sun sensors,
though very simple and reliable, require a clear view of the sun to operate. As accuracy
of the sensor increases, the field of view of the sensor decreases. A typical course sun
sensor does not meet the SCOUT accuracy requirement, but a typical fine sun sensor has
such a small field of view that it would require sun tracking or a large number of sensors
on SCOUT. A star tracker, though relatively expensive compared to the previously
mentioned sensor types, allows the attitude estimate to be updated at any time when it is
not being blocked by another vehicle or structure. A star tracker is also a low mass
component with a small power requirement. For vehicle rotation rate measurement,
gyroscopes are used. Mechanical gyroscopes are no longer used frequently, since they
are more massive than newer gyroscopes and have lower reliability since they require
moving parts. Present gyroscope designs use laser light to determine rotation rate. Ring
Laser Gyroscopes (RLGs) can easily meet SCOUT accuracy requirements and have no
moving parts, but have the potential for mirrors inside the gyroscope housing to fog.
This limits the lifetime of current designs to less than 10 years. An Interferometric Fiber
Optic Gyroscope (IFOG) uses a very similar technique to determine angular rotation rates
from analyzing laser light. However, as their name suggests, IFOGs use fiber optic
cables rather than mirrors to redirect the lasers. Currently, IFOGs have higher reliability
and accuracies similar to RLGs, so they have been selected for use on SCOUT.
5.1.1.3. Attitude Position Measurement (WMM)
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The primary sensor for position measurement is a star tracker, which uses a digital
image to identify geometric patterns in star constellations. These patterns are then
compared with a star catalog to precisely determine the camera’s orientation. A potential
choice for SCOUT is the CT-633 or later generation star sensor, produced by Ball
Aerospace. The CT-633, shown in Figure 5.2, uses an internal star catalog to
autonomously output orientation in the form of a quaternion, which describes the sensor
body attitude with respect to an inertial frame of reference. Two star trackers are
included on SCOUT for redundancy. Attitude position is measured accurately to within 6
arcseconds, while rotation rates are less than 10 degrees per second. At a rotation speed
higher than this, the camera has a hard time getting a lock on stars, and cannot reliably
report attitude information. The Ball star trackers have a mass of 2.4 kg, and are
approximately 14.3 cm long and 13.5 cm in diameter. They require an average power of
9 watts each.

Figure 5.2. Ball Aerospace CT-633 Star Sensor
5.1.1.4. Attitude Rate Measurement (WMM)
For times when SCOUT rotation rates are too high to get star tracker data, or
when both of the trackers’ field-of-view is blocked, the attitude estimate can be updated
4

by the FDCCs using rates from the two IFOGs attached to SCOUT. One is turned off in
a nominal scenario, but it can be turned on to compare data with the primary gyro, or if
the primary fails completely. The gyros also input rate data to the SCOUT control law,
so that the FDCCs can accurately set desired vehicle rotation rates. Gyro assemblies
made by Fizoptika were selected to show feasibility for use on SCOUT. These gyros
have a mass of 0.47 kg each, and dimensions of 9.6 by 6.9 by 5.5 cm. Each unit has a
resolution of 0.03 deg/sec on each axis, and a maximum rate of 500 deg/sec, well above
any rates that should be experienced by SCOUT. Each IFOG requires an average of 3
watts of power. Any drift accumulated over time will be zeroed out by the attitude
information from the star trackers, whenever it is available.

Figure 5.3. IFOGs
5.1.2. Range Sensors (OJS)
The purpose of the range sensors is to provide relative position measurements
between SCOUT and the target. The use of these sensors is particularly important during
the rendezvous sequence. The types of measurements that need to be taken are divided
into two categories: long-range and short-range measurements. Long-range
measurements provide the necessary information to perform proximity operations to get
the vehicle within 100 meters of the target (Polites, 1998). Short-range measurements are
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used during the terminal phase of the rendezvous process in which the vehicle closes
from about 100 meters to the point of dock, capture, or berth (Polites, 1998). These
measurements are then provided to the Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GN&C)
algorithms of the FDCC system.
5.1.2.1. Sensor Requirements (OJS)
The sensors must provide measurements such that SCOUT meets the
requirements for control. Namely, control modes for any or all of the nominal mission
segments must include teleoperation, on-board direct human control, supervisory control,
and on-board autonomous control. Therefore, the rendezvous sequence must be capable
of operating in any of these modes. Four scenarios are taken into account for rendezvous.
Docking to the hosting station is nominally to be performed autonomously. In
addition to enhancing the ease of operating SCOUT, the computer control allows for
more accurate and more efficient maneuvering. Most importantly, this allows an
emergency scenario in the event that the astronaut is unable to continue with the sortie.
This autonomous control, however, can be bypassed such that remote control by the
hosting station and onboard control by the astronaut can be performed. Onboard manual
control uses the two standard 3-DOF hand controllers in the contoured hull. The SCOUT
pilot will position themselves such that they can see out the window in the IBDM by
looking up, glancing at the HUD when necessary. Another option is for the two hand
controllers to be repositioned for manual docking, such that the pilot can reorient
themselves and look out the top of the bubble helmet.
The proximity operations of the rendezvous sequence to the worksite are to be
controlled autonomously. At closer ranges, however, due to the sensitivity of berthing to
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the worksite, nominal control for this segment of rendezvous is currently designated for
combined on-board human and on-board autonomous control; that is, operations such as
maneuvering can be autonomous, while control of the grapple arm is to be assigned to the
pilot. This assures that no damage occurs to the site as the pod grapples and berths to it.
Full autonomous control is unnecessary for this process. In the event that the astronaut is
unable to continue with the sortie, the mission would be aborted, thus eliminating the
need for full computer control. Any of these operations can be bypassed by the hosting
station or by the astronaut to allow for teleoperation and on-board human control.
The final two rendezvous scenarios are for extended missions and for emergency
missions, therefore they are not under the requirements for nominal control. For
extended missions, docking is to be performed to the XMP. Currently, this scenario is to
mimic the docking sequence to the hosting station; thus, it involves full-autonomous
control. For emergency scenarios, one SCOUT must be able to dock with another
SCOUT. For this event, docking is currently designated to be directly controlled by the
astronaut.
The range sensors onboard SCOUT are to aid in the rendezvous scenarios
described above. In order to do so, specific requirements are designated for the sensor
measurements. First, the sensors must be able to provide measurements to a target at
least 2000 meters away, since the nominal range to the target is 1000 meters. This allows
a factor of safety of at least 2 for nominal missions. Also, accuracy must be at least 5%
of the actual target range (i.e. 5 meters at 100 meters, 5 centimeters at 1 meter). This
assures an accurate approach to the target, but most importantly, it assures that no
damage occurs during the docking and berthing sequences.
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5.1.2.2. Sensor Trade Studies (OJS)
Two types of sensors were looked at to perform general range measurements.
One method involves electromagnetic radar signals; the other involves using laser pulses
to measure range. For a radar ranging system, short, wide signals are sent out by a
transmitter. A reduced-power echo is reflected off the target and detected by the receiver.
Based off the time it takes for the signal to be sent and detected, the range is calculated.
In the case of a laser ranging system, a tight laser beam is sent out as a pulse toward the
target. This pulse is reflected back, and a similar time-of-flight method is used to
calculate range. Because the laser system involves such a tight beam, it requires that the
laser be pointed right at the target. Although this requires use of gimbals to find the
target, it allows for measurements to specific points on the target.
Other important differences between the two methods include the rate at which
the systems take measurements and the amount of equipment needed for the systems.
Laser systems have the capability of taking many more measurements in the same
amount of time than radar systems. This allows for more accurate measurements for both
range and velocity. Also, a laser system can fit in much smaller and more compact
compartments. This eliminates the need for additional mass and volume. Based off the
reasons cited, a laser rangefinder system is to be implemented onboard SCOUT to
provide relative position measurements to the target.
As aforementioned, autonomous docking is performed to the hosting station and
to the XMP. In order to accomplish this task, a system must be capable of providing both
relative position measurements and relative attitude measurements. By providing 6-DOF
measurements, the GN&C system can determine the maneuvering that need be performed
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during rendezvous. Although several methods are being developed for autonomous
docking, currently, only the Russian are using autonomous control for manned
spaceflight. The system, known as Kurs, uses guidance computers, inertial sensors,
rendezvous radar, and cameras to accomplish the task. The Kurs system has several
drawbacks. For one, it is based off a system developed in 1967. Also, its electronics
require high power consumption and thus a great deal of cooling. Most importantly,
however, docking using Kurs results in high impact loads (Polites, 1998). Using such a
system for SCOUT could result in damage to the hosting station.
Although many organizations (NASA, the U.S. Air Force, the European Space
Agency, etc.) are developing means to autonomous docking, one of the most advanced
systems is the Video Guidance Sensor (VGS), originally developed by the Marshall
Space Flight Center. The system has been onboard two on-orbit tests (STS-87 and STS95), and an advanced system is scheduled to be tested onboard the Demonstration of
Autonomous Rendezvous Technology (DART) vehicle (Howard, 2001). Its development
schedule dictates that it will be available for implementation onboard SCOUT; thus it
will be used on SCOUT.
5.1.2.3. Laser Rangefinder (OJS)
The two main components of the laser rangefinder are a transmitter that generates
a short, high intensity laser pulse and a receiver that absorbs the reflected pulse. There
are two modes of operation for the sensor. For long-range measurements (greater than 10
meters), a time-of-flight calculation is to be used to determine range; this produces a
fairly constant accuracy as distance increases. Basic operation can be seen in Figure 5.4.
A brief laser pulse is generated by the transmitter. The pulse is reflected off of the target
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and backscattered onto the receiver. The range of the target can be calculated by
measuring the time-of-flight (TOF) between the transmission of the outgoing pulse and
the detection of the pulse reflection from the target:

R=

ct
2

(5.1)

where R is the calculated range, c is the speed of light, and t is the TOF measurement.

Relative velocity can then be calculated by using several measurements of the range over
a specified period of time.
Reflected Pulse
Receiver

Target

Transmitter
Transmitted Pulse
R

Figure 5.4. Laser Rangefinder Time-of-Flight Mode

For short ranges (less than 10 meters), the sensor operates by using a triangulation
method as shown in Figure 5.5. Although this method produces very good accuracies at
closer ranges, the accuracy decreases nonlinearly as the range increases. Therefore, the
sensor moves from this mode to the triangulation mode at higher ranges. In this case, the
laser is fired onto the target by means of a rotating, double-sided scanning mirror. The
beam is reflected from the scanning mirror onto a fixed mirror then onto the target. From
the target, the beam is reflected back to the sensor, onto another fixed mirror. The beam
reflects to the other side of the scanning mirror, through a lens and onto a Charge Couple
Device (CCD) sensor. Based on the angle of the scanning mirror and the position of the
image on the CCD, the range is calculated. Relative velocity can then be calculated by
using several measurements of the range over a specified period of time.
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Laser

- CCD Sensor
- Fixed Mirror
- Scanning (Rotating) Mirror
- Lens

Target

Figure 5.5. Laser Rangefinder Triangulation Mode

The laser rangefinder transmitter is to operate at a nominal pulse repetition
frequency (prf) of 1kHz. This measurement dictates that the transmitter not send out a
pulse until the echo from the previous one is received. While lower frequencies create
less ambiguity in the range measurement by better assuring that a pulse is received before
another one is emitted, higher frequencies result in higher accuracies. In this case, 1000
pulses will be generated in one second. Using Equation 5.2 to determine maximum
unambiguous range, Runamb is 150 kilometers (LEOT, 2001):
Runamb =

c
2f

(5.2)

where Runamb is the maximum unambiguous range and f is the pulse repetition frequency

Although this is not the actual maximum range of the system (actual range is dependent
on power of pulse, signal-to-noise ratio, reflectivity of target, etc.), it shows that the
system is capable of exceeding the 2000 meters range dictated by the requirements and
assures both high relative range and high relative velocity accuracies.
In addition to calculating range and velocity measurements, the rangefinder is
designed to perform a raster scan of the target in order to produce a full 3-dimensional
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range and intensity image of the target. This image can be used by the astronaut, in
addition to the 2-dimensional camera images, during approach and docking sequences.
The specifications of the particular laser rangefinder to be implemented are being
developed to suit the needs of SCOUT. Ranging systems of this type typically employ a
Neodymium (3+)-doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (Nd:YAG) laser, which operates at a
wavelength of 1.06 micrometers; this laser is eye-safe and is known to be able to operate
at the 1kHz prf of the transmitter (LEOT, 2001). The receiver is a photosensitive
detector that converts the incoming optical signal into an electric signal; it must be able to
handle the 1kHz prf and must be large enough to detect the reflected pulse (estimated
aperture of 50 millimeters). Based off other rangefinder designs, the mass of the
rangefinder should be less than 5 kilograms, and the peak power consumption should be
less than 15 Watts. The volumetric size of the rangefinder is designed to be small enough
to attach to the elbow of the grappling arm (estimated dimensions of 150 x 125 x 100
millimeters). Attachment to the grappling arm allows a means to aim the rangefinder
toward the target without the use of gimbals.
5.1.2.4. Video Guidance Sensor (OJS)

As aforementioned, the VGS is designed to provide all relative position and
attitude (full six degree-of-freedom) measurements between SCOUT and the target so
long as the target is within a range of 0.5 to 500 meters and relative roll, pitch, and yaw
angles of ±10 degrees. Measurement accuracies are provided in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. Measurement Accuracies of the VGS (Howard, 1997)

The main component of the sensor is two sets of four laser diodes; each set
operates at a different wavelength and are used to illuminate the target. The wavelengths
(currently designed to operate at 940 nanometers and 808 nanometers) are fairly close
together; to ensure that differences in target reflectivity are minimal (Howard, 2001).
Other major components include a high speed Complementary Metal Oxide
Semiconductor (CMOS) digital camera (frame rate of 250 frames/second, resolution of
1024x1024) to produce a picture of the target as it is illuminated, a digital signal
processor (DSP) to perform the calculations, a single board computer (SBC) to handle
housekeeping and communication to other systems, and thermo-electric coolers (TECs)
to regulate temperature (Howard, 1997). Two of these sensors are mounted
symmetrically along the IBDM on SCOUT for redundancy; in the event that one fails, the
other has the capability of taking over.
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The target is mounted with a T-shaped assembly consisting of clusters of retroreflectors at certain positions; the retro-reflectors are designed to absorb one wavelength
and reflect the other wavelength. The positioning of the retro-reflector clusters can be
seen in Figure 5.7. They are placed such that the DSP can easily recognize the image
(Howard, 1997).

Figure 5.7. VGS Target (Howard, 1997)

The sensor has four modes of operation: Reset, Standby, Acquisition, and
Tracking . In the Reset mode, the entire VGS hardware and software is returned to its
initial state. After diagnostic data is retrieved, the sensor automatically transitions into
Standby mode where it awaits further command. An estimated range measurement to the
target is provided to the VGS, and the VGS moves into the Acquisition mode. During
this mode, lasers fire at a frequency of 1Hz in an attempt to find the target. Once the
target has been obtained, the sensor moves into Tracking mode. During this mode, the
processing time is decreased, and the lasers operate at a frequency of 5Hz, producing 5
data packets per second (Howard, 1997).
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During the Acquisition and Tracking modes, the sensor illuminates the target with
the lasers as shown in Figure 5.8 and follows the logic flow diagram from Figure 5.9.
The sensor first fires the 808 nanometer laser to produce a digital camera image where
the retro-reflectors are absorbed. Similarly, the 940 nanometer laser produces an image
where the retro-reflectors are illuminated. The DSP then begins the range and attitude
calculations. The images are subtracted, and a threshold of the differential image is
produced. The centroids of the retro-reflector clusters are then determined. Tracking
windows are established around each of the clusters. Once the DSP calculates the
relative position and attitude measurements, the information is sent by the SBC to the
GN&C system. Appropriate attitude maneuvers are then performed as SCOUT
approaches the target.

Figure 5.8. VGS Operation on SCOUT
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The first wavelength laser is
absorbed by the retroreflectors.

The second wavelength laser is
reflected by the retroreflectors.

The images are subtracted.

A threshold is taken of the
differential image showing just
the T-shaped configuration.

The centroids are found for
each spot.

Tracking windows are
established for each spot.

RELATIVE POSITION AND
ATTITUDES ARE
CALCULATED BY DSP

POSITION AND ATTITUDE
INFORMATION SENT TO
GN&C SYSTEM

Figure 5.9. Logic Flow Diagram (Polites, 1998)

The mass and power consumption of the VGS on SCOUT is estimated to be 5
kilograms and 20 Watts, respectively. As was stated previously, redundant sensors are to
be placed on SCOUT. These sensors are to be aligned along the IBDM with 120 degrees
of separation between them, each 60 degrees from the centerline. The T-shaped
assembly is to be mounted on the docking module such that the IBDMs on both the
docking module and SCOUT align if either of the sensors is used. Should one VGS fail,
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SCOUT performs a 120 degree roll rotation along its vertical axis allowing the second
sensor to align with the target. The second sensor then takes over to calculate the relative
measurements.
5.1.3. External Cameras (OJS)

Two digital video cameras are to be mounted on the exterior of SCOUT; one is to
be placed on the front above the contoured hull while the other is located on the rear side.
These cameras are gimbaled and are available to provide both the hosting station and the
astronaut a view of the surroundings. The cameras that have been chosen utilize CMOS
Active Pixel Sensors (APS). These sensors are currently being developed to actively
compete with CCD sensors, which are known to produce higher quality pictures than the
CMOS sensors. Benefits of these sensors include higher frame rates, lower power
consumption, and higher tolerance to radiation. In addition, the small size of the sensor
results in lower mass and smaller dimensions for the camera. Mass and power
consumption of the cameras and gimbals are 6kg and 15W, respectively.
5.1.4. Crew Interface Sensors (OJS)

There are two main areas inside of SCOUT that contain the crew interface
sensors: the command, control, and communications (C3) station and the contoured hull
station. The C3 station is toward the back end of SCOUT. As seen in Figure 5.10, this
houses the monitors, the keyboard, and an internal video camera. The two 15-inch
monitors are touch-screen monitors that are primarily used for system monitoring and
video communication. The monitors have a reconfigurable computer display and allows
for both computer and high definition television (HDTV) input. The internal video
camera is similar to the external cameras on SCOUT. This camera can be used by the
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hosting station to obtain images of the inside of SCOUT. It can also be used by the
astronaut for real-time video conferencing with the hosting station.
Touch Screen Monitors

Keyboard
Camera

Figure 5.10. C3 Station

The contoured hull station consists of the crew interface sensors around the hull
(Figure 5.11). There is a heads-up display within the helmet to provide the astronaut with
system displays while operating at the station. Two 3-DOF hand controllers are used for
manual flight control and for operation of the manipulator arms. In addition, sensors
within the AX-5 arms and gloves allow for control of the manipulator arms while the
arms are in use. There is also a voice-recognition system that utilizes preexisting
communications hardware with the FDCCs to process the commands. This voicerecognition system is capable of being used anywhere within SCOUT.
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Heads-Up Display

Hand Controllers

Figure 5.11. Contoured Hull Station
5.1.5. Subsystem Sensors (WMM/ABH)

Housekeeping data is required from all of the SCOUT subsystems. The safetycritical subsystems are propulsion, life support, thermal control, and power. This data
consists mostly of temperature, voltage, and electrical current values for components of
each of these systems. The sensors themselves are redundantly placed, to ensure positive
identification of failures. As a potential failure is identified by the avionics system,
actions are taken to correct the problem. If available, switching to redundant systems
may be the appropriate action, as well as notifying the astronaut and mission control.
For the astronaut’s safety, it is critical to monitor the health of the overall
structure. As a result, it is necessary to monitor pressures, temperatures, and strains
applied to the vehicle. Ideally, a detailed sensor system would be designed for every
critical component of SCOUT. However, due to time limitations, only two example
sensor systems were developed extensively. These two systems measure strain and
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temperature of the grapple arm and pressure inside the cabin; however, the same sensor
systems could be used to measure temperature, strain, and pressure for other vehicle
systems.
5.1.5.1. Strain and Temperature of Grapple Arm (ABH)

Traditional strain gages can adequately measure the strain of the grapple arm.
However, the use of a fiber optic sensor system reduces the mass and the power
requirements of the sensor system. A fiber optic sensor system also has the advantage of
not having a zero offset such as the traditional strain gage has. A minimum of two wires
is required for each strain gage. On the other hand, the fiber used in the strain and
temperature sensor for the SCOUT grapple arm contains 16 sensors for strain and 4
sensors for temperature. The mass savings are actually amplified when the total number
of sensors is also considered because the fiber optic sensor is multiplexed.
The fiber optic sensor system is capable of measuring both strain and temperature
as compared to the need for two separate systems when using traditional methods. Fiber
optic sensors do not produce the electrical interference that is associated with the
standard techniques. The lack of electrical interference will be beneficial for the overall
operations of SCOUT. In addition, it will be possible to unobtrusively embed the fiber
optic sensor system into the grapple arm. This technique has the advantage of protecting
the sensor system from possible damage.
Fiber optic sensor systems have not yet been space qualified, but many of the
individual components are space qualified and a fiber optic sensor system was designed
for the X-38 (Ecke, 2000). Therefore, it is probable that this fiber optic system will be
space qualified by the launch of SCOUT.
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5.1.5.1.1. Optical Setup (ABH)

A light emitting diode (LED) in conjunction with an erbium doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) is used as the light source for the sensor system. A broadband light source is
needed for the fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) that are the sensor elements of the system.
Each FBG needs to have an isolated range of wavelengths so that the data from different
points can be accurately interpreted when the maximum compressive and tensile strains
occur. An LED was chosen as the broadband light source because LEDs are used to
illuminate SCOUT; using the same components saves on the overall costs and helps to
ensure the availability of a replacement light source if the light source is damaged or
stops operating. An EDFA is used to enhance the signal strength.
A wavelength demodulator (WDM) is used to receive the signal from the sensor
system and separate the 20 wavelengths. Figure 5.12 shows the optical setup of the sensor
system.
EDFA

2x1 Coupler

*

Bragg Gratings

WDM

Figure 5.12. Optical Setup of Temperature and Strain Sensor System (not to scale)
5.1.5.1.2. Mechanical Setup (ABH)

The grapple arm is 3.23 meters long. Sensors are placed every 0.2 meters
to monitor the strain of the arm. As a result, 16 sensors are needed to measure strain. The
system has 20 FBGs since 4 FBGs are used to measure the temperature of the grapple
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arm. A temperature sensor is placed near the shoulder joint, another is located near the
grapple, and each arm section has a temperature sensor. The temperature measurements
are needed to accurately calculate the strain in the grapple arm because a temperature
change is sensed as a strain. The temperature sensor regions allow for accurate strain
measurements. The only difference between the FBGs used to measure temperature and
the FBGs used to measure strain is that the temperature FBGs have to be isolated from
the structure of the grapple arm so they are never under mechanical strain.
The reflected light from the FBGs occur at 20 wavelengths that occur based on
equation 5.3.

λ B = 2neff Λ

(5.3)

where λ B is the wavelength reflected by the FBG, neff is the effective index of refraction
of the fiber, and Λ is the period of the gratings. The wavelength reflected by a FBG is
changed by either changing Λ , neff , or both. A strain changes Λ and a temperature
change changes neff .
Of the 20 sensor regions, any of them could be used to measure either strain or
temperature; the same system could be used to take 20 temperatures readings near the
batteries since no strain readings are required on a non-load bearing panel. Because of
this modularity, multiple copies of this system could be produced and placed accordingly
throughout SCOUT. This modularity helps to reduce the cost of the sensor systems for
SCOUT and makes it easier to ensure that replacement components are available incase
of damage. Figure 5.13 shows the approximate locations of the sensor regions.
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Temperature Sensor
Strain Snesor

Figure 5.13. Grapple Arm with Approximate Sensor Locations
5.1.5.2. Pressure of the Cabin (ABH)

A fiber optic sensor in the cabin has mass and power savings when compared to a
standard pressure gage. The sensor system has not been space qualified; however,
individual components are already space qualified. It is reasonable to conclude that the
system could be space qualified by the time that SCOUT launches.
5.1.5.2.1. Optical Setup (ABH)

The pressure sensor system contains an LED as its light source to allow for
commonality between all of SCOUT systems. It uses two Michelson interferometers to
determine the pressure; one interferometer is for reference and the other is for sensing.
The reference interferometer maintains a set distance between its fiber and mirror. The
sensor interferometer has a variable distance between its fiber and mirror. The intensity
of each interferometer is measured and the difference in intensity is related to the
pressure. Figure 5.14 shows the optical setup.
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Figure 5.14. Optical Setup of Pressure Sensor (not to scale)
5.1.5.2.2. Mechanical Setup (ABH)

The pressure sensor system is housed in an airtight, pressurized vessel with a
diaphragm as the upper surface. The mirror of the sensing interferometer is attached to
the diaphragm, and the mirror of the reference interferometer is attached to the bottom of
the vessel. The gas inside the vessel provides a force over the area of the diaphragm. The
atmosphere of the cabin provides a force in the opposite direction. The diaphragm moves
depending on the difference of the two opposing forces. The distance the diaphragm
moves is found from the difference of intensities between the sensing and reference
interferometers. The distance moved is used to calculate the pressure outside of the
sensor vessel. Figure 5.15 shows the mechanical setup.
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Mirror

LED
Mirror

Figure 5.15. Mechanical Setup of Pressure Sensor System (not to scale)

This system could be used anywhere in SCOUT where pressure sensors are
needed. Modularity of the pressure sensor systems helps to reduce costs and makes it
easier to ensure that replacement components are available incase a sensor is damaged.

5.2. Data Management (WMM/GCS)
The data management system must meet requirement A1; the transfer of
bidirectional HDTV data, plus additional digital data, must together produce 10 Mbps of
continuous data transfer. The main subsystems to the data management and distribution
system are the computer subsystem, data bus interface (I/O medium), and memory
storage. Other concerns when selecting the system are power consumption and optimum
transfer mode (e.g. asynchronous and isochronous).
In order to meet this requirement, research on current and future data management
systems and related components was conducted to find the most effective and efficient
methods of implementation. The main function of the data management system is to
ensure communication between SCOUT components (e.g. star trackers and IRU data
made available to FDCCs). SCOUT utilizes a fully redundant data bus, such that no
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single failure of a component or its connection to the bus disconnects any other
component.
The block diagram in Figure 5.16 depicts the basic overview of the data
management system. The diagram is color coded to illustrate the main subsystem
components controlled by three FDCCs. The Communication/Video Systems group
includes such components as an omni-directional antenna (UHF), Ka-band antenna,
command and telemetry tracking, audio/video system, life support components, and
flight/data display. The propulsion system group contains the reaction control system
(RCS). An astronaut interface unit and robotic data management unit is located in the
Robotic Controls group. Information is sent bidirectionally via high-speed (greater than
10 Mbps) data buses. Three single board computers and two high-speed data buses are
use for redundancy in order to increase reliability.
CompactPCI Bus
(To processors)
Mission Systems
Firewire Data Bus A
Flight Control Systems
Firewire Data Bus B

Critical Crew Survival
Systems

Figure 5.16. Data Bus Block Diagram

The main types of data transmission interfaces buses that were examined are
standard wire, optical (fiber optics), and RF (wireless). Table 5.1 shows the various data
buses that were investigated.
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Data Bus
Type

Data
Format

RS 232

7-8 bits

RS 485

7-8 bits

1 Gbps
60-1500
Ethernet
bytes
Mil-STD256 bytes
1553
Mil-STD256 bytes
1773
20k bytes
Firewire
at
(IEEE 1394)
400Mbps
Fibre
Channel

Table 5.1. Data Bus Trade Study
No. Drivers/
Max Data Rate Transfer Medium
Receivers
Multi-core
1 Driver
20kbps
Copper
1 Receiver

Data Trans.
Mode
Synchronous
Asynchronous

32 Drivers
32 Receivers

100kbps 10Mbps

Synchronous
Asynchronous

100+ Receivers

54Mbps

32 Receivers

1Mbps

Copper

Synchronous

32 Receivers

1Mbps

Fiber Optic

Synchronous

63 Receivers

500Mbps

2 Signal
2 Power

Asynchronous
/Isochronous

400Mbps

Fiber Optic

Asynchronous

2100bytes 126+ Receivers

Twisted pair
Copper
Fiber optic
/Copper

Asynchronous

The selected data bus for SCOUT uses IEEE 1394 protocol, also known as
Firewire. This particular type of data bus exceeds all required data transmission rates,
and provides mass and power savings over older generation systems, such as MIL-STD
1553, MIL-STD 1773 and Ethernet. Firewire has been shown to be more power efficient
than Ethernet (Ref PDF) and has the potential for supplying power to low wattage
components, thus eliminating the need for wiring from the power distribution system to
these components. Each bus connection can support up to 63 devices, and does not
require a computer to operate (Quatech, 2000). Also, multiple devices may be daisychained from any branch if it is not beneficial for a component to be connected to the
central bus. Because Firewire signals are exclusively digital, there is a greater potential
to maintain signal integrity. This is in contrast to older systems, where digital signals
must be converted into analog, whose signals are more susceptible to corruption. In
addition, ground support equipment cost decrease by utilizing Firewire, since it is a
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standard PC interface. This simplifies testing and improves ease of acquisition of the test
equipment, especially if something needs to be replaced.

Figure 5.17. IEEE 1394 Wiring Schematic (Quatech)

5.3. Computer Architecture (GCS / WMM)
The proposed computer architecture for SCOUT includes three identical FDCCs,
which satisfy the two fault tolerant requirement. These three computers are redundant
single board computers. During nominal operations, two of the three FDCCs are
operational, while the third remains powered down until it is needed. Their primary
functions include attitude determination, command and data handling, fault detection and
correction, flight control, and robotic manipulator control. Each operational FDCC
monitors the other to increase reliability of the system. Each FDCC is capable of running
all SCOUT systems, but can distribute computations between two computers to increase
processing capability.
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Fig 5.18. Single-board RAD-750 computer (BAE Systems)

The monitoring link between FDCCs is utilized if there is a Single Event Upset
(SEU), or other error that causes a computer to hang or fail. If FDCC-1 were to fail,
FDCC-2 assumes that there is a problem when it has not received a periodic message
stating that the system is nominal. After 10 seconds of “silence” from FDCC-1, a reset
command is sent from FDCC-2, which typically brings the system back into its nominal
two-computer configuration. If FDCC-1 does not respond to a reset command, it has
likely experienced permanent damage, and will need to be replaced. FDCC-2 then sends
a power-up command to FDCC-3 to bring the system back to a nominal configuration. If
either of the remaining computers fails, the third takes over vehicle operations and
SCOUT should begin returning to its hosting station.
5.3.1. Computer Requirements (WMM)

A2: Onboard computers shall control attitude determination, flight control, command and
data handling, fault detection and correction and robotic manipulator control.
A2.1: Onboard processing shall be powerful enough to accommodate all system
loads as a real-time process.
A2.2: Avionics computer system reliability shall be at least 99.9%.
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A2.3: Each flight computer shall be able to independently maintain critical
SCOUT systems if other flight computers become disabled. This flight computer
shall maintain as much nominal functionality as possible.
A3: The system shall be capable of operating in any of the following control modes for
any or all of the nominal mission segments:
Teleoperation, On-board direct human control, Supervisory control, On-board
autonomous control
A3.1: The system shall provide full six degree-of-freedom control, since SCOUT
will need to align itself relative to any workspace.
A3.1.1: No torque mechanism shall be permitted to reach saturation.
A3.1.2: The system shall prevent SCOUT from spinning at a rate faster than
45deg/sec on any axis for more than one revolution, for the pilot’s safety.
A3.2: System shall be capable of docking with the hosting station, and assure no
damage to SCOUT or station components.
A3.2.1: System shall be capable of docking through direct pilot control,
teleoperation from the hosting station, and autonomous control.
A3.3: System shall be able to dock with another SCOUT pod.
5.3.2. Processor Duties (WMM)

The first FDCC duty is attitude determination and control, which involves use of a
state estimation algorithm to take in sensor data from the star trackers and gyroscopes.
Whenever vehicle rotation rates are low, attitude information can be taken directly from
star trackers. When neither tracker has a clear field of view, or when rates are too high,
the state estimator will continue to propagate attitude estimates using rates from the
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gyroscopes. The state estimator algorithm is also responsible for relative position
determination, using input from the laser rangefinder and VGS systems. Also, input from
the propulsion system will be filtered to provide an estimate of forces applied to the
vehicle, thereby calculating vehicle acceleration. These calculations can be compared
with available sensor data, augmenting more precise measurements, or replacing them in
the event of a sensor failure. Flight control is another major responsibility of the FDCCs
on SCOUT. This process will utilize a 6-DOF closed-loop controller. The primary
propulsion modes will be Low-Contamination, Monopropellant and Emergency. LowContamination mode will use only the nitrogen propulsion system, while Monopropellant
mode will use only the hydrazine system. Emergency mode will have the ability to use
any and all available propulsion systems to maximize safety.
Robotic manipulator control is the other primary task of the FDCCs. Closed-loop
controllers will also be used for this application, with the ability to dynamically change
controller gains for each arm. Desired values for robotic control, as well as flight control,
will be input to the FDCCs depending on the current SCOUT operating mode. Direct
human control will take input from the two 3-DOF hand controllers positioned by the
contoured hull of SCOUT, or from sensors in the AX-5 arms and gloves if slave mode is
enabled. Also, specific voice commands could be issued to perform low-level propulsion
or robotic arm tasks. SCOUT can also be operated remotely, primarily from its hosting
station, either Gateway or ISS. Another SCOUT could also perform teleoperation, aiding
with robotic manipulator operation or performing manual vehicle stabilization in an
emergency. Teleoperation could potentially be performed from ground control, but
latency would be a significant annoyance and potential hazard if SCOUT were at L1.
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Supervisory control is the mode that would be used during initial worksite burns, or preprogrammed manipulator sequences. These automated sequences should function fairly
reliably, but an astronaut should be ready to step in should a procedure step outside
nominal parameters. Lastly, fully autonomous control will be necessary if direct human
operation is not possible, as in the situation where the astronaut has been injured or
otherwise incapacitated. For this scenario, the redundant VGS system will be used to
dock with the hosting station. Nominal docking will also use the VGS system, but would
be considered supervisory control.
The final set of tasks for the FDCCs is Fault Detection and Correction (FDC) for
all SCOUT systems. This means that sensor data is collected an analyzed to make sure
all values are within specified parameters, and that appropriate warnings are given to the
SCOUT astronaut and ground control when problems are encountered. SCOUT FDC
should contain appropriate logic to automatically take steps to remedy problems,
especially in situations where a human pilot might not be able to react fast enough.
5.3.3. Processor Trade Study (GCS/WMM)

Trade studies were conducted to determine which space-rated processor would
fulfill system requirements. The processors were judged based on radiation protection,
processing capability, Read Access Memory (RAM) and Electronically Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM) capacities, and interface capability.
Studies focused on processors that are projected to be in use during the SCOUT
timeframe.
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Figure 5.19. Projected Timeline of Space Processors (BAE Systems)

Given current available information on space-rated processor predicted to be in
use 2005 and beyond and the lack of availability of more detail information on other
processors, the RAD750 was selected as the optimum processor to be implemented. At
this time, the RAD750 is predicted to be the highest performance radiation hardened
general-purpose processor available in the future. It is similar in functionality to the
PowerPC 750, which is also known as the G3 processor, commercially sold in Apple
computers. Some of the notable features of the processor are that it has a processor speed
between 110 and 166MHz, a 32KB L1 Cache and 1 MB L2 Cache, capable of supporting
300 Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS), dual memory management units (MMU), as
well as radiation hardening protection (SEU: 1E-10/bit per day, total ion dose-200Krad
(Si)). The processor has an advanced power management system that provides dynamic,
low power, three power saving modes. Its power supply ranges from 2.5 to 3.3 volts,
dissipating power at 5.0 watts at 133MHz, 2.5volts.
Developers of the RAD750 family have developed a single-board computer
utilizing this processor, available in CompactPCI format. This computer consists of 128
MB of SDRAM integrated with 256 KB of EEPROM, with error protection. The
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computer board only requires approximately 3.3 volts, of which the processor uses 2.5
volts. The smaller size of CompactPCI boards makes them ideal for modular design
system and provides greater flexibility for sizing constraints. The RAD750 is supported
by a number of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) operating systems and compilers,
including WindRiver VxWorks and Tornado.
5.3.4. Computer Reliability Study (GCS)

Requirement A2.3 mandates that the computer systems' reliability shall be above
99.9%. This reliability is based on the number of computers on-board. Other components
that will also be connected Research has shown that a parallel network connection of
multiple identical systems increases the reliability of the overall system, as shown in
Figure 5.8. The general parallel network equation for identical components is:

R S = 1 − (1 − R )n

(5.4)

where RS is the reliability of the system, R is the reliability of the component, and n is the number of
components
FDCC-1

Input

FDCC-2

Output

FDCC-3

Figure 5.20. Parallel Network - All components must fail in order for system to fail

Each individual component must have a minimum reliability of 95%, which is based on
the mean mean time before failure rate. Using Equation 5.4 for three components
connected in parallel:
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RS = 1 − (1 − R )n = (1 − (1 − 95)3 = 0.9999
(5.5)
5.3.5. Network Systems (GCS)

The requirements for the SCOUT network systems layout shall be capable of
being expanded easily and implemented simply. The layout also minimizes the amount of
wiring used in order minimize mass and have no single point failure in the network. A
trade study of cable topology was conducted on four well-known standard network
connections. The topologies that were considered are the daisy chain, ring topology, bus
topology, and the star topology. Out of the four, the linear bus topology was chosen for
its flexibility, direct transmission effectiveness, and no single point failure when
connected redundantly. An example of this is shown above in Figure 5.16.
5.3.6. Memory Storage (GCS)

A mass memory storage system is used for all accumulated data from operations
and flight systems. A trade study was conducted to determine the most capable space
applicable mass memory storage system. The two main mass memory storage used for
space applications are the digital magnetic tape recorder and the solid-state recorder. In
the magnetic tape recorder, digital data are stored as magnetic flux changes on a thin film
with storage capability of 1 gigabit. On the other hand, the solid-state recorder
incorporates large banks of RAM integrated chips (IC) that link to form the mass memory
storage with storage capability of approximately 5 Gb. The main disadvantage of the tape
recorder is that it has a tendency of introducing unwanted momentum, vibration, and
stop/start torques in the spacecraft (Moore, 1994). These types of mechanical deficiencies
are not present in the solid-state recorders. Therefore, the solid-state recorder is the
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choice of mass memory storage given its high speed and density capabilities and lack
mechanical deficiencies. In SCOUT, a solid-state recorder is used to maintain the voicerecognition library and pre-programmed robot arm sequences.

5.4. Power Management and Distribution (GCS)
The top-level requirements for the power management and distribution (PMAD)
system are that the PMAD system must be capable of supporting power loads of
approximately 900W for the base power load and a peak power load of approximately
2900W. In addition, the PMAD system must be capable of managing the nominal battery
discharge rate of 9A at 100V as well as the max discharge rate of 29A at 100V. The
system must provide continuous power for nominal mission operations of a minimum of
13 continuous hours. The PMAD system must support extended missions such as travel
from L1 to Lunar orbit. In addition to the top-level requirements, several lower level
requirements were created. The electronic power system must have several features such
as radiation harden protection against SEU, low power consumption, high efficiency
(above 90%), low mass (wiring harness, electronic components, etc), reliability of system
above 99.99%, and low power losses.
In general, power management and distribution systems consist of components
that condition and regulate electrical power from the power source and deliver this power
to all electrical load in the spacecraft (Larson and Wertz, 1999). The main sources of
power for SCOUT are three Li-ion batteries, which are used during nominal missions and
extended missions. Additional power sources are the two triple junction crystalline solar
arrays on the docking module. In order to design the PMAD system, the load profile for
SCOUT was investigated. A base load of approximately 900 Watts and a peak load of
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2900 Watts are regulated and distributed via two redundantly connected power buses.
The PMAD system incorporates digital control and distributed processing algorithms
(Button, 2000). This future trend is towards intelligent PMAD systems that create a more
robust, modular, and reliable PMAD system in order to improve upon components’ sizes,
weights, efficiencies, and reliabilities (Button, 2000).
In the Figure 5.21, the proposed scheme for the PMAD is illustrated. During
nominal mission operations, the three Li-ion batteries are charged via the solar arrays on
the docking module for daytime cycle refurbishment. During the nighttime cycle
refurbishment, charging is conducted through Gateway. The charging and discharging is
monitored and controlled by each power distribution unit (PDU). Three redundantly
connected PDUs regulate an expected 100 VDC from the Li-ion batteries to the two
28VDC power buses. Only two of the three PDUs operate at any given time; the third
serves as an immediate replacement in case of a failure. The power health monitor system
relays system health status via the IEEE 1394 data bus to the FDCCs for display on the
touch screen monitors.
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Standard Power
Systems (28 VDC)
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- Mission Systems
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Figure 5.21. Block Diagram of the PMAD System
5.4.2. Distribution Voltage Selection (GCS)

In order to meet the voltage needs of all electronic system components, electrical
power buses are used to provide the variety of voltages. The electrical power load profile
was examined in order to implement one of the following power distribution voltage
ratings: a low–to high DC (5-270vdc), high voltage single phase AC (115rms, 60Hz),
high voltage three phase AC (120/440 vrms, 400Hz), and a 28 VDC power bus. A trade
study was conducted between alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) in order to
determine which method will be implemented in SCOUT. DC requires less electronic
components for conversion due to use of the Li-ion batteries which are a DC power
source. For systems requiring low to medium voltages, DC is more efficient. In contrast,
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AC creates the need for extensive power conversion from any DC power source, which in
turns adds mass to the system. In addition, a large spacecraft (e.g. ISS) with high power
requirement mostly implements AC power source. Therefore, the baseline voltage
selection for SCOUT is 100VDC for the robotic arms and 28VDC to A & B power
busses for distribution to all other components.
5.4.3. Power Management Systems (GCS)

A standard spacecraft power management system includes power regulators,
charging/discharging controllers and power converters. For SCOUT, data communication
from the power management system is used to monitor the health of system components.
Information is sent to the FDCCs and displayed on system control monitors. By having
three PDUs as a redundancy measure, the FDCCs are able to operate more efficiently
with the reduced responsibility of complete control and management of the PDUs. There
will be communication between the FDCCs and PDUs via IEEE 1394 (Firewire) in such
a way that system faults can be detected and corrected immediately. If two of the three
PDUs fail, one is capable of carrying out emergency contingency procedures. For
example, the non-critical systems will be shut down and only crew and vehicle critical
systems will be in full operations. The system regulates 100VDC from power source to
the robotic arms and maintains a constant 28VDC for distribution to all other electronic
components. If there is excessive power in the circuit, shunt regulators are used to
dissipate it.
5.4.4. Power Distribution Systems (GCS)

A spacecraft standard distribution system usually consists of protective
switchgears for turning power on and off to the spacecraft loads, wiring harness, and fault
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protection. Traditionally, the switching of power on and off from loads are done by
electromechanical relays that provide a limited amount of control. Modern technology
implements switching devices, otherwise known as protective switching gears, with the
ability to control the flow of power and protect connecting wire harnesses (Button, 2000);
they are typically made using semiconductor devices. Within SCOUT, an advance system
such as the PDUs in Figure 5.22 incorporates both power management and power
distribution functions on control boards. The location of the PDUs in SCOUT is above
the batteries and behind the rear back panel as seen in Figure 5.23. These systems are
modular with the capability of being reconfigured to meet the specific power
requirements of SCOUT; they function as the main link between the power source and
the spacecraft loads. Several functions for each unit are: being capable of controlling and
managing the power source outputs (e.g. solar power and batteries), managing the
charging and the discharging of batteries to optimize battery life, conditioning overall
power with intelligent DC-DC converters and regulators, providing an interface between
the electronic power system and data management system, and distributing power via
switched or un-switched modes using solid state logic switches while providing fault
detection and correction throughout the whole system.
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Figure 5.22. Power Distribution Unit (Spectrum Astro)

Power Distribution Units

Li-ion Batteries

Figure 5.23. Power Distribution Unit Placement
5.4.4.1. Wiring Harnesses and End Item Interfaces (GCS)

The design of the SCOUT wiring system complies with the Department of
Defense (DoD) specification publications for electrical interconnect systems for
aerospace vehicles. Several of the specification publications are shown in Table 5.2.
According to Mil-STD-975, cables used for space flight are preferably stranded copper
wire, with either tin or silver plating, and with insulation types such as Teflon PTFE/FEP
AND Polymide from Kapton (Conley, 1998).
The components that are expected to draw large amounts of wattage are the: two
robotic arms (~160 W), food/water system (~120 W), pressure control (trace
monitoring~100 W), and heaters (~85 W). The appropriate cable size will be provided in
order accommodate this wattage. Wire length will be minimized to reduce the power
dissipation between components and the power distribution system. To minimize the
mass of wiring,, each section of the harness will use the smallest size wire that is cable of
supporting the maximum amperage of a given component. Mass sizing of the wiring
harness is based on the spacecraft’s dry mass. A small to large spacecraft typically has a
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wiring harness mass of 1% to 4% of the vehicle dry mass. Given that SCOUT has a dry
mass of approximately 1800kg, the expected wiring mass range is 18-72kg. With the
expected advancements in wiring harness technology, It is assumed that the mass of
wiring harness will decrease. Therefore, the wiring harness of SCOUT is estimated at
45kg, 2.5% of vehicle dry mass. The IEEE 1394(6-pin) harness can reduce the mass of
wiring harness by serving as both a data and power transfer medium for low amperage
components in SCOUT.
End item interfaces are usually in the form of plug/receptacle connectors. Other
hardware includes terminal junction blocks and solder terminations. Ideally, the interface
to spacecraft components are connectors. A common type of connector used in spacecraft
harnessing is the D-subminiature (Mil-C-24308), which is lightweight and available in an
assortment of sizes. Therefore, SCOUT has a combination of lightweight Dsubminiature, and space-grade circular connectors are the main choices of end item
interfaces.

Table 5.2. List of military specification publications for electrical interconnect system
Document Number
DOD-E-8983

Mil-STD-975

Title
Electronic Equipment for
Extended Space
Environment
Wiring Harness, Space
Vehicle
Design and Test in
NASA standard IEEE parts

Mil-W-5088

Wiring, aerospace vehicles

DOD-W-83575
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Summary
Defines design and
Manufacturing requirements

Covers design and testing of
wiring harness used on
spacecraft
Comprehensive lists of parts for
space use
Parts/materials, instillation
wiring system aerospace
vehicles

5.5. Communication (ABH)
To fulfill requirement A1, SCOUT must be capable of bidirectional transmission
of HDTV and 1 Mbps of additional data over a distance of 1000 meters. HDTV requires
a transmission rate of 9 Mbps; as a result, the total transmission rate is 10 Mbps. These
two requirements, the transmission rate and the distance, were inputted into a link budget
spreadsheet developed by Dr. David L. Akin to calculate the required transmission power
and antenna size for varying scenarios. All of the link budgets used in the forthcoming
analysis have an approximate link margin of 3 dB; however, no link margin is less than 3
dB. All of the link budgets and a table of the results of the link budgets can be found in
Appendix J.
5.5.1. Antenna Selection (ABH)

The proposed Gateway Station uses both Ka band and ultrahigh frequency (UHF)
ranges for its communication systems. Some of the components of OASIS are designed
to use the S band range for their communication systems. As a result, all three frequency
ranges were investigated in trade studies to determine the optimal communication
systems for SCOUT.
5.5.1.1. Primary Communications (ABH)

As was stated previously, the primary communication system has to be capable of
transmitting 10 Mbps of data across a distance of 1000 meters. Omni directional antennas
are ideal for this situation: they radiate signals equally in all directions. As a result, no
extra mechanism has to be added to the system to point the antenna. The extra
mechanism would increase the mass and power requirements of the communication
system and would decrease the reliability.
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Figure 5.24 is a plot of the transmission power versus frequency. The graph
shows that a UHF omni directional antenna requires the least amount of transmitted
power. In addition, Gateway plans to communicate with local vehicles on UHF. Because
of these two factors, an omni directional UHF antenna is used on SCOUT to fulfill
requirement A1.

Figure 5.24. Omni Directional Antenna Selection
5.5.1.2. Communications with Other Vehicles (ABH)

Requirement A1.4.1 requires that SCOUT is capable of communicating
simultaneously with multiple vehicles. To fulfill this requirement, the communication
system on SCOUT functions in a manner similar to the current EVA communication
system used by NASA. There are four channels: A, B, C, and D. Gateway transmits on A
and receives on B while SCOUT transmits on B and receives on A. If a second SCOUT is
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also involved in the sortie, it switches to the secondary frequency choice. This is
accomplished by changing the state of the communication selection switch on the touchscreen display. By changing the state of this switch, the second SCOUT now transmits on
C and receives on A and B. The first SCOUT also changes its setup so that it now
receives on C as well as A. Gateway now receives on both B and C. If a fourth vehicle,
such as a CTV stack, is also involved in the sortie, then it transmits on D, and everyone
else receives on D as well as the appropriate other two frequencies.
Any OASIS vehicle that has to communicate with SCOUT will be located within
1000 meters. The OASIS vehicle will be using UHF to communicate with Gateway and
SCOUT as described above. The omni-directional antenna from SCOUT will reach all
points within a 1000 meter radius sphere. The OASIS vehicle will be within this sphere;
therefore, requirement A1.1 is fulfilled.
If two SCOUTS are both working on a sortie, they will be within 100 meters. If
only one SCOUT is working, the other SCOUT will be at Gateway. In both instances the
second SCOUT is inside of the 1000 meter radius sphere; requirement A1.4 is fulfilled.
While SCOUT is working at ISS, it will be within 1000 meters. NASA currently
uses UHF to communicate with astronauts on EVA. Therefore, requirement A1.2 is
fulfilled.
5.5.1.3. Emergency Communications (ABH)

Requirement A1.3 states that it must be possible to contact Earth in an
emergency. It is true that it would be better to place this emergency antenna on the XMP
to decrease the overall mass of the vehicle if the antenna is only used on extended
missions. However, requirement A1.3 was established to ensure redundancy, especially
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for teleoperated sorties. The emergency communication system is primarily required in
case the primary communication system fails during a teleoperated sortie that does not
involve the XMP.
Figure 5.25 is a plot of the transmission power versus frequency for 0.4 meter
diameter antennas utilizing the three frequency ranges that were investigated in the trade
studies. The Ka band system requires the least amount of transmission power. In addition,
Gateway plans to use a Ka band antenna to communicate with Earth; if the primary
communication system on SCOUT were to fail, it would be possible to communicate
with Gateway using the Ka band communication system. For these reasons, the Ka band
communication system is chosen to fulfill requirement A.1.3.

Figure 5.25. Emergency Antenna Selection
5.5.1.4. Ka Band Antenna Sizing (ABH)
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5.5.1.4. Ka Band Antenna Sizing (ABH)

The optimal size for the Ka band antenna had to be chosen. Figure 5.26 is a plot
of the power to mass ratio versus the diameter for various sizes of Ka band antennas
communicating with Earth from L1. As diameter increases, the ratio is lowered.
However, the power savings begin to become negligible when compared to the increase
in mass. In addition, a very large antenna would cause structural difficulties. Because of
these factors, a value on the linear region of the graph was chosen and this resulted in the
selection of a 0.4 meter diameter antenna.

Figure 5.26. Ka Band Antenna Sizing
5.5.2. Antenna Placement (ABH)
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For the primary communication system to function properly, the transmitted
signal cannot be interfered with. If the antenna is too close to SCOUT, then a portion of
the 1000 meter radius sphere does not receive the transmitted signal since the vehicle
absorbs part of the signal. To alleviate this problem, the omni directional antenna is
placed on the end of a 2 meter long boom. A second omni directional antenna is placed
on the opposite side of SCOUT to attempt to minimize the interference from the worksite
and SCOUT. However, the addition of the second antenna could cause interference where
the signals from the two antennas intercept. Ideally, the two signals are transmitted in
such a way that constructive interference is caused at the receiving location. The use of
two hybrid omni directional antennas should prevent destructive interference.
The Ka band antenna is placed on the rear of the vehicle. This location ensures
that the antenna is not in the way of the arms during interaction with the worksite. Figure
5.27 shows the placement of the antennas on SCOUT.
UHF Omni-Directional Antennas

Ka Band Antenna

Figure 5.27. Antenna Placement
5.5.3. Communication System Signal Processing (ABH)
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Because there are two omni directional antennas, the signals corresponding to
each of the two antennas have to be combined so that they can be useful. A diplexer is
used to combine the signals coming from these two antennas.
Long-range communications have a tendency to degrade. As a result, the signal
has to be amplified. A power amplifier is used to amplify long-range signals so that they
are strong enough to be analyzed by the communication system.
Amplifying the signal causes signal degradation because the noise in the signal
also is amplified. To filter out the noise, a low noise amplifier is used. With the low noise
amplifier and the power amplifier, it should be possible to send and receive high quality
signals over a long range.
Transmitted signals have to be prepared for transmission and received signals,
after they have been filtered, they have to be received by the various SCOUT systems.
These two tasks could be done independently by two separate components. However, a
trade study showed that the use of a transponder that could both send and receive signals
would save both mass and power. Therefore, the SCOUT communication system consists
of both a UHF and Ka band transponder.
Some transponders are capable of being used in more than one frequency range.
However, a transponder capable of both UHF and Ka band communications could not be
found. If an acceptable single transponder were created, replacing the current two
transponders with a single transponder probably would lead to a mass and power savings
for the vehicle.
5.5.3.1. Input and Output of Signals (ABH)
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The data that needs to be prepared by the transponder comes from the vehicle
systems through the on-board computers. Information comes from the cameras,
microphones, sensors, and the states of various switches. Data received by the
communication system is processed by the computers and sent to the speakers, video
displays, and other systems. With this configuration, it is possible to teleoperate SCOUT.
Figure 5.28 is a block diagram of the communication system.
Gimbaled
Ka-Band
Video System

Video Displays

Flight
computers

Crew Interface
- Hand Controllers
- Switches
- Voice

FDCC
FDCC

FDCC

UHF
Omni

Antenna
Switch

Antenna
Switch

Diplexer

Diplexer

Power
Amplifier

Transponder
Sensor
Data

Figure 5.28. Communication Block Diagram
5.5.4. Extended Missions (ABH)

Two extended missions were analyzed. The primary extended mission has
SCOUT in Lunar orbit assisting with the lunar activities of OASIS. The secondary
mission has SCOUT in GEO servicing satellites. Requirement AX.2 and AX.2.1 require
that SCOUT is able to communicate with Gateway and Earth on an extended mission. It
should be possible for SCOUT to communicate with the CTV stack that takes it on an
extended mission and then have the CTV stack act as a communication relay station back
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to either Gateway or Earth. However, requirements AX.2 and AX.2.1 were established so
that SCOUT has a more reliable means of communicating in an emergency. In addition,
if SCOUT were to go on an extended mission without the use of a CTV stack, then
communication would still be possible if SCOUT has the capability to communicate from
the extended mission location.
5.5.4.1. Lunar Orbit Extended Mission (ABH)

A trade study was performed on the various choices for communication from
Lunar orbit. Appendix J has a table that includes the transmission power and sizing
requirements of the various options that were considered. The primary communication
system is not a feasible option to communicate over the distance from Lunar orbit. A
parabolic antenna needs to be used for communication. The diameter of Gateway’s
antenna is somewhere between 1 and 2 meters; therefore, the transmission power and size
requirements for SCOUT communicating with both a 1 and 2 meter diameter antenna at
Gateway were considered. The Ka band is the most feasible option to contact either Earth
or Gateway. A Ka band antenna is already on SCOUT in order to fulfill requirement
A1.3, so it is logical to use this antenna rather than installing a new antenna on the XMP.
However, the Ka band antenna needs to be gimbaled so that the antenna can be
automatically pointed since it is a means of primary communication and needs to be
constantly directed towards whom SCOUT is communicating.
5.5.4.2. Communications from GEO (ABH)

The design for the communication system from GEO was approached in the same
manner as the design of the communication system from Lunar orbit. Appendix J has a
table that includes the transmission power and sizing requirements of the various choices
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that were considered. The Ka band antenna used for extended missions to Lunar orbit is
the best choice for communications from GEO because it is feasible and the use of a
system already on SCOUT is more mass efficient then it would be to install an additional
antenna. However, communications from GEO to Gateway are at the limits of feasibility
assuming that Gateway has a 2 meter diameter antenna. While in GEO, communications
primarily is to Earth or ISS rather than Gateway. Therefore, communication with
Gateway only occurs in an emergency. This emergency setup is similar to
communication with Earth for the nominal mission. However, if communications with
Gateway are an essential part of the sortie, or if the Gateway antenna has a 1 meter
diameter, then a 2 meter diameter antenna will be installed on the XMP.
5.5.4.3. Micrometeoroid Detection (ABH)

Micrometeoroid detection is not important at L1. However, it is needed in LEO.
When SCOUT is used at ISS, micrometeoroid detection is important for the safety of the
astronaut. Shuttle uses its S band communication system as radar as well as for
communications. This system is very massive, but it might be possible to scale down the
system for the smaller communication system on SCOUT. However, an S band system is
not going to be used on SCOUT since the analysis showed that UHF is best for shortrange communications and Ka band is best for emergency communications with Earth.
The emergency Ka band system would be ideal for micrometeoroid detection if it could
be used as a radar system when not in use as a communication system. Ka band radar
systems have been commercially available for many years. However, there is no
indication that a combined Ka band communication and radar system will be able to meet
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our technology readiness requirements. Without a micrometeoroid detection system of its
own, SCOUT will rely on micrometeoroid data supplied by ISS.
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6 Power, Propulsion, and Thermal
6.1 SCOUT Power System (MCB)
6.1.1 Nominal/ Extended Mission Requirements/ Assumptions
Mission Planning has determined that a nominal reference sortie for SCOUT shall last 11
hours, consisting of four 2-hour work periods, short breaks and travel to and from the worksite.
Additionally, requirement L5 states that life support systems must support the maximum
reference sortie duration plus an additional 2- hour reserve. Subsequently, nominal sortie power
systems shall provide for a 2-hour reserve, extending the design nominal sortie length of SCOUT
to a total of 13 hours.
Furthermore, requirement X1 specifies that SCOUT shall be designed to support extended
missions via supplemental payload kits or otherwise, including “extended ∆v missions, extended
duration missions, and cargo transport missions.” The XMP, capable of storing energy and
consumables for recharge and resupply, has been developed to support this requirement and is
discussed in sections XX and 6.3. As the type and length of extended missions will vary as
demands evolve, the XMP will provide the flexible template to meet these needs. Subsequently,
SCOUT power systems have been streamlined and designed to nominal sortie requirements.
Extended missions will then be developed such that each sortie’s energy demands do not exceed
the nominal capacity of on-board SCOUT power systems. Mission Planning has determined that
the extended reference mission shall be a lunar operations support mission. This requires a 23hour transport from L1 to lunar orbit via the XMP and a tow-vehicle. During this time, the
SCOUT astronaut will be traveling in the tow-vehicle and SCOUT will be powered down.
Subsequently, SCOUT requires negligible power during transit. Once at the site, SCOUT will
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perform two 9-hour sorties separated by a 6-hour recharge and resupply break. During this time,
SCOUT will dock back with the XMP and tow-vehicle and recharge the power system. Each 9hour sortie consists of four 2-hour work periods similar to the nominal reference sortie. Upon
completion of the two 9-hour sorties, SCOUT will dock back again with the XMP and towvehicle and return to Gateway.
Requirement M8 states that SCOUT shall be designed for operation on a daily basis,
limiting recharge and resupply to be performed overnight. The nominal design sortie length is
13 hours; therefore, recharge and resupply shall be limited to 11 hours (M8.2). Furthermore, this
recharge and resupply shall be administered via a single- interface at the docking port per
requirement I9.
Moreover, Mission Planning has determined that an aggressive schedule shall consist of
15 sorties per quarter, or 120 sorties per 2 years. Gateway and OASIS infrastructure provides for
resupply missions every 6 months. However, Li-Ion batteries have a wet-shelf life of
approximately 1 year (NASA Tech Brief MSC-23285). Subsequently, a level 2 requirement I7.1
has been established which states that power systems shall be capable of one year of operation
without any hardware replacement that requires maintenance/operations not capable by a single
person in one hour as detailed by requirement I10. Furthermore, power systems servicing/
change-out shall be performed via EVA once a year (I7.1.1). Note that a 1-year lifetime of the
power storage system necessarily requires a design cycle life of 60 cycles (M2.2.3.1). The
power system and all related components shall be non-venting per requirement P2. All power
systems on-board SCOUT shall be two- fault tolerant per requirement I11.1. A lower level
requirement I11.1.1 has been established which states that these power systems shall provide
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uninterrupted safety-critical power throughout the mission, including transition to and operation
in one/two fault failure operation modes.
Avionics, Crew Systems, and Loads, Structures, and Mechanisms have determined that a
total base power load of 915 W is required to power all safety critical systems. Approximating,
the design base power load is 900 W. See Table 6.1 for the component breakdown. This base
power load is assumed constant over the duration of 13- hour design mission. Note that this is a
very conservative estimate because not all on-board electronics and applications will be running
all the time.
Table 6.1 Component Power Requirements

Structures
Grapple Arm
Robotic Arms (2)
Totals
Crew Systems
CO2 removal system (Metox)
Pressure Control, Trace Monitoring
Internal lighting
External lighting
Food/water
Waste Collection System
Valves, piping, others
Totals
Power, Propulsion, Thermal
Heaters
Total
Avionics
Attitude Sensors
Star Tracker (2)
IFOG (2)
Position Sensors
Laser Rangefinder (1)
Rendezvous Sensor (VGS-2)
Life Support Sensors
Cabin Pressure (3)
Cabin Temperature (3)
Propulsion Sensors
Propellant Pressure (2)
Fuel Tank Temp (2)
Nozzle Pres (16)

Power (W)
80
160
240
Power (W)
40
100
2
2.5
120
1
30
296
Power (W)
85
85
Power (W)
-----------9
3
-----------15
20
-----------1
1
-----------1
1
1
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Valve Sens (32)
Power Sensors
Battery Monitors (12)
Thermal Sensors
Heater Sensors (4)
Active Thermal Control Sensors (4)
Structural Sensors
Vehicle Strain Monitors (12)
Communication
Transponding Modem (STM-2)
Power Amplifier
Diplexer
Gimbal Mechanism for Ka-Band
Computers
FDCC Single-Board Computers (3)
Solid State Recorder Card (2)
IEEE 1394 Data Bus Card (2)
Video Display Graphics Card (2)
Open CompactPCI Card Slot (5)
Crew Interface Display - 15" (2)
Hand Controllers (2)
Heads-Up-Display Electronics
Crew Interface Switches
Internal Camera (1)
External Cameras (2)
Camera Gimbals
Power Bus
Power Distribution Unit (3)
Total
Total Base Load Power Required

1
-----------1
-----------1
1
-----------1
-----------12
5
10
15
----------20
12
10
10
30
52
1
5
1
3
6
30
-----------15
295
915 W

Table 6.2, below, shows the power draws for different operating modes of the task and
grapple Ranger arms, as specified by Dr. Dave Akin (Akin personal interview):
Table 6.2. Task and Grapple Ranger Arm Power Specifications

Operating
Specification

Power Draw

Position Hold
Maneuvering
Limit Current

2 A @ 48 V
4 A @ 48 V
20 A @ 48 V

~100 W
~200 W
~1000 W

Position Hold
Maneuvering

0
5 A @ 48 V

0W
~ 250 W

Dexterous Arm (each)

Grapple Arm
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It has been assumed that during the time that the task arms are active, 50% of the time is spent in
position hold mode, 40% in maneuvering mode, and 10% in limit current mode (Akin personal
interview). Moreover, it has been arbitrarily assumed that during the time that SCOUT is
actively performing worksite operations, 90% of operations involve use of the task arms and
10% of operations involve maneuvering of the grapple arm. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
task arms and the grapple arm never operate concurrently. Worksite operations are performed in
2-hour intervals, and Figure 6.1 shows the time breakdown utilized in the power system analysis.
Based on the work period power load estimates, the base power load estimate of 900 W,
and the nominal sortie and extended mission schedules developed by Mission Planning, the
power required vs. time curves for the nominal reference sortie and extended reference mission
are obtained, shown below, respectively, in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.1. 2-Hour Work Interval Assumed Time Distribution of Operating Modes
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Figure 6.2. Nominal Reference Sortie Power Required vs. Time Curve

Figure 6.3. Extended Reference Mission Power Required vs. Time Curve
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A summary of the operational requirements is as follows:
•

Nominal Reference Sortie Length = 11 hours + 2 hours reserve

•

Extended Reference Mission Length = 18 hours (two 9- hour sorties)

•

Base Power Load (Safety-Critical Systems) = 900 W

•

Peak Power Required = 2900 W

•

Nominal Reference Mission Total Energy Required = 15,420 W*hr

•

Extended Reference Mission Total Energy Required = 23,640 W*hr

•

Nominal Discharge Rate = 9 A @ 100 V DC

•

Max Discharge Rate = 29 A @ 100 V DC

•

Nominal Recharge/ Resupply Time < 11 hours

•

Operating Temperature = 20 deg C (+/- 10 deg C assumed)

•

Cycle Life = 60 charge/discharge cycles

•

Operating Life = 1 year

•

Other Requirements:
o Non-Venting
o 2 Fault-Tolerant for Safety-Critical Systems

6.1.2 Nominal Mission Power System Trade Study
6.1.2.1 Introduction
Secondary batteries, standard fuel cells, regenerative fuel cells, fuel cell/ battery hybrid
systems, solar array/ battery systems, flywheels, and RTGs (radioisotopic thermal generators)
were considered for use as nominal missio n power systems for SCOUT.
Fuel cell/ battery hybrid systems consist of standard fuel cells supplying the constant base
power loads and secondary batteries providing the non-constant peak power loads from the
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robotic arms. Possible poor transient load response of fuel cells was the primary reason for
consideration of this hybrid system; batteries respond much faster to dynamic loadings.
However, it has been shown that fuel cells are capable of supplying transient loads with adequate
response time, on the order of 150-250 msec or better (Banerjee, Chen). Therefore, the energy
buffer system of batteries is not required. Since there is no operational requirement to use
batteries with fuel cells, a fuel cell/ battery hybrid system is not a viable system. Fuel cells and
batteries are subsequently independently evaluated to determine viability.
Solar array/ battery systems are similar in nature to the fuel cell/ battery hybrid system.
In this case, solar arrays supply a nearly constant load when they are in daylight nominally
meeting the power needs of vehicle operations. When power demands exceed the power
generated by the solar arrays, secondary batteries carry the extra load. When power demands fall
short of the power generated by the solar arrays, the secondary batteries are recharged. When the
solar arrays are not in daylight, the secondary batteries carry all the load demands of the vehicle.
Solar array/ battery systems are not viable because they are inflexible to mission tasks and
because the solar arrays are cumbersome. The day/night patterns are unpredictable from task to
task and day to day. Moreover, maneuverability of SCOUT is essential to complete nominal
mission tasks. Deployed solar arrays could inhibit the working volume of SCOUT. Preliminary
back-of-the-envelope calculations show that, using Ga-As solar panels, SCOUT requires 3.7 m2
of solar arrays if it is exposed to sunlight the entire duration of the mission and 7.4 m2 of solar
arrays if it is exposed to sunlight half of the duration of the mission. Ga-As solar panels have a
power density of 140 W/kg and an efficiency of 23% (Akin ENAE 483 Notes):
Total Energy = 15,420 W*hr

(assume it’s distributed equally over day)

Is = 1394 W/ m2

(solar influx)
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Preq = 15420 W*hr/ 13 hr = 1186 W

(13 hr ---> in sunlight entire mission)

Areq = Preq/Is*η = 1186 W/ (1394 W/m2 )*(.23) = 3.7 m2
marray = Preq/ρpower = 1186 W/ (140 W/kg) = 8.5 kg
While 3.7 m2 may seem very small, a square shaped panel would be 1.92 m x 1.92m. These
lengths are nearly double the height of SCOUT (get numbers on SCOUT height to make sure).
And for the less optimistic scenario, where the solar arrays have sunlight during only have of the
mission and a subsequent panel area of 7.4 m2 , a square shaped panel would be 2.72 m x 2.72 m.
Certainly, under either scenario, these solar panels would most likely have a dramatic impact on
SCOUT’s viable work volume.
Flywheel energy storage systems are not viable because current and near-future flywheel
technologies have limited performance characteristics. Current state of the art systems, TRL 4.35.5, have energy densities only on the order of 25 W*hr/ kg (McLallin p.7). Moreover, spacerated flywheels with energy storage capabilities on the order of 20 kW*hr are not the focus of
current development. LEO mid-sized spacecraft are the focus of flywheel applications, and
“century” flywheels with energy storage capacities measured in hundreds of W*hr’s will be TRL
3 by 2005 (McLallin p. 12). However, there is no indication that flywheels with the energy
storage capacity of 20 kW*hr and substantially better energy densities than conventional
technologies will be TRL 3 by 2005.
Radioisotopic thermal generators were immediately determined not viable because these
systems yield excessive risk to a crew in an already high- radiation environment.
Secondary battery systems, standard fuel cells, and regenerative fuel cells are discussed
more in-depth in the following sections.
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6.1.2.2 Secondary Batteries
6.1.2.2.1 Introduction
Nickel- metal hydride, nickel hydrogen, Li-Ion, and Li-Polymer chemistries were
considered for use in SCOUT, representing current in- flight technology, near mature technology,
and near-future technology. Inherent battery characteristics, as well as operating environment,
contribute to loss of battery capacity. Various loss mechanisms were examined to determine
their impact through end-of- life (EOL) of the battery on its capacity. Note that a single vendor’s
battery was researched and evaluated for each of the chemistries. Moreover, it is assumed that
each of these batteries is representative of typical performance characteristics for that particular
chemistry. Energy densities were then calculated based on these effects and nominal battery
characteristics to determine actual EOL values. These energy densities were then used to
determine the most viable battery chemistry, and ultimately that battery’s mass and volume
performance characteristics for the given system requirements.
6.1.2.2.2 Characterizing Secondary Battery Capacity Losses
The following battery capacity loss mechanisms were considered and evaluated:
maximum depth of discharge (DOD%), non-optimal operating temperature (TL%), selfdischarge (SD%), non-optimal rate of charge/ discharge (DL%), cycling (CL%), and memory
effects (ME%). Several assumptions were made in characterizing capacity losses. First,
superposition applies for each of the loss mechanisms relative nominal battery capacity. Second,
self-discharge occurs linearly over time. Third, temperature-related losses occur linearly with
temperature.
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Capacity losses were determined for each of the aforementioned loss mechanisms
through a correlation of data provided by vendors for each of the battery chemistries considered.
Figure 6.4 shows an example of this correlation of data.

Figure 6.4. Li-Ion Ultralife Model UBP 563450 Cycle Life and Discharge Characteristics (UBI-5093 Rev. B)

As seen in Figure 6.4, approximately 10% loss of battery capacity (designated TL) occurs when
the battery is operated approximately 40 deg C below nominal operation temperature. This
translates to approximately .25% capacity loss per deg C below nominal operating temperature.
Also shown is the degradation of battery capacity due to cycling. Evaluating capacity loss at the
design cycle life of 120 cycles, there is a 1.5% loss of battery capacity (designated CL).
Likewise, discharge losses can be determined. However, the optimal discharge rate for this
particular battery is equivalent to the maximum required rate for SCOUT. Subsequently,
discharge losses are zero. Depth of discharge, self-discharge rates, and memory effects are
usually called out on cell specifications, and no data correlation is required to obtain those
numbers. Table 6.3 in Section 6.1.2.2.3 shows battery loss characteristics as well as end-of- life
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capacities for each of the battery chemistries. A general form of the loss analysis is provided
below:
∆CDOD = -(100-DOD)*(C nom)*(1/100)
∆CT L = -(TL)*(C nom )*(1/100)
∆CSD = -(SD)*(C nom )*(1/100)
∆CDL = -(DL)*(C nom )*(1/100)
∆CCL = -(CL)*(C nom )*(1/100)
∆CME = -(ME)*(C nom )*(1/100)
∆CTOT = ∆CDOD + ∆CTL + ∆CSD + ∆CDL + ∆CCL + ∆CME
EOL_C = Cnom *(1+ ∆CTOT )
Note that Cnom is the nominal capacity specified for the battery and EOL_C is the end-of- life
capacity for the battery resulting from the losses specified above.
6.1.2.2.3 Performance Analysis
End-of- life energy densities can then be determined based on the calculated end-of- life
capacities. In addition to the loss mechanisms, packaging and contingency operation
requirements will cause increases in battery mass and volume. It was assumed that battery
packaging would cause approximately 15% increases in mass and volume of the nominal system.
A system of three independent batteries is required in order to provide 2- fault tolerance of
the system. The worst-case condition would be two failures at the very end of the nominal 11hour mission. Assuming that each battery is depleted equally, the energy left in each battery at
the end of the 11-hour reference mission is:
Energy Remaining / battery = [(2 hr*900 W)]/ 3 = 600 W*hr
The energy remaining in each battery is not enough to supply the safety-critical base load of 900
W for 2 hours. Subsequently, each battery must be slightly oversized:
Needed Energy / battery = (2 hr * 900 W) – (600 W*hr) = 1200 W*hr
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Padding that with an extra 150 W*hr to allow for robot arm operations and off- nominal
conditions, it is determined that the total extra amount of energy per battery in order to make the
system viable under 2- fault failures is:
∆E = 1200 W*hr + 150 W*hr = 1350 W*hr
Table 6.3 provided below shows the nominal and end-of- life performance characteristics
for each of the battery chemistries, including capacity loss effects due to each of the loss
mechanisms described above, battery packaging, and contingency operation requirements.
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Table 6.3. Secondary Battery Performance Overview

Battery Type/ Design Spec

SECONDARY BATTERIES
Ni-MH (Chung Pak)

Ni-H2 (Saft)

Li-Ion (Ultralife)

Li- Polymer (Ultralife)

A-hr capacity (nominal)
A-hr capacity (EOL)
Watt-hr/ kg (nominal)

2.8
2.08
39

231
127.1
61

0.92
0.64
142

2.8
1.62
130

Watt-hr/ kg (EOL)

29

32

98

80

99

75

358

283

74

41

247

164

.1CA/ 16 h
1.0CA/ TBD h
.2CA
2.0CA
80%

TBD
TBD
C/2
TBD
80%

C/5 / TBD
C / 6.7 h
C/5
2C continuous
80%

C/5 / TBD
C/2 /
C/5
C continuous
80%

0%

15%

2.5%

5%

20% / 30 days
5%
0%
0%
TBD
20
1.2
0.086

TBD
TBD
TBD
0%
TBD
10
1.2
4.8

TBD

TBD

< 10% / 30 days
5%
3%
0%
TBD
23
3.7
0.024
Highly sensitive to
overcharging

< 5% / 30 days
5%
10%
0%
TBD
23
3.7
0.075
Highly sensitive to
overcharging

TBD
Explosion
Multiple power units
TBD
TBD

TBD
Explosion
Multiple power units
TBD
TBD

Charge controller
Explosion
Multiple power units
TBD
TBD

Charge controller
Explosion
Multiple power units
TBD
TBD

Watt-hr/ L (nominal)

Watt-hr/ L (EOL)
Charge Rate/ Time (nominal)
Charge Rate/ Time (Maximum)
Discharge Rate (nominal)
Discharge Rate (Maximum)
Depth of Discharge (DOD)
Temperature-Related C Loss
(Maximum)
Self-Discharge C Loss (Maximum)
Charge/ Discharge C Losses
Cycle Life C Losses (120 cycles)
Memory Effect C Loss
Wet Shelf Life
Operating Temp (deg C)
VPC (V)
Cell Mass
Failure Tolerance
Venting Requirements
Environmental Hazard Possibility
Contingency Operations
Flight Heritage
Cost/ cell
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6.1.2.3 Standard Fuel Cells
6.1.2.3.1 Scaling LOX/LH2 Cryogenic Tanks
Little data is currently available on small cryogenic tanks for spacecraft use. The
only available cryogenic tank data explicitly provided is for the Shuttle fuel cells.
However, these tanks are significantly oversized for SCOUT, and a reasonable estimate
must be obtained for smaller tanks in order to get an accurate representation of fuel cell
performance.
Cryogenic tanks have size limitations due to non-linear surface area to volume
effects. As the size of the tanks is reduced, the surface area to volume ratio increases
non- linearly, quickly resulting in excessive boil-off of the storable. Subsequently, a
reverse engineering process was undertaken to estimate the characteristics of the much
smaller cryogenic tanks, relative to Shuttle, used on-board Gemini. Gemini fuel cells had
a total energy capacity of approximately 151 kW*hr (Wade, astronautix.com) and a fuel
consumption rate less than .45 kg/kW*hr (Heitchue p.226). The following assumptions
were made in the tank estimations. First, the LOX/LH2 mix ratio of Gemini was the
same as for Shuttle. Second, the volume to mass ratio of the LOX and LH2 tanks,
respectively, were constant and equivalent to that of Shuttle. Third, the tank volume to
storable volume ratio of the LOX and LH2 tanks, respectively, were constant and
equivalent to that of Shuttle. The cryogenic tank characteristics of Gemini were then
estimated as follows:
LOX: LH2 = 6.2:1

(Akin ENAE 483 notes)

(V/m)LOX TANK = .0047253 kg/m3
(V/m)LH2 TANK = .0082653 kg/m3

(Akin ENAE 483 notes)

(VLOX TANK/VLOX) = 1.38

(Akin ENAE 483 notes)
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(VLH2 TANK/VLH2 ) = 2.21
Total Fuel = (.45 kg/kW*hr)*(151 kW*hr) = 67.95 kg
mLOX,GEM = 56.625 kg
mLH2,GEM = 9.438 kg
ρLOX = 1140 kg/m3 , ρLH2 = 112 kg/m3
VLOX,GEM = mLOX,GEM/ρLOX = .04967 m3
VLH2,GEM = mLH2,GEM/ρLH2 = .08427 m3
mLOX TANK = (VLOX TANK/VLOX)*(VLOX,GEM )*(m/V)LOX TANK
mLH2 TANK = (VLH2 TANK/VLH2)*(VLH2,GEM)*(m/V)LH2 TANK
mLOX TANK,GEM = 14.5 kg
mLH2 TANK,GEM = 22.5 kg
Therefore:
mLOX TANK,SMALL = 14.5 kg; VLOX TANK,SMALL = .07 m3 ; holds ~56 kg LOX
mLH2 TANK,SMALL = 22.5 kg; VLH2 TANK,SMALL = .19 m3 ; holds ~9 kg LH2

6.1.2.3.2 Back-Up Battery System
As specified in Section 6.1.1, the nominal mission power system is required to
provide for a 2-hour operating reserve, such that all safety-critical systems remain
operative in the event of a single or double failure of the power system. Furthermore, it
was specified that the power system must be capable of supplying uninterrupted power in
nominal, one-fault, and two- fault operation modes. In order for fuel cells to provide this
contingency operation, two back-up power systems must be integrated and provide for
seamless load transition.
All base load applications have been assumed to be safety-critical and 900 Watts
is used as the design load for the 2-hour reserve operation period. An additional 150
W*hr is padded into the system to allow for robot arm operations and off- nominal
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conditions. Subsequently, each back-up power system requires a total energy capacity of
1950 W*hr.
Li-Ion batteries are baselined as the back- up power systems for fuel cells for
several reasons. First, Li- Ion batteries do not require venting (UBI-5112 Rev. A). Better
performing primary batteries, such as Li-MnO 2 and Li-SO2 require venting to prevent a
“catastrophic event” (Naukam p.2). Second, Li-Ion batteries have a long storage life.
Furthermore, they may be trickle-charged to counter self-discharge and may be
reconditioned periodically to maintain good performance. Finally, Li-Ion batteries have
relatively high energy density (~98 W*hr/kg). This is not quite as high as primary
battery energy densities, with nominal energy densities on the order of ~250 W*hr/kg
(SOURCE), but performance is satisfactory for this application.
Subsequently, Li-Ion batteries with a total end of life energy capacity of 1950
W*hr have the following mass and volume characteristics:
Assuming a 15% increase in mass and volume due to packaging:
Battery Mass = 1.15*[(1950 W*hr)/(98 W*hr/kg)] ~ 23 kg
Battery Volume = 1.15*[(1950 W*hr)/(247 W*hr/L)](.001m3 /L) ~ .01 m3
For 2 back-up batteries:
Total Mass ~ 46 kg
Total Volume ~ .02 m3
6.1.2.3.3 Performance Characteristics
6.1.2.3.3.1 Shuttle Fuel Cells
Each fuel cell is a “self-contained” unit (UTC Fuel Cells). Based on the previous
statement, it is assumed that all supporting infrastructure, including heaters and coolers,
are included in what is collectively referred to as the fuel cell reactor. The Shuttle fuel
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cell reactor is 14 in. x 15 in. x 45 in., weighing approximately 260 pounds (UTC Fuel
Cells). Moreover, each fuel cell reactor consumes 4 pounds of LOX per hour at 6160
Watts and .6 pounds of LH2 per hour at 6160 Watts (Akin 483 Notes).
Inert gases and other contaminants accumulate around the electrodes in the cells,
and subsequently must be purged “twice daily” (Electrical Power System). Purging
consists of opening the purge valves and increasing reactant flow through the system in
order to flush out contaminants, ultimately blowing them out overboard through purge
and vent lines (Electrical Power System).
The UTC Shuttle fuel cell takes approximately 25 minutes to warm up and become
fully operational (Electrical Power System). Moreover, fuel cells must be left in standby
operation, if ambient temperatures dip below 40 deg F, in order to prevent freezing of the
fluids in the reactor (Electrical Power System).
Each fuel cell requires “servicing” between flights and is reused, with a total life
of approximately 2000 hours of on- line service (Electrical Power System). The nature
and extent of the required servicing is unknown.
6.1.2.3.3.2 3500 W PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) Fuel Cell
Regression data based on many terrestrial PEM model fuel cells was used to
determine mass and volume characteristics for a typical 3500 W PEM fuel cell, since no
data on space-rated PEM fuel cells was available. The mass and volume effects of spacerating these terrestrial models are unknown. Figure 6.5 shows various PEM fuel cell
reactor masses as a function of power output, and Figure 6.6 shows various PEM fuel cell
reactor volumes as a function of power output. At 3500 W, the majority of PEM fuel cell
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reactors examined have masses less than 50 kg and volumes less than .12 m3 . For lack of
better data, these are the values assumed typical for a 3500 W PEM fuel cell reactor.

Figure 6.5. PEM FC Reactor Mass vs. Power Output

Figure 6.6. PEM FC Reactor Volume vs. Power Output

Because the characteristics of this 3500 W PEM fuel cell reactor are based on regression
data, no data exists for the LOX and LH2 consumption rates. Fortunately, the Gemini
fuel cell was a very early version of this proton exchange membrane technology,
typically denoted ion exchange membrane (IEM) fuel cell, and subsequently can provide
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some baseline data to work from. Gemini fuel cells were only rated at about 1000 W, so
fuel consumption data is scaled to fit the 3500 W PEM fuel cell reactor:
Gemini Fuel Consumption Rate = .45 kg/ kW*hr @ 1000 W
3500 W PEM Fuel Consumption Rate = 3.5*(.45) = 1.58 kg/ kW*hr @ 3500 W
Therefore, the fuel consumption rate for the 3500 W PEM fuel cell is estimated as 1.58
kg/ kW*hr.
A host of other design issues still remain unknown, as well. These include
venting/ purging requirements, warm- up time, freezing concerns, and
service/maintenance requirements. As information is lacking, it is assumed that the PEM
technology has the same fundamental problems that Shuttle fuel cells experience with
regards to the aforementioned issues.
Finally, technology readiness of PEM is unclear. PEM fuel cells are currently
rated TRL 6 (Loyselle), but it is unclear if those PEM fuel cells are space-rated or not.
No date is given, but an article that appears to be recent in publication discusses the
challenges of equipping a PEM fuel cell for a zero gravity space environment. This
article discusses a NASA initiative to investigate these challenges, specifying a four-year
schedule for research (Allen). This gives the impression that space-rated PEMs will be
ready later rather than sooner, and meeting the requirement of TRL 3 by 2005 is
questionable.
6.1.2.3.4 Performance Analysis
6.1.2.3.4.1 Shuttle Fuel Cells
First it is necessary to determine the production rate of water by the fuel cell
reactor. Based on the production rate, size and mass of the water storage tank can be
estimated.
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4 lb LOX = 1.81 kg O2 * (1 mol/ .032 kg) = 56.6 mol O2
.6 lb LH2 = .27 kg H2 * (1 mol/ .002 kg) = 136.1 mol H2
The molar mixing ratio of H2 /O 2 = 2.4
H2 + (1/2)O 2 ---> H2O
The stoichiometric molar mixing ratio of H2 /O 2 = 2.0. Therefore, the fuel cell is
running slightly fuel rich. Subsequently, O2 will be the limiting reactant.
Assuming that all the O2 is consumed in this reaction
nH2O = 2 * nO2 = 2 * (56.6 mol O2 ) = 113.2 mol H2 O
VH2O = 113.2 mol H2 O * (.018 kg/ 1 mol) * (1m3 / 1000 kg) = .002 m3
Therefore, for 1.81 kg LOX, .002 m3 H2 O (2.04 kg) is produced. Therefore,
.001 m3 H2 O / 1 kg LOX consumed
Now that water production has been characterized, total LOX and LH2
consumption can be calculated, and overall system mass and volume determined.
mreactor = 115.7 kg
Vreactor = .14 m3

mdotLOX = 1.81 kg/hr @ 6160 W
mdotLH2 = .27 kg/hr @ 6160 W

mLOX TANK = 14.5 kg
VLOX TANK = .07 m3

mLH2 TANK = 22.5 kg
VLH2 TANK = .19 m3

mH20 TANK ~ .5 kg
VH20 TANK ~ .006 m3

mbattery = 46 kg
Vbattery = .02 m3

Total Energy = 15420 W*hr
mLOX = (mdotLOX)6160 W * (Power Output/6160 W) * (Operation Time)
mLH2 = (mdotLH2)6160 W * (Power Output/6160 W) * (Operation Time)
Total Energy = (Power Output) * (Operation Time)
mLOX = [(mdotLOX)6160 W /6160 W] * (Total Energy) = [(1.81)/6160]*15420
mLH2 = [(mdotLH2)6160 W /6160 W] * (Total Energy) = [(.27)/6160] * 15420
mLOX = 4.5 kg
mLH2 = .68 kg
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mtotal = mreactor + mLOX TANK + mLOX + mLH2 TANK + mLH2 + mH20 TANK + mbattery
mtotal ~ 204 kg
Vtotal = Vreactor + VLOX TANK + VLH2 TANK + VH20 TANK + Vbattery
Vtotal ~ .43 m3
6.1.2.3.4.2 3500 W PEM Fuel Cell
Since the molar mixing ratio of LOX/LH2 for the PEM fuel cell is equivalent to
that of the Shuttle fuel cells, the production rate of H2 O per kg LOX consumed for the
PEM fuel cell will be equivalent, as well. Overall system mass and volume can then be
determined.
mreactor = 50 kg
Vreactor = .12 m3

mdotfuel = 1.58 kg/kW*hr @ 3500 W

mLOX TANK = 14.5 kg
VLOX TANK = .07 m3

mLH2 TANK = 22.5 kg
VLH2 TANK = .19 m3

mH20 TANK ~ .5 kg
VH20 TANK ~ .02 m3

mbattery = 46 kg
Vbattery = .02 m3

Total Energy = 15420 W*hr

Assuming LOX: LH2 = 6.2:1 by mass
mdotLOX = (1.58 kg/ kW*hr)*(6.2/7.2) = 1.36 kg/ kW*hr
mdotLH2 = (1.58 kg/ kW*hr)*(1/7.2) = .22 kg/ kW*hr
mLOX = (mdotLOX)*(Total Energy)
mLH2 = (mdotLH2)*(Total Energy)
mLOX = 21.0 kg
mLH2 = 3.4 kg
mtotal = mreactor + mLOX TANK + mLOX + mLH2 TANK + mLH2 + mH20 TANK

mtotal ~ 158 kg
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Vtotal = Vreactor + VLOX TANK + VLH2 TANK + VH20 TANK
Vtotal ~ .43 m3

6.1.2.4 Regenerative Fuel Cells
6.1.2.4.1 Performance Characteristics
The regenerative fuel cell (RFC) analyzed for use in SCOUT is based off the
prototype HELIOS Flying Wing developed by Giner Electromechanical Systems for
NASA.
A regenerative fuel cell consists of two active components: an electrolyzer stack
and a fuel cell. Additionally, a power generator such as a solar array is required to power
the electrolyzer, effectively recharging the RFC. Table 6.4 summarizes electrolyzer stack
and fuel cell characteristics of the RFC used in HELIOS Flying Wing (NASA Buys).
Table 6.4. HELIOS Flying Wing RFC Component Properties Summary
Power Reqd/ Power
O Consumption H2 Consumption
Mass (kg) Volume (m3 ) 2
Generated (W)
Rate (L/hr)
Rate (L/hr)
Electrolyzer Stack
Fuel Cell

15,000
5000

10.5
10.8

< .004
< .005

2000
1400

4000
2800

It is assumed that the O2 and H2 consumption rates for the electrolyzer stack apply for the
15 kW operating condition, and likewise the O2 and H2 consumption rates for the fuel cell
apply for the 5000 W operating condition. Furthermore, it is assumed that the O2 and H2
volume flow rates are specified for densities of O2 and H2 at RTP: ρO2 = 1.292 kg/m3 and
ρH2 = .0813 kg/m3 .
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The HELIOS Flying Wing RFC is flown terrestrially and the mass and volume
effects of space-rating this RFC are unknown. Furthermore, how long it would take to
space-rate a regenerative fuel cell, in particular the technology in use with HELIOS, is
again unknown. Several other significant unknowns include venting/purging
requirements, warm-up time, freezing concerns, and service/ maintenance requirements.

6.1.2.4.2 Performance Analysis
Since the molar mixing ratio of LOX/LH2 for the RFC is nearly equivalent to that of
the Shuttle fuel cells, the production rate of H2 O per kg LOX consumed for the RFC is
assumed to be equivalent, as well. Overall system mass and volume can then be
determined.
mreactor = 10.8 kg
Vreactor = .005 m3

mELECTROLYZER = 10.5 kg
VELECTROLYZER = .004 m3

mLOX TANK = 14.5 kg
VLOX TANK = .07 m3

mLH2 TANK = 22.5 kg
VLH2 TANK = .19 m3

mH20 TANK ~ .5 kg
VH20 TANK ~ .007 m3

mbattery = 46 kg
Vbattery = .02 m3

mdotLOX = mdotO2 = (1400L/hr)*(.001m3 /L)*(1.292kg/m3 )= 1.81 kg/hr @ 5000W
mdotLH2 = mdotH2 = (2800L/hr)*(.001m3 /L)*(.0813kg/m3 )= .23 kg/hr @ 5000W
Total Energy = 15420 W*hr

mLOX = [(mdotLOX)5000 W /5000 W] * (Total Energy) = [(1.81)/5000]* 15420
mLH2 = [(mdotLH2)5000 W /5000 W] * (Total Energy) = [(.23)/5000] * 15420
mLOX = 5.6 kg
mLH2 = .71 kg
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mtotal = mreactor + mELECTROLYZER + mLOX TANK + mLOX + mLH2 TANK + mLH2 +
mH20 TANK + mbattery
mtotal ~ 111 kg
Vtotal = Vreactor + VELECTROLYZER + VLOX TANK + VLH2 TANK + VH20 TANK + Vbattery
Vtotal ~ .30 m3
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6.1.2.5 Conclusions

Figure 6.7. System Configuration vs. System Mass*

Figure 6.8. System Configuration vs. System Volume*
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Li-Ion batteries are the best performing cells under worst-case end-of- life conditions
(see Table 6.3). The presumed cost benefits and flight heritage of Ni- MH and Ni-H2
batteries do not justify the increase in system mass of ~207-239% (at nominal_EOL
conditions relative to Li-Ion). Li-Polymer cells might be reexamined in the future to
determine if anticipated performance characteristics are achieved; however, for now LiIon cells are considered baseline for secondary battery type.
For reasons discussed in Section 6.1.2.1, hybrid fuel cell/ battery systems are not
viable. Moreover, the mass savings for standard fuel cells of ~10-30% (at nominal_EOL
conditions relative to Li-Ion) do not justify the use of fuel cells for a number of reasons.
First, the volume increases by nearly ~367% (at nominal_EOL cond itions relative to LiIon), increasing vehicle size and thereby ultimately reducing the mass savings. Second,
purging/venting is required approximately every 12 hours. Venting is restricted by
requirement P2, so special measures would be required during docking/berthing to
cleanse fuel cells. Third, inter- flight servicing is required. The extent of this servicing is
unknown, but it could likely violate requirement I10, which states that all
checkout/refurbishment must be completed in 1 hour. Moreover, the fuel cell might need
to be located in the pressure vessel to permit human access, thereby detrimentally
affecting vehicle design. Fourth, a 25-minute warm-up time is required before the system
is fully operational. This is particularly critical for contingency operations being
considered, wherein a second SCOUT would rescue another. Fifth, OASIS
infrastructure, while supporting LOX/LH2 refueling, may not be capable of refueling the
very small tanks on-board SCOUT. Sixth, water storage tanks would ha ve to be emptied
after each mission, requiring additional hardware to be located inside the pressure vessel.
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Finally, and perhaps most critical, design complexity increases substantially for standard
fuel cells due to the use of cryogenics, cryogenic refueling, extensive piping, and the
heating/cooling infrastructure and protocol. Subsequently, standard fuel cells are deemed
not viable for use on-board SCOUT.
Currently, the viability of regenerative fuel cells is undetermined. Purging/venting
requirements, inter- flight servicing, and warm-up time are all currently unknown. These
issues have potentially the same impact as for standard fuel cells, discussed above.
Moreover, a large amount of power, approximately 15 kW, is required to electrolyze the
water to restore H2 and O2 fuels. The duration of this process, and subsequently the total
energy impact, is currently unknown. However, it is certain that design complexity
would increase substantially. While there are many potential disadvantages to
acknowledge, there are many advantages of the RFC, particularly with respect to standard
fuel cells. First, RFCs have very high energy densities, in particular for applications
requiring a total energy greater than 5000 W*hr, as illustrated in Figure 6.9. For total
energies of approximately 15420 W*hr, as is required by SCOUT, RFCs save potentially
50% in mass with only 233% increase in volume (at nominal_EOL conditions relative to
Li-Ion). Moreover, the closed- loop system of regenerative fuel cells eliminates cryogenic
refueling issues. It is assumed that LOX and LH2 can be replaced at the time of RFC
servicing, which should not be frequent (at least for a system that would be considered
viable). Subsequently, special LOX and LH2 refueling procedures should not prove too
detrimental to system design. Finally, while there is a substantial increase in design
complexity, this increase is not as intensive as for standard fuel cells because refueling
infrastructure is not necessary.
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Figure 6.9. Energy Density vs. Total Energy Required*

6.1.2.6 Design Recommendations
Li-Ion batteries should be used for nominal mission power storage. These
batteries have relatively good mass performance (although currently ~14% over mass
budget) and excellent volume performance. Also, 2- fault tolerance is easily achieved.
Li-Polymer batteries and regenerative fuel cells should be reevaluated against baseline
Li-Ion system as new information and research materializes.

6.1.3 Extended Mission Power System Trade Study
As briefly discussed in Section 6.1.1, the means for providing extended mission
capabilities for SCOUT is through the use of the XMP. The decision was made to outfit
SCOUT with on-board power systems capable of only meeting nominal sortie
requirements. For extended missions, SCOUT will simply operate as if it were returning
to the docking module to recharge, but in this case it will return to the XMP to recharge.
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Subsequently, no further discussion of SCOUT extended mission power systems is given
here. For detailed discussions of the XMP in general and the XMP power system, see

sections XX and 6.1.3, respectively.
6.1.4 Baseline SCOUT Power System
6.1.4.1 Performance Characteristics
A power system consisting of three independent Li-Ion batteries is currently
baselined for use on-board SCOUT. Table 6.5 shows the nominal sortie power
requirements for SCOUT and Table 6.6 shows the performance characteristics for the LiIon batteries for the nominal reference mission scenario, as well as single and doublefault operation modes.
Table 6.5 Nominal Sortie Power System Requirements

System Characteristics:
Nominal Sortie
Peak Power Required
2900 W
Nominal Discharge Rate Required (@ 100 V DC)
9A
Maximum Discharge Rate Required (@ 100 V DC)
29 A
11 hours
Maximum Charge Time Allowed
Table 6.6 Nominal Sortie Li-Ion Power System Performance*

System Characteristics:
Li-Ion Peak Power Available (fully charged condition)
Li-Ion Nominal Discharge Rate** (@100 V DC)
Li-Ion Maximum Discharge Rate (@ 100 V DC)
Li-Ion Nominal Charge Time
Li-Ion Nominal Operating Temperature (+/- 10 K)
System Reserve Endurance*** (9 A @ 100 V DC)

No Fail
19.5 kW
15 A
195 A
8.3 hrs
293 K
6.5 hrs

1 Fail
13.0 kW
10 A
130 A
--4.3 hrs

2 Fail
6.5 kW
5A
65 A
--2.2 hrs

* Assumes that all 3 batteries are equally depleted (that is equivalent parallel power
drawn throughout day)
** "Nominal" discharge rate refers to the preferred discharge rate (C/13). Loading at this
amperage will not significantly degrade battery performance, and will allow the
battery to last the nominal mission duration.
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*** Applies for worst-case failure at end of nominal 11- hour sortie.

6.1.4.1.1 Size/ Mass/ Location
Table 6.7 Single Li-Ion Battery Mass and Volume Breakdown
For Single
Mass (kg)
Volume (m3 )
Li-Ion Battery
Cells
66
.026
Packaging
10
.004
Total
76
.030

Volume ~ .030 m3

.15 m

.86 m
.24 m
Figure 6.10. Single Li-Ion Battery Sketch (includes packaging)
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Hinged
back panel

EVA hand rails

PDUs

Li-Ion Batteries
Total Li-Ion System Mass = 228 kg
Total Li-Ion System Volume = .09 m3
Figure 6.11. SCOUT schematic

6.1.4.1.2 Energy Storage Capacity
Each Li-Ion battery stores an end-of-life worst-case total energy of 6490 W*hr.
The total EOL worst-case total energy of the entire Li-Ion battery system is 19,470 W*hr.
6.1.4.1.3 Recharge Specifications and Impacts on Gateway/ Docking Module
Recharge specifications will have to be developed for the particular Li-Ion cell
type ultimately chosen for use on-board SCOUT. Variation between cell configurations
and vendors requires that these specifications be developed as testing and validation of
the batteries is performed. Li-Ion batteries are particularly sensitive to overcharging, and
can possibly result in explosion under non-optimal conditions. Subsequently, significant
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steps must be taken in the future to accurately characterize charging traits of the
particular Li-Ion cell chosen and mitigate potentially hazardous overcharging effects
through careful control of the charging sequence. Such testing and characterization is left
as future work.
It is necessary to understand all potential impacts of a spacecraft in order to
accurately and completely characterize its performance and cost. Subsequently, the
following energy requirements were determined for SCOUT, shown below in Table 6.8:
Table 6.8 Summary of Recharge Power and Energy Requirements for SCOUT

Recharge Power/ Energy Requirements
Sortie (assumes 10 hr for recharge)
1 year_Aggressive (60 sorties)
5 year_Aggressive (300 sorties)

Power (kW)
1.36
---

Energy (kW*hr)
13.6
817
4086

1.36 kW administered over 10 hours is required to completely recharge SCOUT after a
nominal sortie. This power requirement will actually be slightly higher due to some
power losses during recharging, particularly if the system is rapidly charged. Moreover,
this power requirement of 1.36 kW applies only for one SCOUT for one sortie.
Subsequently, if two SCOUTs were to perform sorties in a given day, and were required
to be refurbished overnight, the recharging power system would require 2.7 kW to
recharge both of them.
6.1.4.1.4 Special Considerations
The current Li-Ion battery design is based on ~1 A*hr capacity cells.
Characteristics for larger cells should be similar, although scaling issues have been a
concern. Conventionally, large Li-Ion cells have been difficult to manufacture.
However, several large energy cells are currently in development. For instance, Yardney
is developing a Li-Ion for the EMU, with cells on the order of ~45 A*hr. Furthermore,
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these cells can be made to nearly any dimension (NASA Tech Brief MSC-23285).
Nominally, the performance appears similar to the Ultralife Li-Ion cells upon which the
analysis for SCOUT is based, but data on the loss mechanisms associated with the
Yardney cells are limited.
6.1.4.2 Contingency Operations/ Reliability Analysis
Specific reliability requirements for SCOUT’s on-board power system are still
TBD. Generally, the power system on-board SCOUT is two- fault tolerant per
requirement I11.1. See Table 6.6 for demonstration of how the Li-Ion battery system
meets safety-critical performance requirements in one and two- fault operation modes.
6.1.4.3 System Integration Issues
6.1.4.3.1 Power Distribution
See Section XX (of avionics/ Greg Stamp’s stuff) for a discussion of
power distribution.
6.1.4.3.2 Hardware Interface
6.1.4.3.2.1 Docking Ring Recharge/ Resupply
The IBDM is still a conceptual design. Little relevant data exists on specific
hardware components. Subsequently, actual hardware interface between the PDUs,
batteries, and the docking ring is left as future work.
6.1.4.3.2.2 Battery Change Out/ Accessibility
The batteries are accessible from the outside of SCOUT via a hinged access panel
located on the back of SCOUT. See Figure 6.11 for a schematic of this configuration.
Change-out/ service of the batteries will be performed via EVAs. Two back-up batteries
(one per SCOUT) will be stored on-board the Docking Module in case of a power system
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failure on-board SCOUT. Scheduled change-out of batteries on-board SCOUT will occur
once a year. At this time, back-up batteries will also be replaced due to the same limiting
shelf life of one year. Subsequently, 8 batteries are nominally replaced per year.

6.2Docking Module Power System (MCB)
Gateway documentation specifies that its power system can produce 12 kW
continuous and 14 kW peak, with an energy buffer system that supports a 13-hr
maximum eclipse every 6 months. However, the portion of this power that will be
available for SCOUT systems is unknown. Subsequently, a cursory analysis was
performed to determine the feasibility of the docking module providing enough power to
be completely independent of Gateway power. SCOUT refurbishment requirements are
as specified in Table 6.9 below:
Table 6.9 SCOUT Refurbishment Requirements

Nominal Sortie Battery Recharge (2x)
Metox Regeneration
Liquid Nitrogen Cryogenic Storage
Total

Power (W)
2724
1000
TBD
~5000

# Hours
10
10
continuous
continuous

For large, continuous power needs on-board stationary spacecraft, solar arrays are the
power system of choice. At Earth-Moon L1, the docking module should be illuminated
for the greater part of each month. Subsequently, solar arrays have been chosen as the
power generator for the Docking Module and SCOUT systems. Gateway ut ilizes Triple
Junction Crystalline Solar Arrays, and subsequently are baselined for use on-board the
Docking Module. Triple Junction Crystalline Solar Arrays have an estimated power
density of 250 W/ kg and an efficiency of nearly 40% (GATEWAY DOC). Assuming a
constant solar influx of I s = 1394 W/m2 and a power required Preq = 5000 W:
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Areq = Preq/Is*η = (5000 W)/(1394 W/m2)*(.40) ~ 9 m2
marray = Preq/ρpower = 5000W/ (250 W/kg) ~ 20 kg
Subsequently, it seems quite reasonable that the Docking Module could support power
requirements for all SCOUT systems, as the solar arrays do not appear to be
detrimentally large or massive. Figure 6.12 shows the Docking Module configuration
with solar arrays. Further development of the
Docking Module and its power system is left as
Triple
Junction
Crystalline
Solar Arrays

future work.

6.3

Total Power Output = 5000 W
Surface Area/ Panel = 4.5 m2 (1 x 4.5 m)
XMP
Power
Mass/
Panel
= 10 kgSystem (MCB)

6.3.1 Introduction

Figure 6.12. Docking Module

schematic

The XMP is flexible to a range of missions. The pallet will be tailored to specific
mission requirements, thereby increasing nominal sortie SCOUT performance, as well as
extended mission performance. A variety of power systems are possible for use in the
XMP, including but not limited to secondary batteries, solar arrays, and fuel cells.
The extended reference mission is lunar operations support. This mission consists
of a 23- hour travel period from L1 to lunar orbit, two 9-hour sorties separated by a 6-hour
recharge/resupply period, and a 23-hour travel period back from lunar orbit to L1.

6.3.2 Power Requirements/ Assumptions
Because extended missions are unique operations and will vary as demands
evolve, requirements for those missions and XMP power systems will vary, as well.
Subsequently, all further discussion of XMP power requirements refers to the Lunar
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Operations Pallet, which is designed for lunar operations support as described in Section
6.3.1.
The power load requirements for SCOUT for extended missions are detailed in
Section 6.1.1. Each 9-hour work session requires approximately 11,820 W*hr of total
energy. SCOUT has a design storage capacity of 19,470 W*hr. Subsequently, SCOUT
cannot support two work sessions without recharging its batteries. However, SCOUT
does not require that the batteries be completely recharged; the power system simply
needs to store enough power for nominal operations plus the 2- hour reserve.
Subsequently, if SCOUT were recharged with ~9500 W*hr after the first 9-hour work
session, the power system would store enough energy to meet these requirements,
mitigate the power requirements of the XMP, and limit the recharging time required.
Subsequently, the XMP will be designed to supply 9500 W*hr to SCOUT during the 5hour break between work sessions.
As mentioned above, requirement X1.1.1.3 states that the XMP shall be designed
to recharge SCOUT in less than 5 hours. Furthermore, this recharge and resupply shall
be administered via a single-interface at the docking port per requirement I9.
The frequency of extended missions to lunar orbit is currently undetermined.
Here it is assumed that the frequency of this extended mission is negligible and therefore
the XMP power system has only to be designed to a single cycle life. Moreover, the
power storage system on-board the XMP is not safety-critical. Hence, it does not need to
be two- fault tolerant. If SCOUT were to dock back with the XMP between work sessions
and the XMP power system were to fail, SCOUT would simply remain docked with the
XMP and transfer back to the tow-vehicle, effectively ending the mission.
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6.3.3 Baseline XMP Power System
As discussed in Section 6.3.2, the XMP is required to deliver to SCOUT
approximately 9500 W*hr in less than 5 hours. Nominally, SCOUT recharges 13,620
W*hr in 10 hours. Subsequently, rapid recharge will be required by SCOUT in order to
recharge during the 5- hour period between work sessions for the extended mission. In
order to provide a rapid discharge, the XMP power storage system should be somewhat
oversized due to notable power losses associated with this process.
It was determined by the trade studies performed for SCOUT power systems that
for total energy requirements on the order of 20,000 W*hr or less, Li-Ion batteries were
the optimal choice for power storage. Hence, Li-Ion batteries are chosen again for use
on-board the XMP. Moreover, by using the same batteries that are used on-board
SCOUT, a certain amount of modularity can be maintained between systems.
Subsequently, two Li-Ion batteries, the same as on-board SCOUT, will be used on-board
the XMP. See Section 6.1.4.1 for further details on the Li-Ion batteries’ size, mass, and
performance properties. Each Li-Ion battery contains and end-of- life worst-case total
energy of approximately 6500 W*hr, giving the XMP a total storage capacity of
approximately 13,000 W*hr. This total energy should be sufficient to provide SCOUT
with the necessary 9500 W*hr. The XMP power system is summarized below in Table
6.10.
Table 6.10 XMP Power System Summary

Mass
Volume
Total Energy

152 kg
.06 m3
13000 W*hr
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6.4 PROPULSION SYSTEM (CA)
6.4.1 OVERVIEW
6.4.1.1 Requirements Overview
Space Construction and Orbital Utility Transport’s (SCOUT) design has been
mostly driven by the Level 1 requirements P1, M9, and S1, which in summary
respectively state that; SCOUT shall have a low contamination (inert gas) propulsion
system for operations in contamination critical regions, it shall provide attitude control
for itself and the workstation that it is attached to at all times, the safety factor of the
pressure vessels shall be four and the safety factor of the pressure lines shall be four.
There were also secondary requirements that proved critical in SCOUT’s design. Some of
these requirements are;


The system shall be capable of slew rates of no more than 30 deg/sec



Total mass of the system shall not exceed 500 kg



The system shall be capable of translating to the worksite in less than half an
hour.

6.4.1.2 Systems Overview
SCOUT will be equipped with two separate propulsion systems. There will be
hydrazine system, which will mainly be reserved for going to and from the worksite,
translations around the worksite and for attitude control around the non-critical
components of the attached spacecraft. Hydrazine system will employ elastomeric
diaphragms with nitrogen pressurant. The other propulsion system will be an inert gas
nitrogen system, which will be reserved for docking and undocking, and attitude control
of SCOUT and the attached spacecraft when working on contamination critical
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components. Each system will be capable of accommodating for 50% of the total ∆V
necessary for a one-day mission.
∆V required for the entire mission has been estimated to be about 71 m/sec.
About 1 m/sec of that was calculated to accommodate for the translation to and from the
worksite; 20 m/sec of it was estimated to accommodate for the translations around the
worksite, and the rest was estimated to be used for the rotational maneuvers and attitude
control maneuvers.

6.4.2 PROPELLANT AND PRESSURANT MASS ESTIMATION
RELATIONS (MER)
6.4.2.1 Hydrazine Propellant MER
Using basic mass estimation relations the mass and the volume of the hydrazine
propellant has been calculated to be 23 kg and 0.03 m3 respectively. The defining values
for the propellant mass and volume are listed in Table 6.11.
Table 6.11. Defining Values for Hydrazine

36
237
20
2.2

Total ∆V for the System
Specific Impulse, Isp vac. (sec)
Stored Temperature (oC)
Stored Pressure (Mpa)

Using the values listed above, the necessary calculations have been conducted as
explained with the following relations.


Mass ratio, r, is calculated from:

r=e
r=e


−

−

∆V
g o Isp
( 36 )
( 9.80665 )( 237 )

go = 9.80665 m/sec2

where
Î

r = 0.98

Propellant mass, Mp, is calculated using the mass ratio:

Mp = Mo(1 − r )

where

2

Mo = Vehicle Mass (kg)

Mp = Mo(1 − 0.98) Î


Mp = 23 kg

Accommodation for off-nominal conditions, trapped propellant, loading
uncertainty, and reserves is considered to be 30 % of the necessary propellant
mass. The breakdown of the propellant compensation is provided in Table 6.12
below, along with the total propellant mass.
Table 6.12. Propellant Inventory for Hydrazine

Compensation
Total Propellant Needed
Off-Nominal Allowance
Reserves
Trapped Propellant
Loading Uncertainty
TOTAL

Percentage (%)
1.5
3
0.5
25
30

Mass (kg)
23
0.35
0.69
0.12
5.75
30

Total propellant mass, Mptotal = 30 kg


The density of Hydrazine, which is a function of temperature, is used in
determining the volume of the propellant necessary.

ρ Hydrazne = (1025.817) - (0.8742)(T) - (0.0005)(T^2))
ρ Hydrazne = (1025.817) - (0.8742)(20) - (0.0005)(20^2))
ρ Hydrazne = 1008.13kg / m 3


Volume of the propellant necessary for one day is calculated using the tota
propellant mass and density:

V=

Mptotal

ρ Hydrazine

Î

V =

30
1008.13

Î

V = 0.03 m

6.4.2.2 Nitrogen Pressurant MER
Hydrazine will employ a nitrogen pressurant system with elastomeric diaphragms.
The volume and the mass of the pressurant have been calculated to be 0.012 m3 and 3.41
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kg respectively. The following sequence of calculations explains further how these values
have been found.


The volume necessary for the Nitrogen pressurant is calculated using adiabatic
expansion of gases:

Pgo, Vg

Pgf, Vg

PL, VL

P L, V L

Figure 6.13: (Adiabatic Expansion of Pressurizing Gas, Akin, David)

PgoV gγ = Pgf V gγ + PLV Lγ

solving for Vg we get

 PLVLγ 
Vg = 

 ( Pgo − Pgf ) 

γ

where
Pgo = Initial gas pressure = 27 Mpa
Pgf = Final gas pressure = 2.7 Mpa
PL = Operating pressure of propellant tank = 2.2 Mpa
VL = Volume of propellant tank = 0.03
γ = Specific heat constant of Nitrogen = 1.4
which yields to


Î

Vg = 0.012 m3

Density of Nitrogen is calculated from the ideal gas law with the ideal gas
correction value of 1.13 since Nitrogen is not an ideal gas.

Pgo = (1.13) ρ Nitrogen

R
T
w

ρ Nitrogen =

( Pgo w)
(1.13)( RT )

where
R = universal gas constant = 8314.30 (J/(kg-mole-K))
4

w = molecular weight of nitrogen = 28 (kg/k-mole)
T = 293.15 K
which yields to
Î
ρNitrogen = 281 kg/m3


Mass of pressurant gas is calculated using the volume and the density of nitrogen
from above:

M Nitrogen = ρ nitrogenV g
which yields to

Î
Î

MNitrogen = (281)(0.012)

MNitrogen = 3.4 kg

6.4.2.3 Nitrogen Propellant MER
A similar analysis has been conducted for the mass and volume of Nitrogen
propellant necessary for one day. These analyses concluded that the volume and mass
necessary for one day for the nitrogen system is 0.32 m3 and 69 kg respectively. The
defining values for the propellant mass and volume are listed in Table 6.13.
Table 6.13. Defining Values for Nitrogen

36
76
20
27

Total ∆V for the System
Specific Impulse, Isp vac. (sec)
Stored Temperature (oC)
Stored Pressure (Mpa)

Using the values listed above, following calculations, as the hydrazine MER
calculations, have been conducted.


Mass ratio, r, is calculated from:

r=e
r=e


−

−

∆V
g o Isp
( 36 )
( 9.80665 )( 76 )

go = 9.80665 m/sec2

where
Î

r = 0.95

Propellant mass, Mp, is calculated using the mass ratio:

Mp = Mo(1 − r )
Mp = Mo(1 − 0.95) Î

where
Mo = Vehicle Mass (kg)
Mp = 69 kg

5



The propellant compensation increases the mass to about 91 kg. The breakdown
of the propellant compensation is provided in Table 6.14 below, along with the
total propellant mass.
Table 6.14. Propellant Inventory for Nitrogen

Compensation
Total Propellant Needed
Off-Nominal Allowance
Reserves
Trapped Propellant
Loading Uncertainty
TOTAL

Percentage (%)
1.5
3
0.5
25
30

Mass (kg)
69
1.4
2.07
0.35
17.3
91

Total propellant mass, Mptotal = 91 kg


Density of nitrogen propellant is the same as the nitrogen pressurant
which is



Î

ρNitrogen = 281 kg/m3

The volume of the nitrogen propellant is then calculated

V=

M Nitrogen

ρ nitrogen

V =0.32 m3

Î

6.4.3 TANKAGE, PRESSURE
ATTACHMENT MER

LINES

AND

STRUCTURAL

6.4.3.1 Material Properties
For all tanks, pressure lines and supports, Titanium 6Al-4V, MIL-T-9046 Comp.
AB1, which is solution treated and aged will be used. Titanium is corrosion resistant,
which is ideal for storing hydrazine, which is a corrosive liquid. It also has great strength
to weight ratio, which helps with satisfying the mass budged requirement. This specific
type of titanium has an ultimate strength of about 1.1GPa, and a density of about 4430
kg/m3.
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6.4.3.2 Tankage MER
Tank calculations have basically been driven by the volume they need to contain,
maximum operating pressure, and the space availability on SCOUT. To be able to fit the
tanks into SCOUT without protruding from it, a range of radii for each tank has been
established for the calculations. Also because of the limited space and to keep symmetry
about the x-axis (x pointing out to the front of the vehicle,) it has been decided that each
medium should have two tanks to accommodate for the need The required properties for
each medium are listed in Table 6.15 below.
Table 6.15. Driving Requirements for Tanks

Hydrazine
Propellant
2.2
0.10
0.03

Maximum Operating Pressure (MPa)
Allowable Inner Radius (m)
Total Volume of the Medium (m3)

Nitrogen
Nitrogen
Pressurant Propellant
27
27
0.09
0.17
0.012
0.32

The following method has been used in the analysis of the tanks.


Given the properties of the material used (Titanium 6AL-4V,) the allowable
stress, σa, has been calculated using a safety factor, SF, of 3 as required.

σa =


σy

σa = 367 MPa

Î

FS

The thickness is calculated using the σa
Pr
t=

σa



The outer diameter, ro, is found by the
addition of thickness to the inner diameter
ro = t + r

L

r
P

P = Operating Pressure
t = Thickness
L = Length of the barrel
r = Inner radius of the tank
7



The length of the barrel, L, is calculated using the volume necessary, which is half
of the indicated amount above, since there will be two tanks per medium.
4

V −  πr 3 
3

L=
2
πr



Using the density of the material along with the length, inner and outer radii of the
tank the mass of the tank is then calculated
M T = πLρ ( R 2 − r 2 )

6.4.3.2.1 Hydrazine Tankage MER

Following the sequence of calculations above, the wall thickness and the mass of
the hydrazine propellant tank has been found to be 0.0019 m and 1.76 kg respectively.
Table 6.16 below outlines the results of the calculations performed.

Table 6.16. Hydrazine Tank Properties

Lt
t
Figure 6.14. Hydrazine Propellant Tank1

Thickness of the Tank (m)
Length of the Tank (m)
Mass of the Tank (kg/tank)

Hydrazine
Propellant
0.0019
0.54
1.76

6.4.3.2.1.1 Diaphragms

Each hydrazine tank will take advantage of elastomeric diaphragms with a
thickness of about 2mm. Mass of each diaphragm is calculated to be about 0.23 kg with
the following relation.

1

Figure 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16, are for illustrative purposes only and are not to scale with respect to each
other. The colors designated to them are to distinguish them from one another inside the vehicle.
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Using the thickness and the inner radius of the tank the volume of the diaphragm,
Vd, is calculated.

[

4
Vd = π ri3 − (ri − 0.002) 3
3


]

The mass of the diaphragm, Md, is calculated to be

M d = ρ ⋅ Vd
Md = 0.234 kg
6.4.3.2.2 Nitrogen Pressurant Tankage MER

Using the same method, the nitrogen pressurant tank mass and wall thickness has
been found to be 1.7 kg and 0.0071 m respectively. Table 6.17 below summarizes the
findings from these computations.
Table 6.17. Nitrogen Pressurant Tank Properties

Lt
t
Figure 6.15. Nitrogen Propellant Tank1

Thickness of the Tank (m)
Length of the Tank (m)
Mass of the Tank (kg/tank)

Hydrazine
Propellant
0.0071
0.29
1.74

6.4.3.2.3 Nitrogen Propellant Tankage MER

With the given parameters and the outlined procedures the mass and thickness of
the nitrogen propellant tank has been found to be 98 kg, and 0.013 m respectively. These
properties along with the length of the tank are listed below in Table 6.18.
1

Refer to the preceding page.
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Table 6.18. Nitrogen Propellant Tank Properties

L

Thickness of the Tank (m)
Length of the Tank (m)
Mass of the Tank (kg/tank)

t

Hydrazine
Propellant
0.013
1.96
98

Figure 6.16. Nitrogen Propellant Tank1

6.4.3.3 Pressure Line MER

A similar analysis as the tankage MER has been conducted on all pressure lines
with a safety factor of 4. There will be two different pressure lines; high-pressure lines
and low-pressure lines. The high-pressure lines are only necessary for the nitrogen
piping. These lines will include all the pipes going from the tank to the pressure
regulators, and are estimated to be about 5 m. Low-pressure lines for hydrazine are
estimated to have a total length of 20 m and the ones for nitrogen are estimated to have a
length of 15 m. Table 6.19 below further outlines the results of the calculations.
Table 6.19. Pressure Line MER

Nitrogen
Propellant
2.2
0.005
15
5

Maximum Operating Pressure (Mpa)
Inner Radius of the Lines (m)
Length of the Lines (m)
Mass of the Lines (kg)

10

Hydrazine Nitrogen
Propellant Pressurant
2.2
27
0.005
0.005
20
5
7
2

6.4.3.4 Structural Attachments

It has been decided that pads, rods/hooks, or a combination of the two will be
used to attach the tanks onto SCOUT. The masses of the attachments have been estimated
to be about 2% of the weight they are to support. Table 6.20 below outlines the masses of
the structural support that is necessary to secure the tanks.

Rods

Pads

Table 6.20. Structural Support Masses

Hydrazine Propellant Tank
Nitrogen Propellant Tank
Nitrogen Pressurant Tank

Mass (kg)
0.10
3.78
0.63

Figure 6.17. Tank Structural Attachments

6.4.4 THRUSTERS
The number of thrusters has been determined mainly by the available space on the
surface of the vehicle. There were several surfaces where thruster placement was to be
avoided. The front three surfaces of SCOUT, along with the large portion of the top
surface could not be used for thruster placement. Thrusters on the front surfaces would
interfere with too many crucial mechanisms, and the top surface was taken up mostly by
the International Berthing and Docking Mechanism (IBDM). The same was also true for
the back surface where it was dominated by the radiator. Because of these constraints, the
side surfaces and portions of the top and bottom surfaces were the only choices for
thruster placement. To be able to get pure translation and pure rotation, which means that
at least two thrusters will be firing, it was established that there would be sixteen thrusters
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for both of the systems. There will be four quads for nitrogen system, four triads and four
singles for the hydrazine system.
Since hydrazine system is going to be used for maneuvers that require greater
forces, and at the same time will be used for attitude control of SCOUT, a force of 6 N
has been determined through analysis to be adequate for both tasks. The nitrogen
thrusters on the other hand were selected to provide 1 N of force since they will mainly
be used for attitude control. The specifications along with the masses for the thrusters for
each system are listed in Table 6.21 below.
Table 6.21. Thruster Characteristics

Hydrazine
16
6
0.3
0.25
4

Number of Thrusters
Force of the Thrusters (N)
Minimum Impulse Bit (Ns)
Mass of Each Thruster (kg)
TOTAL Mass (kg)

Nitrogen
16
1
0.1
0.25
4

6.4.5 THRUSTER AND TANK PLACEMENT
The thrusters will be placed on the top and bottom of the left and right surfaces.
Locations of the thrusters are listed on Table 6.22 with respect to cg, which is
approximately at the center of the vehicle from all directions. The values listed below
represent the placement of the thrusters in the positive XYZ frame. The magnitude of the
distances for all others frames are the same as below.

Z

Table 6.22. Thrusters Placement

Hydrazine Triad Thrusters
Hydrazine Single Thrusters
Nitrogen Quad Thrusters

X (m)
0.95
0.95
0.95

Y (m)
0.80
0.75
0.80
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Z (m)
0.90
0.95
0.95

Y

X

Nitrogen Pressurant

Hydrazine Propellant
Nitrogen Propellant
Figure 6.18. Tank and Thruster Placement

The tanks will be placed on the right and left side of SCOUT towards the back. There
will be one of each tank on each side. The tank and thruster placement is illustrated in
Figure 6.18 below. The Nitrogen tanks and thrusters are designated with the color green
and the hydrazine ones are designated with yellow.

6.4.6 THRUSTER COMBINATIONS FOR MANEUVERS
Both of the systems will be able to provide pure translation and pure rotation on
all directions as mentioned before. This will be done with the use of sixteen thrusters per
system. The combination of thrusters listed below illustrates the thrusters necessary to
execute the intended maneuver. All of the rotational maneuvers can be achieved with a
set of four thrusters. The roll movements can be executed with two separate sets of two
thrusters. The translational maneuvers will mostly be executed by one thruster set.
Tables 6.23 and 6.24 along with Figure 6.19 illustrate the combination of thrusters
necessary for mobility of the vehicle.
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Table 6.23. Rotational Maneuvers

+
+
+

Table 6.24. Translational Maneuvers

(1 + 5) + (11 + 15)
(3 + 7) + (9 + 13)
(6 + 10) +/or (4 + 16)
(2 + 14) +/or (8 + 12)
(5 + 13) + (3 + 11)
(1 + 9) + (7 + 15)

Pitch
Pitch
Roll
Roll
Yaw
Yaw

+
+
+

6

2

1

3

2

Y

Y

14

10
12

8

7

5

6

Z

Z

X

(3 + 7) + (11 +15)
(1 + 5) + (9 + 13)
(6 + 14)
(2 + 10)
(12 + 16)
(4 + 8)

4

8

4

X-Translation
X-Translation
Y-Translation
Y-Translation
Z-Translation
Z-Translation

16

9

Z

X

10

X

X

11

15

12

Y

14

13
16

Figure 6.19. Thruster Combination for Maneuvers

6.4.7 VALVES, REGULATORS, HEATERS AND FILTERS
6.4.7.1 Valves

There will be ten flow control valves for each system, which adds up to a total of
twenty valves total. These valves will be used mainly restricting flow between different
branches leading to the thrusters. After careful market research, mass of one valve is
estimated to be about 0.4 kg on the average, which will add up to about 8.0 kg for twenty
valves.
There will also be eight isolation valves for each system adding up to a total of
sixteen valves. These valves will be used in case of a thruster or thrust chamber failure to
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restrict the flow into the thruster in question. After a through comparison of existing
models, mass of each isolation valve is estimated to be about 2.4 kg which adds up to
about 38 kg for sixteen valves.
6.4.7.2 Pressure Regulators

Pressure regulators are necessary for the purposes of lowering the high pressure
leading from the nitrogen tank into the pressure lines and the thrusters. There will be four
pressure regulator that are capable of lowering the pressure down to about 0.1 – 3.5 Mpa.
The models that have been researched were capable of maximum inlet pressures of 35
Mpa and were able to lower the pressure to necessary ranges. Mass of an average
pressure regulator is estimated to be about 2.4 kg, which yield a total mass of about 9.6
kg for four thrusters.
6.4.7.3 Heaters, Filters and Relief Valves

To prevent hydrazine from freezing in the pressure lines and in the thrust chamber
line heaters and thrust chamber heaters will be employed in SCOUT. There will also be
catalyst bed heaters to increase performance of the thrusters at the same time.
The pressure lines will be equipped with about 12 filters to prevent the flow of
any material into the pressure regulators, the pressure lines, and into the thrusters, which
might have mixed into the propellant.
There will also be relief valves to vent access gas that might be in the nitrogen
pressure lines. The relief valves along with the filters, the heaters and other small
components are estimated to be about 20 kg in mass.
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All of the components mentioned above are existing systems and are readily
available. With increasing research in materials these components can be improved upon
within the upcoming years.

6.4.8 TRANSLATION TO THE WORKSITE
As mentioned earlier SCOUT is designed to translate to the worksite, which is
about 1000 m, in about thirty minutes. SCOUT is also required to do this translation in 20
minutes with a maximum payload of another SCOUT for rescue purposes in case of an
emergency. SCOUT's propulsion systems have the capabilities necessary to perform
these tasks.
6.4.8.1 Nominal Mission

During a nominal mission SCOUT can reach the worksite with a ∆V of 0.56
m/sec in thirty minutes. Assuming there is a direct line of sight to the worksite, after
undocking procedures, SCOUT will have an initial burn of about 35 seconds with the
hydrazine system and about 208 seconds with the nitrogen system to achieve a ∆V of
0.56 m/sec. These burns correspond to distances of about 10 m and 58 m respectively.
The final burn will be executed at about 1760 seconds with the hydrazine system and
1600 seconds with the nitrogen system at about 990 m and 950 m respectively. Table
6.25 and Figures 6.20 and 6.21 further outline and illustrate the burn sequence necessary
for this maneuver.

Hydrazine

Table 6.25. Burn Sequence for a Nominal Mission

Initial Burn
Cut-off
Final Burn
Cut-off

Time (sec)
0
35
1765
1800

Distance (m)
0
9.7
990
1000

16

Velocity (m/sec)
0
0.56
0.56
0

Nitrogen

Initial Burn
Cut-off
Final Burn
Cut-off

0
208
1592
1800

0
58
947
1000

0
0.56
0.56
0

Figure 6.20. Velocity vs. Time Curve for a Nominal Mission
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Figure 6.21. Velocity vs. Distance Curve for a Nominal Mission

6.4.8.2 Rescue Mission

The rescue missions will be accomplished with the aid of the hydrazine system.
During a rescue mission SCOUT can reach the worksite with a ∆V of 0.83 m/sec in
twenty minutes. Again assuming there is a direct line of sight to the worksite, after
undocking procedures, SCOUT will have an initial burn of about 104 seconds with the
hydrazine system to achieve a ∆V of 0.83 m/sec. This burn corresponds to a distance of
about 43 m. The final burn will be executed at about 1095 seconds at about 957 m. Table
6.26 and Figures 6.22 and 6.23 further outline and illustrate the burn sequence necessary
for this maneuver.
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Hydrazine

Table 6.26. Burn Sequence for a Nominal Mission

Initial Burn
Cut-off
Final Burn
Cut-off

Time (sec)
0
104
1095
1200

Distance (m)
0
43
957
1000

Velocity (m/sec)
0
0.83
0.83
0

Figure 6.22. Velocity vs. Time Curve for a Rescue Mission
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Figure 6.23. Velocity vs. Distance Curve for a Rescue Mission

6.4.9 CONTROL OF SCOUT AND THE WORKSITE
There are three major things to consider in looking at the control of a space
vehicle. These are the attitude control, which is defined by limit cycles, action of vehicle
against external torques and maximum slew rates. All of these parameters define how
mobile the vehicle is and if the system will be able top accommodate for basic necessities
of space operation. The following calculations outline the steps taken in calculating the
parameters necessary to determine whether the propulsion system can provide control for
itself and the worksite as required.
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6.4.9.1 Limit Cycles

In a limit cycle the vehicle is kept within a certain limit in angular rotation, which
is called the dead band with. If the vehicle reaches that limit a thruster set is fired to avoid
going out of the dead band with. This is done periodically to keep the vehicle stabilized.
Figure 6.24 below represents a limit cycle motion, where θL is the angular limit. The
following outlines the calculations necessary for a limit cycle.
+θL

θL

t

-θL

Figure 6.24. Limit Cycle Motion

•

To be able to calculate the time it takes to complete each cycle some key
parameters have to be known. These parameters are:
Iv = Moment of inertia of the vehicle
F = Force of the thrusters
Pw = Minimum impulse width
Imin = Minimum impulse bit
L = Moment arm from the center of gravity to the thrusters
n = Number of thrusters fired during the cycle

•

Using these values coast time, tc, is calculated.
8 Ivϑ L
tc =
+ 2 Pw
nLI min

•

The propellant consumption per cycle corresponding to this cycle is;
Wp =

2nFPw
Isp
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6.4.9.2 Slew Rates

The slew rates are calculated in a similar fashion. Slew rate is the rate of rotation
of the craft. This analysis is done to know the ability of the spacecraft to turn around 180o
in minimum amount of time. The steps of this procedure are outlined below.
•

To achieve a minimum maneuver time to rotate 180o, the coast time must be zero
and the burn time must be at a maximum. The burn time, tb, associated with this
maneuver is;

•

tb =

ϑm I v
nFL

The propellant consumed per cycle is calculated using the following formula.
2nFt b
Isp
6.4.9.3 External Torques
Wp =

This analysis is used to figure out the time it will take the vehicle to recover if an
external torque, Te, were to induce a free spin on the vehicle. For this analysis the
maximum torque that could be applied to the system should be considered. This analysis
is done as follows:
•
•

First the torque, T, created by the thrusters are calculated
T = nFL
Next the acceleration created by the thruster torque and the external torque is
calculated.

α=

αe
•

T
Iv

Te
Iv

The velocity of the vehicle induce by the external torque is calculated.
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ωe =
•

Te t b
Iv

tbe = impulse of external torque

where

The burn time necessary to recover, tb, is then calculated.

tb =

ωe
α

6.4.9.4 Control of SCOUT
6.4.9.4.1 Limit Cycles

The dead bandwidth for SCOUT has been set to be 3% of 360o, which is about
10o or 0.2 rad. With this as the angular limit the coast time for the limit cycle has been
calculated. The shortest time of coast will be about 13 minutes with the hydrazine system,
and 39 minutes with the nitrogen system. It will take as long as 100 minutes for one
complete cycle with nitrogen and 46 minutes with hydrazine. All of the calculated values
have been defined for each system in Table 6.27 below.
Table 6.27. Limit Cycle for SCOUT

Hydrazine
Nitrogen

Z

Total Cycle Time (min)
Propellant Consumption (kg/cycle)
Total Cycle Time (min)

X
46
0.051
100

Y
20
0.010
54

13
0.010
39

Propellant Consumption (kg/cycle)

0.051

0.011

0.011

6.4.9.4.2 Slew Rates

As mentioned in the requirements the slew rates were not to exceed 30 deg/sec at
any direction. The calculations show that the maximum slew rate SCOUT is capable of is
about 14 degrees and 6 degrees with hydrazine and nitrogen respectively. Total maneuver
time associated with these is 26 seconds and 63 seconds respectively. Table 6.28 below
lists the slew rates along with propellant consumption per cycle for each axis of rotation.
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Z
Y
X

Table 6.28. Slew Rates for SCOUT

Hydrazine

Nitrogen

Total Cycle Time (sec)
Slew Rate (deg/sec)
Propellant Consumption (kg/cycle)
Total Cycle Time (sec)
Slew Rate (deg/sec)
Propellant Consumption (kg/cycle)

X
34
11
3.4
71
5
3.7

Y
32
11
3.2
74
5
3.9

Z
Z

26
14
2.6
63
6
3.3

Y
X

6.4.9.4.3 External Torques

The maximum external torque that would be exerted on SCOUT was determined
to be 380 Nm. This load is assumed to be an impulse load of 0.05 sec. With the aid of the
procedures listed above the maximum recovery time has been calculated to be 50 seconds
with nitrogen and about 9 seconds with hydrazine. This is why it was decided to use
Hydrazine for maneuvers that require extra thrust. The recovery times for both of the
systems are listed in Table 6.29 below.

Hydrazine
Nitrogen

Z

X

Y

Z

Recovery Time (sec)

11

9

9

Recovery Time (sec)

50

50

50

Table 6.29. Free Spin Recovery Times for SCOUT

6.4.9.5 Control of Worksite
6.4.9.5.1 Calculation of Moment of Inertia of the Worksite

The moments of inertia of scout have been provided to be 1520, 1650, and 1000
in the X, Y, and Z direction respectively. For estimation purposes the worksite was
assumed to be the Hubble Space Telescope. To further simply the analysis, Hubble was
assumed to be a cylinder with a mass of about 11000 kg, a length, L, of 15.9 m, and a
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Y
X

diameter, d, of about 4.2 m. Assuming that SCOUT would be attached along the center of
mass of Hubble with respective axis (refer to Figure 6.25 for coordinate system of
worksite,) parallel axis theorem was used to calculate the moments of inertia involved in
the two structure system as described below.
Z
X

Y

d

L

•

The

Figure 6.25. Hubble Simplified

moments of inertia of a cylinder in
1 calculated
2
Y, and Z axes
with
I y =are Mr
2
following relations;

•

the X,

Ix = Iz =

1
1
ML2 + Mr 2
12
4

the

The values obtained from these equations and the moments of inertia of SCOUT
are used in parallel axis theorem;

I p = I + Md
where ‘d’ is the distance between the center of mass of the vehicle and the
center
of mass of the combined structure.
With these procedures the moments of inertia of the two-body system has been
obtained to be about 25000 kg.m2 about the Y and Z axis and about 37000 kg.m2 about
the X axis.
6.4.9.5.2 Limit Cycles

The dead bandwidth for the worksite has been kept the same. With the calculated
moments of inertias the limit cycle procedures have been repeated. As can be seen in
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Table 6.30 the cycle times are quite large which is desirable because less propellant will
be used for the attitude control of worksite.

Hydrazine
Nitrogen

Z

Total Cycle Time (min)
Propellant Consumption (kg/cycle)
Total Cycle Time (min)

X
911
0.005
1223

Y
1138
0.01
3414

1138
0.01
3414

Propellant Consumption (kg/cycle)

0.01

0.01

0.01

Z
Y
X

Table 6.30. Limit Cycle for SCOUT and Worksite

6.4.9.5.3 Slew Rates

As expected the slew rates for the combined structure is much lower than SCOUT
itself. The highest slew rate is about 2.3 deg/sec with hydrazine. The slew rates are
provided below in Table 6.31, which prove that SCOUT will be able to control the
worksite preferably with the hydrazine system if necessary.

Hydrazine
Nitrogen

X
151
2.3
185
1.0

Total Cycle Time (sec)
Slew Rate (deg/sec)
Total Cycle Time (sec)
Slew Rate (deg/sec)

Y
239
1.5
283
0.6

Z

Z

239
1.5
283
0.6

Table 6.31. Slew Rates for SCOUT and Worksite

6.4.10 SYSTEM FAILURE TOLERANCE
Set out by the requirements the all systems are to be two-fault-tolerant. Both
propulsion systems are designed to be two-fault-tolerant. There is a redundant valve
system that leads to two separate branches of pressure lines, which lead to eight thrusters
each. The redundant valve system allows for multiple valve failures without incurring
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Y
X

Failure
Leakage below valve 3A
Leakage above valve 3A
Leakage below valve 3B
Leakage above valve 3B
Valve 2 failure- on or off
Leakage below valve 6A
Leakage above valve 6A
Leakage below valve 6B
Leakage above valve 6B
Valve 5 failure- on or off
Thrust chamber failure
Thruster failure

Corrective Action
Close valve 3A
Close valve 1A and valve 2
Close valve 3B
Close valve 1B and valve 2
Close valves 1A and 1B
Close valve 6A
Close valve 4A and valve 5
Close valve 6B
Close valve 4B and valve 5
Close valves 4A and 4B
Close corresponding isolation valve
Close corresponding isolation valve

Mission Effects
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

Table 6.32. System Failure Tolerance for Hydrazine and Nitrogen

any effects on the mission. The thrusters are separated in groups of two and are isolated
with isolation valves. In the case of a thruster failure, the isolation valve corresponding to
the thruster will be shut off. Even in the case of multiple thruster failures the second
system, which is completely a separate system, can be used to compensate for the isolated
thrusters to not disrupt the mission at all.
Both of the systems have very similar set up to one another. The difference
between hydrazine and nitrogen is the pressure regulators in the nitrogen system. Four of
these regulators are adequate enough to have two-fault-tolerance. They are placed along
the redundant valve system to benefit from the redundancy. Table 6.32 below includes
the possible failures, actions necessary to correct these failure and the effects of the
failures on the mission for both of the systems. Table 6.33 following Table 6.32 provides
the failures that are specific to the nitrogen system only.
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Failure
Regulator 1 (R1) Failure

Corrective Action
Close valve 1A

Mission Effects
NONE

Table 6.33. System Failure Tolerance for Nitrogen Only

The designations for the valves, thrusters, thrust chambers, regulators and other
components correspond to the system diagrams that are provided in Figure 6.26 and 6.27
below.
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6.4.10.1 Hydrazine Schematic Diagram
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Figure 6.26. Hydrazine Schematic Diagram
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6.4.10.2 Nitrogen Schematic Diagram
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Figure 6.26. Nitrogen Schematic Diagram

6.4.11 TOTAL MASS BUDGET
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6B

(T9)

The mass that was originally allotted to the entire propulsion system was 500 kg.
Total mass of all of the components that have been mentioned in this report regarding to
the propulsion system add up to about 470 kg, which is 30 kg less than the allotted
budget. Table 6.34 outlines the mass budget in detail.
Table 6.34. Mass Budget

COMPONENTS
UNIT MASS (kg)
PROPELLANT:
30
Hydrazine
91
Nitrogen
PRESSURANT:
3.4
Nitrogen
TANKS:
1.8
Hydrazine
98
Nitrogen
1.7
Nitrogen (Pressurant)
0.23
Diaphragms
PRESSURE LINES
7
Hydrazine Lines
5
Nitrogen Low Pressure Lines
2
Nitrogen High Pressure Lines
4.5
Structural Attachments
2.4
Pressure Regulators
THRUSTERS
1.50
Hydrazine (6N)
1.50
Nitrogen (1N)
2.4
Isolation Valves
0.42
Flow Control Valves
20.00
Misc. (Filters, Relief Valves, Heaters… etc.)
TOTAL (KG)
LEFT OVER (KG)
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No. TOTAL MASS (kg)

-

30
91

-

3.4

2
2
2
2

3.6
196
3.5
0.47

4

7
5.2
1.7
4.51
9.40

16
16
16
20
-

24.00
24.00
37.60
8.4
20.00
470
30.98

6.5 Propellant Storage
6.5.1 Propellant Storage Requirements / Assumptions
Propellant storage tanks should provide for storage of nitrogen for propellant and
pressurant and hydrazine for propellant for a six-month period, and be able to provide for
extended mission requirements for propellant. Storage tanks should fit certain volume
constraints and be lightweight, in order to launch from Earth to get to the L1 point.
Storage tanks will be attached to the docking module, which will be launched as one unit.
Tanks must also provide for temperature and pressure constraints as defined for the
volume considerations. All pressurized tanks must have a safety factor of three, as
defined by S1 of the requirements document. Refueling will have to provide for less than
a 5-hour refueling time as indicated by the extended mission sortie requirement. Finally,
all technologies shall be at a minimum NASA technology readiness level (TRL) of 3 as
of January 1, 2005 and be capable of a TRL of 6 by January 1, 2008 (I5 from
requirements document).

6.5.2 Propellant Storage Trade Study
For storage of propellants, a number of different factors were taken into account.
Liquid verses gas storage of nitrogen was considered, and different materials for pressure
vessel manufacturing for both the N2 gas and hydrazine were looked at. From these,
calculations of mass and sizing of tanks can be achieved.
6.5.2.1 Nitrogen Phases
6.5.2.1.1 Introduction
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For nitrogen, there was the option of either storing as a liquid or a pressurized gas.
Since the SCOUT vehicle uses pressurized gas, it would be easier to store the nitrogen as
a pressurized gas and pump the gas from the storage tank to the SCOUT vehicle tank. A
disadvantage of using nitrogen gas would be the volume constraints of the tanks, or high
pressures within the tank, causing the thickness of the tank to increase. Liquid nitrogen,
although taking less volume than gas, will have to provide for thermal cooling /
insulation for the cryogenic conditions needed, as well as conversion from liquid to gas
for insertion into the SCOUT fuel tank.
6.5.2.1.2 Nitrogen Phase Study

To determine whether nitrogen storage should be either a gas or liquid, volume of
the tanks was first considered. For a constant pressure of the nitrogen tanks, liquid tanks
were found to have a smaller volume. For instance, at a pressure of 19 atm and a mass of
8152 kg of nitrogen, the volume of gas occupied would be 351.9036 m3 whereas the
volume for the same amount of liquid N2 at that pressure is only 9.872 m3. For same
sized tanks for liquid and gaseous nitrogen, this would mean that the pressure in the
gaseous tank would be about 35x higher than the pressure in the liquid tank. Since
thickness of the tank material is a function of both radius of the tank as well as pressure,
to have a tank with a small mass, volume and pressure should be kept to as minimal
values as possible. Even with additional thermal insulation and active cooling needed to
keep cryogenic conditions needed for liquid nitrogen, the mass and/or volume saving is
worth the effort, since thermal insulation (MLI or possibly aerogel) does not normally
weigh as much as the respective thickness of pressure vessel material.
6.5.2.1.3 Performance Analysis
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From this study, it was determined that the nitrogen would be stored as a liquid on
the SCOUT docking module. Looking at additional studies NASA has done, it was
found that they also use cryogenic liquid (LOX, LH2) for the same purposes, i.e. to
minimize volume and mass.

6.5.2.2 Pressure Vessel Materials
6.5.2.2.1 Introduction

For the pressure vessel, a material that is lightweight (low density) and strong
(high tensile strength) is ideal for space applications. Tanks also need to provide for
launch loads during transfer to the Gateway station. Different materials were looked at,
including aluminum, titanium, and carbon composites, as well as sizing up the cryogenic
tanks for the Space Shuttle Orbiter.
6.5.2.2.2 Nitrogen Tank Materials Study

Nitrogen is a colorless, odorless, mainly inert gas, which comprises about 78% of
the Earth’s atmosphere, by volume. In determining the material to be used for the
nitrogen fuel storage tanks and pressurant storage tanks on board the SCOUT docking
module, a comparison of different material properties (density and tensile strength) was
used. Since nitrogen is non-corrosive, calculation for the tanks was done to determine the
highest tensile strength to weight ratio. A chart of commonly used materials is shown
below.
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Table 6.35 Tank Materials

Material
Carbon Fiber
Titanium alloy
Alloy Steel
(heat treated)
Magnesium
Alloy AZ80
Aluminum
alloy 2024
Monel Alloy
Copper

Tensile Strength
(ksi)
1000
180
290

Density
(lbm/in3)
.065
.166
.289

Strength to
Density Ratio
1.539*107
1.084*106
1.003*106

Compatible with
Hydrazine
No
Yes
Some

50

.065

7.69*105

No

66

.101

6.53*105

No

98
57

.319
.322

3.07*105
1.77*105

No
No

Information from (Sutton, 2001), (Beer, 1992)

From this study, carbon graphite composites were found to have the best qualities
that were looked at. Research was done to find out more about carbon composites and
their properties. From a few sources, it was determined that all-carbon composite tanks
did not perform very well under cryogenic conditions, because of an occurrence known
as microcracking. Basically, composite materials are cured at high temperatures. When
subjected to extremely low temperatures (cryogenics), both the graphite fibers and epoxy
thermally contract at different rates, causing microcracking to occur. If liquid nitrogen is
allowed to flow into these cracks, they can cause the cracks to expand, leading to
eventual bursting, similar to what happened to the X-33 all-composite tanks. To account
for this, a thin layer of aluminum can be used as a lining to prevent the liquid nitrogen
from coming into contact with these cracks. Lining thickness of as little as .254 mm can
be achieved, however a lining thickness of .4 mm was chosen for the tanks in order to
have a more robust tank (protect from inner lining scratches).
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6.5.2.2.3 Hydrazine Tank Materials Study

For hydrazine tank materials, a different method of approach was used.
Hydrazine (N2H4), unlike nitrogen, is a toxic, flammable, caustic liquid. Since not too
much hydrazine is to be used during a mission, and hydrazine is denser than nitrogen,
volume and mass constraints are not as pressing of an issue. Therefore, safety was a high
priority in the design of these tanks. Titanium, stainless steels (303, 304, 321, 347), some
types of aluminum, and nickel have been found not to corrode in the presence of
hydrazine while iron, copper, monel, and magnesium are known to react with it (Sutton,
2001). Research was done to determine current (baseline) tank material for hydrazine,
and it was found that many hydrazine tanks are made of titanium. Because safety is a
priority in dealing with hydrazine, it was determined that this mature technology would
be kept for the design of the hydrazine tanks, i.e. titanium would be used.
6.5.2.3 Storage Tank Design
6.5.2.3.1 Multiple Tanks vs. Single Tank Design

In determining the design of the tanks, it became clear that having a few smaller
tanks would be more beneficial than one large tank due to redundancy (if one tank fails,
other tanks should still work), modification (change out and addition/removal of tanks),
and placement issues. It was decided that there would be eight tanks for storage of
nitrogen, three for hydrazine, and one for pressurant (due to the relative small size of the
pressurant storage tank). Thus, eight tanks divided the total amount of nitrogen needed
for a six-month mission, and hydrazine needed for six-months was divided by three
tanks. The amount of propellant needed per sortie was found (by mass), multiplied by 30
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sorties per month, and multiplied by six months to find the mass of the propellants and
pressurants needed for a six-month storage.
6.5.2.3.2 Tank Analysis for Nitrogen

To find the tank volume for liquid nitrogen, a program called CAT2 was used to
find the density of the liquid nitrogen from thermodynamics properties, which was then
multiplied by the mass found earlier. Spherical tanks were used since they are able to
hold the most volume with the least amount of surface area, and thickness is determined
from the hoop stress equation instead of the longitudinal stress equation, therefore the
tanks can be built thinner than if longitudinal stress was included potentially making
them lighter. The radius of the spherical tank was found by the equation:

 3 
r =3 
 *V
 4 *π 
From the radius of the tanks, tank thickness can be found from the equation for hoop
stress:

t=

P*r
*3
2 *σ

The three in the preceding equation is due to the requirement S1 that all pressurized
tanks shall have a safety factor of 3 incorporated in their design. Surface area of the
tanks can be found from the equation:

A = 4πr 2
From the surface area and thickness of the tanks, and knowing the density of the
material (carbon composites in this case), we can find the mass of the storage tanks. For
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added safety (as well as accommodating for mounting fixtures, openings, etc.), the final
mass was multiplied by two. For the nitrogen propellant supply tank, the figures are:

Table 6.36 Nitrogen Supply Tank

Volume of liquid N2
Radius of N2 tank
Pressure of liquid N2
Thickness of N2 tank
Mass of N2 pressure tank
Thickness of aluminum lining
Mass of aluminum lining
Total N2 tank mass

.850 m3
.587 m
23 atm
.81975 cm
6.4 kg
.4 mm
3 kg
9.4 kg

From initial speculation, this mass seems very small relative to its size. However, when
compared to other composite tanks that are already made or planned for the OASIS
design’s Hybrid Propellant Module (HPM), one can see that this design is actually
heavier (more mass) than the trend for composite tanks.
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Figure 6.28 Composite Tank Volume vs. Mass

In this comparison, it should be noted that the point on the far bottom left is based
on an actual tank which properties were measured from. This tank had a pressure of
around 300 atm, which is far above the pressure that the storage tank is designed for. The
lower pink dot is the mass and volume for the nitrogen propellant storage tank while the
upper pink dot is the same data for the nitrogen pressurant storage tank.
6.5.2.3.3 Tank Analysis for Hydrazine

For the hydrazine tanks, a similar method of determining the volume and mass of
the tank as the nitrogen tank was used. An ullage volume equal to 3% of the total volume
was included in the volume consideration for the hydrazine tank. Titanium was used as
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the tank material. Based on comparison of calculations to actual designed tank figures, it
was found that calculations were very close to actual figures. Data for the hydrazine
storage tanks is shown below.

Table 6.37 Hydrazine Storage Tank

.6386 m3
.534 m
25 atm
.33 cm
58.1 kg

Volume of Hydrazine
Radius of Hydrazine tank
Pressure of liquid Hydrazine
Thickness of Hydrazine tank
Total mass of Hydrazine storage tank

6.5.2.3.4 Tank Analysis for Nitrogen Pressurant

For the liquid nitrogen pressurant storage, carbon composites were used.
Because higher storage pressure of the pressurant was assumed, the thickness of the tank
increased. The mass and volume are plotted on the composite tank volume vs. mass
graph. Once again, the mass for this designed composite tank fell well above actual or
planned composite based tanks. Data for the pressurant storage tank is shown below.
Table 6.38 Pressurant Storage Tank

Volume of Pressurant
Radius of Pressurant Tank
Pressure of liquid N2 Pressurant
Thickness of Pressurant Pressure Tank
Mass of Pressurant Pressure Tank
Thickness of aluminum lining
Mass of aluminum lining
Total Mass of Pressurant Tank
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.1853 m3
.354 m
340 atm
.88 cm
25 kg
.4 mm
1.077 kg
26.08 kg

6.5.3 Refueling of Scout Vehicle
6.5.3.1 Introduction

For refueling of the SCOUT vehicle, a few factors had to be decided on. One
issue was whether to use a pump to transfer fuel and pressurant to the SCOUT from the
docking module or use a blow-down method in which a pressurized gas would force the
fuel through the servicing pipes to the SCOUT vehicle. Another issue involved how to
convert the pressurant and N2 fuel to a gas, since the SCOUT is designed to operate using
pressurized gas, whereas liquid N2 is stored on the docking module. A final aspect of the
design includes how the automated refueling process will take place once the SCOUT
docks to the docking module. Again, for an extended mission sortie refueling should take
place in a time period of less than 5 hours as per initial requirements.
6.5.3.2 Pump Based vs. Blow-down Fuel Transfer

For a blow-down system, the mechanism needed will be simpler to manufacture
and use, since there are less moving parts which may become worn. However, additional
pressurant will be needed. For the pump system (compressors), there are more moving
parts as well as a higher power requirement. However, the mass of the system is
decreased and less consumable is needed for the pump-based system. Additionally, the
Gateway docking module has solar panels that can replenish the power required for
pumping to take place. Therefore, compressors will be used to supply fuel and pressurant
to the SCOUT vehicle. These compressors, although they do not operate at a very high
RPM, will be placed in non-vibration sensitive areas with possible passive and or active
vibration control.
6.5.3.3 Nitrogen Pressurant Refueling
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For the refueling of the pressurant, a high-pressure compressor will be used.
From compressor data found online, it was determined that refueling for the nitrogen
pressurant can take as little as one minute. For instance, an Ingersoll-Rand model H15T4
high-pressure compressor is able to pump 13.2 cubic feet per minute at low RPM (630
RPM). Since the volume of the pressurant tank is .0061 cubic meters, this means that (at
least by calculation) the pump should be able to fill up the tank in 1 second! More
realistically, the NanoBoost from RIX Industries has a flow rate of 1cubic foot per
minute, which means that the pressurant would take about 12 seconds to fill. The
SCOUT pump will likely have similar characteristics to this.
6.5.3.4 Nitrogen Refueling

To refuel the nitrogen tanks on board the SCOUT (.1619 m3) within a 5-hour
period would require a flow rate of 9 cm3/sec. With the same pump previously
mentioned (NanoBoost) a refueling time of about 6 minutes could be achieved for the
SCOUT nitrogen gas tanks. This number falls well below the 5 hour refueling time for
an extended mission sortie. Both nitrogen gas and pressurant will be refueled by separate
pumps, which will not run at the same time to minimize peak power consumption.
Pressure regulators between the storage tank and pump for nitrogen propellant and
pressurant will insure that the inlet pressures to the pump do not go above or below
required pressures necessary for pump operation. Phase change of nitrogen liquid to gas
will be provided from piping running along the docking module, which will heat the
liquid. Additionally, resistive element heaters may be needed to heat the pipes more, if
heat from within the docking module does not provide for the needed heat to change N2
to a gas.
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6.5.3.5 Hydrazine Refueling

For hydrazine refueling, it has been proven that a rate of 2.73 gallons per minute transfer
could be achieved during STS-77 mission. Our design will incorporate a .01 m3/min
refueling rate. This means that for a volume of .0147 m3, it will take about 2 minutes to
refuel the hydrazine. A minimum of 2 valves will be placed at the attach point of the
pipes leading to the SCOUT vehicle on the docking port to account for no leakage of
hydrazine. Additionally, a purge device will be used in order that no hydrazine is
contained between the two valves. A flowchart is included below.

Valves

N2H4

Flow Rate
Indicator

To SCOUT
Purge
Device

Figure 6.29 Hydrazine Schematic
6.5.3.6 Autonomous Refueling Procedure

When the SCOUT attaches onto the docking module, valves between the SCOUT
nitrogen tank and the nitrogen storage tank open, and nitrogen gas is pumped into the
tank. At the same time, the valves between the SCOUT hydrazine tank and the hydrazine
storage tank open. The valve between the SCOUT hydrazine and SCOUT pressurant
tanks open, and venting of the SCOUT pressurant begins. Venting of the pressurant on
board SCOUT to space causes a vacuum to form, pulling the hydrazine from the storage
tank on board the docking module into the SCOUT hydrazine tank. Once the hydrazine
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has been refueled, all valves to both hydrazine tanks are closed, including the valve
between the hydrazine and pressurant on board SCOUT, and the valves are purged of
excess hydrazine. Pressurant vents to space are closed, valves between pressurant storage
and SCOUT pressurant tanks open, and refilling of pressurant begins. When the
pressurant to the SCOUT vehicle is refilled, the pump is turned off and all valves are
closed between the SCOUT and the docking module. The estimated time of refueling is
about 10-15 minutes (taking into account propellant line connection, one compressor on
at a time, and possible real-world interruptions.

6.5.4 Thermal Protection of Cryogenic Components
6.5.4.1 Introduction

Keeping the nitrogen around –200°C (thus a liquid) is a very important
consideration in the development of this design. Thus active and passive thermal cooling
were considered in the design of the cryogenic tanks.
6.5.4.2 Active vs. Passive Thermal Control

Since space is cold (-270°C in the shade), originally it was assumed that it should
be able to act like a heat sink; therefore all that would be needed is thermal insulation
from the Gateway docking module and a reflective outer surface coating in order to
minimize heat from solar radiation. However, effects like albedo from the Earth and
Moon, as well as other phenomenon, require that active as well as passive thermal control
be used to keep the nitrogen at cryogenic levels.

6.5.4.2.1 Passive Thermal Control
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Since the Gateway docking module is the closest and warmest object near the
storage tanks, radiation shielding was based on this. Both aerogels and MLI was looked
at for insulation, however MLI has better radiation shielding properties than aerogels, so
it was used. The MLI that is to be used is made from a perforated double aluminized
Mylar sheeting, separated by polyester net spacers. Thirty sheets will be utilized, making
the protection 7mm thick and providing .029 mW/m-k of thermal conductivity.
Additionally, a reflective outer surface coating will be used to minimize solar radiation to
the tanks.
6.5.4.2.2 Active Thermal Control

For active thermal control, a device similar to the OASIS HPM cryogenic cooling
system will be used. Essentially, a heat exchanger will take heat out of the tank through a
cryo-cooler, and pass it along to a radiator, which will expel the excess heat into space.
The liquid temperature will be kept constant through mixing.

Heat
Exchanger
N2 Tank

Cryo-cooler

Power
Figure 6.30 Thermal Control Schematic
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To Radiator

6.6 Thermal Control Systems (NM)
6.6.1 Thermal Control Requirements & Assumptions
The goal of the thermal control system is to maintain thermal equilibrium of
Scout during mission operations. In order for the pod to keep heat generated from
internal and external sources from being stored, a heat rejection system must be
employed that effectively radiates heat away from the pod into space. In addition, due to
the nature of the pod being inhabitable, the limits to which the equilibrium temperature is
set to must be strictly upheld. This requirement is extremely important because of the
survivability of the astronaut. Another requirement set forth calls for the system to be
non-venting so that there is no contamination problem. The heat comes from a variety of
factors including internal sources such as the pod’s power supplies and human metabolic
usage from the astronaut’s physical activity, and external sources such as radiation due to
intercepted solar flux, and earth/moon albedo and IR. One key assumption involves the
amount of solar flux absorbed during a mission. For this issue, two worst-case scenarios
were chosen with the idea that if the thermal control system could fully withstand and
satisfy all requirements in each case then the system should succeed in any case. The two
cases considered fell on opposite sides of the spectrum where the conditions would be the
most extreme. The first scenario would be a total mission in direct view of the sun. In
this case the amount of absorptance of radiation due to solar flux would be at it’s highest
and the temperature would rise considerably if no actions were taken to control it. The
second scenario consists of a mission that is blocked from direct view of the sun. For this
case, the temperature would be at its lowest point.
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6.6.2 Thermal Model of SCOUT
To fully solve these requirements a thermal model of the pod must be set up. In
this case a simple rectangular box was assumed to be the pod with a predetermined
surface area. The equations governing the physical properties of heat were then applied
to the pod to see how the applications of various thermal control techniques affect the
thermal equilibrium. In particular, a form of the Stefan-Boltzman equation using nonideal radiative heat transfer (Dr. Akin) was used in conjunction with different thermal
application characteristics to determine which application or combination thereof would
best meet the requirements. In the figure below, a basic model is displayed along with
the primary heat transfer equation and a summary of the various parameters contained in
the equation.

Thermal Model
- Assumed a rectangular
box for basic model analysis
(Surface Area = 17 m2)

Non-Ideal Radiative Heat Transfer

IsαAs + Pint = εσArad(Trad4 – Tenv4)
Is = Intercepted Radiation
α = Absorptance
As = Area exposed to radiation flux
Pint = Internal electrical power and heat
generated by astronaut
ε = Emittance
σ = Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.67x10-8
W/m2K4)
Arad = Area of radiating surface
Trad = Equilibrium temperature
Tenv = Free space temperature (4 K)

S.A.=17m2
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Figure 6.31. Model Analysis

6.6.3 Systems Overview
6.6.3.1 Introduction

A variety of thermal control systems were considered. The systems can be broken
down into two primary categories: passive control and active control. Passive control
relies on conductive and radiative heat paths to remove excess heat. It has no moving
parts and does not require any electrical power. On the other hand, active control
consists of pumps, thermostats, heaters, and other devices that have moving parts or
require electrical power. Active systems usually assist passive systems when using just
passive control will not suffice. It is of general practice to use purely passive systems
when able due to the added weight, complexity, cost and less reliability of active systems.
An overview of the various thermal control applications is as follows.
6.6.3.2 Passive Thermal Control
6.6.3.2.1 Phase Change Devices

•

Device absorbs thermal energy by changing from a solid to a liquid. As
temperature decreases, the material re-solidifies.

•

Common types of phase change materials include Glauber’s salt (sodium sulfate
decahydrate), calcium chloride hexahydrate, and paraffin wax.

•

Especially useful for electrical equipment that encounter short power bursts or
spikes.

•

Advantage is that the devices are fairly simple.

•

Disadvantage is that once the phase change has taken place, the device is unable to
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absorb any more heat. This allows the temperature to climb.

6.6.3.2.2 Thermal Control Coatings

•

Have excellent radiation properties.

•

Surfaces are usually covered with black or white paints, or gold, silver, and
aluminum foils.

•

Coatings can be combined.

•

Advantage is that thermal coatings are very efficient and lightweight (minimal
use of space).

•

Disadvantage is that the coatings will degrade over extended periods of time.

6.6.3.2.3 Multi Layer Insulation (MLI)

•

External thermal blanket acts as both a thermal insulator and a solar radiation
shield.

•

Consists of closely spaced layers of aluminized mylar and kapton alternated with
layers of dacron to keep heat from conducting between layers.

•

Advantage is thickness is usually in the millimeter range.

6.6.3.2.4 Thermal Doublers

•

A heat sink that is made of a highly conductive material.

•

Placed in contact with element generating the heat.

•

Heat is rejected by radiation or conduction.

•

Advantage is that the process also works in reverse. The heat sink can keep the
component from experiencing extreme cold temperatures.
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6.6.3.3 Active Thermal Control
6.6.3.3.1 Heat Pipes

• Heat is dissipated by evaporation and condensation.
• Thermal energy is absorbed by a working fluid (usually ammonia) inside of the
pipe (aluminum) and carried to a radiator.

•

Ability to have variable conductance for use over a broad temperature range.

•

Exhibits high conductance and extremely high heat transfer rates.

•

Low mass and volume characteristics.

•

Typical systems include the use of pumps, capillary action, and electrical diodes.

6.6.3.3.2 Louvers

•

Used in conjunction with radiators (mounted on the front side).

•

Blades can be opened or closed to certain degrees in effect varying the amount of
heat released and controlling the temperature.

•

Coated with thermal coatings but high temperatures can be achieved if directly
pointed towards the sun.

6.6.3.3.3 Maltese Cross

•

Has same thermal exchange characteristics of louvers.

•

Utilizes a pinwheel-like shape.

6.6.3.3.4 Second-Surface Mirror

•

Externally mounted surface mirror.

•

Backside is usually metalized with teflon that has a high thermal emittance and
low solar absorbance.

•

Highly efficient design.
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6.6.3.3.5 Radiators

•

Primary system of heat rejection for manned spacecraft.

•

Located on outer surface of spacecraft.

•

Large areas capable of radiating huge amounts of heat.

•

Can be used passively or actively with a pump and cooling fluid.

6.6.3.3.6 Heat Exchangers

•

Transfers heat between two or more working fluids operating at different
temperatures.

6.6.3.3.7 Cold Plates

•

Dissipates heat from electrical equipment.

•

Used passively, the cold plate is mounted between the equipment and the
radiator.

•

Used actively, the cold plate is part of loop used to pump a working fluid
through the cold plate passages to the radiator.

•

Common types of loop systems include air, water, and freon.

6.6.3.3.8 Heaters

•

Used to heat up spacecraft by running electrical current through a large resistor
(resistive electric heaters).

•

Fine temperature control using adjustments with a thermostat.

•

Radioisotope heaters provide components with a permanent supply of heat.

6.6.4 Equilibrium Analysis
The most important thermal aspect for manned spacecraft is keeping the
temperature to within habitable limits. The survivability of the crew is dependent upon
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maintaining a thermal equilibrium condition inside the pressure hull. In the case of
SCOUT, the temperature must be set such that shirt-sleeve conditions are suitable for the
astronaut during ingress/egress and during the entire length of the sortie. In order to
obtain accurate sizes of surface areas needed for thermal radiation, contours of radiating
areas were plotted over a range of temperatures for each worst-case scenario. Next, the
nominal cabin temperature along with its upper and lower limits and were plotted.
Finally, the minimum and maximum radiation areas were plotted using the temperature
limits as a bound for the range of possible areas for each scenario. The radiation area
versus temperature plot is shown below. Since the radiating areas for each scenario do
not overlap, some type of active control will have to be used. To solve this problem,
SCOUT will be designed to a worst-case thermal scenario of direct sunlight. During
colder conditions the temperature will be trimmed with a heater. This decision is due in
part to mass and cost savings of heaters over other types of active control.
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Area vs. Temperature (radiation)
2.75
Sunlight
Darkness

2.65

T pod

Arad (m2)

2.55

2.45

2.35

2.25
280

285

290

295

300

305
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Figure 6.32. Temperature Equilibrium Analysis

6.6.5 Internal Environment
6.6.5.1 System Design

The interior of SCOUT, specifically the pressure hull, will be maintained
thermally by utilizing a series of integrated thermal control systems. The heat generated
in the pressure hull will be removed from SCOUT by the following sequence of systems:
heat exchangers → heat pipes → radiators. The heat exchangers are responsible for
transferring the heat from the circulating ‘cabin’ air to the working fluid inside the heat
pipes. Once the heat is passed on to the heat pipes, the freon inside the pipes transports
the heat to the radiators via capillary action. The heat is then radiated into space by the
radiator located on the outer surface of SCOUT. In order to provide a continuous ‘look
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310

to deep space’, two radiators will be used as well as two series of systems to provide fault
tolerance. For colder conditions, as stated before, a heater will be used to keep the
temperature within habitable limits. The heater’s cycle will be controlled by a simple
thermostat that can be set to turn on and off at pre-set temperature values. A schematic of
both the cooling and heating system are shown below, as well as the placement of the
radiators on the side of SCOUT.

Radiator
Heater
Heat Pipe

Heat Exchanger

Figure 6.33. Thermal Schematic

6.6.5.2 Thermal Calculations

The sizing of components needed for thermal control of the internal habitable
volume of SCOUT can be found using thermodynamic equations and relationships. The
amount of heat needed to radiate from inside the pressure hull for thermal equilibrium

Cool
during direct solar
exposure is:

Hot

QRAD = I SαAS + PINT = 560W
where: Is is incoming radiation due to solar flux (SF), and Earth & Moon albedo
(EAL, MAL) and infrared radiation (EIR, MIR)
SF = 1394 W/m2

EAL = 190 mW/m2
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EIR = 91 mW/m2

MAL = 89 mW/m2

MIR = 110 mW/m2

AS = 0.5 m2

PINT = 480 W (Electronics, Crew Systems,

α = 0.12

astronaut’s body heat)

The radiating area can then be determined, from the Stefan-Boltzman equation, as
follows:

[ (

)]

4
4
ARAD = QRAD εσ TRAD
− TENV
= 1.44m2

σ = 5.67*10-8 W/(m2K4)

where: ε = 0.92
TRAD4 = 294 K

TENV4 = 4 K

For colder conditions, the pod’s pressure hull temperature will be trimmed using a
heater so that it will remain within the design limits. The amount of additional heat
necessary can be calculated from:

(

)

4
4
(ARAD ,S − ARAD ,D ) = 85W
QHTR = εσ TRAD
− TENV

where: ARAD,S = 1.44 m2 (radiator area needed for direct sunlight conditions)
ARAD,D = 1.22 m2 (radiator area needed for dark conditions)

6.6.6 Thermal Control of Battery System
6.6.6.1 System Design

The batteries on board SCOUT will be thermally controlled by an active radiator
system. The system consists of network of cooling loops containing a working fluid of
freon and a pump to circulate the fluid around the radiator. This system will be used to
remove excess heat generated by the batteries when the pod is drawing electrical power.
A picture of the radiator assembly is shown below, as well as its location on SCOUT.
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Figure 6.34. Radiator Placement

6.6.6.2 Thermal Calculations

The radiating area for the battery can be calculated using the Stefan-Boltzman
equation for non-ideal situations:

[ (

)]

4
4
ARAD = QRAD εσ TRAD
− TENV
= 1.15 m 2

where: QRAD = 450 W (amount of heat generated from battery, assuming
uniform heat distribution throughout SCOUT)
TRAD = 293 K (nominal operating temperature)

6.6.7 Thermal Control of Propulsion Tanks
The propulsion system requires that the fuel be stored at a nominal temperature of
293 K. The fuel tanks will be insulated next to the battery subsystem to maintain thermal
requirements. The advantages to this are for a couple reasons. First, the fuel storage
tanks are located next to the batteries. Second, the batteries have similar operating
temperatures as the fuel tanks. And finally, the fuel tanks themselves produce no amount
of additional heat. The fuel storage tanks will be insulated using MLI internally to isolate
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them and the batteries from the rest of the pod. A schematic illustrating the location and
placement of the MLI is shown below.

Radiator

External MLI

Battery System
Fuel Tank

Fuel Tank
Internal MLI

Figure 6.35. MLI Placement

6.6.8 Exterior Surfaces
One important parameter considered when designing a thermal control system is
the absorptivity – emissivity ratio for thermal coatings. A lower ratio indicates a lower
equilibrium temperature and a lower temperature reduces the amount of heat needed to be
actively radiated from the pod to space. This saves not only mass and volume concerns
for the pod but cost as well. The following table gives α/ε values for various thermal
coatings.
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Material
Aluminum (6061-T6)
---------- (polished)
Gold
Steel (AM 350)
---------- (polished)
Titanium (6AL-4V)
---------- (polished)
White Enamel
ChemGlaze A276
YB-71
White Epoxy
Black Paint
OSR (Quartz Over Silver)
Solar Cell-Fused Silica Cover

α/ε
10.95
6.45
13.00
2.12
3.76
1.62
3.47
0.30
0.26
0.13
0.27
0.99
0.10
0.98

Table 6.39 Thermal Coatings

The exterior of SCOUT will be covered multi-layer insulation (MLI) and YB-71
surface coating (as it proved to be the best choice when considering α/ε ratio as well as
cost and mass constraints) to reduce the amount of absorption due to radiation flux. The
properties of each are listed below. In addition the interior structures of the pod will be
covered with high-emissivity (e = 0.98) black paint to maximize radiation coupling and
minimize thermal gradients.

MLI properties
ε = 0.03
area = 15 m2
ρ = 0.3 kg/m2

YB-71 properties
ε = 0.92
α = 0.12
ρ = 0.24 kg/m2

Table 6.40 System Properties
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6.6.9 Mass Breakdown
The following chart is a breakdown of the thermal control systems being used on
SCOUT and the masses associated with each.

Internal (Pressure Hull) Systems
– Heat Exchanger
• m = 1 kg (quantity: 2)
– Heat Pipe
• m = 0.33 kg (quantity: 2)
– Radiator
• mass accounted for by structures
– Heater
• m = 0.05 kg (quantity: 2)
– Thermostat
• m = 0.0085 kg (quantity: 2)
– Total Mass = 2.8 kg

Battery Subsystem
– Radiator
• mass accounted for by structures
– Cooling Pipes
• m = 5 kg
– Pump
• m ~ 2 kg
–– Total Mass = 7 kg
Exterior Surfaces
– MultiLayer Insulation (MLI)
• m = 4.5 kg
– YB-71 thermal coating
• m = 0.12 kg

Propulsion Subsystem
– MultiLayer Insulation (MLI)
• m = 1.2 kg
– Total Mass = 1.2 kg

Total Mass = 4.62 kg

Total Thermal Control System Mass ≈ 16 kg
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Appendix A: System Component Table

System

Volume (m3)

Dimensions (m)

Surface
Area
(m2)

Mass
(kg)

Power
(W)

Maturity

%
Assoc.
Margin

Work in
Vacuum?

General
SCOUT Budget

2000

Current Total for 1 SCOUT

1854

2 SCOUTs plus Gateway Module

915

8779.4

Overall Systems Totals
Structures

0.47251441

0

795.7727

240

0.107

0

234.6507

295.5

0.0341174

0

190.317

294.4

0.09

29.41

633.44

85.00

Crew Systems
Avionics
Power, Propulsion, Thermal
Total Vehicle Dimensions

total width 1.5 m

2 m tall, .75 m (side length) hexagonal pressure volume

total height 2 m

back side is extended .22m off of pressure volume's back side.

total depth 1.52m

chunk taken out to attach grapple fixture

XMP

TBD

TBD

Solar Arrays

2 (1 x 4.5m)

Spare Battery (2)

2 (.15 x .41 x .49)

Gateway Module
Module Structure
TBD
0.09

363

N/A

Estimated

YES

1000

N/A

Estimated

YES

20

-3724

Calculated

YES
YES
(10
hours)
(10
hours)

152

Battery Recharge Power (2 SCOUT)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2724

Calculated

Metox Power Needed

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1000

Calculated

Metox Resupply

.45 x .48 x .76
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6-Month Supply Propellant

1

Nitrogen Propellant
Nitrogen Propellant Tank
Hydrazine Propellant
Hydrazine Propellant Tank
Glove/Arm Replacement Supplies

-

-

8 (1.2 m diameter sphere)
3 (.74m diamter sphere)

7.24
0.637

-

1908

N/A

YES

-

70

N/A

YES

-

622

N/A

YES

-
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N/A

YES

150

N/A

NO

12 arms/24 gloves

Other 6-Month Supplies / Spare Parts

N/A

Power Harnass (Connect to Gateway)

YES

IBDM Docking Mechanism (3)

1.14

PDU (2)

2 (.21 x .21 x .28)

VGS T-Shaped Passive Target (2)

0.30 x 0.40 x 0.30

Current Total for Gateway Module

645

YES

20
0.00701

16

N/A

9.11

5071

0

200.8

N/A

Measured

YES

Calculated

YES

Structures
Structural
Outer Micrometeoroid Protection

23.7

Extra Radiation Shielding

118

N/A

N/A

15

N/A

YES

Structural Frame
IBDM Docking Mechanism

0.38

215

YES

Grapple Arm

L = 3.23m, D = 0.13m

0.04

2.69

75

80

Estimated

YES

Robotic Arms (2)

L = 1.87m, D = 0.13m

0.05

1.58

100

160

Estimated

YES

Tool Posts (10)

10

End Effectors (8)
RMS grapple fixture

Estimated

18.27

Estimated

20

Measured

Manipulator Wrist Cameras (2)
Totals

0.473

Budget

796

240

850
Crew Systems

N2 Tank

h = .472 m, D = .111

3.72

N2 Gas
O2 tanks (2)

N/A

YES

N/A

YES

0.6363
h = .472 m, D = .111

7.44

O2 Gas

1.4544

2

CO2 removal system (Metox)

0.4 x 0.5 x 0.26

Air trace contaminant control

N/A

Fans

in metox

Pressure Control, Trace Monitoring

.1 x .1 x .2

THC Monitoring

N/A

0.052

38

40

NO
NO
NO

0.002

15

100
2

NO

0.4

2.5

YES

0.003

3.1

120

NO

0.05

15

1

NO

Fire Suppression System

3.7

N/A

NO

Smoke Detector

2.2

Internal lighting
External lighting
Food/water
Waste Collection System

Storage Box (2)

.2286 x .3048 x .4318

NO

NO

10

Escape System

100

Valves, piping, others

14

Spacesuit Arms (AX-5)
Totals

0.107

Budget

30

YES

20

0

YES

235

296

275
Avionics

Attitude Sensors
Star Tracker (2)
IFOG (2)

L=0.142 d=0.135

0.00407

4.8

9

Measured

0

YES

0.1 x 0.07 x .06

0.00084

0.94

3

Measured

0

YES

Position Sensors
Laser Rangefinder (1)

.150x.125x.100

0.02

2

15

Measured

YES

0.20 x 0.20 x 0.20

0.008

10

20

Measured

YES

Cabin Pressure (3)

0.03

1

Estimated

NO

Cabin Temperature (3)

0.03

1

Estimated

NO

Propellant Pressure (2)

0.02

1

Estimated

YES

Fuel Tank Temp (2)

0.02

1

Estimated

YES

Nozzle Pres (16)

0.16

1

Estimated

YES

Valve Sens (32)

0.32

1

Estimated

YES

Rendezvous Sensor (VGS-2)
Life Support Sensors

Propulsion Sensors

3

Power Sensors
Battery Monitors (12)

0.12

1

Estimated

YES

Heater Sensors (4)

0.04

1

Estimated

YES

Active Thermal Control Sensors (4)

0.04

1

Estimated

YES

0.12

1

Estimated

YES

8

12

Measured

YES

0.65

5

Measured

YES

0.6

10

Measured

YES

Thermal Sensors

Structural Sensors
Vehicle Strain Monitors (12)
Communication
Transponding Modem (STM-2)

0.1 x 0.1 x 0.06

0.0006

.076 x .152 x .053

0.00061

Power Amplifier
Diplexer
UHF Antenna (2)

L=0.3 d=.002

0.12

2

N/A

Calculated

YES

Ka-Band Antenna

d=0.4

0.2

0.3

N/A

Calculated

YES

Gimbal Mechanism for Ka-Band

5.6

15

Measured

Microphones

3.8

Estimated

20

NO

Speakers

3.8

Estimated

20

NO

YES

Computers
15

N/A

Estimated

FDCC Single-Board Computers (3)

CompactPCI Box - 6U Chassis

0.483 x 0.267 x 0.671
N/A

1.647

20.4

Measured

0

N/A
N/A

Solid State Recorder Card (2)

N/A

1.84

12

Measured

0

N/A

IEEE 1394 Data Bus Card (2)

N/A

1.84

10

Measured

0

N/A

Video Display Graphics Card (2)

N/A

2

10

Measured

0

N/A

Open CompactPCI Card Slot (5)

N/A

5

30

Estimated

Crew Interface Display - 15" (2)

0.49 x 0.36 x 0.07

14.6

52

Measured

0

N/A

0.85

0

Measured

0

NO

4.5

1

Estimated

2

5

Estimated

Crew Interface Switches

6.3

1

Estimated

Internal Camera (1)

0.5

3

Measured

NO

1

6

Measured

YES

10

30

Measured

30

15

Estimated

Keyboard
Hand Controllers (2)
Heads-Up-Display Electronics

External Cameras (2)
Camera Gimbals

N/A

NO
NO
20

NO

Power Bus
Power Distribution Unit (3)

0.21 x 0.21 x 0.28

4

YES

Wiring Harness

50
Total

0.0341

190

Budget

Calculated

YES

294

200

Power, Propulsion, Thermal
Daily Propellants
Nitrogen

-

0.32

-

91

-

Calculated

YES

Hydrazine

-

0.03

-

30

-

Calculated

YES

Nitrogen Pressurant

-

0.0122

-

3.4

-

Calculated

YES

Propulsion Hardware
Nitrogen Tank (2)

drum length 1.6m r=.1806m

195.86

-

Calculated

YES

Hydrazine Tank (2)

drum length .33m r = .102m

3.52

-

Calculated

YES

Nitrogen Pressurant Tank (2)

drum length .09m r = .102m

3.48

-

Calculated

YES

50

-

Estimated

YES

13.87

-

Thruster Nozzles
Propellant Plumbing
Propellant Structural Mass

YES

4.11

Propulsion Valves

YES

Power
Li- Ion Batteries

3 X (.15 X .8556 X .237)

0.09

228

-

YES

Thermal
Electronics Radiator
Crew Systems Radiator
Power (Batteries) Radiator

0.36

1

Calculated

YES

0.7

2

Calculated

YES

Calculated

YES

1.35

ChemGlaze A276 (Paint)

15

3.6

Calculated

YES

MLI (Multi-Layer Insulation)

12

3.6

Calculated

YES

Heaters

85

YES

Thermostats

YES
Total

0.09

Budget

29.41

633

85

675
XMP

Structures
Module Structure

100

5

Completely Random!

IBDM (2x)

h = .25 m, D = 1.4 m

430

Crew Systems
Avionics
PDU (2x)

2 (.21 x .21 x .28)

20

-

Total Extended Mission Propellants
Nitrogen

-

-

-

91

-

Hydrazine

-

-

-

30

-

Propulsion Hardware
Nitrogen Tanks (2x)

h = 1.6 m, r = .18 m

196

Hydrazine Tank (2x)

h = .33 m, r = .10 m

3.5

Power
Batteries (2x)

2 (.50 x .21 x .21)
Total

0.00

Budget

6

0

116

-1362

987

-1362

-

-

-

Appendix B: Reliability Analysis
"Insisting on perfect safety is for people who don't have the balls to live in the real world." -Mary Shafer, NASA

B.1 Maximum Number of Independent Crew Critical Systems
All crew critical systems on a pod must function properly to avoid a pod failure.
If the pod is defined to have a specific crew survival reliability, as determined from the
system configuration analysis, then the maximum number of crew critical systems
requiring bailout with a minimum of 0.999 reliability (and two- fault tolerant) can be
determined. Setting the pod vehicle reliability equal to the required system reliability
determined by the crew survival, 0.99999 (see Section 2.14.1), the maximum number of
allowed crew critical systems is much less than one (see Equation B-1). It is unrealistic
to assume that there are no crew critical systems on the pod. Next the reliability of the
pod vehicle was set to 0.99591, the reliability calculated for two identical pod vehicles to
meet the crew survival criteria. This reliability allows for at most four 0.999 reliability
crew critical systems. This is deemed unrealistic because it is too demanding on the
design to have only four crew critical systems. If the pod reliability is set to 0.99, then a
maximum of 10 crew critical systems are allowed. Lowering the pod vehicle reliability
further to 0.98 allows for a maximum of 20 crew critical systems. In assuming that the
crew critical systems fail in such a way that the pod crewmember must abandon the pod
vehicle, it is acceptable to assume that there will be no more than 10 crew critical failures
on a single pod. For the remainder of the reliability analysis, the pod vehicle reliability
will be assumed to be 0.99 unless this assumption makes it impossible for a specific
configuration to meet the crew survival criteria. In this case, the pod reliability will be
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increased until the crew survival criteria is met, but will result in the rejection of the
configuration because as explained above, it is unrealistic to assume a pod reliability
higher than 0.99 due to the limited number of possible crew critical systems (see
Equation B-1).

Let N = # of crew critical systems
Let R crit_sys = 0.999 reliability of a crew critical system
R pod = R Ncrit_sys
If R pod = 0.99999,then
∴ N = 1 (unrealistic)
If R pod = 0.99591,then
∴ N ≤ 4 (unrealistic)
If R pod = 0.99,then
∴ N ≤ 10 (probably realistic)
If R pod = 0.98,then
∴ N ≤ 20 (probably realistic)

B.2 System Configuration Reliability Calculations
To get preliminary estimates of reliability requirements for each of the system
configuration, the pod failure mode considered was a worst-case scenario failure, which
requires the pod crewmember to bailout of the vehicle. The reliability of the pod vehicle
was set to 0.99 based on the analysis in Section B.1. According to the crew survival
criteria (see Section 2.14.1), the reliability of crew survival per sortie must be
approximately 0.99999 (Rcs_sortie ). If the reliability of a pod vehicle is 0.99, the crew
survival criteria cannot be met, so the addition of more pod vehicles or bailout systems
must be included to meet the crew survival criteria. The required reliabilities for the
eight system configurations studied for SCOUT are explained in the following
subsections.
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(B-1)

B.2.1 Configuration 1 Reliability
Configuration 1 is one pod without an escape system. A simple diagram showing
fault lines for this configuration is shown in Figure B-1. This system configuration
cannot meet the crew survival criteria if the reliability of the pod vehicle is set at 0.99
(Rpod). Solving for the pod vehicle reliability by setting it equal to the crew survival
criteria
Crew survival criteria requires per sortie:
Rcs_sortie ≥ 0.99

1

600

≈ 0.99999

∴ R cs_sortie = R pod = 0.99999

results in a required pod reliability of 0.99999, which as discussed before is unrealistic.
KEY:

Gateway
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Pod
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Loss of
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Figure B-1: Configuration 1 Fault Diagram

B.2.2 Configuration 2 Reliability
Configuration 2 consists of two pods without escape systems. A diagram
showing the pod vehicle dependence is shown in Figure B-2. Note the semi- faulty path
refers to the fact that at least one pod vehicle must not fail so that it can be used as a life
boat by the other failed pod vehicle. Assuming that the reliability of each pod vehicle is
the same, a reliability of 0.99
Let R pod1 = reliability of pod 1
Let R pod2 = reliability of pod 2
Assuming R pod1 = R pod2 = 0.99,
R pod1 U R pod2 = 1 − (1 − 0.99) 2
R pod1 U R pod2 = 0.9999 < R cs_sortie
Where crew survival criteria requires per sortie:
R cs_sortie ≥ 0.99

1

600

≈ 0.99999

does not allow this configuration to meet the crew survival criteria. In order to meet the
crew survival criteria either pod vehicle must work. This of course does not take into
account bailout options (or lack thereof), but to find preliminary reliability numbers this
will suffice. Setting the reliabilities of each pod vehicle equal to each other and solving
for the pod reliability based on the crew survival criteria

10
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Crew survival criteria requires per sortie:
R pod1 U Rpod2 ≥ R cs_sortie ≈ 0.99999
Assuming R pod1 = Rpod2 = R,
R pod1 U R pod2 = 1 − RR = 1 − R 2

(B-4)

Since R = 1 − R,
R pod1 U R pod2 = 2R − R 2 > 0.99999
∴ R pod > 0.99591
results in a required pod reliability of 0.99591. In examining this scenario further, if the
pods operate independently and do not rely on each other for contingency operations,
let R pod = reliability of crew critical systems on one pod
let R system = reliability of 2 pod system over program without failure
Program duration = 600 sorties
R cs_program = 0.99 = crew survival over the program

(B-5)

R pod = 0.99591
2

R system = 1− (1 − R 600
pod )  = 0.16347
∴ R system < R cs_program

then the crew survival criteria is not met. If the pod vehicles operate in such a manner
that the pod vehicles rely on each other for contingency operations,

If R pod = 0.99591
R system = 1− (1 − R pod ) 2 

600

= 0.9900 = R cs_program

then the crew survival criteria is met. In conclusion, the reliability requirement for the
pod vehicle is unrealistic. The addition of an escape system would allow more flexibility
in the reliability requirements for the SCOUT system.
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Figure B-2: Configuration 2 Fault Diagram

B.2.3 Configuration 3 Reliability
Configuration 3 consists of one pod vehicle with a bailout system allowing for
emergency egress. A diagram showing the pod vehicle and bailout system is shown in
Figure B-3. Note that the semi- faulty paths refer to the two cases where the pod fails
near and away from the Gateway station. Since the bailout system does not include a
propulsion system, if the pod crewmember must eject, the pod crewmember would be
stranded unless he or she is near the Gateway station and can perform a self-rescue
operation by entering an airlock on Gateway. To determine the required reliability of the
bailout system, the reliability of the pod vehicle was set to 0.99,
let R pod = 0.99 = reliability of pod vehicle
let R BS = reliability of bailout system on pod
R pod U R BS ≥ R cs_sortie ≈ 0.99999
R pod U R BS = R pod + R BS − R pod R BS
R pod U R BS = 0.99 + (1 − 0.99)R BS ≥ 0.99999
∴ R BS = 0.99832
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leading to the requirement that the reliability of the bailout system to be approximately
0.99832. This may be a realistic requirement, but it may be difficult to verify that the
bailout system can meet this requirement especially since a revolutionary design for the
system is probable. If that is the case, the bailout system may not adequately compare to
existing systems with known reliabilities. The addition of a propulsion capability to the
escape system was considered for the next configuration due to logistical concerns.

Gateway
Station

KEY:

No Fault Path
Fault Path

Pod

BS

Worksite

Loss of
Crew
Figure B-3: Configuration 3 Fault Diagram
To determine a realistic reliability for a bailout system, the shuttle extravehicular
mobility unit (EMU) was used as a basic comparison to the bailout system. According to
the NASA Fact Sheet entitled “International Space Station Assembly: A Construction
Site in Orbit,” an EMU is used for 25 space walks before it must be refurbished (1999).
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Making an estimate that an average space walk (sortie) is approximately 8hrs in duration
and assuming the same reliability standards for crew survival, the EMU must have a
lifetime reliability of 0.99. Solving for the reliability of the EMU from the crew survival
criteria,
let R EMU = reliability of EMU per sortie
R cs_sortie = 0.99

1

25

≈ 0.99960

∴ R EMU ≈ 0.99960
says that the reliability of an EMU is approximately 0.99960 per sortie (space walk).
Now assuming that the bailout system used for SCOUT contains current technology with
a revolutionary design, it should be reasonable to assume that bailout system for SCOUT
would have a reliability of 0.99. This number will be used in all calculations henceforth
for reliability analysis.

B.2.4 Configuration 4 Reliability
Configuration 4 consists of one pod vehicle with a bailout system equipped with a
propulsion system (PEBS) independent from the pod vehicle. A diagram showing the
pod vehicle and PEBS is shown in Figure B-4. Note that the semi- faulty paths refer to
the two cases where the pod fails near and away from the Gateway station. Since the
bailout system does not include a propulsion system, if the pod crewmember must eject,
the pod crewmember would be stranded unless he or she is near the Gateway station and
can perform a self- rescue operation by entering an airlock on Gateway. To determine the
required reliability of the bailout system, the reliability of the pod vehicle was set to 0.99,
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let R pod = reliability of crew critical systems for one pod
let R prop = reliability of propulsion system on PEBS
let R BS = reliability of life support system on PEBS
If R pod = 0.99 and R prop = R BS = R, then

(B-9)

R pod U (R prop I R BS ) ≥ R cs_sortie ≈ 0.99999

R pod U (R prop I R BS ) = 1 −(1 − R pod )(1 − R 2 )
∴ R = 0.99916 ⇒ R prop = R BS = 0.99916
leads to the requirement that the propulsion system on the PEBS must have a reliability
of 0.99916. However this analysis contains a semi- faulty path, if the pod crewmember
must exit the pod vehicle and the propulsion system fails to work, then the crewmember
is stranded in space. Repeating the analysis (see Equation B-8) relying only on the pod
and the PEBS for propulsion

If R pod = 0.99 and R PEBS = R prop R BS , where R BS = 0.99, then
R pod U R PEBS ≥ R cs_sortie ≈ 0.99999
R pod U R PEBS = 1 − (1 − R pod )(1 − R PEBS )
R pod U R PEBS = 1 − 0.01*(1 − R PEBS ) ≥ 0.99999
∴ R PEBS = 0.99832 ⇒ R prop = 1.00841
results in the propulsion requirement to be unachievable. Therefore this system
configuration does not meet the crew survival with reasonable reliabilities. The addition
of a second pod may provide reliability relief in future configurations.
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Figure B-4: Configuration 4 Fault Diagram

B.2.5 Configuration 5 Reliability
Configuration 5 consists of two pods with bailout systems. A diagram showing
the pod vehicle dependence with bailout systems is shown in Figure B-5. Assuming that
the reliability of each pod vehicle is the same, a reliability of 0.99 for each pod vehicle
leads to
Let R pod = reliability of pod vehicle
Let R BS = reliability of pod bailout system
Assuming R pod = 0.99, then

(R
(R

) = (1− (1 − R )(1 − R R ))
≥ 0.99
≈ 0.99999
)) = R

U ( R BS I R pod2 )

2

pod1

U ( R BS I R pod2

2

pod1

2

pod

pod

1

cs_sortie

⇒ R BS = 1.00926
If R pod = R BS = R,then

( 1 − (1 − R )(1 − R ))
2

2

= R cs_sortie ≥ 0.99

⇒ R = 0.99795
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where, the crew survival criteria is not met. Modifying this analysis to solve for the
required bailout system reliability leads to

Assuming R pod = 0.99 and R BS = R,
(R pod1 U R pod2 )I (R BS1 U R BS2) = (1 − (1 − R pod ) 2 )(1 − (1 − R BS ) 2 )
R cs_sortie = (1 − (1 − 0.99) 2 )(1 − (1 − R BS ) 2 ) = 0.99999

(B-12)

∴ R BS > 1 impossible
the required bailout system reliability greater than 1. This is not possible therefore this
system configuration is not acceptable. It should be noted that this analysis includes the
probability that the pod vehicle and the bailout system on that same pod could fail during
the same sortie, but since these are preliminary calculations in order to determine which
system configuration allows for the most flexib ility to meet crew survival criteria.
Further reliability analysis can be done to meet the crew survival criteria by increasing
the pod reliability, but as mentioned earlier it is not reasonable to assume a pod reliability
higher than 0.99. But for the sake of being complete, if the reliability of each pod vehicle
and bailout system are equal,

Assuming R pod = R BS = R,
(R pod1 U R pod2 )I (R BS1 U R BS2) = (1− (1 − R)2 )(1 − (1 − R) 2 )
(1 − (1 − R) 2 ) 2 = 0.99999
∴ R = 0.99710
then the pod vehicle and bailout system reliabilities must be 0.99710. Again, these
reliability values are unrealistic. The ne xt configuration includes propulsion-equipped
bailout systems to alleviate reliability requirements for the escape system.
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Figure B-5: Configuration 5 Fault Diagram

B.2.6 Configuration 6 Reliability
Configuration 6 is composed of two pod vehicles each outfitted with a propulsionequipped bailout device (PEBS). A diagram showing the pod vehicle dependence with
PEBSs is shown in Figure B-6. Assuming that each pod has a reliability of 0.99 and the
reliability of the bailout system is 0.99 (see Section B-3) the reliability requirement for
propulsion system component of the PEBS can be determined. Again it is assumed that
there is two of each component and that they are identical and have the same reliability.
The reliability of each PEBS is determined by the following equations
Let R pod = reliability of crew critical systems for one pod vehicle
Let R prop = reliability of propulsion system on PEBS
Let R BS = reliability of life support system on PEBS
If R pod = 0.99 and R prop = R BS = R, then

(

(

R pod1 U R BS1 I (R prop1 U R pod2 U R prop2 )

(B-14)

))

2

= (1− (1 − R pod )(1 − R(1 − (1 − R pod )(1 − R) 2 ) = 0.99999
2

⇒ R = 0.95909
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to be 0.9162, which leads to the requirement that the propulsion system must have a
reliability of 0.92550. This analysis was completed assuming that the pod or the PEBS or
the bailout system would work for each sub-system. This does not account for the
possibility that the bailout system will be the only component working in each system, if
this is the case, the crewmembers would not likely survive unless they were neat the
Gateway station and could perform a self- rescue operation. This scenario shows more
reliability relief without dependence on semi- faulty paths for rescue.
KEY:
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Figure B-6: Configuration 6 Fault Diagram

B.2.7 Configuration 7 Reliability
Configuration 7 is composed of two pod vehicles, one PEBS and one bailout
system. This system configuration was considered in an effort to reduce the number of
components required in the system configuration to meet the crew survival criteria. A
diagram showing the pod vehicle dependence with the two types of escape systems is
shown in Figure B-7. If the reliability of each pod vehicle is assumed to be 0.99, the
reliability required for the propulsion and life support on the PEBS can be determined
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Let R pod = reliability of crew critical systems for one pod vehicle
Let R prop = reliability of propulsion system on PEBS
Let R BS = reliability of life support system on PEBS
If R pod = 0.99 and R prop = R BS = R, then

(R

pod1

(

(

U R BS1 I ( R prop1 U R pod2 )

(

)) ( R

pod2

)

U ( R BS1 I R pod1 ) = 0.99999

= 1 − (1 − R pod ) 1 − R (1 − (1 − R)(1 − R pod ) )

)) (1 − (1 − R

pod

(B-15)

)(1 − RR pod ) )

⇒ R = 1.00416 (not possible)
If R pod = Rprop = R BS = R,then
⇒ R = 0.99764

to be 1.83258 leading to a requirement that the propulsion must be 1.85109 reliable,
which is impossible. This system configuration cannot meet the crew survival criteria
because the reliability require for the PEBS is greater than 1.
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Figure B-7: Configuration 7 Fault Diagram

B.2.8 Configuration 8 Reliability
Configuration 8 consists of three pods each equipped with bailout systems. A
diagram showing the pod dependencies is shown in Figure B-8. Assuming the reliability
of each pod is 0.99,
Let R pod = reliability of crew critical systems for one pod vehicle
Let R BS = reliability of bailout system
If R pod = 0.99,then

(R

pod1

(

U R BS1 I (R pod2 U R pod3 )

))

(B-16)

3

= (1− (1 − R pod )(1 − R BS (1 − (1 − R pod ) 2 ) ) = 0.99999
3

⇒ R BS = 0.99954

then the crew survival criteria is met if the reliability of the bailout system is 0.99954.
Next the probability that exactly two pod would fail on the same sortie was examined.
The probability of all three pods failing on the same sortie was also considered.

Assuming R pod = 0.99,then
Probability that exactly two pods fail on same sortie:
P(1) = 3R pod (1 − R pod ) 2 = 0.000297
Probability that exactly three pods fail on same sortie:
P(0) = (1-R pod )3 = 0.000001
R cs_sort ie = 1 − 0.99

1

600

= 0.00001675

Since the probability of all three pods failing on the same sortie is less than the
probability of the crew not surviving, therefore this scenario wo uld fall within the crew
survival criteria. The logistical concerns of designing to nominally have three pods in
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operation at the Gateway station are unreasonable. Thus two-pod configurations are
more feasible.
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Figure B-8: Configuration 8 Fault Diagram

B.3 In-Depth Reliability Calculations for Configuration 6
The 64 possible scenarios for configuration 6: two pods with propulsion-equipped
bailout systems (PEBS) are shown in Table B-I. The reliabilities of the escape
components were set equal and varied until the difference between the system reliability
and the crew survival criteria (0.99999) was near zero. These values are plotted in Figure
B-9, where it can be seen, if the escape component reliability is 0.97944, then the crew
survival criteria is met. This varies from the original estimation, but this calculation
examines all possible scenarios on a case-by-case basis resulting in a more accurate
calculation for the escape component reliability.
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Table B-I: Reliability Tabulation of All Possible Scenarios
for Configuration 6
Configuration 6: 2 pods with PEBS
Subsystem 1:

Rpod

0.99

Rprop

0.97944

Rbail

0.97944

Rpebs

0.959303
System Reliability

Subsystem 2:

Rpod

0.99

Rprop

0.97944

Rbail

0.97944

Rpebs

0.959303

Required Reliability

Pod 1

PEBS 1

0.99998325
1.57656E-06

Subsystem 1

Scenario

0.999983265

Subsystem 2
BS 1

safe? Pod 2

PEBS 2

BS 2

System
safe? Probability Safe?

Reliability

1

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.8652416

1

0.865242

2

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1 0.0181628

1

0.018163

3

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1 0.0367069

1

0.036707

4

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1 0.0007705

1

0.000771

5

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.0087398

1

0.00874

6

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1 0.0001835

1

0.000183

7

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1 0.0003708

1

0.000371

8

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0 7.783E-06

0

0

9

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.0181628

1

0.018163

10

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1 0.0003813

1

0.000381

11

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1 0.0007705

1

0.000771

12

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1 1.617E-05

1

1.62E-05

13

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.0001835

1

0.000183

14

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1 3.851E-06

1

3.85E-06

15

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1 7.783E-06

1

7.78E-06

16

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0 1.634E-07

0

0

17

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.0367069

1

0.036707

18

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1 0.0007705

1

0.000771

19

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1 0.0015572

1

0.001557

20

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1 3.269E-05

1

3.27E-05

21

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.0003708

1

0.000371

22

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1 7.783E-06

1

7.78E-06

23

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1 1.573E-05

1

1.57E-05

24

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0 3.302E-07

0

0

25

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.0007705

1

0.000771

26

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1 1.617E-05

1

1.62E-05

27

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1 3.269E-05

1

3.27E-05

28

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1 6.862E-07

1

6.86E-07

29

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1 7.783E-06

1

7.78E-06

30

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1 1.634E-07

1

1.63E-07

31

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1 3.302E-07

1

3.3E-07
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32

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1

0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0 6.931E-09

0

33

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.0087398

1

0.00874

34

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1 0.0001835

1

0.000183

35

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1 0.0003708

1

0.000371

36

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1 7.783E-06

1

7.78E-06

37

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1 8.828E-05

1

8.83E-05

38

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1 1.853E-06

1

1.85E-06

39

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1 3.745E-06

1

3.75E-06

40

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1

0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0 7.862E-08

0

0

41

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.0001835

1

0.000183

42

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1 3.851E-06

1

3.85E-06

43

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1 7.783E-06

1

7.78E-06

44

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1 1.634E-07

1

1.63E-07

45

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1 1.853E-06

1

1.85E-06

46

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

3.89E-08

1

3.89E-08

47

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1 7.862E-08

1

7.86E-08

48

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0

1.65E-09

0

0

49

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1 0.0003708

1

0.000371

50

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1 7.783E-06

1

7.78E-06

51

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1 1.573E-05

1

1.57E-05

52

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1 3.302E-07

1

3.3E-07

53

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1 3.745E-06

1

3.75E-06

54

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1 7.862E-08

1

7.86E-08
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0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1 1.589E-07

1

1.59E-07
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0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1

0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0 3.335E-09

0

0
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0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0

0.99

0.959303

0.97944

1 7.783E-06

0

0
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0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0

0.99

0.959303

0.02056

1 1.634E-07

0

0
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0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0

0.99

0.040697

0.97944

1 3.302E-07

0

0
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0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0

0.99

0.040697

0.02056

1 6.931E-09

0

0
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0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0

0.01

0.959303

0.97944

1 7.862E-08

0

0
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0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0

0.01

0.959303

0.02056

1

1.65E-09

0

0
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0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0

0.01

0.040697

0.97944

1 3.335E-09

0

0
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0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0

0.01

0.040697

0.02056

0 7.001E-11

0

0

Total probability

1

Total crew survival scenarios
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0

0.999983
49

Difference in Reliabilities vs. Escape
Component Relaibility
Difference of System
Reliability and Crew
Survival Criteria

0.000004
0.000003
0.000002
0.000001
0
0.97942 0.97942 0.97943 0.97943 0.97944 0.97944 0.97945 0.97945 0.97946

-0.000001
-0.000002

Escape Component Reliability

Figure B-9: Escape Component Reliability Estimation Based Off Reliability Difference

B.4 SCOUT Pod Operational Mode Reliability Calculations
All previous analysis assumed that all the SCOUT systems were located at the
worksite during a given sortie. Therefore if the pods operate in the double pod operation
mode, then the crew survival criteria will always be met. However in the case of the
single pod operation mode, this is not true. For this case it is assume that one pod is at
the worksite and fails and the other pod is waiting at the Gateway station for the distress
call. This system is limited because the crewmember in the pod at the worksite must
bailout of the pod after the failure and must rely on his or her bailout propulsion system.
If this fails, then the second pod would be summoned (this assumes the bailout system
allows for communication), but if this pod happens to have a propulsion failure and
cannot rescue the ailing crewmember, then the crewmember is out of luck. Whereas
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having the other SCOUT pod nominally at the worksite with the pod, the crewmember
has one more option for bailout, the bailout propulsion on the second pod. So examining
the reliability of the single pod operation mode, we have the pod, which has a reliability
of 0.99 and the bailout propulsion and bailout system, which have equal reliabilities of
0.97943, then
Let R pod = 0.99 and R prop = R BS = 0.97943

(R

pod

(

(

))

U R BS I (R prop U R pod ) = Rsystem

(

(

= 1 − (1 − R pod ) 1 − R BS 1 − (1 − R prop )(1 − R pod )
⇒ R system = 0.99979
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)) )

(B-18)

Appendix C: Trade Study for Type of Robotic Arms
Researcher: Wendy Frank
Objective: Determine the best type of robotic arm to use on the pod
Current Status

Ranger
Dexterous right arm
(DXR) non-flight version
built and operational

Dimensions

63” maximum reach

Degrees of
Freedom

Eight DOF arms

Purpose of Use /
Tasks

Provide any EVA compatible interface and
specialized robotic
interfaces
Operated from middeck
locker and from ground
control station
SGI -based control station

Operation

Computer
Architecture
Visualization

Manipulators

Seven DOF video arm
with stereo video pair and
independently controlled
LED lighting

Two dexterous arms each
with Interchangeable End
Effector Mechanism
(IEEM) for quick tool
change out, wrist video
camera, two tool drives for
end effector control

Robonaut
Right arm built and
operational
“However, Robonaut is
unlikely to visit space in
the next five years.”
Size of human arm but
with greater range of
motion
19 DOF upper extremity:
Three DOF index &
middle fingers
Three DOF opposable
thumb
One DOF ring & pinky
finger
One DOF palm
Two DOF wrist
Five DOF arm
Provide human-like
capabilities in a broad
variation of environments
Remotely located operator

Canadian SPDM
Launch on UF-4 flight

Two - 3.4m long arms

Seven DOF

Maintenance tasks on ISS
such as replacing the
Orbital Replacement Units
(ORU)
Tele-operated by ISS crew
member

PowerPC processors

SGI -based control station

Virtual reality display and
control technology; two
eye cameras send live
video to helmet-mounted
display so operator sees
what robot sees
Human-like hands that can
do gross positioning, fine
positioning, grasping, or a
combination of the three

Video images of
ORU/Worksite
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Orbital Tool Change-out
Mechanism (OTCM)
including a gripper, a
camera with two lights, a
Socket Drive Mechanism,
and a Force Moment
Sensor (FMS)

Arm Interaction

Positioning leg (PXL)
attached to Space lab
pallet allows both arms to
interact with worksite

Thermal
Specifications

Work Envelope

Dexterous arms have a 63”
maximum reach and video
arm has 55” working
envelope radius

Special
Consideration
Cost

~$6 million per arm

Leg attached with stinger
allowing both arms to
interact with worksite

All insertion/extraction
tasks done with one arm
while the other arm grasps
a stabilization point

Can endure the thermal
conditions of an eight hour
EVA; performed well in a
–25ºC to 105ºC thermal
vacuum chamber test
Reach envelope contained
within 10 by 10 inch
square
Can work with soft
materials such as Velcro
and thermal insulation
Expensive!

All serviceable satellites
have SPDM attachment
point
$896 million (USD) over
20 years for three different
parts of the structure; ~$15
million for the hand

Recommendation:
After looking at the above categories, I would recommend that the Ranger dexterous
manipulators be used for the robotic arms on the pod.
Reasoning:
The concept behind Robonaut is a very promising one and may become a permanent
installation on ISS. However, developing and building Robonaut is extremely expensive
due to the complexity of the system. In addition, only one arm is currently completed
and fully operational, with the second arm not near completion. While the dexterity of
Robonaut's hands is just like that of a human, the available work envelope is limited and
requires the subject to be close to the worksite, something that the human gloves will be
accomplishing.
While the Canadian SDPM has a longer reach than Ranger, it is designed for only one
purpose, to replace the ORUs. This does not allow of an exchange of end effectors and
would require either several arms (one for each task) or an adapter (if possible) for other
tools.
Ranger was made specifically to work with EVA tasks and provide special robotic
interfaces. It has a reasonable reach, and has a series of end effectors that are changed
out with reasonable ease. These factors make Ranger the most logical choice.
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Appendix D: Trade Study for Position of Robotic Arms
Researcher: Wendy Frank
Objective: Determine the best place for the robotics arms in relation to the human arms using the maximum
ORU size.

DECISION FLOW DOWN:
On Top

In the Middle

Just above
human arms

On Bottom

Just below
human arms

At human arms

In front, on the
chest

On sides near
the front

DETAILS:

The first decision to be made was to determine whether the robotic arms should be
located on the top of the pod, on the middle, or on the bottom.

1. On top: The range of motion of the arms with respect to the top side of the ORU is
increased, but work without readjustment is limited for the bottom portion of the ORU.
Would require continual maneuvers to reach lower half of ORU.

2. In the middle: The arms are able to reach the top and bottom of the ORU with
reasonable ease. Does not require much repositioning to reach different the front face,
top, sides, and bottom of the ORU.
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On sides near
the back

3. On bottom: Similar to the top positioning except limits reach of top of ORU. Requires
maneuvers to reach the upper half of ORU.
Option 2 was chosen to be the best option. From there, the second decision became the
level at which to place the arms. The options were just above the human arms, at the
level of the human arms, and just below the human arms.

A. Just above the human arms: Placing the arms here limits the peripheral vision of the
astronaut inside when grasping forward. Grasping items from above is simpler.

B. At human arms: With the two sets of arms being on the same plane, there is a greater
chance of conflict during operation. Safety issue. Does not affect peripheral vision
unless arms are straight up.

C. Just below human arms: Does not affect peripheral vision unless arms are straight up.
Grasping items from below is simpler.

Option C was chosen to be the best option. From there, the third decision became where
on the sides of the pod the arms should be positioned. The options were in front on the
chest, on the sides near the front, and on the sides near the back.
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i. In front on the chest: This position limits the reach-around ability of the arms should an
ORU be 1.6m wide. Loss of range of motion at shoulders. Trouble getting in close to a
worksite.

ii. On the sides near the front: With the arms positioned wider apart, the sides of the ORU
are more accessible. Getting in close to worksite is more easily accomplished. Full
range of motion possible.

iii. On the sides near the back: Full range of motion is capable. A loss of operative length
occurs due to the arms being located towards the back of the pod.

Option iii was chosen to be the best choice.

RECOMMENDATION:
Simply put: just below the human arms, in the middle (vertically), and towards the front
of the pod (horizontally). Just below suggests something around 0.13m below the human
arms, which is one diameter of the current arm design.
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Appendix E: Table of Loads
MS = σallowed/σdesign – 1
Design = FOS * Load

Launch Loads:
(g's) Force
8.5
5.8M*a
4.85

X-Direction
Y-Direction
Z-Direction

Primary

Kind

Secondary

Kind

Everything

Point Force

Everything

Point Force

Attachment points on the shuttle will apply positive x-direction point forces.
All other forces where something is attached to primary shell structure will result in a
negative x
direction inertia force where they are attached.
Note:

Pressurization Loads:
Stress
σ = PR/t
σ = PR/(2t)

Hoop
Longitudinal
Note:

Primary
Pressure Hull
Pressure Hull

Kind
Distributed Force
Distributed Force

Changes in pressure will change during the launch process.

Thermal Loads:
Thrusting (to gateway)
RCS thrusters

Force
m*a
m*a

Primary
Attach point
Attach point

Kind
Point Force
Point Force

Operational Loads:
Effector Forces/Torques
Effect on Elbow Joint
Effect on Shoulder Joint

Primary
Arms
Arms
Arms

Kind
Point Load/Torque
Point Load/Torque
Point Load/Torque

Secondary
Attach Point
Attach Point
Attach Point

Kind
Point Load/Torque
Point Load/Torque
Point Load/Torque

Docking Loads:
Primary
Kind
Secondary
Initial Impact
Docking Mech.
Point Force
Main Structure
Berthing (rubbing during docking) Docking Mech. Distributed Force Main Structure
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Kind
Distributed Force
Distributed Force

Appendix F: Inertial Launch Loads
5

Pressure: 1.01x10 N/m

2
2

Launch Accelerations:

x (m/s )
83.385

Title

2

2

y (m/s )
56.898

z (m/s )
47.5785

Mass (kg)

FOS

X-force

Y-Force

Z-Force

LOADS, STRUCTURES & MECHANISMS

IBDM
Task Arm (2)
Grapple Arm

215
100
75

2
2
2

35855.6
16677.0
12507.8

24466.1
11379.6
8534.7

20458.8
9515.7
7136.8

4.36
8.89

2
2
2
2
2

726.5
1483.3
0.0
2501.6
2501.6

495.7
1012.1
0.0
1706.9
1706.9

414.5
846.4
0.0
1427.4
1427.4

800.5
1667.7
1334.2
2501.6
2434.8
750.5
1050.7
5003.1

546.2
1138.0
910.4
1706.9
1661.4
512.1
716.9
3413.9

456.8
951.6
761.3
1427.4
1389.3
428.2
599.5
2854.7

7510.5
15021.1
5689.8
364.1
682.8
1365.6
5689.8
25945.5

6280.4
12560.7
4757.9
304.5
570.9
1141.9
4757.9
21695.8

LIFE SUPPORT & HUMAN FACTORS

N2
O2 (2)
Metox
Press Control
Waste Collection

15.00
15.00

AVIONICS

Star Tracker (2)
VGS (2, each)
Modem (2?)
Computers (1?)
Crew Display (2)
Hand Controllers (2)
Interface Switches
Power Distr. (3)

4.80
10.00
8.00
15.00
14.60
4.50
6.30
30.00

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

POWER, PROPULSION, & THERMAL

N2
N2 Tank
Hydrazine
Hydrazine Tank
N2 Pressurant
N2 Pressurant Tank
Thruster Nozzles
Batteries (3)

66.00
132.00
50.00
3.20
6.00
12.00
50.00
228
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

11006.8
22013.6
8338.5
533.7
1000.6
2001.2
8338.5
38023.6

Appendix G: RMS Grapple Fixture and Dexterous
Manipulators
Loads on RMS Grapple Fixture:
Title

Force

1RMS
or 2RMS

Angle (deg) FOS X-force Y-Force Z-Force
890
20
2 -608.8
0.0 -1672.7
890
20
2
0.0
-608.8 -1672.7

Loads on Dexterous Manipulators:
Title
Task Arms
or Task
or Task
Grapple Arms
A X-5

Force
2616
2616
2616
374 Nm Torque
100
1138

Angle (deg) FOS X-force Y-Force Z-Force
0
2 5232.0
0.0
0.0
60
2
0.0 -4531.0 2616.0
30
2
0.0 2616.0 4531.0
0
90

2
2

800.0
0.0

800.0
-2276.0

Structural Analysis on Dexterous Manipulators:
Density:
FOS:
Load:
Young’s Mudulus:
yield stress:
Radius:
Shear Modulus:
yierld sheer:
Torque:

2710
2
200
7.00E+10
2.75E+08
0.065
2.60E+10
1.40E+08
52.2

Normal Stress on Task Arms:
Section
length
Moment
I
t
t used
new I
Stress
MS
deflection
mass
Stiffness
fqz

1
0.17
748
3.54E-07
0.0004
0.414
0.0015
1.25E-06
38900000
38.90
2.54
1.87E-06
0.279
1.07E+02
19571.76
19.57

2
0.68
714
3.38E-07
0.0004
0.395
0.0015
1.25E-06
37100000
37.13
2.70
1.22E-04
1.116
1.64E+00
1213.79
1.21
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3
0.68
578
2.73E-07
0.0003
0.319
0.0015
1.25E-06
30000000
30.06
3.57
2.43E-04
1.116
8.22E-01
858.28
0.86

4Units
0.34
442
2.09E-07
0.0002m
0.244mm
0.0015m
1.25E-06
23000000Pa
22.98Mpa
4.98
3.82E-04
0.558kg
5.24E-01MPa
968.95Hz
0.97KHz

0.0
0

Shear Stress on Task Arms:
section

t
J
t used
new J

MS
deflection
total mass
Stiffness
Frequency

2
3
4 Units
0.68
0.68
0.34
4.85E-08 4.85E-08 4.85E-08
2.81E-05 2.81E-05 2.81E-05M
0.028
0.028
0.028mm
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015M
2.5E-06
2.5E-06
2.5E-06
1360000 1360000 1360000Pa
1.36
1.36
1.36Mpa
50.58
50.58
50.58
1.09E-04 6.52E-05 3.10E-12
1.116
1.116
0.558
4.80E+05 8.01E+05 1.69E+13Pa
4.80E-01 8.01E-01 1.69E+07 Mpa
656
847 5500000Hz
0.66
0.85
5500KHz

Normal and Shear Stresses on Grapple Arms:
Case 1
Section
Moment
length
I
t
t used
new I
stress
MS
deflection
mass
Stiffness
fqz

Case 2
Section

1
1236
0.17
5.84E-07
0.0007
0.688
0.0015
1.25E-06
64300000
64.27
1.14
3.74E-06
0.279
1.07E+02
19600
19.6

2
1780
1.36
8.41E-07
0.0010
0.998
0.0015
1.25E-06
92600000
92.56
0.49
1.92E-03
2.232
2.08E-01
305
0.31

2
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3
2324
1.36
1.10E-06
0.0013
1.313
0.0015
1.25E-06
1.21E+08
120.85
0.138
3.84E-03
2.232
1.04E-01
216
0.22

3

4 Units
2460N-m
0.34M
1.16E-06
0.0014M
1.392mm
0.0015M
1.25E-06
1.28E+08Pa
127.92Mpa
0.075
5.79E-03m
0.558kg
6.90E-02MPa
351Hz
0.35KHz

4Units

J
t
t used
New J
stress
MS
Deflection
total mass
Stiffness
Frequency

Case 3
Section
length
t required
t used
I
MS

1.36
1.10E-06
0.0006
0.645
0.0015
2.5E-06
3070000
30.7
1.28
1.96E-04
2.232
6.04E+06
6.04E+00
1645
1.65

1
0.17
0.0007
0.0015
1.25E-06
1.14
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1.36
1.10E-06
0.0006
0.645
0.0015
2.5E-06
30700000
30.7
1.28
1.09E-04
2.232
1.09E+07
1.09E+01
2207
2.21

2
1.36
0.0007
0.0015
1.25E-06
0.486

0.34
1.10E-06
0.0006m
0.645mm
0.0015m
2.5E-06
30700000Pa
30.7Mpa
1.28
7.01E-11m
0.558kg
1.69E+13Pa
1.69E+07MPa
5496000Hz
5496KHz

3
1.36
0.0007
0.0015
1.25E-06
0.138

4
0.34
0.0007
0.0015
1.25E-06
0.075

Appendix H: Structural Analysis on Plates
Axial Stress Notes:
Referenced from Roarks, Table 26
All plate edges are fixed on the next plate.
Each plate will be solved separately.
Each plate will be assumed to have constant wall thickness.
Safety Factor included in stresses, W
Yield stress for Aluminum: 275 MPa
Equation of normal stress:

 3 × W   (1 − v ) ln( 2b ) 
σ =
2

 + B1
πρ ′
 2πt  

ρ ′ = 1. 6ρ 2 + t 2 − .625t

v = .33
a = height
B1 and B2 Chart:
a/b
B1
B2
Alpha

b = width

1
-0.238
0.7542
0.0611

1.2
-0.078
0.894
0.0706

1.4
0.011
0.9624
0.0754

1.6
0.053
0.9906
0.0777

1.8
0.068
1
0.0786

2
0.067
1.004
0.0788

Shear Stress Notes:
Referenced from Mechanics of Materials
Shear stress for Aluminum: 132 MPa
Assume following equation for maximum shear load:

τ = 1 .5

V
A

Other Notes:
Minimum allowable thickness for micrometeoroid protection: .0024 m
Minimum allowable thickness for radiation protection: .0148 m
Usable thickness: .0015 m
3
Pressure load based on cylinder with internal volume of 2.92 m
SCOUT Plate Numbers:
Number Face
1
top
2
front
3
scout left front
4
left back pressure
5
scout right front
6
right back pressure
7
back
8
bottom
9
scout right back
10
back pressure
11
scout left back
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inf
0.067
1.008
0.0791

ACTUAL THICKNESS

PLATE 1 - TOP
Pressure Load
a

1.5

b

1.5

thickness

0.0025
27641460
8.94882325

0.0015 0.000251286

a/b

1

yield

46069100

275000000

B1

-0.2

MOS

4.969293952

0

ro

0.5
Launch Load
axial

6809.8

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.002442119

sigma

282185488.8 7564811.513

275000000

ro'

0.630840086 0.622638675

0.627

MOS

-0.025463708 35.35252505

0

shear

6057.2

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

4.58879E-05

shear

2523833.333 409270.2703

132000000

MOS

51.30139338 321.5252592

0

0.0025
260102997
0.63077297
0.05727348

0.0025
2422880
53.4806181

Operational Loads
W

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

sigma

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro'

N/A

N/A

N/A

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A
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0.0025
N/A
N/A
N/A

PLATE 2 - FRONT

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Pressure Load
a

2

b

0.75

a/b

thickness

0.0015

0.000251286

0.0028

2.66667

yield

46069100

275000000

24679875

B1

0.067

MOS

4.969293952

0

10.14268204

ro

0.155
Launch Load
axial

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

sigma

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro'

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

shear

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

shear

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.0028

0.0028

Operational Loads

extra panel thickness
for radaition

W
thickness
sigma
ro'
MOS

4552

0.012

0.0024

0.0148

0.002770789

0.0028

358717055.8

9800736.102

275000000

263881127.4

0.194455904

0.186629022

0.19

0.194191208

-0.233379078

27.0591169

0

0.042135914
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PLATE 3 - SCOUT LEFT FRONT

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Pressure Load
a
b

2
0.0015

0.000251286

0.0058

a/b

2.666667

0.75

thickness
yield

46069100

275000000

11914422.41

B1

0.067

MOS

4.969293952

0

22.08126995

ro

0.07

axial

8833.6

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.005725347

0.0058

Launch Load

sigma

1496027952

42761881.87

275000000

262401321.1

ro'

0.086956295

0.079782156

0.083

0.084818534

MOS

-0.816179905

5.430961126

0

0.048013016

shear

9931.1

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.000150471

0.0058

shear

8275916.667

1342040.541

132000000

3424517.241

MOS

14.94989477

97.35768445

0

37.54557904

Operational Loads

extra panel thickness
for radaition

W
thickness

5232

0.009

0.0024

0.0148

0.004406227

0.0058

886073429.1

25327178.72

275000000

155416105.8

ro'

0.086956295

0.079782156

0.083

0.084818534

MOS

-0.689641974

9.857901033

0

0.769443383

sigma
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PLATE 4 - LEFT BACK PRESSURE

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Pressure Load
a
b

2
0.0015

0.000251286

0.0054

a/b

2.666666667

yield

46069100

275000000

12796972.22

B1

0.067

MOS

4.969293952

0

20.48945823

axial

40288.8

ro

0.75

thickness

0.4
Launch Load

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.005359871

0.0054
269868191.5

sigma

1361673534

36299343.5

275000000

ro'

0.504350118

0.496190837

0.5

0.502348241

MOS

-0.798042634

6.575894588

0

0.019015982

shear

45294.6

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.000686282

0.0054

shear

37745500

6120891.892

132000000

16775777.78

MOS

2.497105615

20.56548463

0

6.868487634

Operational Loads
W

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

sigma

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro'

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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0.0054

PLATE 5 - SCOUT RIGHT FRONT

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Pressure Load
a
b

2
0.0015

0.000251286

0.0065

a/b

2.6667

0.75

thickness
yield

46069100

275000000

10631330.77

B1

0.067

MOS

4.969293952

0

24.86694046

ro

0.07
Launch Load
axial
thickness

11058.7
0.0024

0.0148

0.006405971

0.0065

sigma

1872863194

53533194.06

275000000

262826120.5

ro'

0.086956295

0.079782156

0.083

0.084394536

MOS

-0.853165997

4.136999666

0

0.046319138

shear

12432.7

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.000188374

0.0065

shear

10360583.33

1680094.595

132000000

3825446.154

MOS

11.74059537

77.56700475

0

33.50577911

Operational Loads

extra panel thickness
for radaition

W
thickness

5232

0.0083

0.0024

0.0148

0.004406227

0.0065

886073429.1

25327178.72

275000000

124346104.2

ro'

0.086956295

0.079782156

0.083

0.084394536

MOS

-0.689641974

9.857901033

0

1.211569086

sigma
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PLATE 6 - RIGHT BACK PRESSURE

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Pressure Load
a

2

b

0.75

thickness

0.0015

0.000251286

0.0054

a/b

2.67

yield

46069100

275000000

12796972.22

B1

0.07

MOS

4.969293952

0

20.48945823

ro

0.4

axial

40288.8

Launch Load

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.005359871

0.0054

sigma

1361673534

36299343.5

275000000

269868191.5

ro'

0.504350118

0.496190837

0.5

0.502348241

MOS

-0.798042634

6.575894588

0

0.019015982

shear

45294.6
0.0024

0.0148

0.000686282

0.0054

shear

thickness

37745500

6120891.892

132000000

16775777.78

MOS

2.497105615

20.56548463

0

6.868487634

Operational Loads
W

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

sigma

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro'

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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0.0054

PLATE 7 - BACK

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Pressure Load
a
b

2
thickness

N/A

N/A

a/b

1.3333

yield

N/A

N/A

N/A

B1

0.011

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

axial

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

sigma

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro'

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

shear

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

shear

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro

1.5

0.0024

0
Launch Load

0.0024

0.0024

Operational Loads
W

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

sigma

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro'

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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0.0024

PLATE 8 - BOTTOM

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Pressure Load
a

1.5

b

1.5

0.0015

0.000251286

0.0053

a/b

1

yield

46069100

275000000

13038424.53

B1

-0.238

MOS

4.969293952

0

20.0915053

axial

12507.8

ro

thickness

0.25
Launch Load

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.005248733

0.0053

sigma

1287393217

34911155.7

275000000

265920629.7

ro'

0.314616873

0.306583909

0.309

0.312694677

MOS

-0.786390051

6.877138253

0

0.034143159

shear

11125.4

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

8.42833E-05

0.0053

shear

4635583.333

751716.2162

132000000

2099132.075

MOS

27.47538066

174.5981807

0

61.88313229

Operational Loads
W
thickness

800
0.0024

0.0148

0.001324877

0.0053

82341784.62

2232920.622

275000000

17008307.12

ro'

0.314616873

0.306583909

0.31

0.312694677

MOS

2.339738157

122.1570873

0

15.16856975

sigma
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PLATE 9 - SCOUT RIGHT BACK

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Pressure Load
a
b

2
thickness

N/A

N/A

a/b

2.443196

yield

N/A

N/A

N/A

B1

0.067

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro

0.8186

0.0024

0.3
Launch Load
axial

3708.5

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.002009487

0.0024

sigma

190573372.9

5109200.509

275000000

190573372.9

ro'

0.377860909

0.36977182

0.373

0.377860909

MOS

0.443013764

52.82446813

0

0.443013764

shear

4169.3

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

5.78774E-05

0.0024

shear

3183254.947

516203.505

132000000

3183254.947

MOS

40.46698966

254.7131029

0

40.46698966

Operational Loads
W

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

sigma

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro'

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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0.0024

PLATE 10 - BACK PRESSURE
Pressure Load
a

2

b

0.75

ACTUAL THICKNESS
thickness

0.0015

0.000251286

a/b

2.6666667

yield

46069100

275000000

B1

0.067

MOS

4.969293952

0

axial

12507.8

ro

0.3
Launch Load

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.003385234

540981931

14497191.68

275000000

0.377860909

0.36977182

0.373

MOS

-0.491665092

17.96919114

0

shear

11125.4

sigma
ro'

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.000168567

shear

9271166.667

1503432.432

132000000

MOS

13.23769033

86.79909037

0

Operational Loads
W
thickness

1672.7
0.0024

0.0148

0.001237962

sigma

72346893.62

1938746.425

275000000

ro'

0.377860909

0.36977182

0.373

MOS

2.801130722

140.8442332

0
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PLATE 11 - SCOUT LEFT BACK

ACTUAL THICKNESS

Pressure Load
a

2

b

0.8186

thickness

N/A

N/A

a/b

2.4432

yield

N/A

N/A

N/A

B1

0.067

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro

0.0024

0.3
Launch Load
axial

3531

thickness

0.0024

0.0148

0.001960808

0.0024

sigma

181451956.2

4864658.756

275000000

181451956.2

ro'

0.377860909

0.36977182

0.373

0.377860909

MOS

0.515552688

55.53017278

0

0.515552688

shear

3969.8
0.0024

0.0148

5.51079E-05

0.0024

shear

thickness

3030936.966

491503.2917

132000000

3030936.966

MOS

42.55088921

267.5638168

0

42.55088921

Operational Loads
W

N/A

thickness

N/A

N/A

N/A

sigma

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ro'

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

MOS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Appendix I: Stringer Trade Study
Material -->
Aluminum
Steel
Titanium
Max Acceleration Max Load x FOS Area Required Area Required Area Required
(in 9.81kgm/s^2)
(N)
(m^2)
(m^2)
(m^2)
5
540100
0.0021
0.0026
0.00058
6
647460
0.0025
0.0031
0.00070
7
755370
0.0030
0.0036
0.00082
8
863280
0.0034
0.0042
0.00093
9
971190
0.0038
0.0047
0.00105
10
1079100
0.0042
0.0052
0.00117
11
12
13
14
15

1187010
1294920
1402830
1510740
1618650

0.0047
0.0051
0.0055
0.0059
0.0063

0.0057
0.0063
0.0068
0.0073
0.0078

0.00128
0.00140
0.00152
0.00164
0.00175

Number of Stringers -->
6
8
9
12
18
Area Required
Radius
Radius
Radius
Radius
Radius
(m^2)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
0.0005
0.0052
0.0045
0.0042
0.0036
0.0030
0.0006
0.0056
0.0049
0.0046
0.0040
0.0033
0.0007
0.0061
0.0053
0.0050
0.0043
0.0035
0.0008
0.0009
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04

0.0065
0.0069
0.0073
0.0103
0.0126
0.0146
0.0163
0.0178
0.0193
0.0206
0.0219
0.0230
0.0326
0.0399
0.0461

0.0056
0.0060
0.0063
0.0089
0.0109
0.0126
0.0141
0.0155
0.0167
0.0178
0.0189
0.0199
0.0282
0.0345
0.0399

0.0053
0.0056
0.0059
0.0084
0.0103
0.0119
0.0133
0.0146
0.0157
0.0168
0.0178
0.0188
0.0266
0.0326
0.0376

0.0046
0.0049
0.0052
0.0073
0.0089
0.0103
0.0115
0.0126
0.0136
0.0146
0.0155
0.0163
0.0230
0.0282
0.0326

0.0038
0.0040
0.0042
0.0059
0.0073
0.0084
0.0094
0.0103
0.0111
0.0119
0.0126
0.0133
0.0188
0.0230
0.0266

0.05

0.0515

0.0446

0.0421

0.0364

0.0297
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Appendix J. Communication Link Budgets
Table J.1. Link budget results
Frequency
UHF
Ka
S
UHF
Ka
S
UHF
UHF
UHF
UHF
UHF
Ka
Ka
S
S
UHF
Ka
S
UHF
UHF
Ka
Ka
Ka
S
S
UHF
Ka
S
UHF
Ka
S
S

Origion of Signal
Worksite
Worksite
Worksite
Worksite
Worksite
Worksite
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO
GEO

Destination of Signal
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Earth
Earth
Earth
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Earth
Earth
Earth
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Gateway
Earth
Earth
Earth
Satellite
TDRSS
TDRSS
TDRSS

SCOUT Antenna Diameter (m)
SCOUT Antenna Power (W)
Receiving Antenna
Transmition
Diameter
Rate
(m)(Mbps)
N/A
0.00121
N/A
10
N/A
1.52
N/A
10
N/A
0.00928
N/A
10
2
4.54
34
10
0.4
0.0897
34
10
1.5
1.045
34
10
N/A
4,050,000
N/A
10
N/A
51,800
1
10
N/A
12950
2
10
2
165.75
1
10
2
41.4
2
10
0.4
3.28
1
10
0.4
0.82
2
10
1.5
38.2
1
10
1.5
9.55
2
10
2
27.7
34
10
0.4
0.1245
34
10
1.5
1.45
34
10
2
4155
1
10
2
1040
2
10
0.4
82.25
1
10
0.4
20.55
2
10
2
3.29
1
10
1.5
957
1
10
1.5
239.5
2
10
N/A
17.05
34
10
0.4
0.00108
34
10
1.5
0.01256
34
10
N/A
2,025
4.9
10
0.4
0.128
4.9
10
N/A
29,300,000
N/A
10
1.5
1.494
4.9
10
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Omni-Directional SCOUT/Receiving
yes/yes
yes/yes
yes/yes
no/no
no/no
no/no
yes/yes
yes/no
yes/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
no/no
yes/no
no/no
no/no
yes/no
no/no
yes/yes
no/no

Table J.2. Link budget UHF to Gateway
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.11
0.01

-9.74
-20.53

0.63

-2.04

G(t)

6.25E-01

-2.04

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.00
7.56E-04
1.00E+03

-29.17
-31.21
30.00

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.02E-11

-102.21

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

0.11

-9.74

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.01
0.63

-20.53
-2.04

G(r )

6.25E-01

-2.04

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.33E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.78
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.35E-02
1.42E+09

-211.94
-18.71
91.53

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.89E+08
1.00E-04

4.40
82.76
-40.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.86

79.73
70.00
12.76

9.40
2.01

9.73
3.02

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.3. Link budget Ka Band to Gateway
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.00
0.00

-25.25
-51.55

0.63

-2.04

G(t)

6.25E-01

-2.04

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

1.52
9.50E-01
1.00E+03

1.82
-0.22
30.00

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

7.56E-08

-71.21

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

0.00

-25.25

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.00
0.63

-51.55
-2.04

G(r )

6.25E-01

-2.04

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.30E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.35E-02
1.80E+12

-211.94
-18.71
122.54

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-04

4.40
82.73
-40.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.74

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.4. Link budget S Band to Gateway
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

84.77
93.98
-9.21

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.04
0.00

-14.18
-29.41

0.63

-2.04

G(t)

6.25E-01

-2.04

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.01
5.80E-03
1.00E+03

-20.32
-22.37
30.00

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

4.62E-10

-93.36

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

0.04

-14.18

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.00
0.63

-29.41
-2.04

G(r )

6.25E-01

-2.04

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.35E-02
1.10E+10

-211.94
-18.71
100.40

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-04

4.40
82.73
-40.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.75

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.5. Link budget UHF to Earth
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

2.00
3.14

3.01
4.97

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

1.95E+02

22.91

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

4.54
8.87E+02
3.26E+08

6.57
29.48
85.14

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.63E-16

-151.79

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

34.00

15.31

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

907.92
0.55

29.58
-2.60

G(r )

5.65E+04

47.52

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.22E+03
1.51E+20

-211.94
30.85
201.80

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.77

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.6. Link budget Ka Band to Earth
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.40
0.13

-3.98
-9.01

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

9.88E+03

39.95

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.09
8.86E+02
3.26E+08

-10.47
29.48
85.14

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.62E-16

-151.79

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

34.00

15.31

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

907.92
0.55

29.58
-2.60

G(r )

7.14E+07

78.54

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.54E+06
1.91E+23

-211.94
61.87
232.82

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.75

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.7. Link budget S Band to Earth
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

84.77
93.98
-9.21

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

1.50
1.77

1.76
2.47

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

8.48E+02

29.28

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

1.05
8.86E+02
3.26E+08

0.19
29.48
85.14

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.62E-16

-151.79

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

34.00

15.31

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

907.92
0.55

29.58
-2.60

G(r )

4.36E+05

56.39

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
9.39E+03
1.17E+21

-211.94
39.73
210.68

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.75

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.8. Link budget UHF to Gateway from Moon Two Way Omni Directional
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

G(t)

84.77
89.54
-4.77

0.11
0.01

-9.74
-20.53

0.63

-2.04

6.25E-01

-2.04

4,050,000.00
2.53E+06
5.80E+07

66.07
64.03
77.64

5.98E-11

-102.23

0.11

-9.74

A(r )
η(r )

0.01
0.63

-20.53
-2.04

G(r )

6.25E-01

-2.04

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

Receiver Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.35E-02
4.78E+18

-211.94
-18.71
186.80

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-04

4.40
82.73
-40.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.75

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.9. Link budget UHF to Gateway from Moon One Way Omni Directional with
1m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

0.11
0.01

-9.74
-20.53

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.63

-2.04

Transmitter Gain

G(t)

6.25E-01

-2.04

51,800.00
3.24E+04
5.80E+07

47.14
45.10
77.64

7.65E-13

-121.16

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

1.00

0.00

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.79
0.55

-1.05
-2.60

Receiver Gain

G(r )

4.89E+01

16.89

Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.05E+00
4.78E+18

-211.94
0.22
186.80

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-04

4.40
82.73
-40.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.75

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.10. Link budget UHF to Gateway from Moon One Way Omni Directional with
2m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

0.11
0.01

-9.74
-20.53

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.63

-2.04

Transmitter Gain

G(t)

6.25E-01

-2.04

12,950.00
8.09E+03
5.80E+07

41.12
39.08
77.64

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

1.91E-13

-127.18

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

2.00

3.01

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

3.14
0.55

4.97
-2.60

Receiver Gain

G(r )

1.95E+02

22.91

Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
4.21E+00
4.78E+18

-211.94
6.24
186.80

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-04

4.40
82.73
-40.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.75

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Figure J.11. Link budget UHF to Gateway from Moon with 1m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

2.00
3.14

3.01
4.97

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

1.95E+02

22.91

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

41.40
8.09E+03
5.80E+07

16.17
39.08
77.64

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

1.91E-13

-127.18

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

2.00

3.01

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

3.14
0.55

4.97
-2.60

G(r )

1.95E+02

22.91

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.30E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
4.21E+00
4.78E+18

-211.94
6.24
186.80

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-04

4.40
82.73
-40.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.74

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Figure J.12. Link budget UHF to Gateway from Moon with 2m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

2.00
3.14

3.01
4.97

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

1.95E+02

22.91

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

41.40
8.09E+03
5.80E+07

16.17
39.08
77.64

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

1.91E-13

-127.18

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

2.00

3.01

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

3.14
0.55

4.97
-2.60

G(r )

1.95E+02

22.91

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.30E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
4.21E+00
4.78E+18

-211.94
6.24
186.80

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-04

4.40
82.73
-40.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.74

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.13. Link budget Ka Band to Gateway from Moon with 1m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.40
0.13

-3.98
-9.01

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

9.88E+03

39.95

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

3.28
3.24E+04
5.80E+07

5.16
45.11
77.64

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

7.66E-13

-121.16

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

1.00

0.00

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.79
0.55

-1.05
-2.60

G(r )

6.18E+04

47.91

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.33E+03
6.05E+21

-211.94
31.24
217.82

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.77

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.14. Link budget Ka Band to Gateway from Moon with 2m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.40
0.13

-3.98
-9.01

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

9.88E+03

39.95

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.82
8.10E+03
5.80E+07

-0.86
39.09
77.64

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

1.92E-13

-127.18

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

2.00

3.01

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

3.14
0.55

4.97
-2.60

G(r )

2.47E+05

53.93

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
5.32E+03
6.05E+21

-211.94
37.26
217.82

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.77

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.15. Link budget S Band to Gateway from Moon with 2m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

84.77
93.98
-9.21

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

1.50
1.77

1.76
2.47

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

8.48E+02

29.28

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

38.20
3.24E+04
5.80E+07

15.82
45.11
77.64

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

7.66E-13

-121.16

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

1.00

0.00

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.79
0.55

-1.05
-2.60

G(r )

3.77E+02

25.76

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
8.12E+00
3.69E+19

-211.94
9.10
195.67

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.76

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.16. Link budget S Band to Gateway from Moon with 2m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

84.77
93.98
-9.21

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

1.50
1.77

1.76
2.47

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

8.48E+02

29.28

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

9.55
8.10E+03
5.80E+07

9.80
39.08
77.64

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

1.91E-13

-127.18

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

2.00

3.01

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

3.14
0.55

4.97
-2.60

G(r )

1.51E+03

31.78

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
3.25E+01
3.69E+19

-211.94
15.12
195.67

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.76

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.17. Link budget UHF to Earth from Moon
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

2.00
3.14

3.01
4.97

27.70

14.42

G(t)

9.84E+03

39.93

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.13
1.23E+03
3.84E+08

-9.03
30.90
85.85

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.63E-16

-151.79

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

34.00

15.31

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

907.92
0.55

29.58
-2.60

G(r )

5.65E+04

47.52

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.22E+03
2.10E+20

-211.94
30.85
203.22

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.76

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.18. Link budget Ka Band to Earth from Moon
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.40
0.13

-3.98
-9.01

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

9.88E+03

39.95

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.12
1.23E+03
3.84E+08

-9.05
30.90
85.85

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.63E-16

-151.79

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

34.00

15.31

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

907.92
0.55

29.58
-2.60

G(r )

7.14E+07

78.54

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.54E+06
2.65E+23

-211.94
61.87
234.24

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.76

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.19. Link budget S Band to Earth from Moon
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

84.77
93.98
-9.21

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

1.50
1.77

1.76
2.47

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

8.48E+02

29.28

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

1.45
1.23E+03
3.84E+08

1.61
30.90
85.85

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.62E-16

-151.79

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

34.00

15.31

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

907.92
0.55

29.58
-2.60

G(r )

4.36E+05

56.39

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
9.39E+03
1.62E+21

-211.94
39.73
212.10

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.76

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.20. Link budget UHF to Gateway from GEO with 1m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

2.00
3.14

3.01
4.97

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

1.95E+02

22.91

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

4,155.00
8.12E+05
2.91E+08

36.19
59.10
84.63

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

7.65E-13

-121.16

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

1.00

0.00

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.79
0.55

-1.05
-2.60

G(r )

4.89E+01

16.89

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.05E+00
1.20E+20

-211.94
0.22
200.79

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.74

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.21. Link budget UHF to Gateway from GEO with 2m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

2.00
3.14

3.01
4.97

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

1.95E+02

22.91

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

1,040.00
2.03E+05
2.91E+08

30.17
53.08
84.63

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

1.92E-13

-127.18

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

2.00

3.01

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

3.14
0.55

4.97
-2.60

G(r )

1.95E+02

22.91

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
4.21E+00
1.20E+20

-211.94
6.24
200.79

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.77

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.22. Link budget Ka Band to Gateway from GEO with 1m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.40
0.13

-3.98
-9.01

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

9.88E+03

39.95

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

82.25
8.13E+05
2.91E+08

19.15
59.10
84.63

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

7.66E-13

-121.16

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

1.00

0.00

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.79
0.55

-1.05
-2.60

G(r )

6.18E+04

47.91

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.33E+03
1.52E+23

-211.94
31.24
231.81

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.76

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.23. Link budget Ka Band to Gateway from GEO with 2m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.40
0.13

-3.98
-9.01

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

9.88E+03

39.95

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

20.55
2.03E+05
2.91E+08

13.13
53.08
84.63

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

1.91E-13

-127.18

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

2.00

3.01

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

3.14
0.55

4.97
-2.60

G(r )

2.47E+05

53.93

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
5.32E+03
1.52E+23

-211.94
37.26
231.81

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.75

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.24. Link budget XMP Ka Band to Gateway from GEO with 1m Gateway
Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

2.00
3.14

3.01
4.97

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.55

-2.60

Transmitter Gain

G(t)

2.47E+05

53.93

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

3.29
8.13E+05
2.91E+08

5.17
59.10
84.63

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

7.66E-13

-121.16

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

1.00

0.00

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.79
0.55

-1.05
-2.60

Receiver Gain

G(r )

6.18E+04

47.91

Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.33E+03
1.52E+23

-211.94
31.24
231.81

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.76

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.25. Link budget S Band to Gateway from GEO with 1m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

84.77
93.98
-9.21

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

1.50
1.77

1.76
2.47

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

8.48E+02

29.28

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

957.00
8.12E+05
2.91E+08

29.81
59.09
84.63

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

7.65E-13

-121.16

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

1.00

0.00

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

0.79
0.55

-1.05
-2.60

G(r )

3.77E+02

25.76

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.30E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
8.12E+00
9.26E+20

-211.94
9.10
209.67

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.74

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.26. Link budget S Band to Gateway from GEO with 2m Gateway Antenna
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

84.77
93.98
-9.21

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

1.50
1.77

1.76
2.47

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

8.48E+02

29.28

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

239.50
2.03E+05
2.91E+08

23.79
53.08
84.63

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

1.91E-13

-127.18

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

2.00

3.01

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

3.14
0.55

4.97
-2.60

G(r )

1.51E+03

31.78

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
3.25E+01
9.26E+20

-211.94
15.12
209.67

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.76

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.27. Link budget Omni UHF to Earth from GEO
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.11
0.01

-9.74
-20.53

0.63

-2.04

G(t)

6.25E-01

-2.04

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

17.05
1.07E+01
3.58E+07

12.32
10.28
75.54

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.62E-16

-151.79

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

34.00

15.31

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

907.92
0.55

29.58
-2.60

G(r )

5.65E+04

47.52

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.22E+03
1.82E+18

-211.94
30.85
182.60

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.75

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.28. Link budget Ka Band to Earth from GEO
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.40
0.13

-3.98
-9.01

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

9.88E+03

39.95

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.00
1.07E+01
3.58E+07

-29.67
10.28
75.54

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.63E-16

-151.78

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

34.00

15.31

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

907.92
0.55

29.58
-2.60

G(r )

7.14E+07

78.54

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.80
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.54E+06
2.30E+21

-211.94
61.87
213.62

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.74
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.78

79.73
70.00
12.74

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.01

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.29. Link budget S Band to Earth from GEO
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

84.77
93.98
-9.21

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

1.50
1.77

1.76
2.47

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

8.48E+02

29.28

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.01
1.07E+01
3.58E+07

-19.01
10.27
75.54

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

6.62E-16

-151.79

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

34.00

15.31

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

907.92
0.55

29.58
-2.60

G(r )

4.36E+05

56.39

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
9.39E+03
1.40E+19

-211.94
39.73
191.47

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.74

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.29. Link budget Omni UHF to a Satellite from GEO
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
9.00E+08
0.3333

84.77
89.54
-4.77

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.11
0.01

-9.74
-20.53

0.63

-2.04

G(t)

6.25E-01

-2.04

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

2,025.00
1.27E+03
5.62E+07

33.06
31.02
77.50

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

3.19E-14

-134.96

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

4.90

6.90

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

18.86
0.55

12.75
-2.60

G(r )

1.17E+03

30.69

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
2.53E+01
4.49E+18

-211.94
14.03
186.52

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.88E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.75

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
2.00

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.31. Link budget Ka Band to TDRSS from GEO
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
3.20E+10
0.0094

84.77
105.05
-20.28

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

0.40
0.13

-3.98
-9.01

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

9.88E+03

39.95

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.13
1.26E+03
5.62E+07

-8.93
31.02
77.50

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

3.19E-14

-134.97

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

4.90

6.90

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

18.86
0.55

12.75
-2.60

G(r )

1.48E+06

61.71

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.31E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
3.20E+04
5.67E+21

-211.94
45.05
217.54

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.74

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.32. Link budget Omni S Band to TDRSS from GEO
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

G(t)

84.77
93.98
-9.21

0.04
0.00

-14.18
-29.41

0.63

-2.04

6.25E-01

-2.04

29,300,000.00
1.83E+07
5.62E+07

74.67
72.63
77.50

4.61E-10

-93.36

0.04

-14.18

A(r )
η(r )

0.00
0.63

-29.41
-2.04

G(r )

6.25E-01

-2.04

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

Receiver Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

3.30E-13
46.40
1.38E-23

-124.81
16.67
-228.60

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

6.40E-22
1.35E-02
3.46E+19

-211.94
-18.71
195.40

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
1.87E+08
1.00E-05

4.40
82.73
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
18.74

79.73
70.00
12.73

9.40
1.99

9.73
3.00

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

Eb/No(req)
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Table J.33. Link budget S Band to TDRSS from GEO
Standard Link Budget Analysis

from David G. MacDonnell, "Communications Analysis of Potential Upgrades of NASA's Deep Space Network" M.S. Thesis, Depa
and numerous other sources
Note: Only change values in boxed cells!
Speed of light
Frequency
Wavelength

m/sec
Hz
m

c
f
λ

Diameter of Transmitting Antenna
Area of Transmitting Antenna

m
m^2

Efficiency of Transmitting Antenna
Transmitter Gain

3.00E+08
2.50E+09
0.1200

84.77
93.98
-9.21

d(t)
A(t)
η(t)

1.50
1.77

1.76
2.47

0.55

-2.60

G(t)

8.48E+02

29.28

Transmitter Power
EIRP
slant range

W
W
m

P
EIRP
D

0.05
4.40E+01

-12.85
16.44
#NUM!

Power flux density

W/m^2

Φ

Diameter of Receiving Antenna

m

d(r )

4.90

6.90

Area of Receiving Antenna
Efficiency of Receiving Antenna

m^2

A(r )
η(r )

18.86
0.55

12.75
-2.60

G(r )

9.05E+03

39.57

Receiver Gain
Carrier Power Received
Receiver System Noise Temp
Boltzmann Constant

W
degK
J/degK

C
T(s)
k

Noise Spectral Density
Figure of Merit Gr/Ts
Free Space Loss

J/degK

N(o)
Gr/Ts
L(fs)

Total System Loss
Receiver C/No Available
Bit Error Rate
C/No Required
Data Rate
Eb/No Received
Eb/No Required
Link Margin

Hz
Hz
bits/sec

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!
46.40
1.38E-23

#DIV/0!
16.67
-228.60

6.40E-22
1.95E+02
0.00E+00

-211.94
22.90
#NUM!

L(ts)
C/No(rcv)
BER

2.75
#DIV/0!
1.00E-05

4.40
#DIV/0!
-50.00

C/No(req)
R(b)
Eb/No(rcv)

9.40E+07
1.00E+07
#DIV/0!

79.73
70.00
#DIV/0!

9.40

9.73
#DIV/0!

Eb/No(req)
#DIV/0!
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Appendix K: Requirements Document
M1. All nominal ingress/egress shall be accomplished in shirt-sleeved conditions
M1.1: SCOUT shall be designed for a shirt-sleeve environment during entire length of
sortie
M1.1.1. Internal ambient temperature of pressure hull shall be maintained
nominally at 294 K +/- 3 K
M1.2: Astronaut must be able to go from station to SCOUT with zero pre-breathe
time.
M2: The design reference mission shall consist of the following phases:
• Separation from the docking port and translation across a distance of 1000
m to the assembly site
• Two hours of continual operations in the assembly, systems integration,
and checkout of a 25 m class infrared space telescope
• 15 minute break
• two hours of nominal operations
• 30 minute lunch
• two hours of nominal operations
• translation to host station and docking
M2.1 Nominal Mission
M2.1.1. 4-6 day travel from ISS to L1 via Crew Transfer Vehicle and OASIS
infrastructure
M2.1.2. All nominal missions will occur at no greater than 1000m from
Gateway
M2.1.2.1. Transit to/from worksite shall be completed < 1 hour each
way
M2.1.3. 6 months per mission with two pods completing 15 sorties each
M2.1.4. 30 Sorties total per 6 months, 240 hours of work, 330 hours time within
pod
M2.1.5. Tasks include service, checkout and assembly of 25m telescope
M2.1.5.1. Task Arms and Grapple Arm will having the following
maximum power requirements:
• Task Arm Limit Power/ Arm = 1000 W
• Task Arm Maneuvering Power/ Arm = 200 W
• Task Arm Position Hold Power/ Arm = 100 W
• Grapple Arm Maneuvering Power = 250 W
• Grapple Arm Position Hold Power = 0 W
M2.1.5.2. During a 2-hr work period, the following boundary condition
time limits hold:
• Task Arm Limit Power = .2 hours
• Task Arm Maneuvering = .8 hours
• Task Arm Position Hold = .8 hours
• Grapple Arm Maneuvering = .2 hours
M2.1.6. Tasks will not require work from both pods, for safety pods will
work within 100m of one another
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M2.1.7. Nominal daily delta v of 70m/s for two pods
M2.2. Aggressive Mission
M2.2.1. 4-6 day travel from ISS to L1 via Crew Transfer Vehicle and OASIS
infrastructure
M2.2.2. All aggressive missions will occur at no greater than 1000m from
Gateway
M2.2.3. 6 months per mission with two pods completing 30 sorties each
M2.2.3.1. Power systems shall be capable of supporting cycling of 30
sorties/ 6 months
M2.2.3.1.1. Power systems shall be maintained at 293 K +/- 10 K
M2.2.4. 60 Sorties total per 6 months, 480 hours of work, 660 hours time within
pod
M2.2.5. Tasks include service, checkout and assembly of 25m telescope
M2.2.6. Tasks will not require work from both pods, for safety pods will
work within 100m of one another
M2.3. Extended Mission
M2.3.1. Tasks will not require work from both pods, for safety pods will
work within 100m of one another
M2.3.2. Mission from L1 to Lunar Orbit utilizing OASIS crew transfer and
ferrying vehicles
M2.3.3. Mission from ISS, to enhance current EVA capabilities
M2.3.4. Mission from L1 to GEO, utilizing OASIS infrastructure
M2.3.5. Extended missions based on assumption of increased need of
propellant, crew safety (extra O2 and N2 ), increased need of consumables,
the greater distance from Gateway directly affects communication
M3: The SCOUT system shall provide the capability for the operator to interact with the
worksite using her/his own hands
M3.1: Space suit arms and glove must be used for human interaction with worksite.
M3.2: Range of motion of arms/gloves assembly must be adequate for task
completion.
M4: The SCOUT system shall provide the capability for the operator to interact with the
worksite via dexterous manipulators
M4.1: The dexterous manipulators, also know as the task arms, must have the
capability to handle several different types of hardware
M4.2: The task arms must be positioned in order to allow for the greatest range of
motion around and access to large manipulated hardware
M4.3: The task arms will be designed for a defined series of common tasks
M5: The SCOUT system shall provide the capability for attaching to the worksite via
robotic manipulators or other adjustable restraint mechanism
M5.1: A grapple arm will be used to grasp the worksite
M6: The SCOUT system shall de designed for a single operator under nominal
conditions
M7: Standard operational capabilities for the SCOUT system shall meet or exceed EVA
capabilities demonstrated in Hubble Space Telescope and International Space Station
operations
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M8: SCOUT shall be designed not to preclude successive operations on a daily basis for
indefinite periods of time
M8.1. Servicing Schedule
M8.1.1. Metox regeneration 10 hours per night
M8.1.2. Battery charge overnight
M8.1.3. Waste Containment System changed daily
M8.1.4. O2 and N2 refilled overnight
M8.1.5. Food and water replaced each night
M8.1.6. Gloves replaced after 5 sorties
M8.1.7. Arms and charcoal filters replaced after 3 months
M8.1.8. Batteries changed-out after 1 year
M8.1.9. Fire extinguishers replaced as needed (yearly pressure check)
M8.1.10. All servicing capable by EVA or within Gateway airlock
M8.2. Power systems shall be capable of recharging/ resupply in less than 11
hours (the minimum time between successive missions)
M8.3. Propellants shall be capable of resupply in less than 13 hours
M9: SCOUT shall provide attitude control for itself at all times, and for the grappled
spacecraft being serviced. For design purposes, the reference size for a grappled
target spacecraft will be assumed to be equivalent to Hubble Space Telescope.
I1. The SCOUT system shall be designed to operate from the L1 Gateway
System
I1.1. Needs to have appropriate docking capabilities
I1.2. Needs to be able to get to Earth-Moon L1
I1.3. SCOUT shall provide protection from solar flux
I1.4. SCOUT shall be capable of withstanding worst-case thermal exposure
scenarios:
• 13 hours of sunlight
• 13 hours of darkness
I1.5. SCOUT shall provide a means of radiating heat efficiently
I1.6. Fuel shall be stored at 293 K +/- 5 K
I2: The system shall be designed to be readily modifiable for operations on
International Space Station
I2.1 Needs to be designed to withstand environment of L1 and LEO
I3: System design shall consist of the SCOUT vehicle, and a docking and
recharge facility to be attached to the hosting station
I3.1. SCOUT vehicle
I3.2. Docking module
I3.2.1. Docking module will provide storage for SCOUT vehicle consumables
for nominal mission
I3.2.1.1. Fuel and atmospheric storage for 30 SCOUT sorties (15 per
vehicle)
I3.2.1.2. Requires re-supply every six months
I3.2.2. Docking module can provide storage for SCOUT vehicle consumables
for aggressive mission
I3.2.2.1. Fuel and atmospheric storage for 60 SCOUT sorties (30 per
vehicle)
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I3.2.2.2. Requires re-supply every three months
I3.2.3. Docking module will provide storage for SCOUT vehicle replacement
parts.
I3.2.3.1. Replacement parts will include, but not be limited to: suit arms,
gloves, charcoal filters, micrometeoroid protection panels, and
batteries.
I3.2.3.2. Suit arms, gloves, and charcoal filters shall be re-supplied every
six months.
I3.2.3.3. Other (long-term) parts shall be re-supplied every two years.
I2.2.3.4. Two replacement batteries (1/ SCOUT) shall be stored for 1
year.
I2.2.3.4.1. Back- up batteries shall be replaced once a year
I2.2.3.4.2. All on-board batteries shall be replaced once a year
I3.2.4. Docking module shall provide power system to mitigate power load
impacts on Gateway
I4: Systems design shall be conducted in accordance with NASA Standard JSC28354, Human-Rating Requirements
I4.1. Electronic systems shall be maintained within operating limits: 218 –
398 K
I4.2: The cumulative probability of safe crew return over the life of the program
exceeds 0.99
I5: All system technologies shall be at a minimum NASA technology readiness
level (TRL) of 3 on Jan. 1, 2005, and shall be capable of reaching a TRL of 6 by the
technology cut-off date of Jan. 1, 2008
I5.1: Launch or SCOUT system to Low Earth Orbit shall be achieved on space
shuttle.
I5.2: LEO to L1 transit shall be on OASIS SEP
I6: All components for SCOUT system installation and operation shall be
designed for launch on US launch vehicles currently planned to be operational in 2005
I7: The SCOUT system shall be designed to accommodate servicing access to all
components at the host station. Items planned for nominal replacement cycles shall be
reachable in shirt-sleeve conditions
I7.1. Power system shall not require change-out more than once a year
I7.1.1. Power system servicing/ change-out shall be performed via EVA once a
year
I8: All SCOUT systems shall be capable of contingency operations without
internal pressurization
I9: System shall provide for a single- interface replenishment at the docking port
I10: System shall provide for single-person checkout and refurbishment between
each use. Total time for this activity is not to exceed one hour
I11: All safety-critical systems shall be two- fault tolerant. Sufficient sensors shall
be incorporated to allow positive diagnosis of all credible failures
I11.1. Power systems shall be two-fault tolerant for all safety-critical
systems
I11.1.1. System shall provide uninterrupted power at all times, including in
one/two fault operation modes
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S1: All systems shall be designed to provide a non- negative margin of safety for worstcase loading conditions incorporating the following factors of safety:
• Secondary structure: 1.5
• Primary structure: 2.0
• Pressurized tanks: 3.0
• Pressure lines: 4.0
S2: All structural systems shall provide non- negative margins of safety for all loading
conditions due to launch vehicles
S2.1: Load-bearing elements have a minimal thickness of 1.5 mm (0.060 in) for
handling purposes and manufacturing ease
S2.2: Micrometeoroid protection design shall adhere to NASA-SSP-52005B 5.1.5,
Payload Flight Equipment Requirements–•I11: All safety-critical systems shall
be two- fault tolerant. Sufficient
sensors shall be incorporated to allow positive diagnosis of all credible failures.
A1: The system shall be capable of supporting continual bi-directional transmission of
high-definition television (9Mbps) plus 1Mbps of continuous digital data to the
hosting station.
A1.1: Communication system shall be compatible with all OASIS components.
A1.2: Communication system shall be compatible with existing ISS systems.
A1.3: Emergency communication shall be provided to Earth.
A1.4: System shall be capable of communication with another SCOUT pod.
A1.4.1: System shall be capable of simultaneous communication with another
pod and hosting station.
A2: Onboard computers shall control attitude determination, flight control, command and
data handling, fault detection and correction and robotic manipulator control.
A2.1: Onboard processing shall be powerful enough to accommodate all system loads
as a real-time process.
A2.2: Avionics computer system reliability shall be at least 99.9%.
A2.3: Each flight computer shall be able to independently maintain critical SCOUT
systems if other flight computers become disabled. This flight computer shall
maintain as much nominal functionality as possible.
A3: The system shall be capable of operating in any of the following control modes for
any or all of the nominal mission segments:
• Teleoperation
• On-board direct human control
• Supervisory control
• On-board autonomous control
A3.1: The system shall provide full six degree-of-freedom control, since SCOUT will
need to align itself relative to any workspace.
A3.1.1: No torque mechanism shall be permitted to reach saturation.
A3.1.2: The system shall prevent SCOUT from spinning at a rate faster than
45deg/sec on any axis for more than one revolution, for the pilot’s
safety.
A3.2: System shall be capable of docking with the hosting station, and assure no
damage to SCOUT or station components.
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A3.2.1: System shall be capable of docking through direct pilot control,
teleoperation from the hosting station, and autonomous control.
A3.3: System shall be able to dock with another SCOUT pod.
A4: Sufficient sensors shall be incorporated to allow positive diagnosis of all credible
failures in safety-critical systems.
A4.1: Position sensors shall be able to locate the Gateway station and SCOUT
worksite from within a radius of 2000m.
A4.1.1: Position sensors shall have a minimum detection range of 1m or closer.
A4.1.2: For any range from a target, position sensors shall have an accuracy of
5% of that distance or better.
A4.2: Spacecraft attitude shall be accurate to 0.05 degrees (3 arcmin).
A4.3: Spacecraft rate knowledge should be accurate to 0.1deg/sec (6arcmin/sec).
A5: Power distribution system shall provide continuous power to all SCOUT
components.
A5.1: System shall have two-fault tolerant power connections.
A5.2: System shall be capable of distributing the base power load of 900W with a
peak power of approximately 3kW.
A5.2.1: System shall have an efficiency of at least 95%.
A5.2.2: System shall be at least 99.9% reliable per sortie.
A5.3: System shall support nominal mission operations of up to 13 hours.
L1: All crew interfaces shall accommodate 95th percentile American males to 5th
percentile Japanese females.
L2: All crew interfaces shall adhere to NASA-STD-3000, Man-Systems Integration
Standards.
L2.1: System shall be two fault tolerant and redundant.
L2.2: Air maintenance system shall be in place.
L2.3: SCOUT shall adhere to all requirements for crew safety.
L2.4: SCOUT must incorporate a comfortable cabin layout and suit interface for all
sizes of people.
L2.5: External lighting shall provide sufficient illuminance levels within the
astronauts reach envelope for EVA satellite servicing with the use of complex
tools and for providing visual tasks with small, low constraint objects.
L2.6: Internal lighting shall be of variable intensity to provide illuminance levels
appropriate for each task performed by the crew.
L2.7: Crew systems shall be maintained at a nominal temperature of 294 K
L3: The SCOUT vehicle shall provide nominal capabilities for eating, drinking, and
waste elimination.
L3.1: SCOUT shall provide 8 ounces of drinking water per hour.
L3.2: Must be sufficient sustenance on SCOUT for a standard sortie length.
L3.3: Waste elimination system shall be designed so that its used does not require
deviation from the normal diet provided on Gateway.
L4: System shall provide necessary support for extravehicular operations on a daily
basis.
L4.1: SCOUT must be periodically resupplied with consumables.
L4.2: SCOUT must provide waste removal capabilities.
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L4.3: SCOUT must undergo routine system maintenance.
L5: Life support systems shall provide sufficient consumables to support the user for the
maximum reference mission duration plus two hours reserve.
L5.1: Sufficient O2 consumables for 13 hours of operation.
L5.2: Must have sufficient CO2 scrubbing capabilities with backup.
L5.3: SCOUT will provide TCC consumables through use of activated charcoal bed
and particulate filter.
L5.4: Power system shall provide for two-hour nominal operation reserve for all safetycritical systems
L6: Radiation dosages shall, under all conditions, conform in all respects to the current
NASA standards for astronaut radiation limits.
L6.1: Astronaut radiation dosage must not exceed 3% increase in lifetime excess
fatal cancer.
L6.2: Radiation shield must be designed to keep radiation levels As Low As
Reasonable Achievable (ALARA).
L7: System shall provide for emergency alternative access and EVA "bailout" options.
L7.1: Second hatch must be attached to SCOUT for alternate egress.
L7.2: Bailout system must be capable of transferring astronaut away from SCOUT
quickly in case of emergency.
L8: System shall be capable of safely initiating operations with zero pre-breathe time.
L8.1: System shall accommodate variable pressure levels between station and
worksite.
L9: If the system accommodates variable pressure levels, it must support in-situ
denitrogenation during nominal operations
P1: System shall provide a low-contamination (inert gas) propulsion system for
operations in
contamination-critical regions
P1.1. Nitrogen cold- gas thrusters shall operate in contamination-critical regions
P1.2. Hydrazine shall supplement Nitrogen thrusters for propulsion and RCS control
in regions deemed not contamination-critical
P2: Power and thermal control systems shall be non-venting
X1: System shall be designed to accommodate supplemental kits to enable
extended missions, including:
• Extended ? v missions
• Extended duration missions
• Cargo transport missions
X1.1. XMP shall provide extended mission recharge/ resupply capabilities for
SCOUT
X1.1.1. XMP shall be designed per M2.3 extended reference mission
X1.1.1.1. Power requirements during work period shall be
consistent with nominal reference sortie
X1.1.1.2. All safety-critical systems shall be designed for a twohour reserve in addition to nominal sortie length
X1.1.1.3. Recharge/ resupply shall be capable of meeting minimal
replenishment requirements in less than 5 hours
X1.1.2. XMP shall be capable of docking with SCOUT
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X1.1.3. XMP shall be transported by a tow-vehicle to the worksite
X1.1.3.1. XMP shall be capable of transmitting necessary power
and consumables from tow- vehicle to SCOUT during
duration of transport
X1.1.3.2. XMP shall maintain a shirt-sleeve atmosphere in order
to allow passage between SCOUT and tow-vehicle
X1.2. XMP shall be capable of equipping provisions for cargo transport in
addition to transport of SCOUT
X1.3: System is designed to last 20.5 hours with an absolute max of 41 hours
(utilizing all of backup O2 tanks).
X1.4: SCOUT shall provide 8 ounces of water for each hour of extended
mission.
X1.5: Depending on mission length SCOUT may require additional waste
storage.
X1.6: For an extended mission, Earth radar shall be used for position
measurement.
X1.7: System shall maintain continuous communication with the hosting
station, with the exception of the far side of orbit.
X1.7.1: System shall be capable of contacting Earth.
X1.8: Docking system shall be compatible with extended mission host vehicle
(e.g. CTV).
X1.9: Power distribution shall support the vehicle for the duration of any
extended mission (e.g. 66 hours for a lunar orbit mission).
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Appendix L: Names and Initials
RMJ
MBB
LKP
JRC
JTC
CLB
JMR
KMH
WEF
SKM
AML
ABL
KAC
AE
JCH
ERR
JAR
ESS
YY
WMM
OJS
GCS
ABH
MCB
CA
NLM
CEW

Robyn Jones
Meghan Baker
Lynn Pierson
Jesse Colville
Tom Christy
Chris Bowen
Jackie Reilly
Kirsten Hollingsworth
Wendy Frank
Sadie Michael
Andrew Long
Alexandra Langley
Katy Caitlin
Avi Edery
John Hintz
Eric Rodriguez
Justin Richeson
Ernest Silva
Yudai Yoshimura
Will Miller
Oliver Sadorra
Gregory Stamp
Aaron Hoskins
Matt Beres
Murat Aymergen
Nathan Moulton
Chris Work
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